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PREFACE — VOLUME I

The history of urban problems since World War II has
demonstrated clearly the critical need for an improved transpor
tation planning process at the municipal level. Cities have not
been able to fathom the complexities of their transporation
problems, let alone marshall the resources needed to effectively
address them.

Instead, they have looked to the state and Federal
governments for salvation — and after nearly three decades
this hoped-for panacea has in many ways been found wanting. It
was impractical to expect the higher levels of government to uni
laterally develop regional and national transportation solutions
that did not impact seriously on local quality of living.

The contract under which this study has been carried out
reflects a far-sighted view by the U.S. Department of Transportation,
its Transportation Systems Center, and its Office of Environment
and Urban Systems -- a view that the Federal Government can perform
a vital function by fostering the development of an improved
transportation planning process for small cities.

The resulting three-volume report is believed by the study
team to provide concepts and recommendations of value to small
cities throughout the country. Volume I, contained herein, confronts
the need for a basic organizational framework within which sound
transportation plans and successful implementation can best be
generated. Volume II develops an inventory of transportation
studies needed by Cambridge, while Volume III recasts earlier
material for specific use by other small cities.

To the extent that the study may have been successful, the
Federal Government will have helped build the foundations of a
new Federal/state/local transportation planning partnership —
one in which cities and towns can at last make strong, well-
considered, grass-roots inputs without which Federal and state
transportation planning efforts in urban areas cannot hope to
succeed.
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INTRODUCTION

The time was early December 1967.

The speaker was John Kenneth Galbraith — Professor of
Economics at Harvard, former U.S. Ambassador to India, and fresh off
the plane from Switzerland, a day earlier than scheduled in order to
attend this meeting.

"....so we are in agreement. The planning process for the Inner
Belt has been marked by serious deficiencies and inconsistencies.

"These weaknesses must be the starting point of any future effort
aimed at reviewing rationally the metropolitan area's (Boston) trans
portation system.

"Let us telephone Lowell Bridwell."

Lowell Bridwell, whom Mr. Galbraith was about to telephone, was
the Federal Highway Administrator.

The meeting was one of a series held by the members of the
Cambridge Mayor's Advisory Committee on the Inner Belt. The sixteen
committee members — all peers of Mr. Galbraith included Robert
Alberty, Dean, School of Science, M.I.T.; Ross A. McFarland, Guggenheim
Professor of Aerospace, Health, and Safety, School of Public Health,
Harvard; Daniel P. Moynihan, Professor of Education and Urban Politics,
Graduate school of Education, Harvard; Lewis Mumford, critic and in
residence, Leverett House, Harvard; Talcott Parsons, Professor of
Sociology, Harvard; Jack Ruina, Vice-President of Special Laboratories,
M.I.T.; Benson R. Snyder (Dr.), Psychiatrist-in-Chief , M.I.T.; and
James Vorenberg, Professor of Law, Harvard Law School.

Prior to the formation of the Mayor's Advisory Committee,
technicians employed by Cambridge had studied in depth the methodology
used by the State Department of Public Works to justify the construction
of the "Inner Belt" and "Route 2 Extension" expressways. The City
became convinced that the state's methodology had serious deficiencies.
Cambridge had presented these findings to the State Commissioner of
Public Works and the Federal Highway Administrator but they had not
accepted the City's analysis.

Cambridge decided to form a committee of senior professors from
Harvard and M.I.T. -- all experts in research methodology. The City
felt that any review of the Boston metropolitan planning process by
such a qualified committee would support inevitably Cambridge's
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contention that the planning process did not justify the recommended
construction program.

The Presidents of Harvard and M.I.T. were asked to submit
suggestions for membership on the committee. All names submitted by
the Presidents were invited to join the committee. Only one refused;
he would be out of the country at the time of the committee's deliber
ations .

On February 6, 1968, Lowell Bridwell, the Federal Highway
Administrator, met with the Mayor's Advisory Committee and the Cambridge
City Council for review of the Committee's documentation of "deficien
cies and inconsistencies." On March 7, 1968, he agreed that the past
twenty years of transportation planning in the Boston metropolitan area
did indeed have its limitation and that the process required serious
reexamination. Mr. Bridwell ordered the Massachusetts Department of
Public Works "to analyze and attempt to develop traffic assignments
to a highway network which specifically excludes the Inner Belt."

Significant as was that mid-December day in 1967 when Mr.
Galbraith made his summation — and as was the resultant ordering of
a re-study by Mr. Bridwell in March 1968 -- this involvement of the
academic community was only a minor episode in the twenty- three years
of effort that it has taken the citizens and the government of Cambridge,
in alliance with the citizens and governments of many cities and towns
in the Boston area, to succeed in modifying the metropolitan transporta
tion planning process.

These years of effort finally were climaxed on December 29, 1971,
when Francis Sargent, Governor of Massachusetts, officially announced
that the Inner Belt and the Route 2 Extension were obsolete transporta
tion concepts and that these highways would not be built.

Notwithstanding this successful conclusion, Cambridge was unable
during the previous twenty-five year period to effectively organize its
own municipal transportation planning process. The evidence is
convincing that for most of this era, the City's performance in the
policy-making and administration of its own transportation planning
effort must be described as for the most part administratively
uncoordinated, and, often, politically contradictory. It is truly a

miracle that the Inner Belt battle was won, given the City's internal
lack of organization for transportation planning.

The roots of this weakness go deep and lie in Cambridge's
diverse citizenry and its diffuse municipal governmental operation.
Cambridge is known for its heterogeneity in population and interests.

Cambridge, also, is many things to many people. It is a

residential community — 1,700 acres of it. It uses 1,000 of its
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acres for intensive industrial purposes. It is headquarters for many
research industries. On the other hand, much of the community's
industrial inventory is a relic of an earlier century and perilously
close to obsolescence in light of today's needs.

Cambridge has its national institutions -- Harvard University,
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the Polaroid Corporation.
It is also a community of relatively insular neighborhoods whose long
time residents have deeply-established roots and limited contact with
the world beyond.

Cambridge has households at both ends of the income scale. The
Census indicates that 20.77. of the City's households fall be low the
$3,000 annual income level, while an almost equal number (15.67.) claim
incomes in excess of $15,000.

Cambridge's diversity is both an asset and a liability. It has
been a bulwark against the sterile homogeneity that characterizes many
of the nation's moderate-size communities and rural areas. But it also
nurtures in Cambridge a social fragmentation among its citizenry that
makes the policy-making process remarkably complex and diffuse. This
lack of capacity for policy-making within Cambridge's citizenry is
reinforced unfortunately by the nature of the City's governmental
operation.

Cambridge is governed by an elected City Council; a Mayor,
elected by the Council from its own ranks; a City Manager, appointed by
the City Council; and line departments, whose personnel are appointed
by and responsible to the City Manager. In theory, the elected City
Council decides all policy matters and the appointed City Manager,
charged with implementing the Council's decisions, directs the line
departments in carrying out the Council's policies.

In actual practice, however, Cambridge's municipal operation
is as fragmented as its citizenry and its policy-making capacity as
diffuse. The elected City Council has no technical staff and as a
result finds it difficult to deal profoundly with the wide range of
policy questions that face the City. The appointed City Manager, with
or without strong policy direction, tends to be policy maker as well as
implementor. And the line departments, more often than not, operate
administratively free from the direction of either the City Council or
the City Manager.

The record speaks for itself — and it is full of noncoordina-
tion and contradictions.

Official city policy, articulated many times by every City
Council during the past two decades, has been vigorous in its opposition
to all expressways through the City, particularly the Inner Belt, which
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in its final form, as planned by the State, cut through much of
Cambridge's working class residential community.

One problem with these City Council statements is that they
have frequently not had the benefit of technical documentation nor
were they accompanied by constructive alternatives. Nevertheless, the
policy has been clear for all within the City to hear and understand.

The City Council's policy position, opposing the highway
proposals of the state and federal agencies, has been consistently
supported by Cambridge's Representatives in the State legislature, as
well as by Congressman "Tip" O'Neill, Cambridge's Representative in
Washington.

On the other hand, with notable exceptions the City Managers
serving during this period largely accepted the inevitability of the
proposed state and federal highway system and either ignored the City
Council's policy position or quietly worked against it. It is,
therefore, hardly startling to discover that the critical line depart
ments responsible for carrying out, under the direction of the City
Manager, the City's transportation planning activities felt free to
ignore and even oppose the City Council's directives.

The single most important City officials, during much of the
post-war period in which the City Council opposed the interstate
highway system, were the Planning Directors. They were specifically
charged with the responsibility of acting as liaison between the City —
its Council, Manager, line departments, and citizens — and the
transportation agencies at the Metropolitan, State, and Federal levels.
During most of this period, previous City Planning Directors overtly
proselytized for the construction of all highways proposed by the State
in Cambridge, particularly the Inner Belt.

The opposition of earlier Planning Directors to the City Council's
policy on interstate highways also reflected itself in the activities
of the City's Code Enforcement and Review Committee. This Committee
brought together all of the City's inspection agencies -- Fire, Health,
Building, and Planning. During the Inner Belt controversy the Planning
Director acted as Chairman. Annually, this Committee prepared, as part
of the City's Workable Program for Community Improvement, code enforce
ment programs on both sides of the Inner Belt's presumed alignment, but
never did the committee initiate inspectional services within the route's
anticipated boundary.

In clear though perhaps unwitting conflict with its highway
policy, the City Council approved all Workable Programs submissions to
the HUD Regional Office in New York City. Further, the City Council
funded code enforcement programs, as organized in these Workable
Programs , that left the structures within the boundaries of the alleged
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Inner Belt route free of enforcement. The results were predictable.
Deterioration flourished where the state wanted the highway to be
constructed, property values dropped, and acquisition costs for highway
purposes were reduced.

Similarly, the Cambridge Redevelopment Authority, legally
autonomous but by local tradition responsive to the City Council on
policy matters, defined the Wellington-Harrington Urban Renewal Project
boundary so as to leave the Brookline-Elm Street Inner Belt alignment
free for highway purposes. As with the code enforcement programs, the
City Council approved the project boundaries and authorized sending the
Survey and Planning Application to the HUD Regional office in New York.

The Cambridge Model Cities program, on the other hand, defined
its boundary to include all the then-known Inner Belt alignments,
thereby alerting both HUD and DOT that it supported the City Council's
policy by striving to protect the neighborhood from any highway en

croachments. Concurrently, Cambridge's Urban Beautif ication Program
applied for ard received Federal (HUD) funding for the improvement of
a play area that was located within the presumed Inner Belt alignment.
And, also, at about the same time, the City Manager's office applied
for and received from Washington $90,000 in amendatory Community Renewal
Program (CRP) funds to help the City question the implications of the
State's highway plans.

In still another situation, the deteriorated Fletcher School was
not replaced by the Cambridge School Committee because the logical site
for the new school building was adjacent to the Elm Street Inner Belt
alignment.

This list could be lengthened almost indefinitely.

Many City officials — an example might be Cambridge's earlier
representatives to the Metropolitan Area Planning Council — largely
were silent during the critical years of the highway controversy.
Their silence, of course, could be presumed to mean support for the City
Council's position. In actual practice, however, their silence probably
better served those who opposed the City Council policy position.

What is clear is that when the City Council made a policy, some

City officials followed it — many did not. And on occasion, the
City Council even negated its own policy.

Not only was Cambridge unable to effectively organize itself in
support of City Council transportation policy, the City also was unable
to create a coherent administration for the direction of the Cambridge
transportation planning effort. In the past, responsibility for separate
transportation tasks was assigned, at one time or another, to the City
Manager, the Planning Director, a City Councillor, an Assistant to the
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City Manager for Community Development, the Director of Traffic and
Parking, the Redevelopment Authority Director, the Cambridge Advisory
Committee, and even the Mayor. But overall responsibility for the
transportation effort was never placed in the hands of one person.

Inadequate as the City's transportation policy-making and
administration may have been for two decades, Cambridge was most
effective, in the later years of the 1960's, in creating a city-wide
anti-highway coalition that skillfully blended policy-making, funding,
technical assistance, political acumen, and citizen involvement. While
limited in scope, as it was oriented only to highway issues, this
experience would well serve as a model for the administration of an
intermodal transportation planning process for Cambridge and other cities
in the future.

By 1966 Cambridge and the other municipalities in the Boston area
found themselves confronted by a metropolitan transportation design
system that proposed the construction of a spiderweb of major highways
through the Region — all apparently completely unre ted to proposals
for parallel mass transit extensions. For Cambridge, the State's
proposals called for the construction of three major highways (the Inner
Belt, the Route 2 Extension, and an Intermediate Belt); related inter
changes; and, inevitably, major arterial improvements to support
commuter flows along Memorial Drive, Putnam Avenue, and a Harvard Square
By-Pass. In addition, there was planned an extension of mass transit
parallel to the Route 2 Extension beyond Harvard Square.

As in the past, contradiction prevailed within the City Government.
On the one hand the City Council joined with the City's representatives
in the State legislature and Congress and articulated the danger to the
City if the State were permitted to go ahead with this construction
program. On the other, the City's then Planning Director and the Code
Enforcement Committee fostered support for the State's plans. And the
City Manager and most of the remaining line departments remained silent.
Indecision and inaction on the City's level resulted. All evidence
suggested that the highways and their ancillary facilities would be
built as the State planned them.

Intruding into this almost hopeless situation a group of citizens
organized themselves into a Committee called Save Our Cities. Focusing
its energies against the Inner Belt and banding behind the catchy slogan
"Cambridge is a City Not a Highway" the citizens soon discovered they
needed help in breaking through the disorder at the City level and in
countering the massive documentation offered by the State in justifica
tion of its highway proposals. Save Our Cities enlisted the help of
Urban Planning Aid (UPA), a group of economists, architects, lawyers,
planners and community organizers, largely from M.I.T. and Harvard, who

had organized themselves earlier in the year to provide just such
technical help to neighborhoods in need.
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With the help of UPA, Save Our Cities began dramatizing the
highway issue throughout the City and particularly in those neighborhoods
threatened by the State's Inner Belt proposals. Mass meetings were held.
Petitions were circulated. Organizational membership was recruited. The
Governor was pressured for a change in State policy. Delegations were
sent to Washington to meet with Congressmen, Senators, and Federal
officials. Most important, critiques of the State's proposals were
developed, supported by impeccable social, economic, and engineering
data. Within a year, Save Our Cities and UPA had prepared an alternative
location for the Inner Belt so persuasive in its feasibility that the
Governor, just prior to the 1966 election, was forced to defer approval
of the State's preferred route for the Inner Belt.

By mid-1967, the organizational pressure exerted by Save Our
Cities, backed by the technical expertise of UPA, began having its
impact on the administrative and political scene within Cambridge. The
City Council, supported by Save Our Cities, found itself more and more
able to get the City Manager and the line departments to accept its
anti-highway position. The City Manager's office was directed to lend
its technical capacity to work alongside UPA in support of Save Our

Cities. Line department personnel that opposed the City Council '
s

policy position were relieved of their transportation responsibilities,
which were taken over by an Assistant to the City Manager. Additional
personnel, equipped to give intellectual and technical breadth to the
City Council's policy, were employed by the City Manager. Before the
year ended, funds were allocated from the City Manager's office to pay
for UPA's services and that of other consultants required by Save Our

Cities. It was the City Manager's office that took the leadership in
organizing the Mayor's Advisory Committee on the Inner Belt, the
academic group that negotiated a restudy of the feasibility of the Inner
Belt with Lowell Bridwell.

In January 1968 Save Our Cities, UPA, and the City Manager's
office mounted a huge demonstration financed by the Cambridge City
Council that brought together, for the first time, the full range of
Cambridge's diverse citizenry and the municipal administration to march

on the State House to demand that the Governor halt not only the Inner
Belt through Cambridge but all highways within Route 128. Joining
Cambridge's delegation in marching on the State House were nineteen other
community and neighborhood organizations in the metropolitan Boston area «
from Lynn in the North, to East Boston, the South End, and Mattapan in
Boston, to Milton in the South. This demonstration was the stimulus for
the formation of the Greater Boston Committee on the Transportation Crisis,
which now leads the metropolitan effort for the creation of a transporta
tion system with an emphasis on mass transit, not highways.

By mid-1968 the City Council's anti-highway policy was clearly
supported by Cambridge's citizenry and its municipal operation. When it
came time for the City Council to appoint a new City Manager, a pre-



requisite was that he strongly implement the City Council policy. From
that moment the City Manager's office became a central force in all
matters affecting the highway planning process — including the
development of a coalition with the governments of Boston, Brookline,
and Somerville; participating in the Bridwell restudy and, later,
questioning the validity of its results; influencing the Governor to
declare a moratorium on highway construction in the Boston metropolitan
area; and, finally, directing Cambridge's participation in the Boston
Transportation Planning Review, the current study ordered by the
Governor to develop an intermodal transportation planning process and
plan for metropolitan Boston.

Space prevents telling the full story of Cambridge's evolving
transportation planning process. It is self-evident, however, that
Cambridge's experience in the later years of the 1960 's clearly shows
that effective policy-making and administration at the City Council
level must be combined with a citizens' organization -* securely based
in the neighborhoods, knowledgeable in the transportation planning pro
cess, and skilled in the art of political action -- if the City of
Cambridge is to be able to cope with the complexities of transportation
planning in the future.

Creating this coalition of policy-making, administration, and
citizen involvement is a major goal of the Cambridge-U.S. Department
of Transportation Municipal Level Planning Study. This first
volume of the study team's final report discusses related organizational
framework considerations and proposals.
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CHAPTER 1 — BASIC ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES

INTRODUCTION

Local Consensus and Public Transportation Investment

In recent years, government has experienced a new form of dis
economy: the production of an ostensibly desirable transportation
improvement that is later met with severe citizen dissatisfaction
after substantial, irretrievable public investment has been made in
planning, design, or even construction. The problem is one of consen
sus — either a misunderstanding, or change, or an ignoring of true
public interest is involved. Whatever the mismatch, the consequences
appear to be too expensive to be ignored. San Francisco, New Orleans,
Milwaukee, Baltimore, the District of Columbia, Memphis and more recently
the Boston Metropolitan area, have challenged government transportation
investments amounting to hundreds of millions of dollars. Wherever the
fault may lie for any of these situations, the government and public
can no longer afford to "find out later" that a given facility is
undesirable for reasons that might have been predetermined by fuller
public participation.

In this regard, it seems most sensible to approach the problem
from the ground up, so to speak. The local community, from the point of
view of both needs and impact, is the proper place to start. The practice
of making too many judgments from the "top-down" is, and has proven
itself to be, a very risky business. As discussed fully in later
sections of this report, the use of a local forum as an active parti
cipant in the development of overall transportation policies is seen as
the only way to assure that investments are sound. In this connection,
it is important that estimates of needs be generated from local sources,
since that is where the services are delivered. The so-called "secondary"
or "indirect" effects or impacts are particularly felt at the local level;
their true extent must therefore be evaluated at that level. There is
also the consideration that the local consequences of any investment may

justify not building or carrying out an action at all or delaying it for
an indefinite period. We must bear in mind that there are usually other
pressing and non-risk expenditures needed in any community at any given
time. It would obviously be better to care for them first in a world of
limited resources.

"Top-Down" Transportation Planning vs. the Reconciliation of Locally-
Generated Objectives

A close analysis of the various matters of concern in transporta
tion planning indicates that there are few in fact that require a highly-



centralized organizational structure. The matters that do critically
require that kind of structure — such as public investment considera
tions and overall system operational efficiency -- are ironically the
least likely to be so treated. Instead, it is far more common for
judgments and estimates to be made from the "top-down" as to what is
desired by and desirable to, a given community. The unfortunate
multiplication of public hearing requirements has left both the planning
technician and the public frustrated. The technician, in his own and

the public's view, is not necessarily the most appropriate person to be

given extensive reponsibilities in conducting public forums, yet he has
reluctantly inherited this onerous task as part of his job. The public,
on the other hand, instinctively mistrusts the technician in a political
role-playing function, acting both as legislative committee, and judge,
as it were, to its petitions. There is therefore a need for an insti
tutionalized public forum as part of the traditional political structure
that does not further burden the already crowded legislative branch and
that relieves the technician from the conflicting roles that undermine
his usefulness and credibility.

Wherever possible, repetitive public hearing requirements should
be reduced on the one hand, and more attention given to providing local
forums for consensus-building. It is then more appropriate and
effective for the higher levels of government to exercise their rightful
function of reconciling local, state and federal objectives a task
which, if well done, should be a sufficient enough challenge. In this
regard, the attempt to centrally "estimate" local objectives as well as
needs is viewed as essentially a self-defeating exercise.
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SECTION 1 — GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS

Existing Governmental Relationships in Transportation Planning

A brief survey of the existing governmental relationships for
transportation planning may be in order. While much of this may be
obvious and generally known to those working professionally in the
transportation field, it may be useful to highlight the extent and
manner in which agencies do in fact relate to each other.

A. Federal -- City

Except in an informal way, a city has had little or no "standing"
with regard to the Federal Department of Transportation. Contact
between the two governments has existed through political represen
tatives; these contacts are usually for the purpose of arranging or
negotiating participation with state, regional or independent agencies
involving Federal funding of programs. Some demonstration grant money
has required more direct local involvement, as have certain forms of
Urban Mass Transit Administration assistance, but this has generally
been the exception. Another exception has been the TOPICS (Traffic
Operations Program to Improve Capacity and Safety) program, which was
more recently conceived as the kind of program that should be initiated
locally as a matter of future policy. This would also be true of the
projected "Urban Systems" Program (Class D) which would extend this
policy. Whether intended or not, many cities have felt that their
concerns have been "bypassed" by the present arrangement. This is no
doubt the concern to which Federal revenue-sharing has addressed itself,
a subject that will be discussed further.

B. State — City

Except for informal cooperative working arrangements such as
traffic and street signing which are modest at best, there has been
little direct transportation planning involvement by cities within the
state structure until recently. The Governor's Boston Transportation
Planning Review, now nearing completion, represents a current counter-
trend that grew out of four crises caused by impending highway facility
construction:

1. 1-695, the so-called "Inner Belt," through Cambridge, Boston,
Brookline and Somerville;

2„ Route 2 Extension -- the proposed Concord Turnpike exten
sion into Cambridge, Arlington and Somerville;
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3. 1-95 South — the so-called "Southwest Corridor" through
Boston and Milton; and

4. 1-95 North, through Revere, Saugus, Lynn, Peabody, including
a Beverly-Salem connector.

Each of these facilities had run into strong local opposition
which impelled the Governor to halt construction until an 18-month
"Restudy" of Metropolitan Boston transportation needs within the Route
128 circumferential expressway could recommend the most advisable
options for future transportation investment in the area. It is
important to remember that this study is an ad hoc arrangement, funded
out of monies previously authorized for a "joint development" study
(known as "Task B") for a particularly controversial segment of the
proposed Inner Belt. As such its unique and laudable participatory
functions are not integrated into the State governmental structure and
could well leave a serious void upon its termination. Current efforts
by the Secretary of Transportation and Construction, the Metropolitan
Area Planning Council (MAPC), the Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority (MBTA), and the State Department of Public Works (DPW) to
establish a "Joint Regional Transportation Committee" for the Boston
Metropolitan Area may succeed in consolidating and institutionalizing
the gains the ad hoc study has made in bringing local interests into
the State transportation planning process.

Another exception is the already mentioned TOPICS Program,
which is coordinated by the State Department of Public Works. Here,
under the terms of the Federal guidelines, a consultant retained by
the DPW is charged with the responsibility of developing TOPICS plans
that coordinate the individual municipal TOPICS programs.

The so-called Technical Coordinating Committees set up by the
Massachusetts DPW to meet the requirements for a continuing, coordinated,
comprehensive planning process as required under the 1962 Amendments
to the Federal-Aid Highway Act have not met the certification require
ments as interpreted by the U.S. Department of Transportation (D.O.T.)
for adequate local community participation. In the Boston Metropolitan
Area, the previous Eastern Massachusetts Regional Planning Project had

served as an interim vehicle for postponing the need for meeting these
requirements. When this Federally-funded study became defunct, there
was no longer any state or regional instrumentality to provide for
the required community representation. In this regard the role of the
Metropolitan Area Planning Council will be discussed below.

With regard to local planning assistance by the State under the
so-called "701" Program (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment — under the Housing Act of 1954), this program has in fact not
provided for state-city transportation planning relationships through
its administration by either the Department of Community Affairs or its
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predecessor in "701" responsibilities, the Department of Commerce and

Development. The new Cabinet office of Communities and Development
similarly has not taken on such functions. The Secretariat for
Transportation and Construction, however, would be the logical office
to be expected to develop any such relationships, if they are in fact
to exist. In order for the Secretary of Transportation and Construc
tion to meet the certification requirements under the Federal-Aid
Highway Act on July 1, 1972, arrangements for community participation
of this nature will have to be shown to D.O.T. in each of the urbanized
areas in Massachusetts. Arrangements have already been made for setting
up a Southeastern Massachusetts Joint Transportation Planning group to
attempt to comply with the requirements for that area, and, as discussed
above, arrangements for the Boston Metropolitan Area (including
Cambridge) are in the embryo stage.

Special mention should here be made of the relationship between
the City and State Legislature — more particularly the Joint
Legislative Committee on Transportation, which does engage in certain
de facto transportation planning activities to which cities may have

access. This includes matters regarding the Massachusetts Bay Transpor
tation Authority (MBTA), particularly financial and related questions.
Since the Legislature and Executive are strongly divided along political
lines, this kind of participation may take on a partisan character that
must be given close attention in the consideration of these problems.

C. Regional/Metropolitan — City

State and Federal program structure contemplate, at least in
theory, that city participation in transportation planning activities
take place at the regional or Metropolitan level of government. For
cities in the Boston Metropolitan Area, as already has been mentioned,
this meant the Eastern Massachusetts Regional Planning Project in the
past, and will now involve the Metropolitan Area Planning Council
(MAPC). The present working situation is as follows: the Council is
made up of members appointed by the cities and towns within the
Metropolitan Area. It is the "701" Planning Agency for the area for
the purposes of regional planning (under HUD Guidelines) as designated
by the State Department of Community Affairs. It is also the Regional
Clearinghouse for Section 204 (Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan
Development Act of 1966) Planning Review purposes, and for companion
reviews under the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968 and 0MB

(Office of Management and Budget) Circular A-95. This means that all
Federal grants (including transportation grants) covered by the Acts
are to be sent to the Regional Agency (MAPC) for review and comment.

Under the concept of the review process, it is the Regional Clearing
house (not the State Clearinghouse, which has the parallel review
responsibilities for state agencies) that is charged with the respon
sibility of notifying local communities within its geographical district
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of Federal grant applications that affect their jurisdictions. The
essential purposes of the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act are to
avoid conflicting Federal grants and planning policies, in addition
to serving an informational function.

Whether due to lack of staff, or other administrative diffi
culties, it must be said that in fact the process does not adequately
keep the various (101) MAPC municipalities fully informed of all grants
that are of interest or concern to them. Often, if notice is given, it
is not timely enough for effective action or response. This is a
matter for particular concern, since, as we have pointed out, the
Regional Agency is the theoretical "contact point" for municipal
involvement within the concept of our State and Federal system. The
region is also important to the municipality with regard to certain
programs and certain administrations, such as the Urban Mass Transit
Administration, since municipally-targeted grants would preferably be
channeled through a Regional agency, as a matter of administrative
policy.

Finally, to pick up again on the subject of certification under
the Federal-Aid Highway Act for a continuing, coordinated, compre
hensive, planning process involving adequate measures for local partici
pation, the Metropolitan Area Planning Council had over the past two

years taken the position that it could not serve as the representative
for its constituent communities (including the City of Cambridge) on
a transportation policy committee as required under the U.S. Department
of Transportation Instructional Memoranda and Policy and Procedure
Memoranda dealing with this subject. This is one of the principal
reasons that certification of compliance with this requirement has not
been made to date by D.O.T. However, as noted under "State-City"
relationships above, this issue is now moving towards resolution.

The foregoing indicates the critical extent to which the City
has lacked true representation or participation in the transportation
planning process within the State.

D. Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority — Metropolitan District
Commission -- City

There are two important transportation agencies with relation to
the City of Cambridge that must be treated separately since they still
operate somewhat independently in the state structure. The Massachusetts
Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA), although it is made part of the
Executive Office for Transportation & Construction under the State
Modernization Act, was originally created in corporate form — with a
Board of Directors and bonded indebtedness under a trust agreement. It
has thus been somewhat insulated from the demands of other State and
local government entities. For purposes of assessment, however, there
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is an Advisory Board made up of membership weighted as to population of
the cities and towns within the MBTA District. This Board includes the
City of Cambridge, as part of the "original" (Metropolitan Transit
Authority) District. The Advisory Board has a limited power of
budgetary review and approval over the Authority. Within the MBTA

District the Authority has rate making, scheduling and route selection
powers over all public transit operations. Until the recent reorgani
zation under the State Modernization Act (otherwise known as the
"Reorganization Act" or "Cabinet Act") and' the initiation of the
Boston Transportation Planning Review, there was little municipal parti
cipation in the transportation planning operations of the Authority.
Even since, changes in this regard have come about more through changes
in political appointments (the Board Chairman) than through government
structural change. The City of Cambridge, through its own intensive
efforts, has also succeeded in obtaining a cooperation agreement with
the Authority which assures it of substantial participation in transit
planning and decisions affecting the City. Other than this self-
obtained achievement, now shared by several other cities and towns, it
is fair to say that there is no adequate institutionalized structure
yet in existence for municipal participation in transit planning with
the MBTA. Hopefully this will change with further evolvement of the
State Transportation Cabinet office.

With regard to the Metropolitan District Commission (MDC), it,
on the other hand, has not yet been assigned to the Cabinet Office for
Transportation and Construction. Under the Reorganization Act, this
is still subject to further negotiation. In other words, it still
remains a rather independent entity with regard to its extensive
commuter-road functions (called parkways) with important segments
such as Memorial Drive and Alewife Brook Parkway running through the
City of Cambridge. The structure for local participation in MDC

Transportation Planning has never been particularly clear. A case in
point was the necessity to create an ad hoc study group for the North
Terminal area, gathering together the many interested parties in an

advisory committee to the MDC and DPW in making such decisions as
whether to build the Leverett Circle Bridge, and, if so, how and where.
If these functions become part of the Transportation Cabinet, they may

be treated together with others in the manner previously discussed
hopefully, that is to say, in some institutionalized version along the
lines of the Working Committee of the Boston Transportation Planning
Review that will permit full community participation in transportation
planning.

E. Inter -City

The format of an inter-city "cooperation agreement" for trans
portation planning has existed from time to time in relations between
one Metropolitan Boston city and another. It is fair to say, however,
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that inter-city cooperation has occurred more as a consequence of
community action groups initiating cooperative arrangements than from
the existence of any more or less formal working structures. The
prototype organizations have been UPA (Urban Planning Aid) and GBC

(the Greater Boston Committee on the Transportation Crisis )„ On the
whole, they have proven to be quite effective in this role. To some

extent professional organizations such as the Massachusetts Federation
of Planning Boards serve as an impetus to inter-city cooperative
relationships. However, its resources in this regard are limited, and
cannot serve as providing a fully on-going function.

Recent inter-city developments involving Cambridge offer promise.
In November 1972 fourteen "Northwest Corridor" cities and towns
formalized, on the initiative of Somerville, an inter-city transporta
tion planning coalition already operating on an informal, less extensive
basis with the help of the Boston Transportation Planning Review's
Community Liaison ("Study Element II") staff. This new coalition,
known as the Northwest Corridor Transportation Policy Committee,
includes an effective eight-town "Subregional Intertown Liaison
Committee" (SILC) which had organized earlier around transportation
issues in the far northwest part of the corridor. Organizational
impetus in the core section of the corridor was initially provided by
Cambridge via Red Line transit extension meetings with Arlington --
substantial stimulus for this beach-head effort having been generated
by the Cambridge - D.O.T. study then under way.

F. Citizen — City

The present contact points for the citizen in dealing with
transportation planning matters in City Government are as follows:
directly through the City Manager, and thence to a department at his
discretion; through the Mayor; through the Chairman of the City Council
Committee on Transportation and Parking; through the Department of
Planning and Development; through a City Transportation Coordinator with
line responsibility to the Director of Planning and Development and

staff responsibility to the City Manager and to the Director of Traffic
and Parking (as a result of recommendations growing out of this study);
through the Police Department (mainly with regard to traffic safety);
through the Traffic Board; through the Planning Board; through the
Cambridge Advisory Committee; through the Public Works Department; and,
with regard to certain matters, through the Council on the Aging and

the Cambridge Redevelopment Authority.

The division of labor with regard to transportation problems is
not always fully clear to the citizen; and particularly where the
magnitude of the problems becomes great, the agencies are probably not
adequately staffed to deal with larger public involvement.
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G. Private Organizations -- City

The following are examples of organizations actively involved
in Cambridge transportation issues. It is essentially a preliminary
list, with brief descriptions in each case of the nature of their
activities. These groups range from being private, non-profit citizens
groups to quasi- or governmental organizations whose main task it is to
work with certain public interests. In each case, the organizational
interests may range from being very specific (e.g., either neighborhood-
based or limited to Cambridge) to being oriented toward regional or
state-wide interests with Cambridge as an active element. The listing
of non-governmental organizations is intended to indicate types of
organizations and is most likely not exhaustive. In the case of quasi-
governmental organizations, those listed would be likely to be one of
a kind, expecially if at the local level.

An important next step in the effort to implement the organi
zational improvements discussed in this report will be to expand the
listing and description of organizations to the point where we can be

fairly well assured that the organizations represented on any public
forum that might emerge from this study are representative of as

complete a cross-section of Cambridge as possible.

1. Non-governmental, Non-profit Organizations, Ranging from
Neighborhood Groups to Institutions

a. Cambridgeport Residents Union (CRU) — This is a

neighborhood group that actively articulates and seeks
consensus on a wide variety of neighborhood issues and

is the organ of neighborhood political influence. The

Cambridgeport area is severely affected by heavy, loud
and hazardous through trucks and fairly large volumes
of through automobile traffic on its narrow residential
streets. Residents have discussed the truck and

passenger car traffic at length and have also discussed
the need for improved public transit service and

improved access to the Charles River waterfront (across
heavily traveled Memorial Drive). They have recently
become concerned about the greater influx of students
that is likely to accompany transit stops being
discussed for the area.

The City has many other neighborhood-based organizations
like CRU that have an active or potential concern about
transportation issues. All these groups would need to
be involved if a public forum on transportation generated
by this study is to be meaningful. It would be important
that organizational and technical skills and other types
of resources be made available to these organizations to
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ensure their effective participation. Examples of other
such neighborhood-based groups that are active include
(but are not limited to) the East Cambridge Planning Team,

Neighborhood 10, Western Gateway Survival Committee, and

the Ward 3 Democratic Club. Close cousins to these
neighborhood groups are the City's business-district
organizations, such as the Harvard Square Businessman's
Association and its counterparts in Central and Porter
Squares.

Humans Against Loud Trucks (HALT) — This type of
organization works with neighborhoods affected by issues
that cut across neighborhood boundaries, requiring the
joint effort of each to ensure that their interests are
included in overall considerations. In this particular
case, a truck committee was organized because of the
severe conditions imposed on neighborhoods by trucks on

Cambridge streets and because the truck problem affecting
one community could not be solved by moving it into
another residential area. Any solution to the problem
required the joint agreement of other affected neighbor
hoods. In the course of its activities, HALT gained
the sanction of the Cambridge City Council, and is in
the process of seeking support from other neighborhoods
and city-wide organizations in order to develop suffi
cient public support for needed remedial action. The

group has also identified financial and technical
assistance required to answer questions relevant to
its problem.

Such city-wide issue groups would have an important role
to play in the deliberations of a public transportation
forum. Other such groups have interests lying both
within and outside Cambridge boundaries. These include
the Association for Bicycle Commuters, Sierra Club
Transportation Committee, Massachusetts Council on

Transportation for Handicapped and Elderly, and the
Boston Street Railway Association. Other potential
groups would include the interests of elderly persons,
students, commuter rail riders, transit riders, and so

forth.

Cambridge Chamber of Commerce Transportation Committee --
Several years ago, an assessment of local business
conditions by the Cambridge Chamber of Commerce resulted
in a finding that transportation of people and goods to,
from, and within Cambridge was weak enough to adversely
affect business decisions as to locating, remaining, or
expanding in Cambridge. As a result, the Chamber
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established a transportation committee which has since
been active on a regular basis. During the past year, it
has concentrated on three major areas of concern: the
long-range Northwest Corridor transportation planning of
the Boston Transportation Planning Review; the potential
of MBTA for improving transit facilities and services
(with special emphasis on the proposed Red Line transit
extension from Harvard Square to West Cambridge) and there
by to move more people, more quickly, and more efficiently;
and the need for developing off-street parking and loading
facilities on a large-scale in order to eliminate the on-
street parking/ loading problems that reduce vehicular
flow on Cambridge streets. This latter is a particular
need, as seen by the Chamber Transportation Committee,
in light of the Governor's decision not to build an Inner
Belt or Route #2 extension. Currently, the committee
is preparing recommendations to send to the Governor on

Northwest Corridor issues under study by BTPR.

Other business -oriented groups warranting representation
in any local transportation forum that may evolve from
this study would include taxi and truck owner associa
tions. The potential of the taxi business to increasingly
integrate itself into a public transportation system
must be explored through cooperative efforts with owners.
As to trucking, only by continuing around-the-table
contacts with owners of trucking businesses can local
ities hope to keep in perspective the negative operating
characteristics of trucks on the one hand, and the
indispensable services they render to our urban areas on

the other hand.

The Planning Office of MIT — The Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, a neighborhood in its own

right, needs to protect its interests as well as to
relate to the interests of surrounding areas. In MIT's
case, much of its internal and external relationship
has to do with transportation. As in the past, MIT
continues to oppose an alignment of an "Inner Belt" or
other special purpose highway that skirts the campus

along its western boundary on the Grand Junction Rail
Line. This includes opposition to a truck route
proposed by HALT. It is apparent -- and appropriate
that any resolution of issues that affect MIT will have
to involve its spokesmen in the decision-making process.

It would be essential that institutions — for their own

protection and for the continued benefit they bring to
the Cambridge community — be included in the workings
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of any transportation public forum that may emerge.
Other such institutions would include Harvard University,
the high schools, hospitals, churches, utility companies,
and the like.

Cambridge Civic Association (CCA) — Cambridge has for
some time benefited from several city-wide civic interest
groups actively involved in transportation issues. The
CCA's Transportation Committee, a group of volunteers
with some measure of transportation expertise, was, for
instance, active in the Inner Belt dispute. It helped
organize residents within the route and others that
would help lend necessary political support; it held
meetings, developed strategy, put together materials
that helped people understand the conditions and kept
people moving on the issues (e.g., "VI Speak" -- a

story of Inner Belt issues as seen by six people in the
highway's path).

Other important city-wide civic interest groups having
transportation committees include the Cambridge League
of Women Voters, an organization whose contributions
towards clarification and resolution of issues has been

substantial. Each of these organizations has a different
and very active role to play, and the absence of any of
them from a public forum on transportation would throw
doubt on the forum's being representative of all signif
icant interests.

The Greater Boston Committee on the Transportation
Crisis (GBC) ~ In 1968 and 1969 it became apparent to
many central city communities threatened by proposed
superhighways that unless they joined together it would
not be possible for them to bring about a reassessment
of the regional and state level philosophy that brought
this problem to their communities. In this light, they
formed a coalition of community groups that has since
played a key role in the Metropolitan Boston transporta
tion decision-making process. Working with Cambridge
groups, for instance, the GBC was influential in getting
the proposed Inner Belt restudied (TASK A); it also
was effective in helping to bring about cancellation of
a companion study (TASK B), which assumed acceptance of
the Inner Belt. It provided much of the basis for the
Governor's decision to put into effect a Highway
Moratorium within Route 128 (February 1970) and to set
up a highway restudy known as the Boston Transportation
Planning Review (BTPR). The GBC was an important
participant in formalizing the philosophy and work
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program of the BTPR through its participation in the Study
Design phase. It also participated in the consultant
selection and contract drafting stages, and has been a
major force in overseeing the BTPR's subsequent planning
activities. In part, because of GBC's persistance,
several early and major decisions resulted from the re-
study process -- namely, the cancelling of the Inner
Belt and Route 2 Extension in Cambridge and Somerville,
as well as the Lynn Connector, and the Lynn Woods 1-95
alignment.

Similar participation appears to have been instrumental
in bringing about the Governor's recent decision to
abandon the Southwest Expressway and Third Harbor Tunnel
projects. Throughout the BTPR study, GBC has focused
much of its effort on re-evaluating and improving public
transit service. Working with the BTPR staff and

community constituents, it has been effective in securing
three new MBTA bus routes. It is presently working on

the structuring of a continuous regional transportation
planning process that adequately includes all affected
citizen interests.

g. Urban Planning Aid, Inc. (UPA) — In 1965 and 1966

architects and planners working in various professional
and private capacities began meeting in the evenings and

weekends with neighborhood residents affected by highway
projects. This group has continued to make itself
available to communities and to provide them with
technical and organizing assistance on a variety of
issues in addition to transportation, e.g., urban renewal,
land lord/ tenant relations, housing conditions, health and

safety in the work place. Since 1969, UPA has received
0E0 funds to provide this assistance to low and moderate
income communities in an effort to change undesirable
institutional conditions. UPA's client groups include
many of the highway- threatened communities of pre-GBC
days, who now work closely with GBC to coordinate planning
and strategy.

2. Quasi-Governmental Organizations

a. Cambridge Equal Opportunities Council (CEOC) — As the
anti-poverty agency, CEOC, together with its neighborhood
planning teams, is in a very good position to ensure that
appropriate issues are covered in any public discussion
of transportation issues.
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b. Model Cities — The Model Cities staff and Board are
working to improve an area that includes part of the
old Inner Belt alignment. This area was subjected to
over 20 years of adverse impact due to uncertainty as
to the outcome of Inner Belt planning. It is also an
area deserving priority attention regarding the
provision of transportation services and facilities.

c„ Council of Aging, and the Committee of Elders Both
of these groups work with a large segment of Cambridge
populations that have significant transportation and
associated problems.

d. Cambridge Advisory Committee (CAC) — As an official
member of the City Organization, CAC has had a history
of strong involvement and influence in Cambridge trans
portation matters.

e. City Manager's Task Force on Alewife Tunneling Study —
This is a special committee specifically established to
interact with a technical study of the Red Line Rapid
Transit Extension from Harvard Square to Alewife.

f. Community Schools — The Community School program has
considerable potential for developing close working
relationships with neighborhood residents on a variety
of issues, including transportation. Among many
possible examples, there is the opportunity to develop
valuable information on unmet or poorly-met transporta
tion needs of both school children and parents.

Relationship to Federal Revenue-Sharing Proposals

With the advent of Federal revenue-sharing, an improved structure
for local transportation planning and priority setting has become all
the more important. The consolidation of categorical grants, and the
massive "pass-throughs" of Federal funding to local as well as state
governments will require the ability to develop strong program structure
in the municipal departments and an equally strong local consensual
base with the citizenry.

Those who have in fact been the strong opponents in Congress of
the concept of revenue-sharing have aimed their most effective criti
cism at the inadequacy of existing local government structures to make
effective and responsible use of funds of the magnitude involved in
the revenue-sharing proposals. It is quite true that there has been a
lack of experience in dealing with extensive program management at the
local level. Also, the citizen has found that in order to make his voice
heard he must often seek other forums to do so.
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In view of these great challenges and opportunities presented
by the prospect of greater decentralization of Federal spending, a
program- or performance-budgeting procedure should be introduced into
the city government. Tied to the 6-year capital budgeting procedure
developed by the City Manager's office and the Department of Planning
and Development, working jointly with the Department of Traffic and
Parking and other related agencies, this can provide the necessary basis
for evaluating spending and investment performance something which
has not been really possible under the present line-item budget as it
operates today — with only total costs being shown, without relation
ship to the achievement of objectives.

As to other shortcomings, it will be important to consider the
concept of a "Transportation Forum" and the broader concept,
perhaps, of a more evolved "Community Development Forum" serving the
Planning Board as a most promising and attractive institutional
improvement for Cambridge. Such a forum could serve as a useful
vehicle for helping the Planning Board, City Manager and Council make
decisions on local planning policies, and also provide the needed
integrity for large undertakings by facilitating full public disclosure
of issues and actions to be taken, and their probable consequences.
This concept appears to hold great promise for building the needed
local capabilities and responsibilities where they are in fact most
lacking. Further discussion of this subject will appear below.

Organizational Consequences of Federal Requirements for Local Community
Participation

There are several Federal transportation programs that more
recently call for substantive community participation in state trans
portation planning. These provide both challenges and opportunities
to the municipality to structure eff^cjy.ve_means_for_ involvement in the
process. The more important Federal programs are as folTows :

a. The Federal-Aid Highway Act calls for a continuing, co
ordinated comprehensive planning process carried out
cooperatively between state and local governments. While
the state is obligated to show the Federal D.O.T. that
localities in each urbanized area participate on a policy
committee that has been provided for them, it is also
important for each municipality to decide how its position
will be represented. Until recently, there was no such
body provided for the City of Cambridge in which to parti
cipate. As noted earlier in this chapter, however, the
Secretary of Transportation and Construction, DPW, MBTA,
and MAPC have now joined together to sponsor and support a
Joint Regional Transportation Committee whose function will
be to oversee Metropolitan Boston transportation planning.
Cambridge was given a seat on this committee.
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b. The National Transportation Needs Study — Recently the
Congress has requested D.O.T. to report transportation needs
to it and the President in a multi-modal format, for the
purpose of making Federal appropriations. (It has pre
viously only received highway classification and needs
reports.) D.O.T. has responded with the National Trans
portation Needs Study which depends heavily upon local
participation in making needs estimates to the state
executive office. At present, the 12 regional planning
agencies are being used as the vehicles for assembling
local needs -- they having been given the responsibility
of finding out what each municipality within the urbanized
areas in their jurisdiction has determined. At present,
the procedure is extremely tentative with little direct
input from the municipalities. Since it is of great
importance that a determination of needs be originated and

estimated at the source, this Federal requirement should be
actively pursued by the City and accurate, thorough recom

mendations presented to the Needs Study biennially. If
this is not done, the crudest types of estimates will be

aggregated by the poorly staffed Regional Agencies for the
many localities within their jurisdictions. The oppor
tunities here are therefore exceptional for building truly
citizen-responsive transportation policy for all levels of
government. The value of a transportation Forum with
regard to this responsibility is also quite obvious,

c„ The trend toward multi-modal transportation planning is
reflected in the development of a Unified Work Program for
Federally funded transportation planning, and the extension
of the continuing, coordinated, comprehensive transporta
tion planning requirements of the Highway Act into other
modes — as urban mass transit. Thus, opportunities for
local participation will essentially be broadened, and

require greater responsibilities on the part of the
municipality in transportation planning. The development
of an institutional arrangement to deal with these
responsibilities at the local level is therefore crucial.

d. As we have mentioned previously, the City must devise a

more effective means for obtaining timely notice of Federal
grant applications affecting transportation in its area of
concern. There are presently no firm guarantees that the
Regional Agency (MAPC) will have sufficient staff to
successfully fulfill its role as the currently functioning
Clearinghouse.

e. Federal Urban Systems ("class D") roads and TOPICS- type
programs, as already indicated, are based on the concept of
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locally generated transportation planning. The increased
involvement of the Department of Planning and Development
and the Department of Traffic and Parking in initiating
local plans and programs as part of State and Federal
transportation plans must therefore be expected and

encouraged. Here it is important for the locality to ac
tively seek to improve Federal guidelines for local
participation requirements in present and future programs
as they evolve.

The internal structure for municipal planning must also be
made ready to accept the increasing responsibilities
generated by these policies. Principally, this will mean
raising the municipal transportation planning function to
the status of land-use planning -- a major, on-going
function requiring continuity of programs, staff and
funding, with the latter perhaps provided from earmarked
funds generated by fee-paying transportation activities
(e.g., parking, auto ownership, transit fares).

f . The various Federal pub lie hearing requirements, as they
have been more strictly administered, have tended to force
greater community involvement. In many cases in the past,
participation occurred "after the fact." Now, as in~the
case or tne *ederal-Aid Highway Program, there is both~ja
corridor and design hearing rpquirement which impels local
involvement at an early stage. Under the so-called "4(f)"
review (Department of Transportation Act of 1966, as

amended) and the Environmental Policy Act of 1969, where
parks or similar public areas may be involved, even more
stringent requirements are operative.

The Regional Planning Problem

From what has already been said, it must be apparent that one
of the principal keys to successful local participation in transporta

tion^ planning is an effective regional or inter-community ^orjanizatlon
wrth_whJxh__to__rAlate. MAPC and MBTA have not had suf f icrenTfundT^to"
staff planning efforts involving heavy local participation. As
indicated, the Boston Transportation Planning Review (BTPR), while a

leader in participatory planning, is still of an ad hoc nature, its
18-month funding terminating in the near future. Several "corridor"
or area study groups have been designated under the BTPR which have
permitted rather extensive community involvement for the purposes of
making decisions on the construction moratoriums under the Restudy.
These may possibly find a continued life after the decisions are
made, as is possible with the Restudy Steering Committee structure
itself as reincarnated in the Joint Regional Transportation Committee
discussed above.
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All the foregoing regional designations, it should be pointed
out, are more or less decided "from the top." As noted earlier in
this chapter, an interesting alternative to this procedure may be found
in the so-called "SILC" group (Sub-region Intertown Liaison Committee)
consisting of the public officials of nine towns (Bedford, Burlington,
Carlisle, Concord, Lincoln, Sudbury, Wayland, Weston and Wilmington)
voluntarily formed into an area unit to deal with transportation
problems. Although originally concerned with the possibility of the
State DPW building a "Middle-Circumferential" Highway through their
jurisdictions, the group has proven to be a cohesive one for dealing
with other transportation crises on a continuing basis 0 In this
respect, it might well be seen as a model for a self-generated coali
tion of communities providing true local participation on broader
issues. Moreover, the problems facing SILC are indicative of the kinds
of considerations that must go into making a regional arrangement work;
as SILC deals with other transportation issues, it finds that its
membership may lack certain important localities affected by the new
problems. Also, some problems do not relate at all to existing
membership. The lesson that appears to be urging itself upon us is
this: in order to succeed, community groupings must not only be self-
generated, but not be rigid and inflexible. In fact, flexibility is
the key to meaningful inter-community participation. Perhaps the
mistake of the past has been to try to fix regions or sub-regions as
if they were immutable. The evil was then further compounded by
enlarging the district further and further (to be more "inclusive")
until it became virtually unmanageable. It would seem far more wise
to permit the issues and interests to generate their own alliances
than to attempt to impose them (and estimate them also) from above.
The natural format for these arrangements is the cooperation agreement.
Beyond this, community groupings might be loosely structured in a
larger regional organization. When considering the transportation
problems of Cambridge vis-a-vis Somerville, Boston, Brookline, Arlington,
Medford, Watertown and Arlington, and others, one begins to see the
value of this kind of approach. In technical terms only, it has been
observed, for example, that Cambridge has both "circumferential" —
and "radi«l"-oriented transportation problems, dictating at least two
geographic regional arrangements. The newly established Northwest
Corridor Transportation Planning Policy Committee will require careful
watching in this light, as it may prove too unwieldy unless able to
coalesce around one or two major objectives shared by all participants.
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SECTION 2 — LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Staging of Local Governmental Organizational Change

The setting up of a "Joint Directorate" (or "Interdepartmental
Team") for Transportation Planning and a citizen/public agency
"Transportation Forum" should be seen as a staging and testing
operation in the broadening of local government participation —
that is to say, both inside and outside the municipal structure.
Since transportation is in a sense a service function^ it is to be
expected, for one thing, that^other issues such as community develbp-
ment objectives will begin to take precedence over the immediate
crisis issues that are the cause of the present intense interest" in
transportation matters^ Over the coming years, it would probably be

healthy to encourage the evolution of the Forum into a broader subject
matter, as a "Planning Forum" or "Community DevelopHrent Forum"
"functioning in this model as an advisory unit within the Planning
Board. Thus, the shift in purpose might be seen more as treating
causes rather than effects, or seeking to prevent the ailments rather
than searching for the cures. The shift in subject matter might, for
example, consider the question of the location of traffic generators
in city development rather than transportation facility location.
Further, it might also be desirable to make available to the various
"Citizen Boards" that are intended to provide public participation and/
or representation the views of such a broader Planning Forum -- as
that institution is able to prove its flexibility, working efficiency,
and credibility.

Basic Structural Options for City Transportation Planning

The question how to best organize for Transportation Planning
in the City of Cambridge suggests several basic structural options which
should be considered. They may be enumerated as follows:

a. Department of Planning and Development leadership, with
other city agencies as participants. Here the Department
head may or may not act as chairman to a Transportation
Forum if it exists.

b. Department of Traffic and Parking leadership, perhaps with
an expanded role in transportation, with other city agencies
as participants. Here, again, the Department head may or
may not act as chairman to a Transportation Forum if it
exists.

c„ A "Joint Directorate" — where the Department of Planning
and Development and the Department of Traffic and Parking
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serve as co-equals in exercising a leadership role with
regard to other city agencies as participants. Here they
also may or may not act as co-chairmen to a Transportation
Forum, if it exists.

d. City Council Committee of Transportation as exercising a
leadership role. This option would relate more appropri
ately to a Transportation Forum as part of the legislative
Structure.

e. City Manager's leadership -- with or without a council
of department and agency heads (or Interdepartmental
Transportation Team) responsible for advising the City
Manager on Transportation-related decisions. Here, all
department/agency heads would serve more or less as equals,
acting as a functional "cabinet."

f. Strong Transportation Forum -- to structure the Forum so
that it is as independent as possible within the government
Structureo

g. Planning Board leadership, perhaps in some degree jointly
with the Traffic Board. Here a functionally-differentiated
forum could be advisory to the Board.

Consideration of these structural options must begin with a
focus on two basic related factors: (1) most Cambridge transportation
issues involve, in varying degrees, a broad spectrum of city depart
ments; and (2) Cambridge city government has no formal mechanism for
encouraging the high level of interdepartmental cooperation needed for
maximizing the city's effectiveness in responding to these issues.
Viewed in this light, options (a), (b), and (d) suffer from the short
coming of having a single agency or governmental branch deal with its
co-equals on matters that may create problems of jealously, conflict,
or self-serving actions. Also, it is hard to justify a leadership
role in all cases to a single recipient in dealing with so broad a
subject matter.

Where the Council Committee is concerned (option d), there is
the added difficulty of its having to deal with another branch of
government that may resent the arrangement as overreaching.

Option (f), a strong or independent Forum, has the special
difficulty of establishing its legal basis. Such an arrangement cannot
compete, as is, with the established branches of government, and sooner
or later the question will be raised as to where the basis of its
(independent) power lies in fact. Without extensive changes in law,
this body would have to yield its independence or find for itself some
legal "home."

-
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Option (g) has great appeal, since ideally the Planning Board
would function as the central resource for advice to the City Manager

and City Council on all significant quality-of-living issues facing
the City at any time -- and as such would deal alike with the
physical, economic and social structures that heavily influence the
lives of Cambridge citizens. However, as a practical matter, the
Planning Board's time resources are already over-commited to administra
tion of the zoning ordinance and to the resolution of closely related
planning issues. The magnitude of transportation issues in the years
immediately ahead argues against an early move to this option --
though not against the option as an ultimate goal.

Finally, options (c) and (e) are two ends of a compromise

solution -- providing for leadership by the two key agencies on the
one hand, or for the inclusion of all interested agencies as a "council"
of co-equals, on the other -- a sort of functional "cabinet." The

latter option suffers more from the problem of manageability than the
former, but, in each case, the essential question is one of the extent
of leadership that will be provided by the City Manager. So far, it
would appear that the more manageable option would be the Joint
Directorate, where the most involved agencies would be given primary,
cooperative roles, leaving to the Manager the ultimate authority for
setting out the details for departmental interaction.

Democratic Problems of "Executive Leadership"

The "strong manager" form of government -- that which is
predicated on the value of "executive leadership" -- can have certain
potential shortcomings with respect to public participation and
responsiveness to local needs and objectives. Having effected a strong
division of responsibilities between the two branches of government,

there is no doubt that something has been given up in the way of
public involvement. In this light, the creation of a Transportation
Forum is seen as a corrective to the tendency toward the isolation of
local government. Having recognized these weaknesses, it would appear

wise to seek to adapt and develop our present structure to achieve
better "grass roots" contact. The Forum could be a "first round"
testing ground for both legislative and executive branches, and
provide for a more orderly form of participation where the executive
is concerned. The present institutional arrangements are really not
set up for extensive public involvement in functional issues, such as
transportation. With the assistance of an institution as the Forum
capable of this role, the traditional structure may operate with
greater effectiveness. In fact, the suggested arrangements might be
compared to use by the judicial branch of administrative fact-finding
boards, referees, and the like to be relieved of business that it
cannot effectively handle -- thereby providing the essential time
for fulfilling responsibilities that are more important for it to
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discharge. Cambridge has what is called a "Plan E" form of charter
under State legislation -- a so-called "strong Manager" system,,
Perhaps what is being proposed in this respect is a democratic
corrective to this form that does not negate its advantages.

Transportation Decision-Making Categories — Their Relationship to
Local Structure

In the evolution of a local transportation planning process, it
would be worthwhile to consider certain categories of transportation
decision-making that may have differences in their effect upon local
structure. A significant division occurs along the following lines,
for example:

a. Transportation Investment Decisions;

b. Transportation Management Decisions (e.g., transit schedules,
routes, fare structure, operations or equipment changes);

c. Community Development Decisions

This calls for a more flexible arrangement with regard to
participation by the various agencies involved in the transportation
planning process. It argues for the setting up of functional committee-
type arrangements, most desirably including the pertinent interested
local citizen groups as participants. This working arrangement could
proceed to identify specific problems, priorities and the appropriate
channels for developing solutions. In certain cases, it would be more
appropriate for certain agencies or persons to take leadership roles,
or be more heavily relied upon for their expertise, than in others.
An example would be the Department of Traffic and Parking with relation
to Management, and the Department of Planning and Development with
relation to Investment. Thus, the structure in operation should not be
cast too rigidly, but accommodate somewhat to the nature of the subject
matter.

Budget Availability on Transportation Matters

The consideration of budget proposals is a delicate matter in
government, but the question of whether or not true involvement in
policy development exists must always be answered ultimately in terms
of how money and other resources are allocated. The Manager must to a
major extent preserve his prerogatives with regard to budget prepara
tion and review; however, how and why moneys are being spent must come
under more public surveillance to assure broad-based local planning.
In this respect, a Transportation Forum would have to be made aware
of agency work items and assigned priorities in order to make meaningful
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contributions to the planning process. The problems that the trans
portation-related agencies have to deal with should, on the other hand,
be made fully known to the public, including other agencies as well.
It is, after all, to the agencies' advantage to have their programs
backed by public support and the value of their activities as seen by
their "clients" brought out. In this regard, we have already discussed
the essential value of "Performance" budgeting in providing the
necessary format for intelligent public participation in the spending
process.

Funding Sources for Community Transportation Planning

a. Non-Local:

While there is now a direct input of funding for community
transportation planning available from Federal sources due to the
enactment of a revenue -sharing program, there remain two significant
additional Federal sources from which assistance may be possible:

(1) Highway Planning and Research Funds (under the DPW-admini-
stered Federal-Aid Highway Program) -- particularly for
carrying out the continuing, coordinated, comprehensive
planning requirements already discussed. Although direct
support of any of these activities is not provided by the
program, it is possible for communities to serve as
contractors to the DPW in providing needed data for state
and local transportation planning. This has already been
done through the Regional agencies and might be further
decentralized with increases in the HPR funding. During
current years, about $3 to $4 million in annual HPR grants
has been available to the State budget, without the
addition of a discretionary extra 1/27- add-on to the 1-1/27.
formula applied to total highway program expenditures for
provision of planning funds.

(2) Through HUD "701" local planning assistance programs —

Also, it is conceivable that through the Department of
Community Affairs, local planning assistance from State
funds might be made available to cities and towns for
transportation planning.

b. Local Funding Sources:

There is presently available from the City's Parking Fund annual
amounts on the order of about $800,000. This represents both parking
meter receipts and fines for violation of the traffic laws. State
enabling legislation permits these funds to be used for parking and

related functions, including planning.
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Under-Utilized Agency Resources for Transportation Planning within City
Government

There are a number of agency activities within the city that lend
themselves well to cooperative or "double-duty" use for transportation
planning. Notable among these is the Police Department, with its
direct contact with traffic movement, accident reporting, business
activity patterns, pedestrian mobility problems and parking needs and

effects. The use of official reporting requirements provides a
number of exceptional opportunities for obtaining important reliable
information on transportation-related problems. Use of the accident
report and accident map by other agencies is an example of this kind
of function that has already shown some success, and which can be
expanded by interdepartmental requests for information. Where citizens
can be more fully and directly involved in this process, results can
be expected to be more productive. The Fire Department is another
agency with good potential in this area, as is the Assessor and the
Treasurer (in his tax-collection functions). The Department of Planning
and Development's new data-bank program can also contribute significantly
in this connection.

Internal Cooperation Arrangements

With regard to the "staging" or evolution of improvements in
local structure, it must be recognized that many changes will require
a good deal of time and difficulty to effectuate, due to the "freezing"
of organizational structure in legislation. It is for this reason
that more attention should be given to the use of internal cooperation
agreements and in certain cases, administrative or executive guidelines
or orders for setting up flexible, informal working arrangements
between the City's agencies. This also serves as a testing device for
the effectiveness of the various arrangements that are tried. As they
prove worthwhile, it may be appropriate to seek to make them more
permanent. But that is a matter of discretion.

Problem of Departmental and Citizen Board Differences

There are a number of agencies with citizen boards that will
develop divergent opinions or positions from time to time. The problem
of how to resolve these differences has not always been an easy one to
deal with. However, it is well to point out here that the boards do
tend to vary one from another in their composition, nature of outlook
and constituency. It is seen as a worthwhile objective to aim at
eventually eliminating any tendency toward factionalism in individual
boards and instead, to make citizen representation as broad as possible.
While we cannot and should not hope to eliminate differences of opinion
of this sort, we should try to avoid arrangements that result in
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arbitrary alignments of citizen vs. departmental interests. In this
respect, the Forum-Manager arrangement discussed in the balance of this
Volume I report could make a great contribution.-
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SECTION 3 - THE CONCEPT OF A TRANSPORTATION FORUM

Basic Transportation Forum Functions Affecting Working Structure

For purposes of clarity, one may define five basic functions of
a Transportation Forum that would affect its working structure. These
functions indicate that a certain amount of skill and flexibility in
working out its internal organization would be required. While these
functions are not intended to be "definitive," they do point to
significant qualitative differences in the essential operation of a

Forum of the kind here contemplated. These functions are as follows:

a. As an Information Source or Source-of-Data Clearinghouse —

a place where both citizens and government agencies may

apprise one another as to the source of vital statistics
and other essential transportation related information.

b. As an "Early Warning" or "Town Crier" type Function —
' where impending decision needs may be made known. As a

one-stop, open-entry point to the government structure, it
provides for both public and government awareness of issues
and the appropriate routing for action.

c. Program Development -- to provide information on the
relationship between local, State and Federal transporta
tion programs and Cambridge transportation needs; and to
help clarify the potential of these multi-leveled programs
for working together to meet Cambridge needs. In a sense,
the Federal Model Cities Program was developed somewhat

along this concept.

d. Development of Cooperative Working Relationships — the
Forum courd here serve as an instrumentality for identi
fying the need for cooperation agreements and working
relationships between cities, independent agencies,
metropolitan or regional entities and State and Federal
government agencies.

e . As s ist in the Development of Consensus among Private
~ Groups — here a Forum could serve as a focal point for

caucusing between divergent private interest groups. In
fact, it would be essential that the Forum provide the
means for the negotiation and resolution of differences so
that more effective government action may be possible with
regard to complex transportation issues.
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Comparison of the Boston Transportation Planning Review (BTPR) and

Transportation Forum Concepts

As already indicated, the BTPR was created in response to
community dissatisfaction with four highway projects within the Route
128 area. Set up as a consequence of recommendations by a Governor's
Task Force, its basic governmental power concession to local community
interests was as follows: in any important decision to be made by the
Governor in transportation matters, the community representatives
would have equal standing with the Secretary of Transportation and

Construction as to presenting their consensus (or their differing
opinions were no consensus possible) to the Governor as an input to
his decision-making process.

Steering Group attendance at the BTPR was open, although
initially a finite group of about 70 members — drawn about equally
from the municipality, State agency and quasi-public sectors
were invited to participate in the start-up of the project. A ten-
member Working Committee was set up to serve the Steering Group, with
the municipality and quasi-public sectors each electing three of their
own members, and the State agencies four. Observers from the Steering
Group were welcome to monitor Working Committee meetings, but not to
interfere with proceedings. All Steering Group and Working Committee
meetings were chaired by representatives of the Executive Office or
Transportation Secretary's Office. Sub-area (corridor or core)
studies were designated and directed by BTPR staff members, thereby
generating a corresponding subdivision of the Steering Group for the
purpose of monitoring and making inputs to the planning work on a sub-
area basis.

During the BTPR study's initial phase, which involved the
preparation of a "study design" (work program) and the subsequent
selection of a consultant team, Steering Group and Working Committee
meetings were carried out on a relatively structured basis -- in
line with the procedures developed at the outset. During the planning
phase, an evolution took place, in that the "Working Committee" came

to consist of whatever interested group representatives were willing
and able to attend the regular Tuesday afternoon meetings — which
were now used to exchange ideas and information with BTPR staff members
as to the progress of the study and the major issues involved. In
this way, the Working Committee grew to, in fact, be much like the
Steering Group in size and function, and the difference between the
two became of ever less significance.

By comparison, the Transportation Forum concept arises within
the locality itself, and is seen as "built-in" to the local government
structure at the outset. Its issues are not crisis-generated, but
center rather on an ongoing, "grass-roots" development of policy~and
consensus-buildinglTfth regard to local transportation programs --and
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with their relationship to other programs at the State and local level.
The Forum would also Be more closely tied to participation by the

"

legislative branch than the BTPR, which either because of political
differences or Other reasons, has not been heavily represented by that
branch. The Transportation Forum would rather be seen as an important
resource to the legislative (Council) as well as the executive
(Manager) branch.

~

The budget of the BTPR is extraordinary, having some $3-1/2
million available over an 18-month period. The staffing for a Trans
portation Forum, however, would have to be built into the existing
budget structure. The Transportation Forum would necessarily have

certain referral procedures assured to it by the Manager. Also, it
would be intended to provide far more interaction between the citizens
and the professional or technical staff. While the BTPR has provided
close contact between its administrative staff and community repre
sentatives, the latter are somewhat insulated from the professional
process of developing specific alternatives.

The Transportation Forum is, therefore, not to be viewed as a

"little BTPR," which it is not. The fact of its community-generated
aspects is essential to understanding its true potential for achieving
local consensus and accurate information as to community needs.

"Substitutability" of Transportation

It must be recognized that transportation is essentially a

"service" function. As such, it really only serves other primary
goals, such as employment, health (service accessibility), and the
like. It may be seen as having an objective of efficiency, but, as

such, it may become self-serving. Consequently, it must be related
to other substantial, broader human values. Thus, it may be more

desirable to reduce or eliminate the trip to work by better housing
and employment location planning, or substituting other forms of
communication for hauling people to and fro. Seeing transportation as

part of the broader fields of land use and communications planning
relates very closely to a possible evolution of the "Forum" concept.
It is the substitutability of other forms of communication of land use
relationships for transportation that might become a primary concern
in transportation planning activities.

The Question of Referral Powers

Where a Citizens Forum is to be set up, it is essential to deal
directly with the problem of referral powers. The more independent the
Forum is of the government structure, the less author* *-y <-h,erp hp

for it to exercise such powers. It is only to the extent that the
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Forum acts as part of an existing office that it may fully justify
these prerogatives. Conceivably, the Forum may be lodged in either the
Executive or Legislative Branch. In each case, the basis for referral
will be somewhat different, since the power that is in fact delegated
would be different. Here we should note that a legislative committee
already exercises all these powers, and the further question arises,
why should a Forum duplicate these? Elsewhere, other reasons for
placing the Forum in a position closely identified with the City
Manager -- at least initially — will be given. But this arrangement,
from the point of view of referral powers, is most defensible where the
Forum acts as an arm of the Manager's Office.

The Transportation Forum Agenda

Management of a Transportation Forum agenda would be the vital
link to the success of the new transportation planning structure. Bo th
citizens and government agencies must have timely access to the agenda
in order to have adequate opportunity tor preparation and participation

~in the various matters that may need to come under their consideration.
Each participating organization should register its responsible agent
for receiving the agenda with a clerk in the Manager's Office.
Referral of matters to regular Forum meetings, or to working committees,
would then be necessary. The clerk could also serve as a referral
point to the various agencies or citizens groups in preliminary
dealings on Forum business. In fact, a good deal of business may be
directed to working committees or negotiated and resolved outside of
formal meetings, in order to keep the time of those meetings available
for the most important matters.

Publication of the agenda in the news media is also a necessary
procedure to provide full public notice. It would be desirable that
a standard form for petitioning considerations on the agenda be
developed, so that a record of these matters can be made publicly
available, and account kept of their disposition. The Manager's
chairman or coordinator would be responsible for the disposition of
items.

"Work in Progress" Reporting -- Government and Private

Another key activity that relates closely to the "Agenda"
distribution procedures of the Transportation Forum is the concept of
"Work In Progress" reporting by the various transportation related
agencies of the City. This procedure might also be extended to the
various private organizations, too, as for example, Harvard University
and M.I. T„ with regard to their developmental objectives and activities.
Under this arrangement, periodic reporting of important projects,
studies, or activities under way that affect transportation planning in
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the area would be circulated to participants requesting to be so informed.
The reporting could take place with the Transportation Forum serving
as the clearinghouse for such information, or the City Manager himself
might make this a regular service that he oversees through one of his
staff. This arrangement provides information and understanding of the
various activities in progress essential for effective participation
by the parties. In its own right, it may well serve to eliminate
duplication and promote good intra-governmental communications.

Options for Providing a Transportation Forum with Staff Capability

The operational success of a Transportation Forum would depend
to a great extent upon the staff capabilities it receives. Where this
staff comes from is an important consideration in the organizational
framework for transportation planning. Several options may be
considered:

a. Independent Staff -- Here, a Forum would have its own
staff, paid for from as yet unspecified funding sources,
but, in any case, budgeted or earmarked for that purpose.

b. Agency Loan Arrangement — a "Guaranteed Draw" on
Departmental Staff Time — Here, each agency would commit
specific work days and personnel to be drawn upon by the
Transportation Forum. These would need to be reasonable
amounts that are not subject to reassignment, but in a
sense "guaranteed" or committed to a Forum. This would
allow close coordination between the Department and a

Forum although the problem of conflict of loyalties may

come up from time to time as a shortcoming of this
arrangement.

c. City Manager's Staff Commitment — Conceivably, a Forum

could be seen, in fact and in theory, as very close to the
City Manager -- in which case, it may be logical to assign
staff from his office as the Forum staff. This may require
increasing the Manager's staff positions for this purpose
and might even justify restructuring the Manager's Office
from an organizational standpoint.

d. and e. Volunteer Staffing Possibilities; Sub-Committees of
the Forum as Working Committees -- Volunteer staff, while
subject to many uncertainties, may be necessary if adequate
budget is not otherwise available. This might be utilized
more directly, or in what would appear to be a more feasible
arrangement, through sub-committees as working committees
of the Forum. In fact, some Committees could well develop
into standing functional committees dealing with work flow
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to the Forum that need not necessarily go directly to the
floor of regular Forum meetings.

City Agency Membership in the Transportation Forum

It would be essential that certain City agencies participate
regularly in a Transportation Forum. For this purpose they should be

designated "Permanent Members." They, more than any participants,
must assure representation by persons having decision -making authority
for their respective agencies. Preliminary recommendations for
permanent status are the following agencies:

1. Department of Planning and Development

2. Department of Traffic and Parking

3. Police Department

4. Cambridge Redevelopment Authority

5. Model Cities Agency

Without full and regular attendance of these participants, the
purpose of the Forum would soon be defeated.

Other important participants to consider would be:

1. Fire Department

2. Cambridge Department of Public Works

3. Cambridge Economic Opportunity Committee

Relationship of Cambridge's CEOC Area-Planning Teams

The work of Cambridge's CEOC "Area Planning Teams" (under the
Cambridge Economic Opportunity Committee) provides a valuable building
block for the functions of both a Transportation Forum and an inter
departmental planning concept such as a "Joint Directorate." First set
up in 1966 by the Office of Economic Opportunity for the Community Action
Program to further "maximum feasible participation" by the poor, CEOC's
activities are carried out in six specified areas:

1. North Cambridge

2. Riverside
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3. Cambridgeport

4. East Cambridge

5. Donnelly Field

6. Area Four

(The latter two are within the designated Model Cities Area.)

These areas have established resident councils, known as
"planning teams" which send two representatives each to the Cambridge
Economic Opportunity Committee (CEOC) Board. Special effort should
be made to tie groups of this sort directly into departmental program
development, rather than to permit a drift toward political factionalism.
In a sense, this is the real purpose and strength of the "Forum"
concept, where direct participation would be encouraged in identifying
needs and achieving consensus on local objectives as a basis for
dealing with these needs. In terms of overall staging of the develop
ment of a new transportation planning structure, these teams might be
best integrated into the work committees of a Transportation Forum,
providing both local representation, experience and capabilities.
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CHAPTER 2 - - PROPOSAL: A CITY

MANAGER'S TRANSPORTATION FORUM

INTRODUCTION

Background to Forum Concept

City officials, both legislative and executive, are continually
called upon to make critically important decisions on transportation
planning issues based on their best reading of- constituent needs and
priorities. To develop this "best reading" as a basis for their
decision making, however, they are seldom afforded sufficient oppor
tunity to draw from their constituency anything like the full measure
of information, opinion, and wisdom that is there to tap. Nor, in
general, are the means even available to our city officials to simply
inform their constituency adequately of the transportation issues that
cry for attention, and of the alternatives under consideration for the
resolution of these issues.

This state of affairs is no longer satisfactory to citizens and
interest groups in Cambridge, for here, as throughout the nation and
world, our political institutions are undergoing a significant shift
toward direct democracy. While aware that there are far too many

public decisions made hourly, daily, weekly, for handling other than
through the institution of representative democracy, our citizens are
no longer satisfied to limit their participation in their own govern
ment to a biennial marking of ballots at the polls. -

Our urban people of today are demonstrating an ever-increasing
conviction and insistence that they have both the right to know wiyat
is going on in their city's affairs, and the right to participate in
its decision-making process. This is a force to be reckoned with --
a force of ever-growing strength. Local officials who cannot accept
it as such will likely find themselves in difficulties that might
easily enough have been avoided.

To accept and work with these newly-emerging rights should not,
however, be difficult for today's local officials, since there is much
evidence that the emerging demand for the right to know and the right
to participate is as rational as it is strong. Among such evidence are
the well-established facts that:

4. When citizens and city officials discuss a public issue
together, the discussion generally produces more accurate
and more comprehensive information relevant to the issue,
and, equally important, a more comprehensive, more thoughtful,
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more rigorous analysis of the issue, often accompanied by the
emergence of new, creative alternatives for its satisfactory
resolution.

Such discussion of the issues with citizens serves to clearly
identify for the responsible public official unacceptable
courses of action which, if not so identified at an early
stage, could develop into costly failures of major proportions.

When citizens are not informed of public issues in the
process of resolution, and/or are not given a valid oppor
tunity to participate in the decision-making process, they are
prone to consciously or subconsciously reject out-of-hand
the decision subsequently thrust upon them, no matter how
rational it may be.

Citizen participation in public affairs is the cure for public
apathy -- a dangerous phenomenon possibly capable of paving
the way to destruction of our democratic institutions.

Against this background, the Cambridge - U.S. Department of Trans
portation Study team has worked to develop a public interaction process
the main purpose of which is to improve the City's decision-making
procedures through the operation of an ongoing forum for public discussion
of transportation and closely-related issues. This Forum proposes to
bring together an relevant citizen, quasi-public and public agency in
terests as a dynamic entity capable or advising both the~ City Manager

~5nti such city departments and City Council committees as the Manager

may specify under arrangements he and the Forum participants develop
Tor the Forum's operations. Three unique and key features that have
evolved for the Forum during the course of the study are^l) the
bringing together of groups carefully selected to provide a valid cross-
section of Cambridge interests — with each group represented by a

single delegate; \£) the melding of citizen, quasi-public and public
agency interests into a single, unified advisory group, as contrasted
with the setting up of separate citizen/quasi-public and public-agency
forums; and^3) the according of sufficient influence potential to the
Forum — principally in the form of mandatory referral agreements
to provide its delegates with a rational basis for giving its functions
their time and energy on a continuing basis.

The following pages discuss in detail the background thinking,
evolution, and present status of the proposed City Manager's Cambridge
Transportation Forum (CTF) as developed by the Cambridge - U.S. Depart
ment of Transportation Study team.

4.

~<4.
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Cambridge Involvement in Transportation Issues

Cambridge has been a leader in efforts to* resolve Boston
Metropolitan Area transportation issues. Strong Cambridge citizen and
official opposition to the potentially destructive Inner Belt (1-695)
in large measure led the way to Governor Sargent's declaration of a
planning and construction moratorium on certain major highway projects
within Route 128. The Governor's decision was based on the need to
determine what transportation and related development the people of the
Boston Metropolitan Area really need. The Boston Transportation Planning
Review, a study to determine this need, evolved in part from work
Cambridge did to demonstrate that the previous technical studies failed
to justify the destructive transportation investments that were
threatening, and that a completely fresh examination of transportation
services and facilities was warranted.

The unity between Cambridge and Boston municipal officials and

community groups was a force with which State and Federal legislators,
public executives, and highway planners had to deal. For the moment,
these public officials have pulled back to reconsider Metropolitan
Boston's transportation needs and to assess emerging citizen attitudes
and priorities in situations where proposed improvements in transporta
tion facilities must compete with the demand for a high quality of
physical and social environment. The combination of a well organized,
united and determined community and public official position, based on
thoughtful consideration of technical, environmental and political fac
tors, as well as on sound argumentation, in essence demonstrated the
strength of local government in controversies with larger and stronger
governmental units. This process madpjt- clear that (1) a well
organized and informed public can influence significant public deci-
'sions, and that (2)„JLocal groups and their city government can work"
"together to the greater benefit of all concerned.

~ "

The above example dealt with a clear threat imposed from the
outside; in a sense, no alternative remained but to stand and fight.
However, it pointed to the need for a way that gets people at the
municipal level creatively involved from the beginning in the work of
identifying projects — regional or local -- that respond to their
problems and needs. This chapter ot the study team's Volume I report
describes a process evolving from the assumption that citizen/quasi-
public/public-official cooperative efforts at the municipal level can
deal effectively, creatively ana constructively with both external and
internal transportation issues. While in some ways it is easier to deal
with a clear, outside threat~than it is to confront and resolve the
complex local issues that affect each of us personally in our own

communities (but do not affect a large enough constituency to gain the
center arena), in the study team's view the potential of a rationalized
citizen/city attack on localized transportation problems must not be
underestimated.
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The recommendations of this chapter of the Volume I report also
assume that the innumerable present and future conflicting policies,
priorities and competing issues — involving both short and long
term considerations can and must be effectively dealt with by
those involved in and affected by the issues. This requires a process
that brings people together to replace misinformation with facts, to
reason together in an effort fco arrive at a sound decfsion, and to
effectively co"mun* cate ^.hf'r thinking to public officials responsible
for action.

Current Status

At this point in the Cambridge-D.O.T. Study, the proposed public
interaction process has the endorsement of the Cambridge City Council
and its Transportation Committee; the City Manager; the Cambridge Police
Department; the City Departments of Planning and Development, Traffic
and Parking; and the U.S. Department of Transportation. However, the
process remains to be finalized, implemented and evaluated. Thus, this
chapter is intended as a "working document" describing concepts,
considerations and proposals that reflect extensive research, thought
and discussion to date by a variety of participants in this study.

The work of further refining this working document can serve
as a means for Forum participants to revise and expand the proposed
process to properly serve their individual and mutual needs. Eventually,
with the City Manager's encouragement, this statement should reflect
the involvement and best thinking of the Forum participants, as a basis
for developing mutual trust between the Manager and themselves. While
the final selection of principles and procedures will necessarily remain
with the City Manager, it is clear that failure to develop a strong
mutual understanding between the Manager and participants would severely
strain the prospects of the Forum for becoming a positive force in the
transportation planning program.
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SECTION 1 - - THE FORUM: A PUBLIC INTERACTION PROCESS

Why is the Public Interaction Process Needed: Its Purpose

The overall purpose of transportation planning and development
is to help the city government improve the quality of life for its
residents and other people that use the City by:

1. improving access for all people that live in and use
Cambridge to jobs, education, shopping, recreation, friends,
social service and facilities and all other places and
activities that give substance to their lives — such
improvements to include increased safety of travel;
reduced trip times, costs and frustration; expanded knowledge
of travel opportunities and methods; greater flexibility to
travel when and where one chooses.

2. improving the efficiency of commercial and industrial goods
movements servicing Cambridge in a way that also enhances

"other aspects of Cambridge life, and to do this through
*
working with other metropolitan Boston communities and the
State to accomplish the same objective on a metropolitan
basis.

3. reducing to acceptable levels the negative environmental
impacts that are the by-products of needed transportation
movements and activities in Cambridge.

4. improving regional and intercommunity transportation
services and facilities -- and concurrently bringing
aDout a more equal distribution of the disbenefits
by developing cooperation, understanding and mutual support
between the communities involved.

The overall importance of establishing a public interaction
process is to ensure that everyone needing or choosing to be involved
in transportation planning and development is able to do so within an
ongoing process that is capable of being effective, responsive, open
and informative. Such a process should make it possible for all
interests to interact with one another, and together to generate and
focus far more light on issues than would otherwise be available to
decision-makers. As it is, professional planners constantly run up
against public policy questions and issues requiring conflict-resolu
tion and political trade-offs; legislators constantly search for the
largest public constituency and the information that adequately and
reliably reflects the constituency's problems and needs; and the
pluralistic public diligently tries to protect and enhance its separate,
often conflicting, interests by entering more and more into the planning
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and political decision-making processes — but none of these entities
has the opportunity to further its objectives through the workings of
a truly viable public interaction process.

The following is a set of specific purposes for establishing a

public interaction process. Each purpose can be considered as a

problem or need that is not being adequately served by the present
planning and decision-making process. The list is not intended to be

complete nor its sequencing intended to imply a particular order of
priority.

1. To establish a process that allows broad public interaction
for the purpose of shaping overall jpublic values, goals and
objectives through consensus building on conflicting
policies, priorities and issues related to transportation.

2. To inform and involve all public interests at their own

choosing so that they can perform their advisory function
responsibly, decisively, and creatively, and have a gub-
stantive effect on the decision-making process.

3. To provide a means by which professionals may interact
with a full range of public interests, and through face to
face contacts learn more about the groups they are working
for and be able to more effectively identify and analyze
relevant information for use in the decision-making process.

4. To establish a machinery by which all points of view. —

public, political, and professional — can be surfaced
on an issue -- resulting in a fuller and more productive
consideration of the issue.

5. To facilitate a comprehensive, coordinated and continuous
approach to transportation problems, and thereby to reduce
the incidence of confusion and frustration resulting from
piecemeal and fragmented approaches.

6. To make the entire public decision-making process, as it
relates to transportation issues, as open and understandable
as possible. *

7. To pull together a group of Forum participants as fully
representative as possible, in order that the City Manager —
and /or whatever city departments or City Council committees
he puts into contact with the Forum -- may at a\single '

(sitting gain a comprehensive and appropriately-weighted set
of views on a given issue.

8. To develop a process that will engage the public, politi
cians and professionals in an interaction that can lead to
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beneficial discussion of transportation problems, needs,
opportunities, possible and desirable solutions, and
strategies for attaining the goals.

9. To establish a process that is responsible; closely reflects
public needs; can be trusted by both politicians and public;
is open to scrutiny, discussion and improvement; and which
because of these qualities, promotes the greater benefit
of all, a more equitable distribution of benefits and costs,
and sufficient long-range public support to carry out needed
transportation improvement projects.

10. To increase public awareness of the need for and importance
of an ongoing transportation planning and development
program — and to develop public support for such a

program.

11. To develop a process that gives full, open and fair
consideration of all interests; provides maximum and early
information about projects in order to reduce surprise,
anxiety and frustration; and creates the potential for
constructive interaction.

12. To create a process that protects and maximizes the
potential for surfacing and responding effectively to
"minority and special interests.

13. To provide a forum that will allow the public, politicians
and professionals to understand, cooperate with and crea-
tively support each other.

14. To establish a clearinghouse for public pressure groups
to (a) test their positions on other participants; (b) seek
wider support for their policies and priorities on given
issues; and (c) identify other valid group interests in
conflict with their own, with which they will have to
develop and negotiate an accommodation.

15. To give the City Manager advice vis-a-vis his administration
of transportation programs in the executive branch of
government (e.g., what transportation projects and prior
ities should the city departments be working on -- to_
answer what questions — to solve what problems — for
whom. )

" '

16. To add public discussion and concensus to transportation
related decisions or recommendations the City Manager

""gives to the City Council.
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What the Public Interaction Process Is (and Isn't): Goals and Objectives

Against this background it seems necessary that the City establish
a single, comprehensive, ongoing, participatory process that is rep
resentative of all transportation and related interests -- to include

"community and Special interest groups, city departments, and the City
Manager. This public group would concern itself with identifying trans
portation related problems and needs; making recommendations on solu
tions to these; and providing the necessary support for the implementation
and administration of final decisions. The process should be advisory
to the City Manager and should assist the Manager and City Council in
their deliberations. The process is viewed as essential if City Manager

and City Council judgments are to accurately relect the values, needs and
opportunities of all the people of Cambridge.

It is proposed that this public interaction process be named the
City Manager's Cambridge Transportation Forum (CTF for short). It must
be fully representative of all transportation related interests and should
become sufficiently acquainted with city-wide policies and issues to be
able to give the City Manager and the City Council a comprehensive and
reasonably accurate reading of public attitudes regarding transportation
Issues. It should also assist the Manager in determining the transporta=
tion policies, priorities, and level of effort that are most appropriate
for Cambridge. Its overall goal would be to assist the City Manager, city
departments, and the City Council to make sound decisions on transporta-T
tion and related issues based on the widest possible public interaction.

The Cambridge Transportation Forum (CTF) will not be just another
inactive and/or meaningless layer of red tape for the City Manager or
public interest groups to cope with. Its mission will include responsi
bility for effectively pulling together all the valid interests and working
to develop a city-wide consensus on transportation issues it takes under
consideration. In doing this, it will be charged with responsibility för
protecting minority rights and points of view by encouraging special
interest groups to articulate their positions and to seek the widest"
pöSSIble support. "--_-T
Structural Framework Considerations

In the interest of maximizing the short and long term effectiveness
that the City Manager's Cambridge Transportation Forum would have in
dealing with transportation-related issues, policies, and priorities, the
Cambridge-U.S. Department of Transportation Study team has given
extended consideration to several overall structural alternatives for the
CTF. The most significant among these alternatives are listed and
discussed below.

V1. Should the CTF be made a part of the City government, or should
it be an independent entity?
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It was decided that there were serious drawbacks to establishing
an independent citizens' organization. In order for the CTF to
be effective it would need to (a) be fully representative, and

(b) have sufficient status to warrant and ensure consideration
of its recommendations by the City Manager, City Council, et al.
Relative to these two requirements, it was felt that (a)
independent citizen groups would find it exceedingly difficult
to pull themselves together into a well-balanced and fully-
representative coalition; and that (b) in any event, such
coalitions consume considerable energy and resources con
vincing public officials of their legitimacy and of their right
to be taken seriously. Thus it was decided that if a fully
representative group was to be formed and was to have suffi
cient status to give it a basis for being effective, it must be

a functioning part of the city government, with appropriate
rights and duties assigned to it.

2. With the CTF a part of the city structure, where and how should
it be attached to the city government so that it can be an

effective part of the decision-making process?

The original thought was to establish two separate groups
a City Manager's Technical Advisory Group on Transportation
(made up of city department heads . involved in transportation
matters) and a Citizens Transportation Forum (made up of public
interest groups involved in transportation matters and

sponsored by the City Manager). Discussion of this initial
plan resulted in the conclusion that it was basically unsound
(although, as outlined in item #4 below, the concept of the
"Technical Advisory Group" evolved into the proposed establish
ment of both a "Joint Directorate for Transportation Planning"
and an "Interdepartmental Coordination Committee for Transpor
tation Planning"). The decision against the setting up of
separate technical and citizens' advisory groups was based on

the study team's growing understanding that the technical
aspects of transportation planning are by no means so complex
as to make necessary the exclusion of the "layman" from the
deliberations of a technical advisory group, and that such an

exclusion and separation could surely be expected to produce
significant negative by-products. Other reasons for turning
away from this original approach included the study team's
intent to (a) increase the exposure of technical staff to
laymen, and vice versa; and (b) cut down, in so far as

practical, the number of organizations advising the City
Manager and City Council. (As to the latter, there was full
and strong agreement that that goal of reducing the number of
advisory groups should be pursued only within the framework of
both maintaining a viable system of 'checks and balances" and

developing a viable system for providing the Manager and Council
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with a fully-representative cross-section of opinion on
transportation issues. )

From this original position, the two advisory groups were
combined as a single Forum, with the Director of Planning and
Development and the Director of Traffic and Parking acting as
Co-Chairmen on behalf of the City Manager. After studying
this model carefully, however, it was decided that having
city departments formally tied to the leadership of the
process (as distinct from participating on a peer basis)
would involve several drawbacks that should be avoided if
possible. Among these drawbacks were the following: (a)
the departments would be viewed as caught in a conflict-of-
interest situation, and their handling of the chairmanship
would be constantly suspect in terms of protecting their
own position; (b) this conflict-of-interest issue would
irreconcilably jeopardize the credibility of the process;
(c) although established as a City Manager's Forum, the
process might well in this model evolve into an adjunct of
the city department structure and thereby suffer both a

weakening of its vital linkage to the City Manager and a

serious lessening of its status (i.e., particularly in its
own eyes ) .

If the Cambridge Transportation Forum was not to be tied to
the city departments (i.e., through department-head leader
ship on behalf of the City Manager), the only other rational
alternatives were (a) to give the City Manager direct
responsibility and control; (b) to place the Forum under the
City Council; or (c) to place the Forum under the Cambridge
Planning Board. Thought and discussion as to these alterna
tives generated the following considerations:

(a) In Cambridge the City Manager is equivalent to a chief
executive officer of a corporation, with the City Council
acting as a board of directors and the Mayor as the
chairman of the board. Under this arrangement, the
Council sets broad policy and the Manager determines
priorities and acts on issues within the Council's
policy mandates. The City Manager may also raise
policy issues for Council consideration. Under this
system, the lion's share of transportation planning and
development responsibility is at the Manager level.

(b) Since the City Council is re-elected every two years
and the Manager serves at the discretion of the Council,
neither body provides by itself the assurance of
longevity and continuity in dealing with transportation
issues. Wherever the Forum is located, it will need to
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be closely related to the Council, the Manager and the
departments. A Forum serving the Manager would have
the greater opportunity to develop and maintain linkages
at all three levels.

More specifically, placing the Forum under the City
Manager would allow a close interaction with transporta
tion-related operating agencies having staff and

resources for identifying, analyzing and formulating
policies, priorities and issues.

The argument for making the Forum a part of the Council
is that the Council has a Transportation Committee, and

as such is responsible for setting transportation
policy. By attaching the Forum to the Transportation
Committee (which consists of the entire City Council),
the prospects for developing a strong Council-Forum
linkage would clearly be better than in the alternative
(Manager-dominated) model. However, the participating
groups in a City Manager's Forum would surely find
ample opportunity -- on their own initiative -- to
talk with Councillors about the issues; and the City
Council will always have the opportunity to request a

meeting with the Forum. The reverse (i.e., easy access
for the Manager and his departments to a Council -
sponsored CTF) could not be expected to develop.

The Plan E form of city government involves a large-
scale delegation of decision-making responsibility from
elected officials to an appointed administrator.
Elected officials, by the very nature of the process
that puts and maintains them in office, have little
difficulty maintaining an awareness of and sensitivity
to the concerns and attitudes of their constituency.
The appointed administrator is not afforded the same

opportunity. To place the Forum directly under the City
Manager would provide this key decision-maker with an

invaluable resource.

To place the Transportation Forum under the Planning
Board, while thoroughly sound as a long-range objective,
would not be practical at this time. The Board is
already overworked in discharging its statutory respon
sibilities — the administration of the City's land-
use regulations. Major structural changes would be

required as a basis for its moving heavily into the
transportation-planning-and-development problem area
now handled principally by the City Manager. A reflec
tion of this circumstance is found in the Manager's
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decision to set up an ad hoc Harvard Square Task Force
directly under himself rather than as advisory to the
Planning Board.

Weighing all significant factors that surfaced during the
deliberations on this issue, the study team decided to
recommend that the proposed public interaction process be

attached directly to the City Manager. The city departments
involved in various aspects of transportation planning and

development would, in the recommended model, have seats on the
CTF, and would have (a) the opportunity, through the City
Manager, to seek the CTF's advice, and (b) the responsibility
to make written or oral reports to the CTF at its request.
Similarly, the City Council would have the opportunity,
through requests to the Manager, to meet with the CTF for
around- the- table discussion of issues; and the CTF would have
the right to present its views to the Council in written form
and/or to request a meeting with the Council -- all with
the City Manager's direct assistance and blessing -- in
cases where the Manager has advised the CTF that he cannot
agree with its view and will make an alternative recommenda
tion.

. What authority does the CTF need in order to be effective?

The CTF will need certain explicit, delegated authority,
establishing its position and ability to deal with issues.

^The primary purpose is to demonstrate to potential parti
cipants that they can be involved in a real process that
assures that they can have a voice in and even be a critical
part of the decision process, and that they can impel the
attention of city legislators and professionals. An expansion
of this concept is given further along in this section of the
report.

With professional staff department heads integrated into CTF
on a peer basis, what additional role will the City's
professional personnel play in the transportation planning
process, and in what relationship to CTF?

The City's on- going technical transportation planning and
development function will, of course, be performed by City
start, ana will be the principal source of technical
recommendations to the Manager relative to improvement of
Cambridge transportation. It is the study team's conclusion
that this technical-studies function will best be discharged
by a Transportation Planning and Development Joint Direc
torate — a full-fledged, viable transportation program
under the joint direction of the two department heads
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already responsible for most of the City's transportation
planning and development work — i.e., the directors of the
Planning and Development Department and the Traffic and
Parking Department. The CTF would relate to this Joint
Directorate by advising the City Manager as to (a) its
opinion on priorities for study by the Joint Directorate
staff; and (b) its opinion of recommendations proceeding from
Joint Directorate technical studies.

Additionally, the study team recommends the establishment of
an Interdepartmental Coordination Committee for Transporta
tion Planning. This committee would consist of the depai L -

-HicnL liuady from each City department significantly involved
in any aspect of transportation planning and development or
as a major user (e.g., Traffic and Parking, Planning and
Development, Police, Public Works, Redevelopment Authority,
Council on Aging, Fire, Health, Recreation, Housing Authority).
The functions of the coordination committee would be (1) to
inform all City departments about the activities of each with
regard to transportation (e.g., studies, user programs,
facilities development completed, in progress, scheduled, or
under consideration); (2) to coordinate current and future
transportation activities in an effort to secure maximum
possible efficiency in and return from the City's investment
in staff work to improve Cambridge transportation. Only to
a limited extent would this committee involve itself in
direct discussions of program alternatives, priorities, etc.,
as all major discussion in this area would necessarily be
reserved for meetings of the CTF. The coordination committee
would be responsible to the City Manager, but, as the study
team sees it, would best be run by a chairman of its own
selection, and without the Manager present at meetings other
than for an occasional monitoring on his part, or in the
event that the department heads found themselves unable to
reach concurrence on an issue before them.

rganizational, Administrative and Operational Considerations

Beyond the issue of basic structural organization, there are
iny important considerations and issues that must be thought through as
part of setting up the proposed CTF. Some of the more important

>nsiderations that have surfaced during the study team's work are
Lscussed below.

1. If the CTF is to be directly tied to the City Manager's
Office, the Manager himself must be its chairman and leader.
As a practical matter, however, he could not rationally
devote to such a function the amount of time required for
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successful operation. However, to substitute another
individual as chairman would endanger the strength of the
Manager-CTF linkage. Consequently, the study team decided
that the_ Manager should appoint a "Coordinator" who (a) can
do limited staff work for him (subject to qualified City or
CTF personnel being available to assist) and (b) can serve
as moderator of CTF meetings at which the Manager cannot be
present. A major function of the Coordinator would be to
help the CTF membership work toward a consensus, and to
report accurately to the Manager either the consensus
arrived at or the substance of the major differing views
where no consensus can be reached. However, as a general
rule when the issues are particularly critical or the CTF
is stalemated, the Manager would be expected to preside.

2. As stated above, the study team decided that the Coordinator
should be appointed by the Manager. The alternative of
electing the Coordinator was studied and discarded on the
grounds that the election process is subject to faction
building, and in this context could well generate adverse
attitudes and reactions. The process is one that depends on
and encourages minority and special interest participation.
The Coordinator will be expected to be sensitive to all
sides of an issue, and will only be effective if he is fair-
minded and does not represent any particular position or
voting block.

3. Alternatives for a CTF decision-making process were given
extensive consideration by the study team. It was decided
that since the CTF is only advisory to the City Manager and
is dealing with conflict and trade-off situations that are
not satisfactorily resolved by voting, only the force of an
argument should be used to persuade the Manager, rather than, V
the weight of numbers. The participants should be encouraged
to develop and present the arguments related to their posi
tion. Conflicts would be considered healthy, since they would
begin to define the range of acceptable alternatives (i.e.,
within a larger range of alternatives established by the
surfacing of all positions held among the participants).
The incentive for participants to resolve their conflicts
will come from wanting to maximize the CTF's potential for
affecting decisions by the Manager — who will be looking
for the narrowest possible set of options to inform his deci
sion. The more the CTF can demonstrate its ability to
resolve issues internally, the more importance the Manager
is likely to assign to it as an input to his decision-making
process. However , in the study team's view, it will be

important to stress for the CTF and Manager the concept that
even a thoroughly and irreconcilably split CTF will make an
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invaluable contribution to the City by reporting to the
Manager (through the Coordinator) the full range of differing
opinions and the basic reasoning behind each.

4. Another issue dealt with was that of what happens in the
event that the City Manager's decision goes against a CTF

consensus. The study team decided that on the one hand it
will be of the utmost importance that the CTF understand and ✓

accept as paramount the Manager's responsibility to make his V
own decisions -- using the experience and judgment for
which he was hired -- rather than to simply function as

a device for recording and relaying someone else's decision.
On the other hand, the team held strongly to the view that
(a) it will be important for the Manager and the CTF to
develop an agreement on procedures for ensuring full under
standing and consideration of the CTF view by the Manager as

an input to his own decision-making process; and that (b)
the entire public interaction (CTF) process would be meaning
less unless the City Manager was at all times philosophi
cally and psychologically motivated to go the last mile in
giving his support to both the spirit and letter of such an

agreement.

Such an agreement should include the opportunity for the
CTF to discuss the issue in question on an around-the-table
basis with the Manager following notification that the
Manager's initial reaction to the CTF view is negative. It
should also include a provision that in cases where the
Manager's final reaction is also negative and the issue
involves a Manager recommendation to the City Council, the
recommendation will be transmitted with the written view of
the CTF and a request that both sides be heard by the Council.
However, granting even the most sincere and meaningful
implementation of such an agreement, in the study team's
view, the CTF and its underlying concept will falter unless
in the great majority of cases involving a clear CTF
consensus, the reasoning behind it and the clarity of
communication are such as to result in concurrence by the
ManagerT"

" ' "

5. The study team decided that a key to the success of CTF

operations will be the quality of participating delegates,
their ability to speak for their organizations, and their
determination to maintain their attendance records at or
near 100 per cent. It was felt that this would require an

agreement that each participating organization designate its
leader and two additional individuals from the second
echelon as a team of three alternate delegates, and that
all delegates (and alternates) be actively involved with
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their own organizations in terms of discussing the CTF issues,
getting instructions, and reporting back results. It was
also felt that the Manager and the CTF should give strong
consideration to agreeing that a prerequisite to going
forward with the CTF will be a carefully- thought through
commitment by each participating organization to have a

delegate (i.e., one of the three Manager-approved alternates)
at each meeting. A further extension of this agreement would
necessarily be an operating rule that a quorum will consist
of all the participating groups. The rationale for this
approach is that (a) a key concept involved in the establish
ment of the CTF is that it will provide the Manager et al
with an efficient vehicle for gaining exposure to a compre
hensive, balanced view (or set of views) on Cambridge
transportation issues; and that (b) the clear understanding
that failure of any one participating organization to attend
a CTF meeting will undermine the efforts of all should
substantially increase the importance and value that every
participating group attached to its own role in and contribu
tion to the CTF.

Another key to the success of CTF operations is seen by the
study team as being the wise selection of transportation
issues for review by the participants, and the careful
advance preparation of technical background material (data
and analyses) for use by the Forum in its work with each
issue selected^ With regard to the first point =r= agenda
development — it seems clear that all concerned must have
in mind a critical underlying principle: even granting the
availability of substantial staff resources for the CTF in
the form of city and volunteer personnel, the CTF itself
will not have the time resources for dealing in depth with
more than a small percentage of all the transportation
issues referred to it under its agreement with the Manager.
Consequently, failure to select from among these issues with
great care could result in a tragic wastage of the CTF's
potential for making a major contribution to the city's
transportation planning work. With regard to the second
point — the need for advance technical preparation —

the fact of limited CTF time resources is again applicable.
The more data and analyses that can be presented to the CTF
at the outset of its consideration of an issue, the less
risk there will be of wasting CTF resources.

Such advance technical work will be of particular help to
the CTF as a basis for making its own determinations as to
the particular kinds of questions it wants answered about an
issue under consideration.
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7. The study team has recognized that CTF success (i.e., in the
form of (a) improving the quality of living for Cambridge
residents and (b) improving the city's understanding of how
to get public, quasi-public and private interests to work
more effectively together in any and all areas of public
concern) will be threatened by the understandable tendency
of most city departments to view public involvement as too
time consuming, unproductive, and as a hinderance to ful
filling their commitments. This view of public involvement
is, or course, entirely warranted where a city's leadership
has not been able to free its operating departments from
traditional goals and commitments that no longer closely
reflect the emerging needs and priorities of today's consti
tuency. Evolving into an ever higher priority, for instance,
is the need of citizens to know what their government is
doing that affects them, where their interests are clearly
involved in an issue under consideration. However, a city
department with no mandate to respond to this need cannot be
expected to regard it other than as an obstacle to achieving
the year's tangible production goals -- against which
success or failure of the department will presumably be

measured. In this context, the study team has concluded
that success in achieving CTF objectives will depend to a
significant extent on the willingness of Cambridge public
leadership to permit city department goals and priorities to
increasingly reflect today's citizen need for involvement.
This will necessarily require that the quality of a depart
ment's "process" be elevated to equal status with its quan
tity of production, and that procedures for both measurement
and credit-giving be developed for the former.

8. In the study team's opinion, both "product" and "process"
orientations are necessary during the identification and
development of any public project, if time delays and
frustrations caused by unexpected public intervention (at
an advanced stage of the project) are to be held to a low
level. This is not to say that by engaging citizens in a

public-involvement process a city department will auto
matically ensure clear sailing for its projects -- or
alternatively, that unexpected, strong intervention at a
late date by an initially-unidentifiable interest group will
spell failure either for the project or the pub lie- involve
ment process. There is no way to ensure that full and
informed public participation will determine whether or not
all relevant factors have been adequately considered, or
that a given project should in fact be undertaken. However,
in the study team's view, every effort should be made to
develop a rational public interaction and decision-making
process that is accessible and understandable to all parti-
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cipants, including City departments. The CTF is seen as an
important step forward in this direction.

9. City departments are usually in touch with individuals or
groups on specific issues. Sometimes this interaction high
lights conflicting goals and objectives between or within
communities. It is often desirable to raise and discuss
these conflicts within a larger context; thus, the CTF can
play the valuable role of providing a sounding board for
departments. In the study team's view, the departments will
increasingly find the CTF's public interaction process
useful for (a) testing the validity of the department's
own concerns and observations about city conditions; (b)
getting a reading on the extent to which the department's
resources may have to expand in order to handle an issue
with the breadth and depth necessary to reflect the views
and priorities of the constituency; and (c) seeking public
support for projects a department is engaged in.

10. On the other hand, the CTF may at times want to put depart
ments on the firing line about performance, motives, etc.
Departments need to understand how to handle such situations,
and be able to turn differences and harsh criticism into
issues that the group can deal with constructively and
realistically, instead of taking personal offense and closing
off discussion. The success of the CTF is seen as in part
dependent on the ahjTTty of related CJ.^_departments to
re^ive^and use CTF criticism in a positive manner.

11. There are numerous transportation-oriented City departments;
none is responsible for the full range of transportation
matters. The Planning and Development Department does
extensive planning and evaluation of transportation facili
ties and services, as does the Traffic and Parking Department,
which also is responsible for most anything related to city
streets. The Police Department carries the responsibility
for enforcing traffic and parking regulations, while the
Cambridge Redevelopment Authority becomes involved in what
ever aspects of transportation planning emerge as needing to

be dealt with within the context of redevelopment project
planning. These four departments should be considered as
permanent participants of the CTF. Other departments should
be "on call," meaning that they would be asked to attend
CTF meetings when issues affecting them are scheduled
but would receive all agendas and minutes and would be

welcome to attend as observer-participants at any time.

12. Whether by Manager-CTF agreement or on their own initiative,
City departments can demonstrate their commitment to resolving
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issues through the CTF by sending it top level people --
the director or someone that is able to speak and make
commitments for the department. The City Manager will need
to oversee the level of participation and commitment that
his departments put into the CTF. Nothing will be more
undermining to the process than public agency failure to
provide cooperative and capable participation. In order for
the Manager to further develop and maintain his credibility
with the public and the City Council as to his commitment to
the principles underlying his establishment of the CTF, it
will be essential that his transportation-related departments
be actively and ably involved.

The study team arrived at the conclusion that another
important prerequisite to successful CTF operation will be
staff assistance of adequate quality and quantity. There
are two separate but connected functions that are needed as
support to the CTF -- these being technical assistance and
organizational assistance. This assistance might be drawn
from departments, be voluntary, or be provided through a

city budget available to the CTF. The assistance should be
available to the CTF as a whole to work on overall or parti
cular issues, as well as be available on a carefully-scheduled
basis to specific participating groups who may feel the need
for help in preparing themselves to contribute to the resolu
tion of an issue before the CTF. In either case, assistance
available to the CTF should be administered by the Coordinator,
who would decide how it would be allocated and on what basis.
It seems desirable for the CTF to have its own full and part-
time staff members -- preferably supplied by the City's
transportation planning team and responsible to either the
Department of Planning and Development or the Department of
Traffic and Parking from a departmental standpoint -- in
order to ensure that the interests of the CTF are protected
and developed, technically and politically. Related to this,
the City Manager should have a budget with which he can
supplement the capacity and capabilities of the departments
depending on issues raised by the CTF.

The technical staff supplied by the departments should have
broad understanding of and experience in transportation
planning, development and operations in order to capably
identify the nature of the problem, clarify the issues, and
develop the type and/or range of considerations that need
to be made in developing solutions. These technical staff
assistants supplied by the departments would seldom do more

than the most limited technical work, however, and only then
on a teamwork basis with the City's transportation planning
team. The study team felt this latter an important decision
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about CTF, on the grounds that it is the goal of the CTF to

help strengthen the city departments and make them more

successful -- not to duplicate their technical functions
and expertise. In this context, the CTF staff emphasis would

be on making sure that the right kind of information and

analysis of issues are available for thoughtful consideration
by the CTF. Emphasis would also be placed on the periodic
need to introspect about improving the process.

The organizational staff assistant would perform time-
consuming but vital functions of arranging for meetings,
coordinating and getting participants together, seeing that
people receive and understand information and are prepared
to contribute to the resolution of issues. This CTF staff
member should be able to put newsletters, meeting announce
ments and fliers together that will interest the public.
He/she will need to be able to handle press and media matters,
will need to know about the history of and present relation
ships between all various groups, will be expected to know

what influence a participant will have as to current issues,
and when to contact whom about what. This person will need

to be fair-minded, able to grasp technical issues, be skilled
in group conflict and issue resolution, and have leadership
qualities .

Together, and with the Coordinator, the CTF staff will help
the participants identify, understand and articulate their
concerns and positions, and develop strategies for handling
the issues. They will help groups understand the implications
of proposals and develop a range of acceptable solutions.
They will also help groups identify and clarify their own
values, goals, objectives, problems, needs and the transporta
tion planning criteria that reflect these. They will be
expected to work together to formulate consensus positions
that result from CTF deliberations. They will work indivi
dually with all CTF participants; but, in order to ensure
effective and equal participation, it will be necessary to
develop priorities for the allocation of individual assistance.
On occasion, they may need to be neutral participants in
meeting discussions in order to negotiate conflicts.

During the evolution of the study team's concept of the CTF,

a focus sharpened on the City's budget preparation as an
area of concern particularly warranting CTF attention. It
became increasingly apparent that (a) the CTF cannot be
expected to meet more than twice a month (for perhaps a
total of six hours) on a regular basis; (b) in this short-
amount of time, it will not be possible to deal with more
than a fraction of all the transportation planning and
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development issues facing the City; (c) consequently, it will
be necessary and important for the CTF to carefully establish
priorities for the use of its time, and to develop a number
of key functions that it performs on an on-going basis; and
that (d) a yearly or more frequent rsview of the City's
transportation planning and development program and accom
panying budget would certainly be near or at the top of the
list of such key junctions I The study team noted that
currently the City s transportation-oriented departments do
not have resources for preparing "Program" budgets, nor for
coordinating with each other as regards their proposed
transportation planning and development activities. The
team decided that the City Manager's strong interest in
improving the City's overall budgeting process could well
receive impetus by a decision on his part that transportation
planning and development activities of the City departments
and agencies be budgeted on a program basis and submitted to
the CTF for review early enough to make possible a 30-day
review period prior to the point at which the Manager begins
to firm up his recommendations to the Council.

15. Again with the CTF's time constraints in view, the study team
has become increasingly aware that the fulfilling of the
Cambridge citizen's need and right to know what his government v
is doing constitutes a relatively uncomplex and undemanding
function that should be among the CTF's top priorities. A
review of Governor Sargent's Executive Order No. 75 (see
Appendix "A: at end of this chapter) made clear the fact
that the right to know must be met not only by a transporta
tion information system but also by a strengthening of
citizen access to public documents. An equally important
element in a comprehensive CTF information system on Cambridge
transportation would be that of relaying citizen complaints,
questions, and suggestions to appropriate city officials .

"The study team has put together the basics of a plan for a
round-the-clock transportation "hot line" in this connection.

16. The study team has concluded that it is important for CTF
participants, City officials, and Cambridge citizens to think
of the CTF in terms of a "better client" concept. The
Cambridge government is working to effectively provide its
client — the people of Cambridge -- with a transportation
system of optimum quality; but under present conditions the
City government necessarily has difficulty taking the measure
of its client, hearing all that the client has to say, and
understanding the client's priorities when some voices are
loud and others are muted. The CTF can help make the client
more accessible, more articulate, better able to communicate
a compr ehens ive and priority-rated view of its concerns.
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17. The phrase "transportation system of optimum quality" has

been used above. During the study, a concept developed by
the study team centered on the word "optimum." It was noted
that (a) transportation (other than travel for recreation) is
not an end unto itself, but rather is simply the overcoming
of space friction in order to make possible the achievement
of some human objective; (b) increasingly, this necessary
overcoming of space friction is becoming practical through
communications technology (e.g., telephone, television,
picture-phone, transmittal of documents by telephone, etc.);
(c) significant reorientations of land use are occurring that
reduce space friction by bringing together in multi-use
centers a high level of residential, employment, retail and

recreational facilities and services; (d) as a general
principle, the options available in the arrangement of land
uses that generate a heavy volume of trips provide city
officials with a significant opportunity to reduce trans
portation needs through the utilization of land-use planning
powers. The study team concluded that the CTF must be
encouraged to work not only for the improvement of Cambridge
transportation but also for practical means of eliminating the

need for transportation.

18. As the concept of the CTF developed during the first year of
the Cambridge-DOT study, the study team became increasingly
aware of the vital contribution that sub-committees can make

to the success of the CTF in providing Cambridge with better
transportation. It was recognized that sub-committees can
greatly extend the time resources' of the CTF, and therefore
the scope of its work. It was also recognized that sub
committees can be formed wherever necessary to achieve the
essential objective of maintaining within the CTF a full and

balanced representation of all Cambridge transportation-
related interests. In this context, it was decided that
there should be no barrier to staffing sub-committees with
qualified volunteers not sitting as delegates on the CTF
itself.
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SECTION 2 - START UP AND OPERATIONS PROPOSALS: CURRENT STATUS

Current Status of CTF

The Cambridge City Council, acting on the City Manager's April
3, 1972, report on the Cambridge-D.O.T. Study and the proposed City
Manager's Cambridge Transportation Forum, adopted a resolution on April
10, 1972, strongly supporting the proposed Forum. The Manager's report
and the City Council's supporting resolution are included as Appendix
"B" at the close of this chapter. The delay in moving forward since
that time has been brought about by the need for working out all CTF
specifics. In particular, the study staff has had to wrestle with
the task of striking a workable balance between two major objectives
potentially in conflict with each other. These are:

1. the objective of giving the CTF sufficient strength (i.e.,
"" in terms oi its opportunities to influence dec i-s ions by the

Manager and Council) to provide satistactory incentive for
Its delegates to participate with continuing Vlgtu aud
effectiveness.

2. the objective of retaining for the Qi ty Managpr and the
Council their own prerogatives for making the f inal,decisions.

Put another way, the study staff is seeking to find a balance that
provides effective citizen participation without undermining the City's
system of representative democracy. It is the staff's intent that the
CTF serve to strengthen the Manager and Council, not to intrude on
their prerogatives and responsibilities.

The following paragraphs of this section provide details on the
current status of the staff's thinking as to the most appropriate
start-up and operating procedures for the CTF.

General Statement of CTF Functions (for Incorporation in a charter)

1. To help the Manager produce better executive decisions, and the
Council to produce better policy decisions, with regard to trans
portation planning and development issues in Cambridge
including, in particular, the following Manager/Council decisions:

(a) Determination of priorities among transportation problems,
where resources do not permit remedial action on all problems
at once;

(b) Determination of solutions to problems under study, with
special emphasis on "value" inputs on which technical solutions
must be based.
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2. To accomplish (or work toward) this objective by using the CTF
vehicle for keeping the City (through its groups represented on the
CTF) well informed on specific transportation issues and what is
being done about them (or what is on the shelf waiting to be done
about them) thus giving citizens a stronger potential for (a)
making sound judgments about the issues; and (b) helping the
Manager and the Council by relaying these judgments to them.

3. To accomplish (or work toward) this objective by using the CTF
vehicle to keep the Manager and the Council well informed of the
general views and concerns of their constituency with regard to
transportation planning and development matters.

4. To help develop a better, more efficient method for generating
productive interaction between Cambridge City staff and the
citizens they serve for future use in broader areas of Cambridge
government operations.

Administration and Authority of the CTF

1. The City Manager will administer and be the nominal head of the CTF.
He will delegate the necessary authority to a Coordinator of his
own choosing, who will serve as the convenor and moderator of the
CTF meetings, as well as the City Manager's personal representative.
The Manager will preside at the CTF meetings when his direct
involvement appears necessary to move deliberations along, resolve
deadlocks, or explain a proposed course of action by the Manager
that may be contrary to the consensus of the CTF.

2. The City Manager will allocate a budget to the CTF — preferably
through the Department of Planning and Development and Department
of Traffic and Parking — for "core" staff assistance and resource
needs. The Coordinator will be responsible for administering the
"core" staff program, for determining other resource needs, and for
recommending a budget and program to the City Manager.

3. The City Manager in conjunction with the Coordinator will develop
and maintain a set of guidelines governing the CTF that reflect
the needs and capabilities of the CTF to deal effectively with
issues. These guidelines will define the principles, goals,
objectives and ground rules necessary for the effective operation
of the CTF, and will need to be mutually agreed to by the CTF and
the City Manager. This set of guidelines will be the basis for a
memorandum of understanding and cooperation between the City
Manager and the CTF, and will be subject to change by mutual
agreement.

4. The City Manager will establish and maintain the CTF and its Working
Committee, will be responsible for the initial membership of the two
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groups, and will be responsible for monitoring the representative
ness of the two groups as their membership changes. The Manager
will be careful to ensure that the CTF and its Working Committee
are representative of the major significant areas and interests of
the City and that they are not unduly over or under represented.
Additional groups can be added where the Manager decides that they
are needed to fill a gap in the coverage of the interests.

5. The CTF will be granted sufficient authority to be able to carry
out its mandate effectively. It will also be assured that this
authority will not be duplicated or dissipated, unless for unusual
circumstances. Within this framework:

(a) The CTF, through the Coordinator, will be able to receive
substantial staff assistance from appropriate departments
upon request to the City Manager (but subject to specific
maximums established in the budgets for each of the parti
cipating departments).

(b) The CTF will have the authority to review and comment on all
transportation and related matters sent to the City Manager or
the City Council for their considerations, with sufficient
time before decisions are to be made to allow the CTF to make
its own recommendations. This review-and-comment provision
relates to all recommendations sent to the Manager and Council
on transportation and related matters from whatever source
(e.g., city department, state agency, neighborhood associa
tion) and includes documents dealing with transportation
policy matters, projects priorities, and substantive issues.

(c) The Manager will be urged to carefully protect this provision,
as it is a crucial underpinning to the credibility of the
process and the continued cooperation of its participants.
The CTF will have certain rights to waive a review, or to hold
up a decision for a limited period pending its own delibera
tion on the matter. Where time is of the essence — due to
approaching deadlines, unexpected emergency issues, etc.
the Manager may request that an issue be reviewed by the
Working Committee of the CTF. All agencies planning to
submit transportation-related recommendations to the City
Manager and/or City Council will be advised of the CTF review
and encouraged to discuss issues with the CTF at the earliest
possible stage.

6. The CTF will be prepared to share responsibility for the City's
continued and coordinated relationship with other state or regional
entities (e.g., MBTA, MDC, DPW, Secretariate of Transportation and

Construction) that handle transportation matters -- but only as

requested by the Manager. It will also develop and maintain
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relationships with other Boston Metropolitan Area citizen-based
forums (particularly in the Northwest corridor) that deal with
transportation-related matters.

7. All existing and future committees, task forces and the like, that
deal with special transportation issues and advise the City Manager
will have representation on the CTF. These committees will be

encouraged to become standing or ad hoc committees of the CTF.

8. The CTF will be encouraged to provide input to, and to review and

comment on the City budget and capital improvement program.

Procedures of the CTF

1. The CTF will be representative of all interests within Cambridge
that are involved in or affected by transportation and related
matters. These interests include neighborhood, city-wide and special
interest groups, city departments, the City Manager's Office, and
knowledgeable individuals representing specific transportation modes.
Members of the City Council or other politicians will be welcomed at
all times and will be sent special invitations depending on issues
to be discussed. Each group will be invited to designate a repre
sentative to the CTF and sufficient alternates to ensure attendance
at CTF meetings. The importance of the CTF will be stressed in
order to encourage groups to send leaders and spokesmen actively
involved in their organization and able to accurately represent its
interests. City departments will be expected to send their director
or an alternate who can speak and make commitments for the depart
ment. Some departments will be permanent members of the CTF; others
will be "on call," depending on the issues to be discussed. The
City Manager and/or the CTF Coordinator will be able to determine
which of the latter departments need to be present for a discussion,
and in what official capacity they should be represented.

2. Meetings of the CTF will be opp.n on an "Observer" basis, with the
understanding that citizens will seek to have opinions voice

^through a delegate representing an organization to which they
^belong or sympathize. These meetings may be organized into three
parts: (a) initial discussion by delegates on agenda items; (b)
followed by discussion from the floor, limited to new ideas only,
(c) followed by further discussion by the delegates on agenda items
or new business. If the Coordinator determines that all significant
opinions have not Veen adequately presented, the Coordinator may
then take steps to see that such opinions gain a hearing.

3. Since the CTF can only recommend or advise the City Manager of its
deliberations, the Manager will encourage the CTF to seek agreement
through consensus rather than by vote. Decisions by vote tend to
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bypass the careful consideration of various arguments, and to
establish voting blocks that are not sensitive to minority or
special interests. Consensus building involves full and informed
discussion of the issues and may take the form of an agreed-upon
set of common goals or alternatives, or the limits of a range of
options. The Coordinator will be responsible for accurately
reflecting the sense of the discussion surrounding an issue, and for
formulating a consensus for the City Manager's consideration. The

Coordinator will review this formulated consensus with the CTF

Working Committee and revise as necessary before giving it to the
Manager. The more narrowly defined the CTF consensus, the greater
the weight the Manager will attach to the CTF position in making
his own decisions. Therefore, in an effort to have the greatest
influence on the City Manager's decisions, the incentive will be

present for the CTF to arrive at a well-developed consensus that
resolves the major conflicts. Where significant disagreements
remain unresolved, the CTF representatives related to the different
sides of the issue may choose to present their positions to the
City Manager to inform his decision. Where a CTF recommendation is
not initially accepted by the City Manager, he will necessarily
make a concerted effort to learn more about the CTF position through
direct discussion — as a basis for making his final decision.

4. The Coordinator will encourage the representatives to develop their
positions in writing for wide distribution and review at least a

week before the meeting at which an issue is to be discussed. Where

such working-papers are distributed, they will acknowledge the

author(s) and the status. Papers that do not have the endorsement
of the City Manager will be considered "informal papers" and carry
no weight other than that associated with the author(s). A paper
that represents the consensus of the CTF can be sent to the Manager

for his consideration.

5. The decision as to how the CTF will allocate its resources among the
many issues it will encounter is to be made by the CTF participants
on the recommendation of the Working Committee. In general, the
CTF's full efforts will be needed simply to respond to the City
Manager's request for advice on transportation-related matters he

is dealing with, including (a) reports he receives for his informa
tion or action; (b) other issues on which he is preparing to make

his own decision for the City, or, alternatively, to make a recom

mendation to the City Council. Occasionally, however, the CTF may

want to use its prerogative to initiate a dialogue with the Manager
regarding a transportation issue that has not been brought to its
attention through the on-going referral process. It is unlikely
that the CTF will ever return a Manager referral with no comment,

but the level of resources applied to the preparation of comments

will necessarily vary heavily from one referral to another. The

Working Committee's recommendations as to where CTF resources should
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The

1.

be applied must be based on criteria developed and approved by the
CTF. Considerations reflected in the criteria should include the
following questions about the issue under review:

(a) Has it city-wide implications, or is it a purely neighborhood
issue?

(b) Has it a built-in potential for becoming a critical issue with
long-term, wide-spread and/or severe impacts?

(c) Is it a short-term and manageable issue offering good prospects
for successful and meaningful resolution?

(d) What demands will be placed on the CTF participants at various
levels of consideration of the issue?

(e) Might the issue be expected to be satisfactorily resolved by

the existing decision-making processes without any CTF parti
cipation (i.e., based on the state of current City manpower
resources, departmental priorities, etc.)?

(f) What linkage does the issue have to other critical issues for
which Cambridge is seeking resolution?

Working Committee and Other Committees

The Working Committee will consist of 6 to 10 members of the CTF
to be selected by the City Manager and approved by the full CTF
membership. Together the members must be representative of the
whole CTF, have at least one-half day a week during working hours
to devote to the task, and have a flexible schedule. (It is recog
nized that many CTF representatives may only be able to perform this
service on a rotating basis -- perhaps for 3 months in each year.)
The Coordinator of the CTF will be a member, might be the Chairman,

and will advise the City Manager as to who should be on the Working
Committee and when its membership should be revised. The CTF Staff
Assistant will serve the Working Committee as an executive secre
tary, and in a technical capacity insofar as his/her background and
experience permit.

Specific functions of the Working Committee will be:

(a) To review and approve the Coordinator's final draft of a CTF
consensus report, prior to its submittal to the City Manager.

(b) Upon request by the Manager or other City staff official for a
CTF consensus report within a matter of hours or a very few
days, to decide whether (1) to call a CTF meeting; (2) to poll
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as many members as possible in order to get a CTF decision as
to whether a meeting is practical; (3) to proceed to develop a
consensus report on behalf of the CTF, on the grounds that (a)
the tight schedule made a full CTF meeting impractical, or (b)
the issue was too small to warrant a full CTF meeting.

3. In the b(3) situation described above, to develop the report on
behalf of the CTF, submit it to the City Manager or City department
having requested it, and then have it distributed to the full member

ship by the CTF Staff Assistant, together with an explanation of the
basis for the decision to act on behalf of the CTF, and a request
for an immediate reaction from any delegate who disagrees either
with the decision by the Working Committee to act for the entire CTF
or with the content of the consensus report it developed, or both.

4. To meet with the Manager/Coordinator/Staff Assistant or whatever
citizen or official may request a meeting with the CTF which the
Working Committee decides cannot (due to time problems) or should
not (due to the nature of the agenda) involve a calling together of
the full CTF. (In such cases, to report to the CTF as provided
under #3 above).

5. To maintain normal Working Committee meetings open to observers,
who will be able to speak at the discretion of the Working Committee
Chairman. Only under special circumstances, and in keeping with the
State's open-meeting law, may the Committee exercise a prerogative
to hold a closed-door session, and only if it announces the general
nature and reason for the session. The full contents of such a
meeting must later be reported to the CTF participants, and a "post-
audit" made by the CTF as to whether the closed session was warranted.

6. Other standing and ad hoc committees can be established jointly by
the CTF, the Working Committee and the Coordinator, to further the
scope and purposes of the CTF. Membership on these committees will
be decided by the Coordinator acting on the advice of the CTF.
Such committees will be encouraged to develop their own momentum

and to coordinate their efforts with other interests within the CTF.
The authority, staff, budgetary resources and other benefits vested
in the CTF will at the discretion of the Coordinator be transferable
and available to CTF committees, provided that the committees keep
the Coordinator and Working Committee adequately informed of develop
ments, and provided that proposed committee recommendations to the
City Manager first receive CTF endorsement.

The Coordinator and Staff Assistant

1. The CTF Coordinator is to be appointed by the City Manager, and to
serve for agreed-upon periods of not less than six months or more
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than one year, unless reappointed. The Coordinator must (a) have a
thorough knowledge of transportation planning issues, and (b) have
superior ability to function as an effective leader and catalyst in
the identification, analysis and resolution of issues by heterogeneous
groups. The City Manager's selection of the initial CTF Coordinator
has already been made and is considered by the study team an
excellent one.

The CTF Staff Assistant (initially one, perhaps two or more later --
possibly with volunteer help involved) will have substantial func
tions to perform requiring technical qualifications, including (a)
reading, summarizing, evaluating and preparing recommendations to
the CTF Working Committee on all City Manager referrals to the CTF;
(b) pulling together information on transportation planning and
development activities and issues in Cambridge or affecting
Cambridge -- and writing up the essentials in a meaningful and
brief manner for CTF use; (c) helping CTF groups (on a between
meeting basis, via telephone or at their own group meetings) to
better understand the issues coming up for discussion at the next
CTF meeting. Education and experience appropriate to these tech
nical functions will be necessary. The executive secretary functions
(e.g., records keeping, preparation of minutes and agendas, noti
fying participants of regular or Working Committee meetings) should
also be handled at the outset (perhaps the first year) by a
technically-qualified staff assistant. These latter functions
might eventually be found appropriate for handling by para
professional personnel with a deep interest in and devotion to the
goals of the CTF -- but this should not be attempted until the
CTF is well-established.

Participation in the CTF

1. A CTF membership of 25 to 35 participating groups or interests is
anticipated as necessary to provide the broad-gauged representation
necessary for CTF success. The membership will consist of three
categories of participants, as follows:

(a) community and neighborhood groups (e.g., the neighborhood
associations, neighborhood planning teams, Model Cities);

(b) city-wide or special-interest groups (e.g., Chamber of
Commerce, civic organizations such as the League of Women

Voters and the Cambridge Civic Association, Cambridge Advisory
Committee, the elderly, students, the handicapped, Welfare
recipients, foreign language and ethnic groups, blacks, the
public housing "Tenant Senate," market-housing tenants, clergy,
truckers, transit interests, bicycle and pedestrian interests,
major institutions such as the universities, the hospitals,
Polaroid);
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3.

(c) the relevant City agencies (e.g., Traffic and Parking, Planning
and Development, Police, Redevelopment Authority, Council on
Aging -- each on a delegate basis; and City Council Trans
portation and Parking Committee, Health and Hospitals, School
Department, Conservation, Recreation, Fire on an advisory
basis).

A principle involved in the demanding work of making a wise selec
tion of participants will be that perhaps two to three times as
many organizations and interests will be members of the CTF as will
actually have seats. Those not having seats will be known as CTF
Advisors (as contrasted with CTF delegates), will receive all
agendas and minutes, and will be welcome to attend meetings as
observers (with the opportunity to speak during the second part of
the three-part meetings). CTF Advisors will also be specifically
invited to CTF meetings for participation in discussions involving
issues about which they are particularly knowledgeable or concerned.

The work of selecting "delegate" and "advisor" participants will
begin by developing an inventory and analysis of all Cambridge
public, quasi-public and private groups/organizations/interests
having transportation concerns and/or qualifications for making
contributions to the solution of transportation problems. This
inventory will also encompass organizations outside Cambridge
(Northwest Corridor and regional) whose interests or potential inputs
would possibly qualify them as appropriate CTF Advisor participants.

The term "interest" as used above includes unorganized groupings of
individuals having transportation concerns. Transit users provide
an example; at present, they are not organized in Cambridge. Other
examples include students and young people generally (i.e., non
drivers) and welfare recipients.

Rights of the CTE

The following 14 specific rights of the CTF are proposed by the
study team and have been approved in their essentials by the City
Manager, Mayor, Chairman of the City Council Transportation Committee,
appropriate department heads, and study consultants:

1. To receive from the City Manager quarterly summaries (no
later than two weeks following end of quarter) from the
Cambridge Departments of Planning and Development, Traffic
and Parking, DPW, Police and Redevelopment Authority, covering
all transportation and closely-related planning and develop
ment activities of major significance, and specifically to
include:
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(a) List of projects worked on —

(b) Brief statement of progress on each project —

(c) Estimated date of completion for projects still under
way —

(d) List of projects that need doing but are not under way,
with a statement on each of these as to the Director's
thinking on the relative need for getting the project
started, and the hurdles to be cleared in order to get
it under way.

2. To receive from the City Manager copies of reports on trans
portation and closely-related planning and development issues
sent to the Manager from city departments or other public or
quasi-public sources, including the City Council or its
committees .

3. To receive from the City Manager annual budget proposals
developed by City departments with regard to transportation
and closely-related planning and development activities
(with sufficient explanatory material to provide a program
budget, listing projects and their dollar allocations).

4. To be accorded a request from the City Manager for a CTF
"consensus report" on all referrals from the City Manager
(per items #2 and #3 above) -- with a statement from the
Manager as to the length of time he can give the CTF for its
response.

5. As in #4 above, to be accorded requests from the City Council
or its committees for consensus reports on transportation
and related planning and development issues, (subject to
such requests being transmitted to the CTF through the
Manager).

6. To meet with the Manager where he does not concur in a CTF
consensus report and intends to take action in whole or in
part contrary to the CTF recommendation.

7. To have the City Manager forward to the City Council the CTF
view, along with his own report to the Council, regarding
transportation or closely-related planning and development
matters on which the Manager makes a recommendation to the
Council; and to have the Manager request the Council to
allow a presentation by the CTF of its own view, where it may

differ from the Manager's conclusion.
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8. To release its consensus reports together with minutes of its
meetings to all public and quasi-public groups receiving
agendas of CTF meetings (making clear the status of such
reports as being advisory only).

9. To initiate discussion of transportation and closely-related
planning and development issues (where no specific referral
of a report, etc., has been made by Manager or Council); to
prepare and send its consensus report to the Manager on such
issues; and to receive a response from the Manager by a date
specified (and justified in the CTF report).

10. To request that the Manager and/or other City staff parti
cipate in specific meetings of the CTF, and to have those
requests honored by the Manager (subject always to the
requirement that the meeting time be workable for the
official (s) whose participation is requested).

11. During the first half year, to have a minimum staff con
sisting of a full-time staff assistant funded by the City,
together with a part-time Coordinator — with the option
to request additional staff assistance from the Manager if
needed during this start-up period, and to make a proposal
to the Manager for the balance of the fiscal year and for
incorporation into the following year's budget based on the
first half year's experience. Further, to have sufficient
budget to cover typing, reproduction, mailing of minutes, etc.

12. To have the Coordinator and/or Staff Assistant participate in
meetings set up by groups represented on the CTF.

13. To have the CTF Staff Assistant do fact-finding work for the
delegates, on approval of the Coordinator, or alternatively
to have such work done by City department staff members who
have been budgeted to perform this function within specific
limits .

Responsibilities of the CTF Member Groups

The following CTF responsibilities are proposed by the study team
and have been approved by the study participants cited under "CTF Rights"
above :

1. To select a delegate and two alternates who are acceptable to
the City Manager in terms of their position in the group they
will represent (and therefore in terms of their potential
for being able to accurately reflect the views of their
group) -- and who are themselves willing and able to commit
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3.

themselves to their group and to the Manager to always have
one of their delegate/alternate team present and partici
pating for the full period of a CTF meeting.

To have a delegate or alternate at all CTF meetings for the
full period of the meeting, and to have such person report
back promptly to his/her group the results of the meeting.

To work to make the CTF a positive force in the City's
efforts to overcome its transportation deficiencies. To
work to this end in six-month incremental trial periods
(with reviews at the end of each six months) and not to
withdraw support in "midstream" (i.e., between review
points) because short-term CTF results are not seen to be

as satisfactory as expected.

To give procedural suggestions to the Staff Assistant (on a
between meeting basis) for his/her research and thought,

for discussion with the Coordinator and Manager, and for
eventual discussion with the CTF at six-month review points
(or earlier if thought necessary by the Manager).

Start-Up Steps to be Taken

The following basic steps are recommended by the study team as
appropriate for moving forward with the establishing of the CTF:

1. Study team inventories all identifiable Cambridge and
Cambridge-related groups and interests having transportation
COT1CelT1S •

Each identified group and interest is analyzed by study team
in terms of (a) the range and depth of its concerns; (b) its
potential (in terms of people resources, etc.) for con
tributing to the analysis and resolution of issues; and (c)
the size of its constituency, and its "fit" (i.e., in terms

of filling gaps or, alternatively, overlapping other
constituencies).

Study team prepares tentative list of "CTF Delegate" and "CTF
Advisor" groups based on above criteria, and Manager reviews
and revises as necessary.

Study team and Manager prepare letter for Manager to send to
all groups on tentative list, advising them of the full
background and history of the CTF concept and asking them

to attend an informal meeting to discuss it. The letter
includes considerable background documents, and invites groups
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to call Manager as to any questions these documents generate
that a group may want answered prior to the meeting.

5. Informal meeting is held. Manager and his team seek views,
and answer questions. Manager states that he will firm up a

proposal for a one-year "pilot" CTF operation reflecting as
closely as possible the comments received. He invites
additional comments for submittal within a specified period
(perhaps 2 weeks — unless participants want more time).

6. Based on meeting results, study team and Manager prepare
recommendat ions for pilot CTF operation, mail these, and hold
second meeting.

7. This process is repeated as many times as necessary to
achieve a consensus on a pilot operation. During the entire
process, the Manager encourages the meeting participants and
the media to put him together with groups and/or interests
not included on the list to date — and whose transporta
tion concerns might be such as to make them want to join
the "CTF Advisor" group.

8. With the pilot operation approved, study team and Manager
collaborate on "memorandum of understanding" confirming the
agreements, and Manager hires Coordinator.

9. Coordinator hires staff assistant, and operation begins.

How CTF Meetings Will Be Run

The following constitutes the study team's prototype of a

typical CTF meeting. It is the team's intent that it serve as a
working model for review and adjustment by the Manager, Coordinator,
and CTF participants.

1. Meeting is called by either (a) the City Manager; (b) the
Working Committee; or (c) the entire membership.

2. Once called, the meeting is set up by the CTF Staff
Assistant, who contacts delegates by mail or phone, depending
on time available.

3. The CTF entity calling the meeting (Manager, Coordinator, or
delegates) will have specified to the Staff Assistant those
members of the "CTF Advisor" group who are also to be asked
to attend. These additional participants are then invited
by the Staff Assistant in the same manner as the delegates.
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4. All other members of the "CTF Advisor" group are then
notified of the meeting by the Staff Assistant through a

mailed announcement. The general public is notified through
media announcements.

5. The Staff Assistant assumes responsibility for making certain
that every CTF seat will be covered by a delegate or alter
nate, it being understood that without 1007. participation
there will be no meeting.

6. To the extent possible, the Staff Assistant circulates
pertinent background material to the entire membership prior
to the meeting, and meets with member groups and/or their
delegates, as requested, to go over the issues. Background
technical work in this connection is performed by department
technical staff assigned to the CTF on part-time basis.

7. The meeting is run by the CTF Coordinator, who, after finding
that all member groups are represented, introduces the subject
and reviews the "ground rules" for discussion. (These are
meeting procedures already developed and agreed to by the
CTF participants, Coordinator, and Manager.)

8. Unless the meeting ground rules are then modified by the CTF

to meet the needs of this particular meeting, the meeting
goes forward for approximately three and one-half hours
(e.g., 7 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.). (See Appendix "C" for proto
type meeting format.)

9. In closing the meeting, the Coordinator points out that (a)
minutes will be mailed in draft to all delegates, together
with a finalized "consensus statement" as approved by the
Working Committee and sent to the City Manager; (b) delegates
are urged to telephone the Staff Assistant between meetings
as to their thoughts about meeting content or procedures
or as to their need for further discussion of the issues
(possibly requiring a meeting of the delegates' own group,
at which the Coordinator and/or Staff Assistant will be
present if requested).

10. Since many delegates may want to go back to their own groups
and discuss an issue further before taking a position on
behalf of the group, any delegate will have the right to
delay the Working Committee's submittal of a "Consensus
Report" to the Manager by as many days as the Coordinator
determines to be practical — for the purpose of going
back to the group for discussion. The Working Committee
will then (upon receiving supplementary opinions) have the
option of amending its report on behalf of the CTF, or
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requesting more time from the Manager, in order to make
possible a reconvening of the CTF for further discussion.
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COMMONWEALTH OF ■MASSACHUSETTS

By His Excellency

FRANCIS W. SARGENT

Governor

EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 75.

WHEREAS, the people of this Commonwealth are entitled by the
nstitution of the Commonwealth to a government accountable* to
em; and

WHEREAS, the people's right to know what their govern-
rit is doing is one of the fundamental rights of a citizen and

the primary means they have to ensure the accountability to
ich they are entitled; and

WHEREAS, the legislature has adopted in Chapter 66 of the
tieral Laws a policy requiring that "public records" shall be
en to inspection and examination; and

WHEREAS, there are many documents which are neither
ecifically required by said law nor prohibited by it to be
on to inspection, but which should be available to citizens of
t s Commonwealth so that their government will be truly open
d accountable; and

WHEREAS, standardized rules and regulations are needed to
pleaent the policy of the legislature and the requirements of
5 Constitution so that citizens will be better able to under-
a.nd their rights and so that all requests for information will

granted or denied expeditiously, reasonably, and equitably;

NOW, therefore, I, Francis W. Sargent, Governor of the
.nnonv/ealth, by virture of the authority vested in me as supreme
ecutlve magistrate, do hereby order that:

1, This Order shall apply to all departments, agencies,
± bureaus within the executive department of the government

the Commonwealth.

2. Unless otherwise specifically required by any general
special law, or permitted under this Order, each such agency,
accordance with the rules and regulation prescribed by Article
shall make available for public inspection all public records*

3 laments, reports, studies, memoranda, statistical and other
ta, and statements of agency policy and interpretations of such
atements, or such further information as defined by the
Tixaissioner of Administration and Finance. Exceptions to this
ragraph shall be limited to those enumerated in paragraph 3»

L ov.
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3. Unless otherwise specifically reauired by any general
or special law, an agency shall withold information requested
by a citizen only if the matters requested are:

a. specifically required to be withheld by statute;

b. specifically required to be withheld by Executive Order
in the interest of the defense or security of the Commonwealth
or of the United States;

c. related solely to the internal personnel rules and
practices of said agency;

d. inter-agency or intra-agency memoranda or letters
relating to policy positions being developed by the agency;
but this sub-paragraph shall not apply to reasonably completed
factual studies or reports on which the development of such
policy positions may be based;

e. investigatory information compiled for future lav/
enforcement purposes except to the extent available by law to a
party other than the agency;

f. trade secrets and commercial or financial information
obtained from a person on a privileged or confidential basis;

g. personal and medical files and similar information, the
disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted inva
sion of personal privacy;

h. matters specifically exempted by order of the
Commissioner of Administration.

The burden shall be upon the agency to explain with
specificity the exception which applies to any request for
information, and the reasons for such application.

h. Each agency shall designate from among its present
employees a person who shall be charged with the agency's
responsibility to carry out the purposes of this order in
accordance with the rules and regulations adopted by the
Commissioner of Administration.

5. Each agency shall provide for inspection of documents
as may be available to citizens on a routine basis as well as
those for which the citizen has made specific request, nnd
where provided by any general or special law and subject to the
approval of the Commissioner of Administration and Finance,
each agency shall charge reasonable commercial rates for copying
documents.
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6. No later than ninety days from the effective date of this
p, the Commissioner of Administration shall adopt rules and
Lations to carry out the purposes of this order, such rules
regulations shall include a method of administrative appeal
Ltizens aggrieved by decisions of any agency, which appeal
L be final.

Given at the Executive Chamber in Boston
this fourth day of August in the ye-'ir
of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and seventy and of the independence of
the United States of America, one
hundred and ninety-fifth.

FRANCIS W. SARGENT
Acting Governor

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
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CITY OF CAMBRIDGE
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02139

Tel. 876-6800

E DEPARTMENT

I. CORCORAN
, Manager

April 3, 1.972

TJ lEBLANC

' theCityManager

To the Honorable, the City Council:

Subject: Cambridge - U.S. Department of Transportation Study

The following summary of the Cambridge - U.S. Department of Trans
portation Study will supplement the report to be made to the City Council
Transportation Committee on April 3d by the City Manager, together with
members of the Planning and Development Department, Traffic and Parking
Department, and Police Department. The summary and oral report are pursuant
to my memorandum of March 17, 1972, to the City Council requesting a

meeting with the Council Transportation Committee.

History and Objectives of Study

The Cambridge - U.S. Department of Transportation Study is being
carried out under a $50,000 contract awarded to the City of Cambridge by
the Transportation Systems Center of the U. S. Department of Transportation.
The contract was awarded in August, 1971, and completion of the work is
scheduled for June 30, 1972.

The Transportation Systems Center, with headquarters here in
Cambridge, is a major research arm of the U.S. Department of Transportation.
Consequently, the basic thrust of the work called for by the study contract
is in the nature of research — the Center having commissioned the City of
Cambridge to study, develop and recommend more effective ways of doing
transportation planning at the municipal level. Specific work products
called for the contract under which the City is working are:

1. Development of a proposal for a three to five year prototype
transportation planning operation in Cambridge which takes fully
into consideration the existing intra-city needs of the people,
other relevant ';ommunity values, the longer-range land use plans
of the City, and compatibility with metropolitan-level and regional-
level plans — this prototype transportation planning operation to
serve as a basis for helping solve the transportation planning
problems of generally similar cities throughout the United States.

2. A sketch master plan for Cambridge land use and transportation —
to serve as a starting point for the prototype transportation
planning program.

3. An Annotated Inventory of Cambridge Transportation and Land Use Plans.

Staffing assignments for the study are given in an attachment to this
memorandum.
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To the Honorable, the City Council (cont.) April 3, 1972

Status of Study

With approximately one-half the contract funds expended through
March 31, 1972, the study has moved ahead significantly in the developmei
of sketch master plans for land use and transportation in Cambridge, as *

as in the development of concepts and programs for broad, well-balanced
citizen/public agency/private sector involvement in a participatory Cambi
transportation planning effort. Working documents developed to date invc
(1) an annotated inventory and evaluation of previously completed Cambric
land use and transportation planning reports; and (2) a progress repoxt o

January 12, 1972, containing preliminary statements on (a) summary of
Cambridge transportation problems; (b) goals and policies for Cambridge
transportation planning; (c) a transportation planning and development
process for Cambridge; (d) transportation proposals.

City Manager's Cambridge Transportation Forum

Against the background of a clearly strong Cambridge commitment to
an open and participatory planning process, the study team has determined
that there exists a very significant need for a single, broadly-representi
group of citizens, appropriate public agencies, and private organizations
concern with transportation problems produces a capability for valuable ar

efficient two-way communication between the many interests they represent
Cambridge government staff and officials responsible for identifying and f

solutions to the transportation problems of the City. From this determina
has emerged the concept of an on-going City Manager's Cambridge Transports
Forum — and it is this concept in particular for which the City Council's
concern and support are earnestly sought both through this memorandum and
presentation to be made at the Council's meeting of April 3, 1972.

The overall purpose of the Transportation Forum will be to help Cad
government improve the quality of living for the people of Cambridge and tl
Metropolitan Area by:

1. improving their access to jobs, education, medical services, fri
recreation, shopping, personal services, libraries, and to all o

places and activities that give substance to our daily lives —

improvement in access to involve greater travel safety; reduced
times and costs; less frustration; expanded knowledge of travel
tunities and methods; greater freedom to choose the time of day
which a trip will be made.

2. improving the efficiency of commercial and industrial goods move:

serving Cambridge — and working with the State and Metropolitan
Boston communities to accomplish the same objective on a metropol
basis.

3. reducing to acceptable levels the negative environmental impacts
are the by-products of needed transportation movements and actlvi
in Cambridge.



To the Honorable, the City Council (cont.) April 3, 1972

The Transportation Forum will move toward the achievement of these
purposes by helping the City Manager, the City departments, and the City
Council in their efforts to identify, understand, evaluate, and find solutions
to major transportation problems that downgrade the quality of living in
Cambridge.

It is my intent, with the City Council's support, to move forward
immediately with the establishment of the proposed City Manager's Cambridge
Transportation Forum. I have selected our transportation consultant, Tunney F.
Lee, as interim Coordinator for the Forum — and together, working with the
Cambridge - U.S. Department of Transportation study staff, we will select a

tentative group of approximately twenty-five to thirty transportation-oriented
individuals and organizations constituting a fully-representative and well-
balanced cross-section of Cambridge interests. All procedures for operation
of the Transportation Forum will be discussed and worked out with this group—
and while the final selection of operating procedures will necessarily be

mine, it is clear that failure to achieve consensus would severely strain the
Forum's prospects for becoming a positive force in our transportation planning
programs .

Very truly yours,

John H. Corcoran
City Manager

JHC/b

Enclosure
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STAFFING FOR CAMBRIDGE - U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION STUDY

Overall direction of the work is provided jointly by Robert A. Bowyer,

Planning and Development Director, and George Teso, Traffic and Parking

Director, and by their Assistant Directors, Edward A. Handy and Lauren M.

Preston. Stephen E. Zecher of the Planning and Development Department is

a major contributor to the work, and Captain Nicholas J. Fratto represents

the Cambridge Police Department on the study team. Consultant services

are provided by Michael A. Powills, Jr., Senior Vice President at Barton-

Aschman Associates, Inc.; Professor Marvin E. Manheim, M.I.T. Urban. Systee

Laboratory; and Assistant Professor Tunney F. Lee, M.I.T. Department of

Urban Studies. -Mr. 0. Hugo Schuck, the Transportation Systems Center's

Technical Assistant to the Director/ Concepts, monitors the contract for

the U. S. Department of Transportation, and together with an associate,

Mr. David Glater of D.O.T., is making valuable contributions to the City's

work.
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In City Council,

April 10, 1972

CAMBRIDGE CITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF
CITY MANAGER'S CAMBRIDGE TRANSPORTATION FORUM

WHEREAS, the U. S. Department of Transportation has com

missioned the City of Cambridge to develop improved municipal transpor

tation planning procecures, and to perform related work; and

WHEREAS, a major factor in the improvement of transporta

tion planning procedures has been determined by the Cambridge study staff

to be the need for increased and better- structured citizen and inter-agency

participation in the transportation planning process; and

WHEREAS, the Cambridge City Manager has now proposed to

establish a City Manager's Cambridge Transportation Forum to advise

him with regard to all aspects of transportation problems in Cambridge ;

and

WHEREAS, the Cambridge City Council believes that only

through broad public interaction can a city-wide concensus be reached on

issues related to transportation; and

WHEREAS, the City Council believes that the need for trans

portation projects is best determined and the support for such projects

best achieved by a process that assures full, open and fair consideration

of the interests of all citizens involved and affected; and

WHEREAS, the City Council further believes that a well-infprmed

ind in volved_ public. ran af** in a—rpspnnsible, decisive and timely manner

u rid thus have a beneficial effect on the City's decision-making process;

WHEREAS, the City Council believes that a coordinated city-

ride effort is essential to assure that all current and future transportation

xrxd related projects have city-wide or neighborhood impact are fully dis

missed by all involved and affected interests; and
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WHEREAS, the City Council believes that a comprehensive,

coordinated public interaction process is essential as a basis for City

Manager and City Council deliberations that accurately reflect the needs,

values and opportunities of all the people of Cambridge;

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Cambridge City

Council endorses the formation of an on-going City Manager's Cambridge

Transportation Forum as proposed and outlined by the City Manager, and

the City Council hereby seeks the strongest support for this Forum by

all Cambridge citizens, citizen groups, and public and private organiza

tions; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City Council hereby

requests that the City Manager submit to the City Council by July 15, 19li

a progress report on the formation and activities of the Forum through

June 30, 1972; and that such progress reports be submitted periodically

thereafter on a quarterly basis.

In City Council April 10, 1972.
Adopted by the affirmative of 8 members.
Attest:-Paul E. Healy, City Clerk

A true copy

Attest:-
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APPENDIX "C" - PROTOTYPE MEETING FORMAT FOR CITY MANAGER'S CAMBRIDGE
TRANSPORTATION FORUM

The following is a suggested format for CTF meetings. The format
would be subject to modification by the Coordinator as required by the
agenda for specific meetings.

1. Ascertain full representation. Circulate agenda and background
materials. Allow brief period for reading for participants who
were unable to do their "homework" in advance.

2. Coordinator or someone else he has selected presents the topic,
its background, related facts — and, in particular, the reasons
the topic was selected; the deadline for developing a CTF posi
tion; and the "ground rules" for working to develop the position.

3. Per ground rules, this period is devoted to discussion by the
delegates. Each delegate (or CTF Advisor who has been invited
to this particular meeting) on being recognized by the Coordi
nator is allowed a maximum of three minutes to speak on the sub
ject.

4. Per ground rules this period is devoted to discussion (comments
or questions) from the public (i.e. general public, or CTF
Advisors not specifically invited to attend, if any are in atten
dance and interested in participating. However, in beginning
this period, the Coordinator stresses the ground rule that points
made by the public must consist of new ideas, rather than just
affirmations of support for ideas already put forward by one or
more delegates. (If public participation does not take place,
the Coordinator moves on to the next phase).

5. Per ground rules, during thispperiod the Coordinator or someone
else he has selected works to develop a consensus, or if this is
not forthcoming, a clear agreement as to what major (divergent)
opinions are held, and which groups support them.

6. In this final period for discussing the meeting's main topic,
the Coordinator sums up the results of the discussion and
arranges for a review of his written summary by the Working
Committee prior to submittal to the City Manager.

7. The final period of the meeting is devoted by the Coordinator to
discussion of new business and procedural matters. A Working
Committee new-business report (already sent out to the member

ship for its review) is reviewed and discussed. The report covers
all referrals received from the Manager, and the Working Committee's
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recommendations to the CTF as to these referrals. Consensus posi
tions are developed by the delegates regarding the recommenda

tions. Also discussed are reports from the Working Committee on
the content of meetings it has held, and on the specifics of
decisions it made, if any, on behalf of the CTF (i.e., what the
issue and decision were, and why the Working Committee found it
necessary to make a decision for the CTF rather than to refer
the issue to a regular or special meeting).
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The contents of this report reflect the views of the City

of Cambridge, which is responsible for the facts and the

accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents do

not necessarily reflect the official views or policy of

the Department of Transportation. This report does not

constitute a standard specification or regulation.



PREFACE — VOLUME II

The history of urban problems since World War II has demonstrated
clearly the critical need for an improved transportation planning process
at the municipal level. Cities have not been able to fathom the complex
ities of their transportation problems, let alone marshall the resources
needed to effectively address them.

Instead, they have looked to the state and Federal governments for
salvation -- and after nearly three decades this hoped-for panacea has
in many ways been found wanting. It was impractical to expect the higher
levels of government to unilaterally develop regional and national trans
portation solutions that did not impact seriously on local quality of
living.

The contract under which this study has been carried out reflects
a far-sighted view by the U.S. Department of Transportation, its Trans
portation Systems Center, and its Office of Environment and Urban Systems

a view that the Federal Gaemment can perform a vital function by
fostering the development of an improved transportation planning process
for small cities.

The resulting three-volume report is believed by the study team
to provide concepts and recommendations of value to small cities through
out the country. Volume I, under separate cover, confronts the need for
a basic organizational framework within which sound transportation plans
and successful implementation can best be generated. Volume II, contained
herein, develops an inventory of transportation studies needed by Cambridge,
while Volume III recasts earlier material for specific use by other small
cities.

To the extent that the study may have been successful, the Federal
Government will have helped to build the foundations of a new Federal/
state/local transportation planning partnership — one in which cities
and towns can at last make strong, well-considered, grass-roots inputs
without which Federal and state transportation planning efforts in urban
areas cannot hope to succeed.
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INTRODUCTION

There Is no need to establish the important influence and effect
transportation issues have on people's lives and well being. The
explosive public reaction in municipalities throughout the nation to
proposals for new urban highways has dramatized this sufficiently. More
over, other less publicized conflicts over existing (e.g., heavy through
trailer truck traffic), proposed (e.g., garages ill residential neighbor
hoods) and missing (e.g., rapid transit service) transportation-
facilities and services may be just as critical t<i~th65e dffeuLcd , and
just as demanding of the competence and creativity of local professionals
and public officials. However, as has been highlighted on numerous
occasions here in Cambridge, decisions on critical transportation
planning issues have been madp ton nft-pn without adequate understanding
of their profound impl-t^ati™™, without BttfflxJjeaE facts, ana without
full, orderly, and well-informed puhHr flj smsslnn of t-he issues.

Against this background, the study team has worked to develop a

truly viable program for planning transportation and related land use in
Cambridge. In Volume One of this report, the team has dealt with the
need for improving the organizational framework within which the planning
of transportation and related land use will go forward. This has
centered on an attempt both to strengthen public credibility of the
planning and decision-making process and to develop a constructive
process that has the potential of being accessible and understandable to
everyone affected by a transportation-related problem.

It has also stressed the thesis that of equal importance in
establishing a process that promotes public participation is the need
to make sure that process also works to the benefit of the political
dec is ion -maker and the professional planner. As participants in the
process, politicians and professionals want and need greater contact
with and understanding of their constituency. The decision maker may

also want more of a hand in the planning process, as the professional
will want to increase his/her input to the dec is ion -making process. A

basic assumption of the Volume One proposals is that the more inter
play these three groups of participants have in the process of developing
and resolving issues, the more prospect there is for creating a society
that practices understanding, trust and cooperation in achieving its
goals.

In Volume Two, the study team reports on the first technical steps
it has taken (using some of the organizational concepts developed in
Volume One) to produce better transportation in Cambridge. These steps
have consisted of preparing (a) an annotated bibliography and evaluation
of transportation and land use plans prepared by or directly affecting
Cambridge (this bibliography is found in the Appendix); (b) three sets



of "guidelines" to be used in clarifying the transportation issues,
developing workable options, and making choices; and (c) a program for
next steps to be taken. The three guidelines prepared by the team are
as follows:

Guideline #1 -- Statement of Cambridge Transportation
And Land Use Problems

A clarification of the problems (their quantitative dimensions),
the impacts (who is affected, what hardships are caused, and what
can be expected if the problem isn't solved), and the possible
solutions (what potential is there for relief of the hardship
and what are the political, legislative, financial, time, etc. ,

constraints?) is of critical importance to identifying the
information and developing the range of realistic options
necessary for resolving the issue. The study team's problem
statement is a first step towards achieving a thoroughly
comprehensive and detailed description and analysis of all
Cambridge transportation problems to be addressed.

Guideline #2 -- Statement of Goals and Policies

This statement both reflects and frames the problems, their
impacts, and their possible solutions -- and begins to define
the transportation planning program needed to further clarify
the issues and provide implementable solutions. That is, the
goals and policies may be determined by the identification and
study of a problem, or alternatively may help to determine the
problem and what facts are needed as a basis for its solution.
This guideline provides criteria for political policy judgments.

Guideline #3 -- A Sketch Plan for Transportation and
Related Land Uses: Round One

This guideline constitutes an initial technical response to the
problems identified. In urban planning efforts, the concept

of a "sketch plan" varies widely. The study team has developed

what it believes is a dynamic and useful concept -- namely,
that a sketch plan is the city's best statement at any given
point in time as to (a) firm recommendations where warranted by

adequacy of data and analyses relating to specific problems;
(b) tentative or no recommendations where inadequate data and/
or analyses exist -- accompanied by a statement of studies
needed to provide a basis for making firm recommendations. This
concept of a sketch plan is believed by the study team to be
"dynamic" because it implies and promotes continuing development
of the sketch plan (from soft to hard recommendations), and

"useful" because it differentiates clearly between those
problems for which solid recommendations can be made and those
on which additional study is needed.
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It is worth emphasizing that as conceived the three guidelines
do not stand independent of one another. Only through the inter
relationship of each to the other is it possible to satisfactorily re
solve the issues. The guidelines cannot, of course, serve to resolve
all issues quickly, because the range of opinion differences may

frequently remain widespread and the proponents of the positions
steadfast, in which case the political stakes may be too great for
immediate resolution. However, differences of opinion are inevitable
and healthy. It is believed by the study team that* through the
interrelationship of the guidelines, such differences can be reduced
to common denominations and thus permit protagonists to focus on

basic and substantive issues.

An underlying assumption in setting up the guidelines is that
the more our Cambridge citizens can be encouraged to be explicit about
their problems and goals, and to consider the roles they want to play
in a city, community and neighborhood social context, the more

possibility there is of resolving complex issues and conflicts at
many levels. Thus, in order for the guidelines to be helpful in
resolving issues, there are three prerequisites, as follows: (1) a

public forum must be available for all participants and interests ~
public, political, and professional; (2) there must be a public will
to reach agreement; and (3) the technical and political aspects of
the issue must be understandable and usable by all participants.

Thus far, the development of the guidelines basically repre
sents the best current thinking of the city departments involved in
the project — it being a first round of thinking by those pro
fessionals that are familiar with Cambridge and with technical/admini-
strative approaches to handling such broad public issues. However,
the proposal developed to date does not necessarily represent the
"best thinking" the entire city can do on these problems, since the
options, concerns and interests of a large segment of the City have
not yet had a chance to surface.

Although the guidelines are in an early stage of development,
the next immediate steps in the planning program must include sub
mitting them for citizen review and discussion. There are advantages
to gaining public reaction to these guidelines as they appear in
their preliminary form. In this way, the public does not feel the
need to challenge the validity of the document ~ it is a draft
available for their comments -- nor do the professionals need to
defend it because it represents the final word.
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CHAPTER 1 — EXISTING CONDITIONS AND PROBLEMS

SECTION 1 -- CAMBRIDGE: HISTORY, PROFILE AND TRENDS

Cambridge began as a colonial settlement called Newtowne at
approximately the present location of Harvard Square,, Lying south
of the overland route from Charles town to Watertown, Newtowne was
selected as the original seat for Massachusetts Bay Colony Admini
strative Functions (and later judicial) due to its strategic location.
Because of the possibility of sea attack, Newtowne's up-river location
seemed more defensible to early settlers than the less well-protected
ports of Boston or Charlestown. It was only later when Boston's
superior location was realized, and invasion fears subsided that Bay
Colony offices crossed over the Charles River to Boston.

Access to Boston from Cambridge was, during the 17th and 18th
centuries, far more difficult than it is today. Large parts of Boston
and Cambridge were then unfilled marshy areas, and crossing from one
to the other required uncomfortable overland treks and a ferry crossing.
At that time, Cambridge included all or parts of present day Arlington,
Bedford, Billerica, Belmont, Brighton, Carlisle, Lexington, Lincoln,
Newton, Tewksbury and Watertown. Newtowne life was village-oriented,
and the economy was agriculturally dominated. Even the building of
a bridge crossing the Charles at what is now Boylston Street did not
change that basic orientation. There was a largely speculative
effort later in the 18th century to create a substantial port for
Cambridge in Cambridgeport, but these efforts went unfulfilled.

Only with the building in the late 18th and early 19th centuries
of the West Boston (Longfellow) and Craigie (Charles River Dam) Bridges
did Cambridge's village orientation change as travel to Boston became
far more convenient. The city then began to assume one of the
transportation roles it now plays as conduit between Boston center
and suburban hinterlands. Parts of East Cambridge grew rapidly with
succeeding immigrations, and the subsequent industrialization of that
part of the city pulled exclusive political control away from Harvard
Square interests.

Throughout the later 19th and 20th centuries, Cambridge was
ever more closely tied to Boston; first by horse-drawn omnibus and
later by horse-drawn "street railway" over the East Cambridge bridges.
In 1912, the subway tunnel was completed linking Boston and Cambridge
by rapid transit. Cambridge now lies on one of the heavily travelled
regional spokes of the B»gt-nn hiiht and its life is inexorably bound

up in Boston and regional developments.
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Cambridge Population

Population is declining in Cambridge and has been declining for
many years. Since 1950, when the City's population was 120,740, it
has declined 177. to 100,361 peopJLe (including university dormitory
residents) counted in the 1970 Census.

More significant than the population decline, however, are the
changes in the composition of the City's population. Families,
especially those of moderate means are those leaving the city. School
enrollments are projected to remain level or more likely to decline.
People moving into Cambridge tend to be young professionals able to
afford the increasing cost of living in the city.

In 1950, 95.37. of the City's population was white, 4.37. was
black and 0.47. was classed in other racial categories. In 1970 those
respective figures were 91.17., 6.87. and 2.17.. In absolute figures,
blacks increased from 5,235 in 1950 to 6,783 in 1970, about 297.. The
most significant increase, however, was in the other racial group
category, which increased absolutely from 437 in 1950 to 2,170 in
1970, or 4007.. While it may not appear so from these statistics,
Cambridge is a culturally diverse city having large numbers of
citizens with Italian, Portuguese, Greek, and Indian backgrounds.

The age of the City's population has been undergoing changes
in the last 20 years, also. In 1950, 20.47. of Cambridge's
population was between the ages of 0-14 years while 9.27. was over 65
years old. In 1970 those percent figures were respectively 16.67. and

11.77., indicating that at the extreme ends of the population pyramid
Cambridge is losing its young and increasing the number of its older
citizens. However, in the 15-34 year age group, Cambridge has shown
a percentage increase in 1970 over previous census years. In 1950,
36.97. of the city's population was in this group, while in 1970,
46.67. were from 15-34 years old. One can see that Cambridge now has
many more young, professional people than it did in 1950.

The shifting orientation of Cambridge's population is further
demonstrated by the City's marital status in 1950 and 1970. While in
1950, 52.37. of the City's population was married and 37.17. was single,
by 1970, 42.47. were married and 46.17. single. Percentage figures for
widowed and divorced persons show no substantial change over that
period. The statistics clearly indicate that Cambridge is losing
population absolutely, and that this population loss is heaviest
among the city's families, especially those with school-age children.
From 1950 to 1970 when Cambridge's population fell from 120,740 to
100,361, Cambridge's married population fell from 50,903 to 35,957.
While experiencing a total population decline of about 177., the
married population fell by 297. or 14,946 people. Of a total popula
tion loss of 20,379 from 1950-1970, 737. were married.
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Cambridge neighborhoods are becoming more forceful and articulate
in their opposition to these trends and tend to see the universities as
as particularly responsible for described trends. Clearly in view of
mounting neighborhood pressures and expected continuation of these popu
lation trends, some considerable need exists for a positive articulation
of City objectives with respect to its population and its housing stock.

Cambridge Economic Conditions

The economic problems which beset the City of Cambridge are large
ly typical of those problems afflicting other built-up urban areas with
strong but declining industrial-manufacturing bases. As a local firm has
to confront the need to expand, it often finds expansion opportunities
minimal in place. Additionally, as the area becomes built-up other prob
lems beset the local firm and often it is confronted with the need to
decide whether to continue operations in Cambridge or to move elsewhere.
Numbers of firms have had to leave Cambridge because of problems associated
with doing business in the City. The subsequent loss of jobs, purchasing
power and tax base obviously depresses the economic life of the City.

What sets Cambridge aside from other largely industrial-manufac
turing urban economies is the presence here of several major educational
institutions, especially Harvard University and The Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology. While providing many jobs, producing much tax in
come and attracting many firms to the City, and while producing a large
but unquftntif iable income multiplier effect (as money is earned and spent
in the City), the universities also constitute a significant economic bur
den for Cambridge as they utilize City services such as fire and police
and local housing resources where students and faculty can successfully
outbid older City residents in a very tight housing marketplace.

The juxtaposition of the older industrial-manufacturing base with
the more recent growth in light industries attracted in part by the uni
versities' presence, confronts the City with the need to decide in which
direction it would best move from the economic development and manpower
planning standpoint. Within a manpower planning context, the City's goal
is generally agreed to be that of seeking to create and/or hold jobs that
employ Cambridge residents. However, to a very significant extent imple
menting such a policy is difficult for Cambridge because local manpower
conditions are heavily affected by forces operating regionally or even
nationally. The number of Cambridge residents in the work force is ap
proximately 46,000. About 25,000 of those Cambridge residents work with
in the City and the other 21,000 work outside of Cambridge. Fully 457. of
Cambridge's resident work force is employed outside the City. Also, if
we can assume, as seems safe, that the City has about 91,000 total jobs,
only 277. of those jobs are filled by Cambridge residents. Economic forces
in the Boston region then play as important a role in the City's manpower
conditions as would any local policies that Cambridge might adopt.
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Cambridge's total retail sales as a percentage of the Boston SMSA
have declined from 97. to 87. while rising absolutely from $182,565,000 in
1958 to $210,900,000 in 1967. It would appear that Cambridge has gener
ally held its competitive position within the SMSA during that 10-year
period. However, during that same period there were important changes in
the composition of those sales. In 1958 approximately 417. of the City's
retail sales were convenience goods (food, eating and drinking, drug and
proprietary goods, etc). In 1967, convenience goods represented about 1/3
of total sales. In 1958, shopping goods accounted for 257. of Cambridge
retail sales whereas in 1967 they accounted for over 377. of those sales.
Shopping goods include apparel, general merchandise, furniture, home

furnishings, equipment, etc. Finally, about 347. of 1958 retail sales were
in an "other goods" category, while 297. of 1967 sales were in other goods.
Hardware, building materials, automotive supplies, books, cameras, jewelry,
optical goods and other goods are included in this category. Cambridge
changed significantly in that 10-year period, and can reasonably be as
sumed to have further evolved, from a retail emphasis on the sale of con
venience goods to the sale of shopping goods. To an extent, this prob
ably reflects the general availability of more disposable income on the
part of Cambridge residents as well as serving to reflect changes in Cam
bridge's population already mentioned.

The City's operating budget has increased approximately 257. in the
last four years from $30,499,398 in 1968 to $38,340,734 in 1971. The
largest part of that increase is represented by the School Department which
rose from a budget $7,493,495 in 1968 to $11,772,967 in 1971, a 577. jump.
While the budget increased 257., the assessed value of real and personal
property in the City rose from $303,491,200 in 1968 to $319,696,000 in
1971, an increase of only 57.. For that reason the City's tax rate has
jumped from $82.50 in 1968 to $132.40 in 1971, an increase of 607.. In
per capita terms, the Cambridge tax levey has risen from $249 in 1968 to
$422 in 1971. While Cambridge has been able to pay its bills, it is clear
that such a continuing increase in the tax rate is both financially and
politically unfeasible. Either expenditures must be moderate and brought
into line with increases in assessed values or other forms of municipal
financing must be sought.

Cambridge Housing

Just as there are significant changes in the composition of
Cambridge's population over the last 20 years so too are there important
differences in the composition of the City's households and housing stock.
Population in households has declined from 107,676 persons in 1950 to
88,502 people in 197Q, a decline of 177.. Over the same period population
in group quarters declined 97., from 13,064 in 1950 to 11,859 in 1970.
Significantly, persons per household dropped from 3.27 in 1950 to 2.43
in 1970.
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Density 1 Person 2 Persons 3 Persons 4 Persons 5 + Persons

1950 3,944 9,206 7,299 5,557 4,556
1960 8,082 10,617 6,058 4,313 5,183
1970 11,785 11,857 5,430 3,509 7,370

1950 12.9
1960 23,6
1970 29.5

Percent

30.1 23.9
31.6 17.7
29.6 13.6

18.2 14.9
12.6 15.1
8.8 18.4

The preceeding figures indicate the numbers of people per dwelling
unit in Cambridge both absolutely and as a percentage figure from 1950-
1970. What the figures clearly show is that there has been a dramatic
change in the number of 1 and 2 person dwelling units in the city. From
1950 when there were 13,150 persons in 1 and 2 person units to 1970 when
the number jumped to 23,642, the increase was about 80%. The increase
is even more significant in 1 person units where it approximated 3007.

from 1950-1970. In 1950, 1 and 2 person units accounted for 43% of total
City housing units whereas in 1970 it was 597, of all Cambridge's units.
Again, the single person units were responsible for the jump. While there
has been a gain in the number of dwelling units in the City from 1950-
1970 of from 33,437 to 37,610, these density figures indicate a trend
which complements the population decline and dwelling unit increase: a
substantial jump in 1 and 2 person units. As family size and numbers have
declined substantially, the housing market (rentals) has responded with
smaller sized units. Non-subsidized, non-university private construction
during the 1960's confirms this finding. Of the 1,738 new dwelling units
privately constructed between 1960-1970, 1,569 of them were in 45 struc
tures with over 10 units apiece. For the most part these were dwelling
units with 1 or 2 bedrooms. There has been a decline in the size of
units being marketed, either through new construction or "re-conversion"
of existing dwellings.

The competition for housing units in the City is partially re
flected in changes in the cost of housing, and those costs have risen
substantially over the last 20 years. In 1950, the median contract rent
for apartments in Cambridge was $43. The median value for a house was
$12,600. By 1970, those dollar figures were $119 and $24,000, respectively.
Costs for apartments increased 1777. and housing costs averaged a 907. rise
during those 20 years. Median income for families and unrelated indi
viduals rose 74% in this period, from $2,933 in 1950 to $5,114 in 1970.
Obviously, in some parts of the City these changes were far greater than
in others, but general trends indicate that there have been substantial
city-wide changes during the last 20 years.
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Cambridge Government

Cambridge adopted a Plan E Council -Manager form of government
during the early 1940' s. Essentially, what that means is that all govern
ing legislative authority resides in an elected City Council (in Cambridge's
case of 9 members), and all administering authority resides with a

Council -appointed cityT5joan4ge.r. The Council elects from among its member
ship a mayor whose real functions are largely symbolic and ceremonial,
except that the mayor chairs both the City Council and the School Com

mittee meetings. Public School business is handled by the School Com

mittee. The city manager administers city government, encompassing all
its departments and commissions (with the School Committee an exception),
and all city workers are his subordinates rather than the Council's. The
city manager can be removed bi'-rappointed by simple Council majority vote.

In addition, Cambridge elects its Council and School Committee by
a system called Proportional Representation. This means that candidates
are selected at large by the voting population, and that in order to be
elected a candidate must reach a certain quota (depending upon the number
of candidates running and people voting) established before votes are
tallied. Once a candidate reaches the quota he or she is elected. People
can vote for all candidates in order of their preference, so that, if a
voter's preferred candidate is elected when that voter's ballot is tabu
lated, his vote can be passed on to a second preference. If a person names
2 or 3 candidates, and when his ballot is tabulated they are already
elected, in effect that ballot is voided. Therefore, the voting system,
in effect, rewards those making complete ballots and penalizes those who
do not indicate all voting preferences.

Expressing political choices at election time is one way, the
traditional one, of recording preferences. Much happens of concern to
citizens between elections, of course, and Cambridge lately has indicated
more of a predisposition to cull citizen opinion on particular issues and
to respond to citizen group concerns where expressed. A more responsive
city government could be the result of such subtle changes in the local
political process. Two recent examples in Cambridge serve to highlight
a growing change in approach by elected officials. The City Council
recently appropriated $16,000 for an umbrella community group, the Cam-
bridgeport-Riverside Community Corporation, in order that they might
hire consultants to determine reuse feasibility of an old neighborhood-
located publishing company. In another example the City Council solicited
city-wide group interest and participation in the city manager nomination
process. In effect, the Council sought public opinion preferences on
the several city manager candidates. Both examples of city government
responsiveness auger well for Cambridge's resolution to face and solve
the difficult problems it now faces.
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SECTION 2 - INTRODUCTION TO PROBLEM STATEMENT

Everyone living or working in Cambridge his some understanding of
the type and range of problems associated with tie City's transportation
system. Each person or group brings a different perspective to the prob
lems, and each perspective has its own validity. The elderly and handi
capped have severe mobility problems associated with walking, due to
sidewalk conditions, vehicular violation of crosswalks, and personal
insecurity arising from crime. Community residents may be angered by
the hazardous and discomforting conditions visitel on them by large, heavy
trucks traveling through their streets at all hours. Transit riders are
facing the prospect of increased costs and decreased service.

The intent of a problem statement is to ideitify the conditions
that need to be corrected. A well-articulated sta.ement of a problem can
go a long way toward bringing to light the work netded to be done in search
ing out and developing workable solutions. The god. is to eliminate the
problem.

In the following section, the study team has set forth its first
attempt at a statement of city-wide transportation problems. Although this
initial statement is relatively general in nature atd does not delve to
any great extent into basic causes underlying the problems identified, it
nevertheless covers the full range of problems sufficiently to provide a

framework for developing a coordinated and staged prqram of corrective
action. Many of the problems are interrelated, so tht by developing a

statement of all the problems the team can begin to ilentify groups of
problems stemming from related causes. As it now stads,. however, the
problem statement is only a beginning and will need aditions and re
finements in order to maximize its contribution. In articular, it must
be expanded to include the impacts of problems, a detiled statement of
their causes, a discussion of possible solutions, andthe studies needed
to test their validity.

As a guideline, the Problem Statement should pavide everyone
involved in trying to correct the problems — from pople affected by
an adverse situation, to governmental and professional teople whose job
it is to make corrections — with a better unders tailing of the com

prehensive effort required. As is too often the case, the squeaky wheel
gets the attention. The squeak may go away with a litle attention.
However, not enough effort can be put into all the squaks demanding
attention to eliminate the causes. The squeaks becomelouder and more
recurrent. The comprehensive problem statement can hep direct attention
to the interrelationships of problems, and by this roue move to the
basic causes that must be treated if the problem symptns are to be
effectively eliminated.
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SECTION 3 - GUIDELINE #1: A STATEMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND RELATED
LAND USE PROBLEMS IN CAMBRIDGE

A. VEHICULAR CIRCULARION

1.

a •

Street Network

Eighteenth Century Street Network: Very irregular pattern,
produces many intersections of more than four streets and/or
acute angles. Arterials have a locational rather than direc
tional.orientation, resulting in many confluences of major
streets (i.e., Harvard, Lechmere, Central, Porter, Kendall,
Inman Squares, etc.). Streets are generally narrow; 40 foot
right-6f way is most common (including sidewalks); arterials
rarely reach 100 feet.

Convergence of east-west arterials in Harvard Square: While
east-west arterials are numerous, most converge in Harvard
Square; the remainder converge in Porter Square. Both squares
function as severe bottlenecks.

Shortage of north-south arterials: There is a severe lack of
means for continuous north-south movement. Consequently,
streets like Prospect, River and Western are functioning as
principal north-south routes. Such streets were at one time
almost completely residential, but non-residential use has
invaded to the point of dominance.

Land Uses

The rapid and relatively unplanned development (f Cambridge in the
latter half of the nineteenth century, imposed n an eighteenth
century street pattern, created a situation where major traffic
generation points are poorly served by the vehicular circulation
system.

a • Institutional: Harvard University severly aggravates a natural
traffic bottleneck which occurs at Harvard Suare. M.I.T. is
less of a problem because of its linear charicter and location
abutting Memeorial Drive.

Industrial: Most industrial areas of the Ciy are either poorly
served by major streets or directly abutt residential neigh
borhoods or both. Thus, much truck traffic is forced to filter
through non-industrial areas. The situation is particularly
acute in the East Cambridge and Cambridgeport industrial areas,
both of which are trucking and warehousing ceters. Addition
ally, trucks are not permitted on most of the M.D.C. Parkways
within the city.
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c. Commercial: Wtile most commercial districts are located at
intersections of major streets, few have direct access to the
areas outside Cambridge. Thus, the metropolitan oriented
centers, like Harvard Square and the County Courthouse area,
attract considerable non-city traffic which is forced to
filter through the local street system.

d. Residential: Street patterns in most Cambridge neighborhoods
are well suited to discouraging outside thru traffic. How

ever, this is counteracted by the exceptionally high residen
tial density :hroughout most of the City (about 16,000 persons
per square mile on a gross basis); each residential neighbor
hood functiors as. a major traffic generator in itself.

Metropolitan Locition

The location of Cambridge in the Metropolitan core, directly abut
ting downtown Bcston, insures that for many people Cambridge is
the place to go through to get somewhere else.

a. Automobiler The M.D.C. Parkways encircling the city undoubt
edly attract a considerable amount of thru-traffic. Never
theless, tiese parkways already operate at capacity in off
peak and at over capacity in peak hours, forcing much thru-
traffic orto the city streets. In addition, the parkways do
not adequftely serve north-south desire lines and east-west
desire liies at the northern part of the City.

b. Trucking: Several circumstances peculiar to Cambridge en
large the thru- truck traffic problem above that level which
might nomally be expected. First, truck traffic is not per
mitted or much of the M.D.C. Parkway system which would
ordinarily attract thru-truck as well as thru-car traffic.
Secondly s the Massachusetts Turnpike's major metropolitan
trucking terminal is located in Allston just across the river
at River Street. Thus, much truck traffic originating in the
northern part of the metropolitan area and destined for the
truck teminal must pass through Cambridge, and vice versa.
Finally, the older core cities northeast of Cambridge
SomerviLe, Chelsea, Winthrop, Revere, etc. — contain
numerous truck generation points which result in traffic
passing through Cambridge. One particular problem is the
petroleui depot areas in Chelsea; oil trucks are not per
mitted t> use the Turnpike east of the Brighton exit and
must di'ert through Cambridge.
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4. Signs and Signalization

An intense effort to improve the traffic slgnalization system
within the last several years has produced significant results.
However, it will be four or five years until the program is
complete; numerous intersections remain which must be signalized
or updated. The overall system of traffic signs is in good

shape, with the exception of M.D.C. Parkways and street name

signs. The latter is included in the city's TOPICS PROGRAM, but
implementation is still in the future.

5. Other

a. Enforcement of traffic and parking regulations: The combi

nation of narrow streets and the shortage of sufficient per
sonnel for adequate parking regulation enforcement, parti
cularly with respect to double parking and parking in bus

stops and loading zones, has had serious consequences for
efficient traffic circulation in Cambridge. The City re
cently hired parking control officers and instituted a

program of strict enforcement, and the early results are
encouraging. But at this stage the program is limited to
Harvard and Central Squares, and it will be several years
before the program reaches the city-wide perspective that
is necessary. Similarly, enforcement of moving-traf f ic laws
suffers from inadequacy of available resources. While the
impact of this situation on traffic circulation is not clear,
an obvious consequence is the serious threat to public safety.

b. Snow Removal: Despite public pressure in recent years, the
City has yet to adequately handle the snow removal problem.
Illegal parking is probably the principal contributor to
this situation. One heavy snowfall, followed by a spell of
cold weather, has in the past paralyzed traffic movement for
weeks or longer. While snow removal ia a periodic and temp

orary problem, a severe winter can mean impaired traffic
circulation for a total of perhaps three months.

c. Storm Sewer System: The City's storm and sewerage systems
are badly in need of improvement. The systems are either
combined or inadequate in many areas of the City. Heavy rains
and/or melting snow produce serious street flooding in many
locations throughout the City. The City has embarked on a

program to correct the situation, but the extent of the prob
lem and the high cost of improvements necessitate that the
whole program be scheduled over a 10-year period.
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VEHICULAR PARKING AND LOADING

1. Parking Shortage

a. Commercial Areas: The most severe shortage of parking
space in the City occurs in the principal commercial centers
like Harvard and Central Squares. The shortage has several
perspectives. First, the City's zoning district applicable
to most commercial centers does not require off-street park
ing for non-residential uses. Secondly, almost none of the

existing developed parcels include any off-street parking.
Third, while the City operates a few open parking lots, the

parking shortage at Harvard Square is aggravated by the
demand on space by Harvard related persons; data indicates
that perhaps over 307. of total space time is occupied by
Harvard students, faculty, and employees. However, Harvard
has embarked on a parking garage construction program which,
coupled with strict enforcement, should mitigate the problem.

The parking shortage does, of course, have spill-over effects.
First, the continous circulation of vehicles searching for
parking space impedes traffic flow. Secondly, the shortage
of off-street parking spaces results in large-scale illegal
parking, even on major arterials, to the serious detriment
of both traffic flow and safety.

b. Residential Neighborhoods: Only recently has off-street
parking been required for residential units. Thus, most
residential structures throughout the City depend upon on-
street parking for their tenants and owners. In many areas
these include even most one, two and three family structures
originally built on lots so small that even one off-street
parking space is not feasible.

c. Industrial Areas: Available land for ongrade off-street
parking facilities has been more available in industrial areas

than in residential and commercial areas. But the shortage of

off-street parking space to serve industrial uses, while
presently severe only in East Cambridge, will worsen in the
near future as the high demand for all Cambridge land turns
parking into more productive uses.

2. Loading a-ttd Delivering

As is a oase with off-street parking, off-street loading faci
lities are the exception rather than the rule. This holds true
throughout the City and for most land uses. Compounding the
problem is a street system which totally lacks alleys, which in
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most American cities provide built-in service access. In indus
trial areas, the extremity of the problem is illustrated by
semi-trailers parked perpendicularly across public streets to be

served from street-line loading docks. In commercial centers,
the points of greatest traffic congestion in any case, normal
procedure is to unload from a double parked truck. Loading zones
are usually occupied by illegally parked cars. In residential
areas the provision of adequate loading zones is impractical.
In the common situation where there is only a single travelling
lane, a garbage truck or oil truck can effectively seal up a

street for a considerable period of time.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

1. MBTA: Since Cambridge occupies a prominent position - second
only to that of Boston - within the MBTA system, the problems
which plague the MBTA system generally weigh heavily upon
Cambridge: excessive cost, deteriorating service, ineffi
ciency, poor maintenance, antiquated management procedures,
inequitable fare structure, poor public information services , etc.

2. Rapid Transit: It would appear at first glance that Cambridge
is reasonably well served by rapid transit, with 4 stations,
three of which are on the Red Line - the MBTA's most modern
and best-run line. However, the radial pattern that character
izes the metropolitan transit network insures that any com

munity can be served by transit only in the most limited sense:
service to and from Downtown Boston. This segment of public
transportation demand in Cambridge is probably only a small
proportion of the total. A strong current demand in the Cam

bridge area is along a line that includes Davis Square (Somer-
ville), Porter Square (Cambridge/Somerville) , Harvard Square,
M.I.T., Boston University, and the Fenway institutional area;
yet transit service among these points is nonexistent or tre
mendously inconvenient. Other circumferential demand to and
from work, shopping, and social services outside Downtown Boston
is similarly unsatisfied. Certain groups of persons, such as
the handicapped and the elderly, are poorly served irrespective
of destination. Problems associated with existing transit lines
include erratic service and deplorable station conditions.

Another serious problem related to transit seryice is the func
tion of the Harvard Square station as a major transportation
terminal. Harvard Square terminal, together with a dozen or
so bus lines which terminate in Harvard Square, attract tremen
dous amounts of traffic to the City's most congested area.
Harvard Square has neither the street nor parking capacity to
serve as an efficient transportation terminal.
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3. Bus Service: In terms of coverage, bus service is goo4 in many
areas of the City, with several notable exceptions, such as Rindge
Avenue, and parts of East Cambridge, Cambridgeport and Riverside.
In addition, bus service on many routes ceases early in the evening.

The degree to which buses adhere to schedules is in large part
a function of the level of traffic congestion, which in Cam

bridge must be considered a serious detriment to good service.
Ironically, buses contribute to the congestion on major arter-
ials through their failure to pull to the curb at bus stops,
although the blame must be shared by illegal parkers. One

final problem related to bus service is the MBTA's insistance
on using full size buses to serve collector- routes through
dense residential neighborhoods with narrow streets clogged by
parked cars; the maneuverability of the buses is so limited
that several tries must often be made to complete a 90 degree
turn.

PEDESTRIAN : Cambridge should be a walker's city. High density
reasonable access to public transportation, physical environment
of infinite variety, high level of traffic congestion, and the
shortage of parking space should provide considerable incentive
for the pedestrian. However, there is a substantial list of factors
which constitute significant deterrents to walking:

1. Sidewalk Conditions: Many of the sidewalks in the older areas
of the City are brick. While brick sidewalks are hailed by
some for their quaintness and attractiveness, and a modern
brick: sidewalk set in concrete is a top quality product, most
old brick sidewalks have heaved considerably, making them dif
ficult and sometimes dangerous to use. In many cases their
condition is so bad that they force pedestrians, especially
the elderly, to walk in the street. And, when in bad condition,
they are almost impossible to keep clear of snow and ice.
Furthermore, the City is currently too inclined to grant per-
mi.ts.for bituminous concrete sidewalks; such a material, though
inexpensive, is of limited durability and cannot be expected to
maintain rigidity over a long period of time. Finally, there
still remain more than a few streets with no paved sidewalks
at all. It should also be added that in some commercial areas,
sidewalks are simply too narrow to carry all the traffic.

2. Sidewalk Maintenance: Poor sidewalk maintenance becomes a

serious problem in two situations. First, the widespread
failure to remove leaves from sidewalks in the fall, in combi
nation with uneven sidewalks, creates a distinct danger, es-
pedially when the leaves are wet. Secondly, ordinances re
quiring that sidewalks be kept clear of snow and ice are all but
ignored. On some heavily travelled pedestrian routes, it is
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common to see all walkers using streets during long stretches
of the winter.

3. Pedestrian Services: Perhaps the most serious failure to ac
commodate pedestrians occurs in the provision of adequate pedes
trian cross walks along major streets. While painted cross
walks are numerous, the state law requiring motorists to stop
for pedestrians is completely ignored. Pedestrians should be
encouraged to use existing signalized intersections, and pede
strian desire lines and flow volume should be monitored as a

basis for identifying the need for additional pedestrian cross
ings. Benches for pedestrians constitute another service which
is badly needed. Benches are provided only in parks, which are
too few and far between to adequately serve the pedestrians.
Benches are especially necessary in areas with high concentra
tions of elderly persons. Finally, bus shelters are almost
nonexistent.

4. Other Deterrents: Two other deterrents to pedestrian movement
should be noted. The "dog problem" is common to most cities
but is perhaps intensified in Cambridge by the combination of
a large dog population and a shortage of green space. Secondly,
an inadequate storm drainage system results in flooded side
walks and streets in many locations in the city.

BICYCLES: Despite a potentially high demand for bicycle transpor
tation, the City thus far has done little to accommodate this mode.
There appears to exist a mutual disrespect between cyclists and
motorists which makes the use of cicycles a hazardous practice at
present.

GOVERNMENT PROCESS: There are several situations in which trans
portation problems relate directly to issues of governmental process
and jurisdiction.

1. Metropolitan Transportation Planning: Until recently the City
has been unable to participate in a positive manner in the metro
politan transportation planning process. Such planning has tra
ditionally fallen within the almost exclusive province of the
State Department of Public Works and the MBTA. The City has re
sisted destructive proposals, particularly expressways, only
through sheer political force. The Boston Transportation Plan
ning Review is an effort to formalize involvement of local com

munities and groups in a broader, more comprehensive metro
politan transportation planning process. Whether or not it will
succeed is not yet clear. The BTPR's success will be deter
mined by the quality and extent of input by local communities.
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In the case of Cambridge, the development of a prototypical
municipal transportation planning process funded through the
Federal Department of Transportation would contribute signifi
cantly to the quality of this city's participation in the BTPR.

2. M.D.C. : The Metropolitan District Commission has responsi
bility for the metropolitan network of parkways, which in fact
function as the primary arterial system of the metropolitan
area. The parkways in Cambridge include Memorial Drive, Fresh
JPond Parkway, ALtwife Brook Parkway, and a small proportion of
Msgr. O'Brien Highway. These parkways are high capacity road
ways and are crucial to the City's traffic circulation system.
However, Cambridge's input into M.D.C. planning, operation, and
maintenance procedures was all but nonexistent until a year ago.
Effective coordination with the M.D.C. is, of course, critical
to the City's transportation planning.

3. The State Department of Public Works: In addition to the in
volvement in metropolitan highways, the State Department of
Public Works has jurisdiction over on of the City's principal
transportation problems - the control of truck traffic. Trucks
have a legal right to use any public way unless this right is
limited by the City's Traffic Director with approval of the
State Department of Public Works. Generally, the process of
designating truck routes has been difficult. If the City is to
effectively attack the truck problem, this process must be
reviewed and alterred.
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CHAPTER 2 - GOALS AND POLICIES

SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION TO GOALS AND POLICIES STATEMENT

"...it is impossible to plan without some sense of community goals...
Moreover, for the planning process in any community to be demo

cratic... the goals must win approval from a democratic political
process; they must not be goals simply prescribed for the community by
planners." (Alan Altshuler, The City Planning process: a Political
Analysis, Cornell Paperbacks, 1970, pp. 300-301).

The value of a set of goals for Cambridge is in providing our
decision makers with a guide to a range of acceptable decisions. This
is especially true when at least the following conditions are met:

1. The Goals and Policies (a) accurately reflect the collective
judgement of the community; and (b) relate closely to the
particular problems the community believes most in need of
attention.

2. The Goals and Policies are operational; that is they are
neither too broad to be misconstrued nor too narrow to fore
close desirable options.

3. The problem statement associated with the set of Goals and
Policies is developed in close consultation with those af
fected including the decision-makers, and is eventually
approved by all significant citizen and quasi-public groups,
as well as by the City's legislative body.

4. The decision-makers are credible, responsible leaders who
will make decisions only after the alternative choices are
understandable to the constituency, and the views of the
constituency are known.

The Goals and Policies statement will need to be closely related
to the problems the Cambridge community wants solved. The problem
statement will provide a context for the Goals and Policies statement
which will in turn provide an overall context for the development of a

transportation planning program. As particular problems are solved,
the Goals and Policies statement may be adjusted to reflect the current
situation. This adjustability is necessary if the City's Goals and
Policies are to relate effectively to changing conditions.

An accurate set of Goals and Policies - one that will provide
decision-makers in Cambridge with rational, realistic guidelines
will require a firm foundation of well-developed information. However,
in selecting the information to be gathered, it will be important to
distinguish between the transportation facility planning and policy
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planning functions. Information collected and analyzed as part of a tradi
tional transportation planning program will not necessarily tell the City
what it needs to accomplish, and should be the subject of public dis
cussion as to its relevance and importance. The Goals and Policies state
ment can help evaluate planning information in these terms.

Too often disputes over goals and policies are referred to pro
fessionals for resolution. This tends to harm the credibility of the
politician as well as the professional. Where does one find a highway
planner who does not arouse public suspicion? What is cal led for, and
proposed by the study team, is a joint, cooperative and open effort by
the public, the professionals, and the politicians to identify and
clarify problems, formulate Goals and Policies, and develop responsive
action programs. It makes more sense for all three to work together in
order to ensure that they understand one another and that each entity
is developing its area of interest and concern realistically.

The final decision on a Transportation and Related Goals and
Policies Statement for Cambridge can be considered to be primarily
the domain of the City's policy and decision-makers the City
Council and City Manager. It is the intent of the study team that
eventually the Goals and Policies Guideline will provide the basis for
objective decision-makers to formally adopt a set of Goals and Policies
in order to maintain high visibility for this important statement.

The draft statement that follows should be considered open for
discussion. When the Cambridge Transportation Forum gets under way
there will probably be considerable incentive to clarify the Goals and
Policies basis for dealing with the variety of issues it will be taking
up. The list could be expanded at that time to include additional
areas of policy concern, e.g. environmental goals related to transpor
tation and land use, and governmental process goals. It would also be
important as a next step to relate the set of Goals and Policies to the
set of problems and in turn relate these explicitly to the transporta
tion planning program being developed. Concurrently, it will be desir
able to develop a set of goals and objectives for as many other functions
of the City as possible, so that eventually transportation can be tied
into a coordinated program of City improvements.
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SECTION 2 - COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING GOALS RELATING TO TRANSPORTATION

PLANNING

POPULATION SIZE:

Toijuintain rough stability in population size, with minor variance
up or down in response to progress toward other goals.

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION:

To achieve the level of population density in each neighborhood which
both complements the existing character of each neighborhood and en
courages most efficient use of existing public facilites, streets, and
Utility systems.

POPULATION COMPOSITION:

To strive for a balanced diversity of population in the City as a

whole with respect to age, race, socioeconomic characteristics, and
ethnicity. The process of achieving this deversity should not violate
the identity and character of any existing residential neighborhood
unless the alteration reflects the consensus of the residents. However,
the rights of neighborhoods to self-determination shall not impact in
any case on individual rights of opportunity.

RESIDENTIAL LAND USE:

To place high priority on the development of a high quality residential
environment for all Cambridge residents.

RESIDENTIAL LAND USE:

To maintain the existing structure of strongly differentiated residen
tial neighborhoods, spatially defined by and separated by strong natural
and structural barrierf.

INSTITUTIONAL LAND USE:

To integrate the physical structure of the universities and other
institutions into the fabric of the broader Cambridge community.

INDUSTRIAL LAND USE:

To preserve a quantity of land for industrial purposes sufficient to
satisfy the employment needs of Cambridge residents and to provide a

vital element of the City's tax base.

INDUSTRIAL LAND USE:

To achieve a distribution of industrial land use which, first,
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minimizes the detrimental impacts of such industrial activity on the
City's residential neighborhoods, and, secondly, maximizes the efficient
use of the City's physical infrastructure and public services.

COMMERCIAL LAND USE:

To develop a hierarchy of compact, functionally defined commercial areas
which meet as completely as possible the product and service needs of
Cambridge residents and businesses and which contribute strongly to the

City's tax base.

COMMERCIAL LAND USE:

Develop a variety of major commercial centers, each oriented to a dif
ferent principal function, each reflecting a unique and attractive
character which reinforces its marketability.

OPEN SPACE LAND USE:

To expand the City's supply of open space to such an extent that all
residents have reasonable pedestrian access to open space resources.
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SECTION 3 - TRANSPORTATION GOALS & POLICIES

DOMINANT OBJECTIVES

A. GOAL:

To develop a balanced, integrated, efficient overall transportation
system which includes all modes potentially useful within Cambridge:
including public transportation (rapid transit, buses, jitneys, and
special vehicles), taxis, bicycles, pedestrians, as well as private
motor vehicles, trucks and railroads.

POLICY:

Emphasis should be given to the development of all useful modes
of public transportation, including minibuses, taxis, jitneys,
special vehicles, bicycles and pedestrian modes.

POLICY:

The City should investigate programs used elsewhere in the nation
and the world to accomplish this objective and also encourage busi
nesses to develop programs to meet their transportation needs.

POLICY:

To deemphasize the use of private automobiles and trucks through
the effective enforcement of traffic and parking regulations.

POLICY:

Steps should be taken to prevent any general or specific increase
in automobile or truck traffic until public transportation op
tions have been developed and in operation sufficiently long to
establish public usage.

B. GOAL:

The City's transportation services and facilities shall contribute
to the enhancement of the desirable social, economic and environ
mental qualities of life in Cambridge.

POLICY:

Any new transportation developments should strive to improve the
conditions of the area affected.
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POLICY:

Where existing transportation facilities have an adverse impact
on an area, remedial action should be taken to correct the con
dition.

POLICY:

To discourage thru-traffic from using residential streets and to
establish traffic conditions that are compatible with residen
tial areas.

POLICY:

To vigorously resist any major transportation proposal which
seeks to sacrifice a disproportionate quantity of the City's re
sources for the prime benefit of the metropolitan area outside
Cambridge.

POLICY:

To recognize the City's obligations within the metropolitan
region and to participate fully in efforts to develop reasonable
solutions to the metropolitan transportation problems.

POLICY:

To create conditions of social, exonomic and physical stability
rather than uncertainty, disruption and destruction.

POLICY:

To establish criteria and standards that reflect the values,
goals and objectives held by Cambridge - for use in the design
and evaluation of transportation services and facilities.

POLICY:

To establish environmental quality standards which must be

met by all existing or future transportation services and faci
lities, in both construction and operation.

POLICY:

To ensure that transportation facilities avoid adverse impact on
historical, open space, recreational and watershed areas and
structures, while at the same time providing accessibility to
them (e.g. to Fresh Pond).
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POLICY:

To control the quality of the roadside environment by seeking
legislation and developing programs that achieve the following:
visual screening of junkyards; eventual elimination of intrusive
advertising displays and billboards; and coordination of all
agencies to ensure that public signs and their support structures
are informative and of high visual quality.

C. GOAL:

To utilize existing and future transportation resources (of the City)
as a tool in the solution of the City's social, economic and environ
mental problems.

POLICY:

To increase accessibility to jobs and the job market through
improved transportation.

POLICY:

To reduce, in so far as practical, the need for travel - through
intelligent land-use planning, and through the development of
education, job, shopping, personal service, and recreation
facilities and opportunities to which Cambridge residents have
access through local trips.

POLICY:

To establish controls over new land-use developments that
occur as an outgrowth of transportation investments - in order
that such developments will be compatible with the conditions
and needs of the surrounding community and will make efficient
and appropriate public use of opportunities created by the
transportation investment (e.g. public corporation assembly
and development of sites adjacent to new transit stops.)

POLICY:

Ensure that all people (including elderly, handicapped, low
income, students, bicycle riders) who presently suffer because
of the auto/highway dominant transportation system, be given
high priority with respect to their transportation needs (e.g.
through reorientation of transportation investment philosophy
to correct present imbalance of private and public transporta
tion facilities and services).
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D. GOAL:

To encourage the development and operation of a public forum for
the discussion of transportation issues, and for advising the City
Manager, his departments, and the City Council in this regard.

POLICY:

To assemble, under the City Manager, a group of citizen, quasi-
public and city department participants as fully representative
as possible, in order that the City Manager, his departments, and
the City Council may at a single sitting gain a comprehensive
and appropriately-weighted set of views on a given transporta
tion issue.

POLICY:

To resolve transportation issues before the forum by consensus
building rather than by weight of numbers, and to rely only on

the force of an orgument in advising the City Manager of forum
positions.

POLICY:

To develop a City Manager-Forum agreement under which all
transportation-related documents, proposed actions, etc.,
referred to or initiated by the City Manager are referred to
the Transportation forum for review and comment.

E. GOAL:

To help achieve better coordination of the administrative and fin
ancial resources of the City, State and Federal governments in
the development of a transportation system consistant with the
goals and priorities of the C ity, and adjacent cities and towns

and the region.

POLICY:

To develop a close working relationship with Arlington, Belmont,
Lexington, Somerville, Watertown and all other northwest
corridor communities, as well as with Boston, Brookline and
other metropolitan area communities having transportation con
cerns in common with Cambridge - for the purpose of flagging and

working together to deal effectively with interrelated trans
portation problems and opportunities.
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POLICY:

To consider Cambridge's transportation problems and needs
relative to the overall quality-of-living objectives of the City
(so that transportation does not become an end in itself).

POLICY:

To establish as a high-priority program a City effort to secure
Congressional action that would permit the use of Highway
Trust Funds (especially the 90/10 matching funds that will be

come available because of the decisions not to build previously
planned Federally-financed highways in Cambridge) for other
transportation services and facilities as needed by the City.

POLICY:

To strive to make current State and Federal transportation fund
ing policies and procedures match Cambridge transportation needs.

POLICY:

To ensure that projects requiring demolition of homes will not
be allowed to advance beyond the planning stage unless and until
replacement housing fully satisfactory to the displaced residents
is provided, with the complete cost being borne by the taking
agency.

VEHICULAR CIRCULATION

A. GOAL:

To establish a hierarchy of roadways based on functions as follows:

a. Arterial - to serve thru general and truck traffic, subject to
appropriate limits on the latter.

b. Parkway - to serve as a low speed passenger-car arterial.

c. Collector - to feed arterial streets from residential neighbor
hoods and commercial and industrial districts.

d. Local - to serve abutting residential units and a bicycle network.

e. Limited Use - to serve adjoining commercial and industrial
properties.
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POLICY:

Arterials must not force more traffic through neighborhoods than
is compatible with the desired residential environment.

POLICY:

Major arterials should only be allowed along existing natural
and community boundaries such that traffic is a positive and
unifying force rather than a disruptive and intrusive force.

POLICY:

Where arterial streets pass through residential areas, the
following should be applied (which may mean revising existing
traffic movements):

a. Allow arterial use of streets only to the extent that traffic
does not adversely impact the use of the area (this is an
overriding factor which to a large extent requires the col
lective judgement of the community affected).

b. When traffic exceeds the level desired, the following should,
be considered:

i. emphasis should be put on diverting auto trips to public
transit;

ii. traffic should be restrained from overloading residential
streets through the enforcement of traffic and parking
controls; or

iii. consideration should be given to a program that aims
at changing the character and land use of the area
through which the traffic passes to one that is better
able to tolerate the traffic impact.

GOAL:

TO optimizer the level of vehicular traffic such as that it is compat
ible with the capacity of the existing arterial street network and
the amenities of the traversed neighborhoods.

POLICY:

To optimize the utility of the existing arterial street network
through the provision of a coordinated, centrally-controlled
signalization system and related traffic engineering devices.
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POLICY:

To optimize the capacity of the existing arterial street net
work through the elimination of on-street parking and the
strict enforcement of parking regulations.

POLICY:

To develop and publicize a strong enforcement program for
achieving compliance with traffic and parking regulations by
doing the following:

a. plan and implement a 30-day education program during which
"courtesy" tickets are given out to warn the motorist that
strict enforcement will begin on a stated date, and to
explain the rationale for this new policy.

b. provide sufficient staff, equipment and budget for daily
enforcement,

c. streamline court procedures in order to minimize the time
between ticketing and compliance,

d. maximize the effectiveness of a towing program by improving
the visibility of tow signs and establishing the fact that
cars will be towed.

POLICY:

Establish procedures related to use of emergency vehicles (police,
fire and ambulances).

POLICY:

Establish a good snow removal program that is able to quickly
clear up heavy snow and ice conditions on both streets and
sidewalks.

POLICY:

Establish a good storm sewer system that is able to handle heavy
rains and snows that currently produce street flooding in many
locations throughout the city.

POLICY:

Reduce traffic on Memorial Drive to a level and speed compatible
with its parkway function and with the residential and recrea
tional character of the area through which it travels.
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G. GOAL:

To plan and establish preferential treatment on selected existing
and future arterials for buses, car-pools, taxis, jitneys, bicycles
and pedestrians.

POLICY:

Study the potential of establishing special lanes during peak
hours on Massachusetts Avenue, Broadway, Beacon Street (Porter
to Central Square) and Mt. Auburn Street, for use by transit-
related vehicles.

POLICY:

Study the practicability of giving preferential treatment to
transit-related vehicles at signalized intersections.

VEHICULAR PARKING AND LOADING

A. GOAL:

To develop an optimum number of parking spaces to serve projected
land uses throughout the City — the optimum number to be based
on demand as limited by the capacity of arterials to service the
demand at the locations and time of day for which the demand exists.
To place the parking facilities off-street, but not in a manner that
converts existing private or public green space to parking lots.

POLICY:

Require that adequate off-street parking facilities be provided
by the private sector on a lot or pooled basis where new con
struction is involved.

POLICY:

Identify the need for and plan the provision of public off-street
parking to replace existing on-street parking, where such a trans
fer (on-street to off-street) will clearly improve the function
ing of either automobile, transit or pedestrian movements.

POLICY:

Plan for additional off-street parking facilities that are in
excess of removals of on-street spaces only to the extent that
the Cambridge Traffic and Parking Department determines that the
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City's arterial system can satisfactorily accommodate the ad

ditional traffic volume generated by such additional parking
spaces, and that the additional parking spaces would not de

tract from the use of public transportation.

POLICY:

Pricing for all (publicly-provided) parking facilities shall
function as an instrument for the realization of broader public
policy objectives.

POLICY:

Establish the right of the Traffic and Parking Department —

on advice from a parking research and planning unit -- to use
pricing of parking spaces as a tool for bringing demand in line
with supply (e.g., it is pointless to hold Harvard Square/Ken
nedy Library/Harvard university parking spaces to a level con
sistent with arterial capacity if low pricing encourages a far
greater number of cars to compete for these spaces).

POLICY:

Regulate parking in such a way as to both encourage a logical
geographic distribution of long-term, middle-term and short-
term packers (e.g., all day, 2 hours, 1 hour, half hour) and

discourage the use of the automobile in excess of the capacity
of the Cambridge street system.

POLICY:

Strengthen the enforcement of parking regulations through the
increase of the number of Parking Control Officers, from the
present total of four to at least ten, and by providing these
officers with appropriate vehicles and with communications
equipment for strengthening the towing program.

POLICY:

Coordinate the City's parking policy with that of Boston and the
regional policy being developed by the current parking contract
with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Public Works.

B. GOAL:

To achieve a system of loading and delivery which eliminates conflict
with the circulation of traffic to the maximum extent possible.
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POLICY:

To require the provision of off-street loading facilities by the
private sector in those cases where feasibility is indicated.

POLICY:

To actively regulate on-street loading and delivery in such a

manner that conflict with moving traffic is minimized.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

A. GOAL:

To strive for the establishment of a public transportation system
which both meets the transport needs of non-drivers and attracts a

large enough number of drivers to significantly reduce private ve

hicular tiavelain and through Cambridge.

POLICY:

To give highest priorities to the improvement of public trans
portation relative to all other modes.

POLICY:

To participate fully in all metropolitan efforts to improve the
capabilities of thfc MBTA for providing improved and expand
service.

POLICY:

To give priority to coverage-intensive transit service for those
communities that have limited tranportation options (e.g. East
Cambridge, Model Cities Neighborhood, Cambridgeport and Riverside
Neighborhood 9 and North Cambridge); where coverage service does
presently exist, to strive to improve routing and scheduling.

POLICY:

Where maneuverability is a problem with a standard size bus on
narrow residential streets to work with the MBTA to find more
suitable equipment.
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POLICY:

To work through the MBTA Advisory Board to bring about changes
in present MBTA administrative, financial, planning and opera
tions practices that adversely affect Cambridge and other MBTA

served cities. To continue efforts to expand the Cambridge-MBTA
Cooperation Agreement to cover major operational factors affect
ing Cambridge (e.g. routing, scheduling, equipment).

POLICY:

To promote the use of public transit services by doing the
following:

a. provide a full-time person to respond to and develop solu
tions to the problems and suggestions people have about the
MBTA service,

b. continually press the MBTA to be more responsive to local
transit needs and to actually encourage people to think
transit,

c. strive to have the. MBTA. improve conditions and improve
scheduling (including: ease of accessibility by the handi
capped and people carrying bulky personal effects and im

provements to the Lechmere station),

d. keep bus turnout lanes clear of illegal parkers, and see

that the buses make use of the turnouts.

B. GOAL:

Encourage the use of suburban commuter rail service as a way of
commuting to Cambridge and downtown Boston.

POLICY:

Promote the preservation and upgrading of current commuter rail
lines.

POLICY:

Promote good connections between the commuter rails and the
Green and Red rapid transit lines.
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C. GOAL:

Develop new transit connections.

POLICY:

Promote the proposed Harvard-Alewife extension of the Red Line
as a deep bore tunnel to Alewife.

POLICY:

Develop new crosstown transit service connecting Cambridge,
Somerville, Allston, Brighton, Brookline and Boston.

POLICY:

Develop north-south institutional connections between Tufts,
Harvard, (and other Harvard Square area educational institutions),
MIT, Boston University, and the many educational and medical
facilities in the Fenway south of Boston University.

PEDESTRIAN & HITCHHIKING:

A. GOAL:

To provide an environment and level of facilities which maximizes
incentives and opportunities for pedestrians.

POLICY:

To reorganize pedestiran movement as a vital and viable trans
portation mode.

POLICY:

To encourage pedestrian movement, both singularly and in con*
junction with public transportation.

POLICY:

To provide for pedestrian safety and comfort by

a. improving sidewalk surfaces, but retaining brick,

b. implementing a sidewalk snow clearance program which would
insure that puddles and icey surfaces are eliminated.
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POLICY:

To give consideration to pedestrian movement in all street widen
ing and signalization projects.

POLICY:

To provide street furniture and conveniences in order to en

courage pedestrian travel (e.g. benches, trees, pedestrian islands
on wide streets, and shade protection from the weather).

B. GOAL:

To encourage and control the concept of shared rides in automobile s

(hitchhiking) such that this mode supplements rather than competes
with public transportation and is operated with safety to all con

cerned.

BICYCLES:

A. GOAL:

To establish a city-wide network of bicycle routes in which potential
conflict with motor vehicles is minimized.

POLICY:

To encourage bicycle transportation as a vital and viable trans
portation mode.

POLICY:

To encourage the use of bicycles for utility trips as a practical
alternative to the use of private motor vehicles.

POLICY:

To develop a city-wide bicycle network of exclusive lanes and/or
bicycle safety streets — making predominant use of local streets.

POLICY:

Through bicycle registration and/or other financing methods to
raise funds for use in public efforts to solve the bicycle theft
problem.
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lOODS MOVEMENT:

A. GOAL:

To develop thru and local patterns for the distribution of goods.

POLICY:

Develop controls on the time, weight and size of truck move
ments relative to the affect they have on areas through which
they pass.

POLICY:

Work closely with truckers, distributors, warehouses, business
and industry (receiving shipments) and the affected communities
in order to develop the most suitable patterns and regulations.

POLICY:

Through the use of signs at all street entrances to Cambridge,
adivse trucks (of more than 2-1/2 tons) to use only designated
truck routes, except for pick up and delivery on specific and
designated streets, during business hours.

POLICY:

Work with State officials to secure authority to ban all trucks
of more than 2-1/2 tons from Cambridge streets at night (7 p.m.
to 7 asm.) and on Sundays.

POLICY:

Arrange for easy access to maps showing designated truck routes
(such as through gas stations).
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CHAPTER 3 - SKETCH PLAN FOR TRANSPORTATION AND LAND USE: ROUND ONE

Introduction

The study team has developed a concept of a "sketch plan" as a
dynamic, evolving set of thoughts about one or more aspects of the city's
quality of living - e.g. transportation facilities and services. This
concept is viewed as fostering on-going development of the sketch plan
toward the final goal of producing recommendations sufficiently grounded
in fact and analysis to warrant formal City acceptance and implementation.
By contrast, a traditional and less satisfactory practice in sketch plan
development is seen as generally consisting of bringing the sketch along
to a given point (on the calendar, or on the plan development progress
chart) before calling it a "sketch plan" and then presenting it in ela
borate text and graphics. This process tends to give a thought-crippling
air of finality to proposals for which no firm basis has yet been (or may

ever be) developed.

In developing a sketch plan for transportation facilities and
services, the study team became evermore aware of the necessity to inte
grate transportation land use and social planning. Since transportation
is primarily a service that provides people and goods with the potential
accessibility to alternate locations for the full spectfeum of social and
economic purposes, planners cannot logically map transportation services
and facilities without also showing, at some early stage, how those ser
vices relate to the user or potential user, and for what purposes.

During the course of the first year of the Cambridge - D.O.T.
Study, a significant amount of work was done to move forward with the
development of a sketch plan for Cambridge land use and transportation.
This was done in part to produce a focus on transportation planning work
that needs to be done by the three to five-year pilot program, and in
part to produce a laboratory for developing and testing "organizational
framework" improvement concepts — particularly in terms of simply
getting the City departments to jump into the preseumably icy waters of
interdepartmental cooperation arid find that "the twimming's great."

A milestone in this sketch planning effort was the two-day work
session of March 23 and 24, 1972, held in one of the D.O.T. Transporta
tion Systems Center conference rooms. Ten people working on and know-
ledgable of Cambridge transportation matters spent the entire two days
discussing Cambridge transportation problems, issues and opportunities.

The purpose of the session was to develop an intuitive transpor
tation plan for the entire city that could serve as a framework for
wider professional and citizen discussion of the issues identified. The
paricipants, who were chosen to represent a range of 1) official posi
tions; 2) areas of professionial expertise*;- and 3) approaches to complex
public issues, were
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— Michael Appleby, head of planning for Cambridge Model Cities
(works closely and has good understanding of Model Neighbor
hood residents).

Robert Bowyer, Director of the Planning and Devle opment Depart
ment (has overall responsibility for the Cambridge - D.O.T.
Study) .

— Captain Nicholas Fratto (represented the Police Department's
interest in resolving these issues).

Peter Helwig, a planner for Planning and Development Dept.
(responsible for land use planning and capital budgeting).

Edward Handy, Director of the Planning and Development Depart
ment's Community Development Program, and City Transit Coor
dinator (responsible for much of the transportation planning
work done for Cambridge; is in working charge of the Cambridge
- D.O.T. Study).

— Tunney Lee, consultant to Cambridge on transportation (responsible
for representing Cambridge at BTPR).

— Michael Powills, transportation planning consultant, (assisting
Cambridge on the Cambridge - D.O.T. Study).

— Lauren Preston, Deputy Director for Traffic and Parking Dept.,
representing the Director, George Teso (has played a key role
in the development of this project).

— Bob Sloane, public transit expert working for BTPR (formerly in
charge of research for MBTA; resident of Cambridge).

Steve Zecher, planner for Planning and Development Dept. (respon
sible for transportation planning specifically related to this
project, actively involved with local organizations aoicerned
about transportation).

Much of the sketch plan products reported in the following pages
were developed at the two-day work session — and references to this
fact and the specific thinking that evolved on various issues during the
session have been placed in the text in order to give future Cambridge
transportation planners using this report some sense of the evolution
process of the study team's thinking.
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SECTION 1 - LAND USE CONSIDERATIONS:

Land Use and Transportation Interrelationships

The theoretical view of transportation as a demand derived from the
spatial distribution of human activities must be tempered considerably
when the context of discussion is one small political jurisdiction with
in a larger metropolitan area. In other words, while a high proportion
of the movement of people and goods within a metropolitan area will be

contained within the boundaries of that area (there is relatively little
movement from within the area to points outside, and vice versa), a
small area within the metropolitan region, like the City of Cambridge,
will experience a considerable portion of transportation movements
crossing its borders, with either a destination or origin, or both,
outside. Thus, from the Cambridge prospective, the issue of the land
use-transportation relationship assumes several dimensions:

1. Intercity transportation needs; the function of the distri
bution of locally oriented land used in the city.

2. Transportation demand between activites in Cambridge and
activities located elsewhere in the metropolitan region.
In other words, transportation demands related to Cambridge
as one activity sphere within metropolitan Boston.

3. Transportation demand among points outside Cambridge, but which
is satisfied by movements which must pass through or near
Cambridge.

In reality, of course, the distinctions between these three types
of transportation/land use relationships blurs considerably; overlap is
the rule rather than the exception. For example, Harvard University gen
erates transportation demand, directly and indirectly, within the City,
to and from the City, and through the City; while the MBTA Red Line ser
vices transit demand between Harvard and Central Squares, it at the same

time functions as a segment of a transit link between Harvard Square and
downtown Boston, or in the case of modal transfer, can service riders
travelling from the suburbs to Boston; similarly, a major traffic artery
may serve intra-, inter-, and through-Cambridge traffic.

However, in terms of Cambridge this picture can be clarified as
follows: The more localized the transportation demand the more amenable
it is to analysis based upon land use considerations. The more "metro-
politanized" the demand, the more the transportation activity itself be
comes a significant land use consideration. The epitome of this latter
situation is perhaps a metropolitan airport. Wh'le the airport functions
as a major element in the metropolitan, regional, and national transport
ation system, it at the same time usually represents the dominant individ
ual land use activity in a metropolitan area, in terms of such criteria as
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physical size, level of activity, employment, and environmental impact.
Thus, Cambridge has found that the impact of an Inner Belt as a land use
to be as significant as its transportation role.

One universal goal of land use planning is to minimize the need

for transportation, in line with other objectives. Transport utilizes
resources, but generally has no inherent value of its own. To the indi
vidual the principal elements include residence, work, shopping, and

recreation.

However, in moving from theory to reality we are faced with one

overpowering consideration: in Cambridge, and the metropolitan area,
both land use patterns and the transportation system are basically fixed.
Thus, our concerns are with incremental changes in each. Will a proposed
adjustment in the City's traffic control system improve transportation
service between a residential area a particular employment center? How

can through traffic be diverted from xyz street? How can the trufcking
demands of an industrial area be served with minimum impact on surround
ing neighborhoods? Thus, we deal not with "minimizing transportation"
in most situations, but rather seek to minimize the detrimental impact
of the transportation system on land use or vice versa. In fact, when

we talk in terms of 'service improvements", particularly with respect to
publci transportation, we are actually seeking to "maximize transporta
tion" — to compensate for inadequacies in the land use distribution
pattern.

Another interesting twist in the minimization theory is that in
the cases where we do seem to be seeking to minimize the need for trans
portation, we are usually reacting to an improvement in transportation
system. Thus, as industrial park is located at the juncture of the two
new interstate highways. Or in the case of Cambridge, a high density,
multiuse development in envisioned at the Alewife Terminal of the pro
posed Red Line extension.

The distortions of land use planning theory that occur in the real
world simply reflect the historical dominance of transportation develop
ment over land use planning. During the 18th and 19th Centuries, trans
portation was the key to unlocking what appeared to the Nation to be
infinite and inexhaus table land resources. In the 20th Century the
"psychology of the automobile" added its force to transportation develop
ment. Only within the last decade has there been widespread recognition
of the fact that the country's land resources are limited. Thus, while
much of the nations' transportation system has developed under the spon
sorship or tight control of government, most land use decisions (and the
resulting patterns) have been, and continue to be, made by the private
sector in the form of innumerable individual actions, with relatively
little interference on the part of government. Neither transportation
nor land use have been coordinated internally or relative to each other.
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Critical Interactions between Land Use and Transportation Issues

The resolution of the critical land use issues facing Cambridge
will have a profound impact on the transportation system, and vice versa.
These critical issues can be summarized as follows:

1. What should be the overall development densities in the City?
While residential density and manufacturing activities have been de

creasing during the last several decades, dwelling unit density, insti
tutional activity, and the commercial sectors have been increasing.
Existing land use controls create significantly more development poten
tial throughout the City.

Overall densities contribute largely to the general "level of
activity" in the City. Can the basic transportation system absorb
higher activity levels? Can higher transportation activity be tolerated?

2. What is the future of the City's industrial areas? As manu

facturing leaves the City, much industrial land is becoming underutilized.
Should an effort be made to consolidate shrinking industrial areas, with
their characteristic transport demands? Or should we maintain a dis
persed pattern?

3. Should Cambridge continue the pattern of encouraging numerous,
despersed commercial centers -- which in effect create a number of high
traffic-generating points?

4. Specific, projects/proposals/areas with potentially high impact
on transportation system:

1. Kendall Square Urban Renewal Area
2. Alewife Brook Terminal Complex
3. Kennedy Library Complex
4. Development of Riverfront
5. Concord Avenue (North of Fresh Pond) - conversion to

high density Residential
6. City Dump

7. Simplex Properties

Map 1, Proposed Land Use and Transportation, reflects a prelim
inary attempt to resolve (at least partially) some of the critical land
use issues discussed above and in turn relate these solutions to the
proposed transportation network.

The most significant change between existing and proposed land use
is the consolidation of industrial use into three primary areas: North
west Cambridge, East Cambridge, and eastern Cambridgeport. Small pockets
of industrial activity — which tend to severely impact residential
neighborhoods — are eliminated, particularly the industrial strips
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which tend to line railroad rights-of-way. The location of many of these
small areas is such that they are serviced by vehicles which must pass
through cohesive residential areas. The proposed consolidated areas are
not only the largest of the existing industrial areas, but they are also
located where they can be relatively efficiently served by major trans
portation elements: the Northwest Cambridge area is in the midst of the
confluence of a number of major traffic arteries, and in addition could
be effectively served by the MBTA Red Line transit extension; East Cam

bridge is less efficiently served by arteries, but transit stops at
Kendall Square and Lechmere Square proved adequate public transportation;
the Cambridgeport industrial area enjoys close proximity to the Massa
chusetts Turnpike, even though connections are now poor. A big question
mark with regard to the Cambridgeport area is the resolution of the
truck route issue: if a truck route of some type were deveoped through
the eastern part of the City, it would likely pass through this area and
thus provide excellent connections for industrial traffic; otherwise,
the maintenance of this area for industrial use might not be wise in
the very long run.

The shortage of blue-collar employment in Cambridge is so severe
that significant alterations in industrial land use patterns must be
accomplished only very gradually, with the major means of implementation
being through natural attrition in conjunction with an adequate reloca
tion mechanism. At the same time, much Cambridge industrial land is
used very inefficiently. Methods must be explored which result in more
intensive land use for industrial activity.

The land vacated by emigrating or relocated industrial uses will
constitute (as it has for several years) the principal sectors for new
development in Cambridge. Areas in close proximity to transportation
nodes will be developed for medium to high density commercial and/or
residential use. Such areas include Kendall Square, the Alewifre Brook
Park area, parts of the Riverfront, and areas near Fresh Pond. Other
areas which are more integrated into existing residential neighborhoods
should be converted to moderate density residential use, in keeping with
the scale and density of surrounding areas: the Portland/Broadway/
Fulkerson Street area, parts of Cambridgeport, and the areas along rail
road rights-of-way which cut across North Cambridge.

High density "Central Business District" type of commercial
activities should be concentrated in those few centers with good public
transportation service, such as Harvard Square, Central Square, Kendall
Square, with more modest concentrations at Lechmere, the Alewife Brook
Park area, and along selected arterials (Massachusetts Ave. and Cam

bridge Street).

In Summary, the Proposed Land Use and Transortation Plan attempts
to concentrate land uses which are detrimental to residential environ
ments and guide most new developments toward those locations most effi-
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ciently served by the transportation system. At the same time, many pro
posed transportation improvements are intended to "open up" areas where
development potential is greatest. In general, there is a relatively
good fit between what has for the most part been independent planning
of transportation and planning of land use: The western sector of the
City is the most underutilized with large potential for a variety of
types of development; this same area also possesses the best vehicular
transport network in the City and will be served by the extension of
the MBTA Red Line. However, a critical issue remains: at what point
could new development over- tax the propsed transportation network?

Map 2, Major Developments and Proposed Transportation, indicates
that, to a considerable extent, current project planning and construction
is corresponding to the City's proposed land use objectives. The highest
concentrations of new development occur in the western sector of the City,
the Kendall Square area, parts of the Riverfront, and the major business
districts.

Cohesive Areas and Travel Barriers

Since most of Cambridge land uses and communities are well es
tablished, it is most appropriate to develop a concept of "cohesive
areas," including residential and commercial areas, in developing a

street use network that also defines appropriate levels and type of street
usage and transit service. This "cohesive areas" concept would define
areas which need protection from undesirable intrusion and impacts
associated with traffic, as well as indicating how these areas would be
enhanced relative to traffic improvement and accessibility.

Cohesive areas, whether they are residential or commercial,
desire and benefit from not having to accommodate disruptive thru traf
fic. The residents, merchants, shoppers, or other users of an area must
be involved in determining the extent and character of a cohesive area,
for in many situations, a firm boundary is not only elusive, but can also
be a sensitive issue. The user should also be involved in determining
the level and type of accessibility as well as the allowable traffic
intrusion.

The location and boundaries of cohesive areas must take into
account the existing and potential traffic condition. Existing disrup
tive traffic conditions will need to be examined with respect to conflicts
with cohesive areas. It may be possible to reroute this traffic, but
only if this traffic is not moved into another cohesive area. It may be
possible to reduce the undesirable traffic. Some ways of doing this
include: elimating undesirable aspects of the traffic (e.g. loud heavy
trucks); intercepting area destined traffic and converting motorists into
pedestrians; and promoting and making desirable all forms of transit.
In addition to this approach, or in case it is not possible to reduce the
undesirable traffic, it may be possible to reduce the undesirable impacts
resulting from the traffic. Possible methods include: providing noise
reduction barriers; enforcing restrictive noise and emmissions controls;
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and restricting heavy traffic to certain hours of the day. If the undesir
able traffic and impacts cannot significantly be reduced, there are prob
ably only two remaining alternatives. One is to live with and adapt to the
irreconcilable conflict. The other involves changing existing land uses
to make them more compatible with the traffic conditions and impacts.

In addition to considering the effect transportation facilities have
on locations or places, one needs to consider the linear effect transpor
tation has in terms of connectivity and separation. An extension of this
is to view transportation services and facilities in terms of their boun
daries or edge effects. Transportation may provide an edge condition,
separating a cohesive area from an undesirable or non- compatible use; in
which case transportation would be considered as a positive or neutral
barrier. Cohesive areas and travel barriers are indicated on the attached
map. These barriers show up simply as cohesive areas separated by a
transportation facility. In those situations where transportation causes
undesirable barriers between cohesive areas, those barriers are to be
considered as negative conditions; the attached map indicates this by means
of an arrow across the barrier, connecting the cohesive areas. These
situations may be either considered as undesirable conditions that could
be connected or as connections that could be strengthened in the future
because the separated areas would benefit by the connection.

The attached map also distinguishes between major and minor bar
riers, which can be associated with the street classification and the
traffic volume. A major barrier would be associated with an arterial
facility. that is heavily travelled, and minor barrier would be an arterial
or collector that carries lower traffic volumes.

In summary, the "cohesive area" concept provides a means to approach
the densely developed character of the Cambridge land use fabric during
the process of transportation planning, since elements of the transporta
tion system are the principal means by which cohesive areas are physically
defined.
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SECTION 2 - TRANSPORTATION ELEMENTS
Street Use Plan and Functional Categories

The accompanying Sketch Street Use Plan illustrates the study team's
current best thinking as to the development of rationalized Cambridge street
use plan that separates through from local traffic. Listed below are
several underlying considerations the team felt important during the develop
ment of the sketch plan — and which in their opinion should be kept in
focus as the plan is expanded and refined.

1. Traffic congestion problems in Cambridge are not to be solved by
major new building or expansion of the existing roadway system; in
stead, solutions must consist principally of improved use of
existing rights-of-way -- both road and railroad. Significant
land-takings for street improvements are to be avoided, but would
be acceptable where necessary for the achievement of important
environmental objectives (e.g. an urban renewal project may involve
the closing of some streets and development of new ones
usually for the purpose of creating better linkages in the existing
street system). As stated in a letter to the Boston Transportation
Planning Review's Executive Director from the Chairman of the City
Council Transportation Committee -- "Cambridge will not wish to
consider any new road building within the city limits until better
public transit is planned and working. Our desire is to discourage
commuters from bringing their cars into and through the City..."

2. Traffic flow is not to be maximized (i.e. the City is not to put
its technical ability to work for the purpose of moving the larg
est possible number of cars). Instead, traffic is to be optimized,
in the sense that it be made compatible with and acceptable to the
traversed neighborhood or commercial area. Conflicts that result
from this stipulation should be resolved on the side of improving
local conditions.

3. The upgrading of Cambridge streets needs to be closely coordinated
with new developments, the capacity of other bcal streets, and with
adjecent cities.

4. Not much is gained through street improvements unless there is
thorough enforcement of traffic and parking regulations.

5. It is important to Cambridge that the MDC parkways — Alewife,
Fresh Pond, Memorial Drive — be developed and controlled for
optimum service both as regional roadways relieving Cambridge
streets of through traffic and as integral parts of the City's ar
terial street system. "Optimum" rather than "maximum" service is
called for in light of the equally important requirement; that
these three arterials preserve their parkway character — both
aesthetically and operationally.
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Offsetting these areas of agreement, the study team and its asso
ciates at the two-day sketch plan work session identified a number of issues
that must for the time being remain unresolved — either because of sub
stantial lack of necessary information or because work on them is currently
in progress. These unresolved issues, illustrated on the accompanying
sketch street use plan map, are as follows:

1. The question whether efforts should be made to rationalize the
movement of through- trucking in Cambridge (i.e. as contrasted
with the alternative of seeking to substantially eliminate cross-
Cambridge through- truck movements). The work-session participants
were generally agreed that a significant number of through trucks
will have to be accommodated on a permanent basis — although
some of the group expressed an opinion (later generated separately
at a meeting of the City Council Committee on Transportation and
Parking) that it should be possible to ban at least "non-danger
ous cargo" heavy truck through movements during night and pos
sibly weekend periods. Nobody, however — including BTPR
yet has firm information as to the scale of the problem. There
was a related consensus that Cambridge residents, businesses,
and institutions should not have to suffer the consequences of
through traffic. The location, and scale of a possible truck-way
remained very much in question at the end of the session, although
several options were extensively discussed. These were:

a. Use of the Grand Junction railroad right-of-way from Memorial
Drive to Binney Street, either as a surface or depressed truck
route, and thence along Binney to Commercial Avenue;

b. Use of the Grand Junction right-of-way for a surface or depres
sed route from Memorial Drive north into Somerville.

c. Use of existing streets (with necessary modifications) parallel
and immediately adjacent to the Grand Junction right-of-way,
from Memorial Drive to Binney Street, and then to Commercial
Avenue via Binney.

d. Use of existing streets (as in "c" above) from Memorial Drive
to Somerville.

There was general agreement that a surface arterial street from
Memorial Drive to Binney and then via Binney to Commercial was the
preferred route, provided that it could be engineered to meet per
formance standards (both in its constructiion and operational
stages) fully compatible with the traversed institutional and
residential areas.

It was agreed that in any event the City's emphasis should be on
dealing with the total truck problem, rather than to adopt a piece
meal approach and thereby risk the result of simply moving trucks
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from one neighborhood to another. This is well stated in a letter
from the Chairman of the City Council Transportation Committee to
BTPR, stating: "Although truck traffic is a major problem in many
neighborhoods, we deplore the suggestion that one solution should
be studied before we understand the full scope of the problem...
We certainly would not want to transfer a bad situation from one

neighborhood to another."

2 . River Street-Western Avenue Couple. It was agreed that the problems
associated with truck and other heavy traffic movement on these
streets — as well as on their extension over Prospect Street

are to a large extent regional in nature, and that the team
should not attempt a resolution of the issues until the regional
scale of the problem has been addressed.

3. Harvard Square. The unresolved issue here involves the conflict
between Harvard Square destined traffic, non-stop through traffic,
and the activities of the pedestrian-oriented commercial/profes
sional/institutional core area. It was agreed that the primary
objectives of the current Harvard Square traffic study must be
to seek to provide the through traffic with a by-pass route,
and to get Harvard Square destined traffic into peripheral parking
facilities that will convert motorists to pedestrians before
they enter the core.

4. Putnam Avenue Between Western Avenue and Massachusetts Avenue.
This section of Putnam Avenue is a narrow, residential street,
and, consequently, making any "through" arterial connection between
Massachusetts Avenue and Western Avenue would be disruptive to the
neighborhood. On the other hand, this is the only right-of-way
that provides a direct connection between Harvard Square and the
Riverside/Cambridgeport area. The issue is that of how to resolve
these conflicting objectives. The possibility of diverting this
traffic over Memorial Drive is involved.

5 . Fresh Pond Parkway, from Huron Ave, to Mt. Auburn: As currently
used, the traffic is very unsuited to the winding street and the
residential area. Some participants thought that by now residents
have adapted to the condition. Others thought it preferable to
move the disruption to an area where it may have less of an impact,
or to reduce the impact by sharing it between two one-way routes.

^. Beacon St. (Somerville) : Cambridge proposes to use this street as
an arterial. However, this will require Somerville's concurrence
and cooperation.

7 m All other connections to adjacent cities. The status of all roads
leading to Somerville, Boston, Watertown, Belmont and Arlington will
need to be discussed with each of these municipalities. Until this
is done the connection issues will remain unresolved.
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Public Transportation

Although the two-day session mainly focused on considerations of
the roadway network, some very productive effort was put into discussing
the potential and need for improving public transit. Many suggestions
were brought out that are worth farther consideration. All participants
of the session agreed that the present public transit system, both buses
and rapid transit, while better in Cambridge than in many parts of the
region, still needed substantial attention. The blame for the presently
declining ridership and financial crisis was seen as appropriately related
to the preferential treatment accorded the private automobile, from tax
breaks to comfortable seats.

It was felt that some transit service and operational improvements
would be made possible by improvements to the roadway system, as discussed
earlier, if a conscious effort were made to include these in the roadway
improvement program. These changes would be welcomed by Cambridge resi
dents due to the immediate betterment of transit service they would provide

The study was of the opinion, however, that unless the overall pub
lic attitude and approach to public transit can be improved, incremental
changes in operations will not stem the declining ridership or increasing
deficit. There was agreement that the present policy of requiring transit
to substantially pay for itself out of the fare box needs to be abandoned
in favor of viewing transit as a public service such as education, libra
ries, recreation, fire and police protection. The Boston Metropolitan Area
and the Nation needs to revise its approach to financing transit. In ad
dition, substantially increased funds are required to expand and make

transit truely a desirable and usable system.

Public support for working toward more and better transit was
thought to be especially high in the Boston Metropolitan Area central cities
and Cambridge was viewed as one of the leaders in this regard. Cambridge's
position was seen as that of wanting to work with the M.B.T.A. in struc
turing the coverage of quality of the service by helping to determine the
routing, scheduling and equipment most appropriate to Cambridge residents.
However, it was noted that in order to be effective in this effort, it will
be necessary for Cambridge to have sufficient staff and other resources
available. It was also noted that many operational changes are capable of
being made quickly, at little or no additional expense, and that near-term
improvements of this sort can be of significant help in changing public
attitudes toward the "T."

The study team also agreed that much of the local transit need is
best served by local coverage transit. service, which generically covers
a wide variety of vehicles and systems, including feeder bus, mini bus,
dial-a-bus, and contract taxi. Determining the most appropriate type and
combination of service was seen as to a large extent best done through
developing a close working relationship between residents and technical
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experts who are familiar with the potentials and limitations of a full
range of transit services. From this cooperative effort could develop

either permanent changes in the system or, in come cases, demonstration
projects to test a concept for serving an identified need. However,

again, it will be necessary for the City to have the resources and where

withal to be able to embark on such demonstration projects.

There are several public transportation needs that are worth list
ing, some of which are of critical importance to the City and should be

addressed as soon as possible, and others of which are at least being
worked on to some extent.

1. Of primary importance is the need to examine and revise the present
fare structure and deficit financing policies such that increased
ridership will become an incentive to improve service.

2. The Red Line Rapid Transit service must be extended at least to
Alewife at the earliest possible date. Cambridge also considers
it extremely desirable to have this service extended beyond to
Arlington Center and eventually to Route 128. If this extension
will have to be stayed because of limited funds, then all effort
should be put into assuring the communities to the northwest that
Cambridge will press as hard for the extention to Route 128 as it
did for the extention to Alewife.

3. The Green Rapid Transit line should also be extended into Somer-
ville and Medford.

4. Circumferential and croas town travel needs are presently very
poorly served. Indications show that service betwean Cambridge
and Somerville (and perhaps Everett and Chelsea) to the North and

Boston and Brookline to the South would attract considerable pat
ronage. Alignments and types of service need to be worked out.

5. There are routing, scheduling and equipment problems that are in
need of attention and that, if cleared up, would provide signi
ficantly improved service.

6. There are many unfulfilled service needs that have not been given
attention that would also provide significantly increased mobility
for people that are presently adversely affected by this lack of
public transportation.

7. Harvard Square does not work well as a bus terminal, especially
since it is also a multi-activity hub and the focus of much east-
west traffic.

There was considerable discussion about increasing the Cambridge
mode split above an imaginary 307. maximum (that is, at least 307. transit
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riders, with the remaining 70% travelling by auto). By getting the mode
split above 30%, the quality of transit service could be economically in
creased, the out-of-pocket costs would be more competitive with the auto
mobile, and transit would begin to decongest the streets. A question was
raised of whether transit should be considered a failure, if it didn't take
cars off the streets. Another point raised was that transit is already
full during the rush hours and that increasing transit's capacity to handle
more of the peak hour trips meant a larger capital investment that would
be under-utilized most of the day. If the peak hour were spread, the peak

would be reduced making it more compatible with transit's ability to
handle it.

Lastly, it was agreed by the study team that it is particularly
important to develop a sound on-going working-relationship with M.B.T.A.
as a basis for stepping up efforts to utilize the Cooperation Agreement

for improving and adding to the existing service.

Vehicular Parking and Loading

Parking and loading problems occur in commercial, institutional
and industrial areas with the greatest intensity. To an extent they spill
over into residential areas. Thus these problems become city-wide in
scope, and require city-wide approaches to bring relief. The City has
come to realize that any effective analysis and resolution needs to be
done systematically and in coordination with an attack on related prolbems.

To a considerable extent, the problems as they now exist could
be relieved by active police enforcement of traffic and parking regulations.
A determined enforcement program can go a long way toward establishing
positive public attitudes toward the law in general and traffic regulation
in particular. The public's present attitude about the need for enforce
ment certainly does not give the police an incentive nor a solid mandate.
This attitude is somewhat reflected in the court system. The time between
receiving a parking ticket and a summons to pay the fine is about one
year. Perhaps part of the problem could be solved by providing an effi
cient and effective system for processing tickets.

Another part of the problem is the need for a coherent public
policy on these issues that attempts to resolve some of the basic conflicts
and begins to provide direction and limits to potential solutions. Should
commuters be encouraged to come into Cambridge by a City policy that makes
it relatively easy and inexpensive to park? Should this policy decision be

left to Cambridge residents when over half of the work force comes from
outside the City? Even if parking is difficult under the current situation,
it is more by default than by public policy. Transit service is not co
ordinated with commuter needs to the extent that a restrictive parking
policy on long term (commuter) parkers can be related to an extensive effort
to provide those commuters with a transit alternative accompanied by neces
sary incentives.
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An approach to the parking problem could be as follows. On-street
parking in commercial areas would be phased out, to discourage motorists
destined for a commercial area from cruising the streets. Short term
(shopper) parking would be provided at the periphery of commercial areas
within walking distance of shopper destinations. Motorists would be
intercepted as quickly as possible and converted to pedestrians. Long
term parkers would be intercepted further out (e.g. Alewife) and divert
ed to transit, which would take them to their destination. Pricing poli
cies would be coordinated to promote this program, and possibly to help
support transit improvements.

Business and industry should be encouraged to develop off-street
loading facilities. Loading zones could be established for use during
non-peak hours when the width of the street is not required to handle the
peak traffic volume. If this is not necessary, the sidewalks could be
widened and loading pull-offs made for use at any time. What ever means
are used to ease the parking and loading problems, businesses, government

and the public must be encouraged and helped to work together.

Pedestrian Areas

Pedestrian movement is rarely conceived of as a mode in itself, or
a transportation subsystem. Rather, walking is considered primarily as a
necessary, but irritating, connecting link between the points of origin
or destination and another (mechanical)mode. Such an attitude, on a
national level, has not only generated widespread discouragement of what
could be a pleasant, inexpensive, readily available, and healthful means
of transportation, but has also distorted -- at additional cost -- the
most practical utilization of other modes: consumers and workers demand ,

parking spaces unnecessarily close to their destinations; bussing children
short distances to school; shrinking demand for public transportation; etc.

Cambridge is one of the few cities with the assets necessary to
counter a cultural anti-walking psychology: high population density,
compact locational relationships of nearly all land uses; physical environ
ment of interest and variety; unique mix of human activity; and a rela
tively good public transportation system, with adequate access to many
parts of the metropolitan core. Yet to date, almost everything possible
has been done to discourage the would-be pedestrian.

Any comprehensive transportation plan for Cambridge would be incom
plete without strong measures for the improvement of pedestrian facilities
and services. Not only is the strengthening of the pedestrian mode born
of eloquently simple logic (cheap, efficient, high potential, etc.) -- it
is an absolute necessity for a city which is structuring its transportation
thinking around significantly improved public transit. Even the most fine
grained transit system imaginable in the forseeable future in Cambridge will
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require of almost every user considerable pedestrian input. And conversely,
the more attractive pedestrian movement is made, the less fine-grained
(and less costly) the transit network has to be.

Unlike other elements in the City's transportation system, the
improvement of the pedestrian circulation network would require rela
tively little planning analysis, money, or time. The "problem" in ac
tuality is a compendium of many of the irritants of urban life: poor
quality and maintenance of sidewalks; inadequate street lighting in some
areas, especially local streets; high levels of filth and litter; an un
controlled canine population; inadequate snow removal in some areas (largely
due to on-street parking); absence of benches and bus shelters, ad nauseum.
In most cases the solutions are readily at hand and inexpensively achieved.
Their implementation would require only a consensus that a "problem" does
exist, and strong leadership (effort) from the City government.

Bicycle Usage

The use of bicycles has become an important and popular form of
transportation in Cambridge, for both recreation and utilitarian purposes.
There are several factors that make Cambridge and other parts of the Bos
ton area particularly suited to bicyling. The area is generally flat topo
graphically. The densely settled central city provides easy access to a
variety of destinations. The same short distance trips by automobile are
usually frustrated by congested streets and lack of ready parking, which
result in significant time and cost differentials. There is increasing
awareness and concern about environmental and ecological conditions
bicycling is the least disruptive and polluting of any form of trans
portation, other than walking, and the most efficient.

This increased interest and use of bicycles has resulted in
several related efforts. This year the State legislature has seen a
dramatic increase in the number of bills introduced in support of the
bicycle, in one form or another. Several organizations have become active
in an effort to promote the use of bicycles and improve the conditions of
their use. One of the more active groups, the Association for Bicycle
Commuters, has had several meetings with Cambridge — the Mayor, the
City Council and the Departments of Planning and Development and Traffic
and Parking in an effort to work with the City toward increased
support and protection of the bicycles, together with the establishment
and enforcement of exclusive bicycle lanes and/or bicycle safety streets.
In addition, several other governmental entities — namely, the State
Departments of Public Works and Natural Resources, and the Metropolitan
District Commission — have embarked on a joint effort to determine what
needs to and can be done with regard to improving bicycle usage.

This interest in bicycling has begun to focus attention on the
need to improve undesirable conditions associated with bicycling. Until
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now, bicycling has suffered from the lack of sufficient legislation, fund
ing and programs, especially at the local level, to promote and protect its
use. This is largely the result of the public attitude, dominated by auto
mobile users, who frequently view bicycles as a non-legitimate form of
transportation, (e.g. not belonging on city streets and not requiring
parking). The bicyclist is left to fend for himself. With increased pub
lic use, the bicyclist has been able to demonstrate the need for having
bicycles planned for, accommodated for, and protected by his government.
As long as bicycles are going to be using public rights-of-way, it is
incumbent on the government to see to it that this mode of travel has at
least equal protection and consideration. Most of the problems associated
with bicycle safety can be related to the motorist's attitude about being
"king of the road." A motorist somehow loses many of his human qualities
when he sits behind the wheel, and this is reflected in his relative lack
of regard for pedestrians, bicyclists, and his fellow motorists.

The two major deterrents to bicycling are the lack of security to
the bicyclist during any trip that might include the use of city streets
and the lack of security to the bicycle at either end of a trip. Only
those who are hardy, quick and daring are likely to compete with a mixture
of autos, taxis, trucks, buses, pot holes, poorly observed traffic regula
tions, etc. Of this group, only those that have a fairly decent bicycle
and are sure of its security at either end are likely to make use of it
to any great extent. These conditions must certainly be considered un
desirable constraints by all potential bicyclists. The high rate of bicycle
thefts is alarming, but also indicative of the high interest in bicycling.
Thus the trip and trip-end conditions need to be carefully examined along
with ways for adequately meeting the demand. If any place is suitable for
bicycling, it is the dense, accessible urban core.
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CHAPTER 4 ~ NEXT STEPt,

SECTION 1 - NEXT STEPS FOR IMPROVING ORGANIZATIONAL FRAMEWORK

Drawing from the thinking and conclusions that have gone into
Volume One of the report, the study team has put together a list of steps
that should be taken during the first six months of the pilot program with
regard to improving the organizational framework for transportation plan
ning and development in Cambridge. As defined implicitly in Volume One,
the term "organizational framework" includes basic support-programs of an
on-going nature, and any other underpinning to the transportation planning
and development program not strictly requiring a technical study. Twenty
steps are recommended, with ten to be initiated during the first three
months and the remaining ten during the second three months of the period.
No priority is intended within each of these two groupings.

Ten Steps for Initiation in The First Three Months

1. Establish "Joint Directorate". Volume One recommends that the City
establish a unified transportation planning and development program
within the Departments of Planning and Development and Traffic and
Parking. This unified program is to be organized and managed as a

joint effort by the Director of Planning and Development and the
Director of Traffic and Parking. Its establishment under the aus
pices of the City Manager should be undertaken in the immediate
future.

2. Establish interdepartmental transportation planning and development
coordination unit. Volume One recommends that the City Manager pull
together all City departments having functions related to transpor
tation planning and development, and that he charge them with the
responsibility of finding ways to effectively coordinate their work
in the transportation planning and development area. In the study
team's view, as explained in Volume One, it would be important that
the Manager not tell this group of department heads how he thinks
this should be done — nor who, if anyone, should direct this effort.
His charge would simply state that he intends to drop in on meetings
as often as possible, to post audit the coordination efforts generally,
and to make up his mind after a one-year testing period as to whether
this approach is achieving the needed coordination efforts. He might
also discuss alternatives to the approach that he would consider in
the event that the pilot effort to achieve full cooperation on a

voluntary basis were to prove unsuccessful.
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3. Expand and refine the Cambridge-U. S. Department of Transportation
Study products into a detailed three to five year pilot transportation
planning and development program. The work of the study should be
translated into a specific and detailed program to begin in July, 1973,

and should be presented in a manner suitable for use in seeking fund
ing for the program.

4. Establish the City Manager's Cambridge Transportation Forum. The
steps to take in moving the proposed forum into operation are covered
in detail in Volume One, Chapter 2, of the report. It is recommended
that funds be made available from existing programs in order to move
forward immediately.

5. Work with the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority to expand
the Cambridge-MBTA Cooperation Agreement to include transit operations.
The City Manager has already written the MBTA General Manager to ask
that discussions be initiated as to the feasibility and method of
expanding the Cooperation agreement to cover any major operational
change MBTA may want to consider that might have significant impact
on Cambridge. Such an agreement would specifically include changes
in routing, scheduling and equipment. This important effort by the
Manager's office should go forward in the immediate future with staff
assistance from the joint directorate.

6. Wotk with the U.S. Department of Transportation to structure second
year of Cambridge-D.O.T. Study. It is considered highly important
by the study team that Cambridge and D.O.T. work to make the most
of the potential involved in the proposed extension of the Cambridge-
D.O.T. Study. The carrying forward of the study, even without further
D.O.T. funding, will reduce the risk that many improvements in the
transportation planning process that are now in mid-stream as a re
sult of the work of the first year of the study will not advertently
become lost. Further, the extension of the study will give Cambridge
and D.O.T. an opportunity to explore ways in which Federal agencies
(and, in particular, the U.S. Department of Transportation) can work
with local governments in a technical liason capacity, to the mutual
benefit of both parties.

7. Establish staffing, space and funding needs for the three to five
year pilot transporation planning and development program, and seek
implementation. Staffing must include, in addition to full-time per
sonnel, a number of consultant resources (from other City departments,
or from outside the City organization). Examples are legal, behavioral
science, and environmental experts. The Boston Metropolitan Area is
rich in such resources. With regard to funding, it is believed by the
study team approximately $75,000 to $100,000 a year above existing
funding will be needed for a three to five year period, and that an
effective presentation of a pilot program will succeed in drawing toit resources in this amount. This might be accomplished through the
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participation of two or more funding sources each willing to put in a

given amount provided that the balance is secured from other interest
ed parties.

8. Establish Northwest Corridor Intercommunity Transportation Planning
Team. Of all the organizational framework improvements recommended

in Volume One in the area of City of Cambridge relationships with other
public agencies, the setting up of the already proposed Northwest
Corridor Intercommunity Transportation Planning Team has the highest
priority. This is because the teamwork of the cities and towns in the
northwest corridor is clearly needed on a large-scale basis if effec
tive northwest corridor participation in the BTPR Study is to be

achieved. To BTPR's credit, its staff has gone out of its way to both
make this point to the northwest corridor communities and to help them

organize themselves to work together. A major step in this direction
was the setting up by BTPR of a northwest corridor sub-committe meet

ing weekly following the regular meeting of the BTPR Working Committee.

9. Establish a City program for moving towards effective enforcement of
traffic and parking regulations. As is generally agreed by all pro
fessionals and citizens who involve themselves in efforts to improve
urban transportation, the level of achievement will remain relatively
low unless a way can be found to bring about cooperation and compliance
as regards traffic and parking regulations. Surface transit operations,
for instance, can not hope to improve to the point of offering the
needed level of competition with the private automobile as long as
illegal parking is rampant. A program of education for a thirty to
sixty day period (perhaps to include the issuance of "warning" tickets
explaining the rationale of the forthcoming enforcement program) must
be established on a team basis (e.g. Police Department, Traffic and
Parking Department, Planning and Development Department, Chamber of
Commerce, etc., under the leadership of the City Manager).

10. Establish a program for studying and planning to meet the transporta
tion requirements of the becentennial activities in prospect for 1975
and 1976. The City Manager's Task Force on the Becentennial is already
beginning to grapple with this problem. Technical assistance from
the joint directorate program is needed and should be made available
at an early date.

Steps for Initiation in The Second Three Months

1 . Establish specific programs for setting up and maintaining meaningful
working relationships with other governmental units involved in
transports ion planning and development work of concern to Cambridge.
Such agencies would clearly include the Metropolitan Area Planning
Council, Metropolitan District Commission, Executive Office of Trans
portation and Construction, Commonwealth Department of Public Works,
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U.S. Conference of Mayors Transportation Committee, U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development. (MBTA has been discussed under
the Cooperation Agreement expansion effort.)

2. Establish program for identifying and exploring funding sources for
transportation planning and development work. It is generally ac
cepted by Cambridge officials that the experience of other cities
(as well as of Cambridge through the operations of the City Manager's
Office, the former Community Development Office, the Department of
Traffic and Parking, and the Department of Planning and Development,
etc.,) has demonstrated that an investment in the area of funding
"research and development" can and should pay very large dividends.
Revenue sharing will diminish this potential significantly, but the
study team believes that it will remain substantial nonetheless.

3. Establish and operate a two-way transportation information program
for the City. The study team believes that on a relatively small
budget the joint directorate can accomplish an important objective
by operating a tranportation information system for Cambridge. It
is possible that much of the work could be done ably by volunteers
on a rotating basis. The information office would publish a news
letter on Cambridge transportation planning and development matters
and activities, and would also be set up to answer questions and
receive information and suggestions related to transportation issues
and problems. This might include the operation of a round-the-clock
transportation hot-line manned by volunteers.

4. Establish and maintain working relationships with Boston Metropolitan
Area inner ci tie's. As with the northwest corridor communities, this
would be an alliance of great importance to Cambridge. Boston, Brook-
line and Somerville (with the latter also represented in the north
west corridor team) would join Cambridge in such a task force effort.
The inner belt work of the late 1960's demonstrated the potential of
such an organization.

5. Establish participatory planning process unit. The study team con
siders it of the utmost importance that the joint directorate set up
a unit (probably one staff member, on a rotating basis) responsible
for developing the participatory planning dimension of each project
the joint directorate undertakes. A concommitant of this step would
be a requirement that each project leader turn to the participatory
planning process unit for help in this regard, and be guided by its
recommendations.

6. Establish programming and budgeting function for City's transportation
planning and development work. As discussed in Volume One of the
report, it is important that the City's transportation planning and
development work be put on a program budget basis.
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7. Establish a Technical Information Exchange System. The experience of
other cities throughout the country and world with regard to trans
portation planning and development can be of great value to Cambridge,
and vice versa. In the study team's opinion, a practical system for
exchanging relevant information can be established.

8. Work with City Manager to explore ways of monitoring the extent and
effectiveness of citizen/quasi-public/public agency participation in
City of Cambridge projects and programs. As stated in Volume One of
the report, City departments can not be expected to slow down the
production of their departments in order to make large-scale use of
the participatory planning process unless the City leadership esta
blishes clear-cut directives in this regard, and establishes a con
current program for monitoring the results of efforts to comply with
the directive. Such monitoring would, of course, also need to involve
evaluation and a restructuring of the formal and informal reward
system for department heads if it is to have meaning.

9. Study possibilities for funding transportation planning and develop
ment programs from local revenues. A review of the uses of the City's
"parking meter fund" will be involved. A City "use tax" on automo
biles must also be examined. Use taxes such as are levied in some

other U.S. cities would, if applied in Cambridge on a far lesser scale,
provide all the funds needed to finance the proposed expansion of the
City's transportation planning and development program.

10. Establish formalized working relationships with City Manager and City
Council Committee on Transportation and Parking. There is substantial
evidence that a regular program for keeping the City Manager and City
Council properly informed of an agency's work can be practical and

effective for both parties. The joint directorate should take steps
to establish the same type of program.
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SECTION 2 - AN EXPANDED TECHNICAL STUDIES PROGRAM: NEXT STEPS

Introduction

The following list of technical studies represents the current
thinking of the Cambridge - U.S. Department of Transportation study team

as to the basics of an expanded technical effort at the heart of the
three to five year pilot transportation planning and development program.
As indicated elsewhere in the report, this set of studies will be revised
and improved through the public and interdepartmental involvement recom
mended in Volume One. Such projected studies can give way to a quite dif
ferent interpretation of what needs to be done when viewed by those most
directly affected by the problems and issues. Some of these projects will
be a continuation and reinforcement of what is currently being worked on,
including some very important projects that have a high degree of public
participation (e.g. the elderly transportation needs study, the heavy thru
traffic problem). Other projects are included in the City's Capital Im
provement Program for future implementation. Still others evolved from
the two-day transportation work-session discussed in the previous chapter.
Each of these projects will need further detailing. Where appropriate,
applications will be developed for financial assistance at the earliest
possible date.

Each of the projects listed was considered important enough to be
started during the next 12 months. They are divided into three phases
in the folowing pages, and it is the hope of the study team that funding,
staffing, space, etc, can be secured in the near future. Ideally the
total program -- most of which is seriously overdue -- can begin at an
early date; however, much remains to be done in order to give this objec
tive an opportunity to be realized.
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PHASE I STUDIES

1. Red Line Rapid Transit Extension Study

This study is of immediate and high concern to Cambridge. It repre
sents a very Large complex undertaking and is demanding of high qual
ity and careful consideration. Briefly, some interrelated aspects of
the study include:
- Harvard Alewife Tunneling Study (and related Task Force activities)

Coordination with other affected Northwest Municipalities
- Harvard Square Development
- Alewife Terminal Area Development

One of Cambridge's major interests in the Red Line Extension, at least
to Alewife, is the potential for reducing the regional through traffic
that now comes in on Route 2 to traverse Cambridge on its way to Bos
ton or other core cities. In this regard, it is very important to
extend the Red Line beyond Alewife, eventually to 128, to intercept
potential auto commuters as close to their origin as possible.

The Alewife Tunneling Study is now in progress. The overall study
will have to be done as a cooperative effort between MBTA, JRTC, MDC,

the State, DPW, and the Municipalities of Arlington, Cambridge, Somer-
ville, Lexington and Belmont.

2. Northwest Corridor Transportation Needs Study

The overall Red Line Extension study must be done within the context
of Northwest Corridor transportation needs, the downtown Boston dis
tribution system and the regional land use and transportation frame
work. These issues and factors are being considered by the Boston
Transportation Planning Review and require the direct, active involve
ment of each affected municipality. In addition, the Northwest Cor
ridor Municipalities are finding it in their best interest to join
together at the technical as well as political level to increase the
potential for having their individual and joint interests resolved
satisfactorily.

3. Participation in the Continuing Transportation Planning Process for
the Boston Region

As the BTPR winds up its activity in the Northwest Corridor, it is
increasingly incumbent on Cambridge to ensure that decisions regarding
Northwest Corridor Transportation Alternation are based upon approp
riate analysis, and that additional studies are undertaken where
necessary by The Joint Regional Transportation Committee (JRTC) with
a high level of input from the City. This will require considerable
technical and organizational involvement on the part of the City.
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At times the City will be called upon to make important policy deci
sions that will require significant technical ground work on the part
of City staff. .

The JRTC, as described in Volume One, is taking over for BTPR as the
vehicle for the Continuing Transportation Planning Process for the
Boston Region. Cambridge must take an active role in this process to
ensure that the organizational sturcture and the financial support for
the committee is sufficient to meet the transportation needs of the
region and that the interests of Cambridge are not overshadowed by
those of the rest of the region.

4. Monitor State and Regional Transportation Activities Affecting
Cambridge

Either in conjunction with the JRTC or separate from this effort and
as a continuing function, it is in Cambridge's self interest to keep
in close touch with the Metropolitan Bay Transportation Authority
Advisory Board and staff, the Metropolitan Area Planning Commission,
the Metropolitan District Commission, the State Executive Office of
Transportation and Construction, the State Department of Public Works,
the Governor's office, the Great and General Court and Cambridge's
State Representatives and Senators. Cambridge's leadership in state
and regional planning efforts in the past have proven to be fruitful.
Thus, it is important to continue, expand and strengthen this effort.
The technical quality involved in the relationship should pay tremen
dous dividends.

5. Cambridge-Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, Cooperative
Agreement

Cambridge stands to make considerable gains by working in close
cooperation with the MBTA. Technical impact in these efforts will
ensure that the service improvements resulting from the cooperation
are appropriate to the need.

The Red Line Extension, covered above, is a planning effort going
forward under the Cooperation Agreement. More recently initiated is
an effort by the Cambridge City Manager — with technical back-up
from the embryo joint-directorate — to engage MBTA in a discussion
of the wisdom and feasibility of expanding the Cooperation Agreement
to cover any and all major operational changes MBTA may from time to
time consider in its service to and through Cambridge. If, as is
anticipated by the study team, the projected expansion of the Coop
eration Agreement takes place, it will require substantial technical
studies by the joint directorate team in order to become meaningful
for Cambridge.
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6. Community Coverage Transit Service Studies

These studies, which fall generlly under the umbrella structured in
#5 above, will involve the need for both improving existing service
and adding new local transit service. It will include improving
feeder bus service to subway stations, improving intercity bus access,
improving access to local community destinations and providing special
purpose transit capabilities. In some cases, this may mean better use

of existing vehicles, in other cases the need may be better served by

a new type of vehicle (e.g. dial-a-bus) or operational arrangement
(e.g. contract taxi). There seems to be considerable crosstown or cir
cumferential transit demand that will need to be served on a coordi
nated basis with an effort to improve local transit coverage.

The MBTA has offered a "mini bus" to the City of Cambridge, which
resulted in a joint City-Citizen effort to determine the most ap

propriate use of this type of vehicle.

The emphasis in improving local service should be on operational
improvements rather than capital intensive new systems improvements
that do not make optimum use of existing facilities.

7. Cambridge Transportation Forum Technical Support

In order for the Cambridge Transportation Forum to be effective, it
is important for participants to have access to technical assistance.
This assistance will help identify and clarify problem situations
and will guide the participants in developing and articulating their
positions. In addition, technical assistance will assist participants
during the implementation and operational stages.

Technical work will be necessary in order to identify and analyze all
potential participants in order to ensure that representation on the
CTF is a good cross-section of Cambridge interests and is not unduly
overrepresentative in any area.

8. Continued Study of Elderly Transportation Needs and Problems

Considerable effort has been made to work with and understand elderly
transportation needs and problems. Fifteen small group discussions
have been held all over Cambridge at Elderly drop-in centers, at which
questionnaires were circulated. An all day elderly transportation
workshop was held with the Mayor as moderator. The Star Market has
decided to provide free bus service one day a week to stop at elderly
centers. The stops, routing and timing were worked out in cooperation
with the elderly.
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9. Study of the Heavy Thru Truck Problem

A group of affected citizens have done considerable work in bringing
to the forefront the disruption and hazards caused to their commun

ities by large loud thru trucks. It is a complicated problem that
does not have any ready solutions. Technical assistance would help
bring some light to the nature of the problems. It would be important
to know truck origin and destinations, to document impacts, and develop
alternatives. An important effort would include developing noise
legislation that could effectively control one of the major impacts.
Cambridge and Somerville have recently submitted a request to the
State DPW asking approval for a ban of heavy trucking on River Street,
Western Avenue, Prospect Street, and Washington Street during the
nighttime hours of the day.

10. TOPICS and Urban Systems Studies

These two Federal programs are an effort to improve circulation, im

prove conditions for pedestrians, encourage motorists to use main
streets rather than residential street, and reduce personal injury
and accidents (and thereby lower insurance rates). This program is
providing significant benefits to Cambridge and needs to be continued.

11. Investigate Inner Belt Impact and Revitalization Programs

The area in the path of the proposed Inner Belt suffered considerably
during its 20-year planning history. The Model Neighborhood and Cam-
bridgeport residents have embarked on an effort to determine the
adverse affect this has had on their communities and hopefully develop
programs that will help revitalize the area. It will be important for
the City to provide technical expertise to help make this effort a

success.

An important byproduct of this effort would be to establish programs
that can be instituted during any such planning project to ensure
maintenance of community stability.

12. Continue the Work Begun by the Cambridge/D.O.T. Study

The effort initiated by this contract will need to be continued in
order to reap some of its benefits. This includes technical and
organizational assistance to participants of the Cambridge Trans
portation Forum as well as developing grant proposals for funds of
important studies. It will also include monitoring for D.O.T. the
progress of the pilot program.
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13. East Cambridge Traffic Study

East Cambridge is seriously affected by heavy thru automobile and

truck traffic. A Transportation study is now underway to analyze this
traffic, its origin and destination, and provide some alternatives to
reduce the volume or reduce the impacts. The study will also study
the parking demand and availability of parking space.

14. Harvard Square Traffic and Parking Study

This study is "in progress" and is beginning to generate important
information that will serve as a basis for choosing among various
alternative ways of handling the complicated issue involved in
Harvard Square.

15. North Terminal Area Study

Also a current project, the results of the study could have signifi
cant effect on both local traffic levels and the potential for desir
able development in Cambridge.

16. Study of Bicycle Use in Cambridge

There is considerable interest in trying to make Cambridge bicycling
safer, more convenient and more desirable. Efforts to do this will
require studies for providing special bicycle lanes, special bicycle
parking areas, enforcement of traffic regulations to benefit bicycles,
and increasing efforts to reduce bicycle thefts. The summation of this
effort should be to make bicycling enjoyable and meaningful in order
to encourage its use and eventually reduce the desire to be a motorist.

17. Study of Transportation Needs of the Bi-Centennial Program

Transportation will be a key element in making the Bi-Centennial in
the Boston area a success. Conversely, if transportation needs are
not well thought out and accommodated, the Bi-Centennial will bring
tremendous transportation-related impacts.

PHASE II STUDIES

1. Study Latent or Poorly Met Transportation Services
A better understanding of who is and is not now being served, why,
and with what consequences, is important in order to understand our
transit gaps and priorities. It will also be important to study
the reasons for this inequity in service distribution in order to
correct it.
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2. Transit Background Research
This will include such studies as:

examining the current pricing/funding policies of transportation
services and how this affects Cambridge residents.

- examining the feasibility and desirability of giving preferential
treatment to transit vehicles.
examining the possibility of an exclusive rush hour bus lane on

Massachusetts Avenue in Cambridge.
studying possibility of classifying buses as "pleasure vehicles"
so that they can use MDC parkways
examining the City's school bus policies to see if it is possible
to get multiple use of these vehicles.
developing a working relationship with the taxi industry in an

attempt to increase benefits to users.

3. Research and Develop Design and Evaluation Criteria
Design and avaluation criteria will go a long way toward determining
allowable and desirable solutions to transportation problems. They
will also help set the stage for rational discussions of difficult
situations. A good set of criteria could help in monitoring and
evaluating projects that have been implemented.

A. Study the Potential Impact of Transit Stations
The acceptability of transit stations in a community will most likely
hinge on the affect of the station relative to who benefits and who
loses. It may be necessary to ensure orderly land development pro
cesses that preserve and enhance the existing community in order for
the community to accept the station.

5. Study the Effects of Regional and Local Travel on Cambridge
Cambridge needs to understand the effects of regional travel patterns
in order to determine its ability to modify these effects in Cam

bridge's favor. The traffic study that is now in progress for Harvard
Square could serve as a model for a City-wide traffic study.

6. Improve Information Collection and Use
The City needs to improve its data base, collection techniques, and
develop appropriate methodologies that can be used by Cambridge staff,
and the community.

7. Study Public Interaction Processes
How do other cities interact with the public? What public interaction
techniques are available that are relevant to Cambridge? What exper
iences does Cambridge have, and are they something that other cities
should know about? What ways are there to satisfactorily resolve
conflicts and protect the interests of groups? How can public atti
tude surverys be used?
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8. Develop Information Exchange with Other Cities
It is important to develop relationships with other cities in order
to exchange relevant information; such as:

experience and use of goals and policies.
- experience with public interaction process.

types of studies and results.
cross fertilization of design and evaluation criteria.

9. Investigate Car Ownership in Cambridge
Whether or not a person owns or has access to a car is an important
factor in the mobility of that person. It is also an important factor
in that person's attitude toward public transportation. What is the
extent and pattern of car ownership? Are there auto ownership and

use attitudes that have negative impacts?

10. Assist Model Cities in Their Transportation Needs Study
Model Cities is embarking on a study of transportation needs of its
residents. The City should participate in this effort to see how
the study can relate to other residential areas.

11. North Cambridge Traffic Study
Traffic and parking conditions in North Cambridge need to be under
stood so that appropriate improvement programs can be instituted.

BHASE III STUDIES

1. Investigate the Interrelationship Between Transportation, Land Use
and Other Social-Economic-Environmental Conditions

The interrelationships between land use and transportation need to be

examined with respect to the constraints and opportunities one has for
the other. What is the relationship between growth (how much land
and of what kind?) and transit use? We need to develop a long range
land use plan based on alternative transportation systems in order
to understand the potential and consequences of increased development.
It may be possible to define types of acceptable development based on

acceptable transportation limitations. Transportation as it relates
to housing and job location is critical. Any opportunities or limi
tations that develop from this investigation should be translated into
land use controls and modifications of the City's zoning ordinance.

2. Define Cohesive Areas in Cambridge

A further attempt should be made to determine the "cohesive areas"
of the City. This would need to be done in conjunction with residents
of neighborhoods, and merchants and shoppers of commercial areas.
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3. City-wide Parking Policy Study

There has been increasing need to approach industrial parking decisions
from a city-wide perspective. One garage may not have much effect
city-wide, but many such garages have a synergetically detrimental
effect. A single garage in a residential area may bring its own brand
of disruption. The study should investigate supply and pricing policy
alternatives and the consequences of each. It should also study the
effect parking has on the availability of transit. It will be important
to distinguish between different types of parkers, such that longterm
(commuter) parkers can be encouraged to park in a remote lot/garage
and come by transit the rest of the way.

The spill-over effect on residential areas of automobiles destined for
businesses, institutions, and subway stations should be discouraged.
Ways of accomplishing this need to be explored.

4. Study of Improvements to Pedestrian Mobility

It is essential that improvements be made for pedestrian movement,
if for no other reason than that there is a sizable population that
does not have access to automobiles. These improvements would include:
improved snow removal, especially at crosswalks and bus stops, in
creased police protection for the pedestrians; improved sidewalk con
ditions as well as improved street drainage to reduce the chances of
being splashed by discourteous motorists; increased incidence of pede
strian oriented street furniture and public facilities. Of critical
concern to the handicapped is the difficulty of being able to handle
curbs, especially at intersections. A welcome solution, which would
benefit everyone, is to provide curb cuts into all intersections.
Other handicapped and elderly mobility problems need to be Identi
fied and corrected.

5. Study Local Truck Movement and Delivery Needs

Although local truck movement and delivery needs do not have the tre
mendously disruptive effect of heavy through trailer trucks carrying
dangerous cargoes, they still impose a sizable problem. There are
many conflicts associated with time of delivery, size of vehicle,
parking and loading, and the like that need to be examined city-wide,
in an effort to reduce or minimize the conflicts.

6. Central Square Traffic and Parking Study

The traffic and parking conditions in Central Square need to be
examined and where necessary, corrected.
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7. Porter Square Traffic and Parking Study

The traffic and parking conditions in Porter Square need to be

examined and, where necessary, corrected.

8. Determine the Transportation Constraints and Opportunities of the
Simplex Development

The traffic and parking opportunities and constraints must be care
fully explored with any development potentials associated with the
Simplex development.

9. Investigate the need for Community Stabilization and Compensation
Programs

There should be some way to compensate people for hardships, loss of
property value or business, or whatever other indicators are deemed

appropriate for adverse effects resulting from public policy or in
action on a situation that clearly warrants attention and correction.
The possibilities for doing this should be investigated and appro
priate programs developed.
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CITY-WIDE PLANNING

Cambridge Planning Board
1958 Cambridge Master Plan
1958

The major proposals of the 1958 Master Plan hinge on the construction of
the Inner Belt, which the Plan strongly supports. These proposals
include :

(a) a rapid transit route along the expressway;

(b) extensions of the subway and improvement of existing facilities at
Harvard, Central, and Lechmere Squares;

(c) an improved internal circulation system;

(d) provision of off-street parking and loading facilities; and

(e) a system for pedestrian circulation.

The plan's major policy thrusts are to conserve and enhance the central
city within the expressway loop for residential, institutional and
retail expansion as well as to establish new values for industrial and
commercial land.

While the 1958 Master Plan is the City's most recent Master Plan, it
does not reflect current policies and proposals. Hence, the Department
of Planning and Development is in the midst of preparing an entirely
new Comprehensive Plan for the City.

Cambridge Planning Board
Suggested Goals for a Cambridge City Plan
1965

Although it recommends general goals for land-use development in
Cambridge, this report does not attempt to suggest means by which the
goals might be implemented. It proposes that the City continue to
preserve a majority of its land for residential and related uses and
that diversity in density and type of housing structures be provided.
The report anticipates modest expansion in areas used for business,
office, and institutional activities, and suggests that industrial
activities be limited to areas designated for such use while non
conforming uses be gradually relocated.
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With respect to transportation, the goals statement supports the pro
posed Inner Belt and Route 2 Extension, urges the provision of more off-
street parking facilities and the extension of the MBTA through Porter
Square to the Alewife Brook. Thus, it is basically in tune with the
transportation recommendations of the 1958 Master Plan.

Cambridge Planning Board
Work Program for City-Wide Parking Study
November 1969
12 pages

This is not as much of a detailed work program as it is a general
approach to problems of parking in Cambridge. The study cites the lack
of any systematic analysis of how much parking is needed, where, and at
what cost, and states that its purpose is to conduct an analysis and to
propose a parking program to meet Cambridge's principal parking
problems. The study is divided into three principal parts:

(1) Research on the administrative, legal, and financial requirements
of developing an off-street parking program.

(2) Determination of the needs and priorities for parking facilities in
different parts of the city.

(3) Recommendation of sites and actual project plans.

The study discusses existing sources of information, original research
required, the relationship of parking to such factors as commercial and
residential growth, and other areas which should be investigated to
support a serious city-wide parking program.

Cambridge Planning Board
1969 Capital Budget and Capital Improvements Program 1969-1974
64 pages

Although general land-use policies are not included in the 1969 CIP,
proposals are made for business relocation costs in Wellington-Harring
ton, Walden Square, and Kendall Square which concern the land-use
development of these renewal projects.

The Capital Improvements Program lists as the most important require
ment of Cambridge's traffic program an extensive system of coordinated
traffic signals. Although a 5-year program is proposed, the report
notes that the rate at which new signal installations can be made is
largely dependent upon the City's success in obtaining funds from the
Commonwealth and the Federal government.
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Cambridge Planning and Development Department
1970 Capital Budget and Capital Improvements Program 1970-1975
119 pages

Proposed is a continuation of a comprehensive and coordinated program
for the installation of traffic signals. Parking garage facilities at
Central Square (Green-Franklin Streets) and Harvard Square are recom
mended as well as a City-wide parking lot modernization program.
Other projects considered include a branch library at Central Square,
school building improvements, sewer and street improvements, urban
beautif ication and neighborhood facilities. The 1970 CIP strongly sug
gests that new capital facilities serve as multi-purpose centers for
the communities in which they are located.

Cambridge Planning and Development Department
1971 Capital Budget and Capital Improvements Program 1971-1976
134 pages

The traffic signalization program, the off-street parking garage pro
posals for Central and Harvard Squares, and the parking lot moderniza
tion program outlined in the 1969 and 1970 CIP's are all carried for
ward in the 1971 CIP. Among the projects herein proposed are neighbor
hood facilities for Walden Square, Model Cities, and Wellington-
Harrington. A comprehensive recreational improvements and beautifica-
tion plan is also programmed.

Cambridge Planning and Development Department
1972 Capital Budget and Capital Improvements Program 1972-1977
164 pages

Transportation elements within the 1972 CIP include the City's TOPICS
Plan -- signalization improvements, right-of-way improvements, and
street name re-signing -- and a strong commitment to a parking garage
program — one in Central Square, three in Harvard Square, one in
East Cambridge, and one at Kendall Square.

Cambridge Department of Traffic and Parking
Proposed Area-wide TOPICS Plan
1971

This is a proposed traffic signalization program which is designed to
lessen traffic congestion and to improve pedestrian and vehicular
safety. It treats major Cambridge intersections on a priority project
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basis and seeks to control traffic flow and safety on all of Cambridge's
major arterials.

Massachusetts Department of Public Works
Proposed Area-wide TOPICS Plan, Cambridge, Massachusetts
Prepared by Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Shatton, Engineers and Architects
March 1972
63 pages

This represents the Cambridge segment of the State-wide TOPICS program
and reflects the City's input. The report concentrates on a compre
hensive signalization installation and improvement program oriented
toward major traffic arteries and high accident locations.

METROPOLITAN EXPRESSWAY SYSTEM

Joint Board for the Metropolitan Master Highway Plan
The Master Highway Plan for the Boston Metropolitan Area
Prepared by Charles A. Maguire and Associates, Engineers
1948
124 pages and exhibits

The so-called "Maguire Report" is the benchmark plan from which have
evolved almost all Metropolitan Boston expressway planning and construc
tion in the last 24 years.

The plan envisioned a system of five major expressways radiating from
a "Belt Expressway" which tightly encircled the Metropolitan Core.
Although the Master Highway Plan did not foresee the eventual signifi
cance of Route 128, it has survived conceptually almost intact.

The Belt Expressway would transverse Cambridge on a roughly Fayette
Street-Lee Street alignment, and thence along the River front to a
crossing near the Boston University Bridge. This Route, like later
ones on the east-side of Harvard Square, would have cut through densely
developed residential neighborhoods, although such considerations are
totally absent from the Master Plan.

The Plan's Northwest Expressway finds its present day counterpart in
Route 2, although original routing follows an alignment closer to Route
3. Nevertheless, the Cambridge position of this radial is very similar
to most recent proposals for the Route 2 Extension, which generally hug
the Boston and Maine, Fitchburg Division, right-of-way through North
Cambridge.



Cambridge Planning Board
Planning for the Belt Route
1951
11 pages plus maps

The report represents the first published response by Cambridge to the
1948 Master Highway Plan. While enthusiasm for the Belt is obvious,
dissatisfaction with the State's proposed route is reflected in the
fact that two alternative routes are examined and favored: (1) the
Brookline-Elm alignment which would eventually become the Massachusetts
DPW's preferred alignment; and (2) the Port land -Albany route which the
City ultimately favored prior to its "no Belt" position.

Massachusetts Department of Public Works
Report on Traffic Studies for the Boston Metropolitan Area
Prepared by Coverdale & Colpitts, Consulting Engineers
1957
127 pages plus exhibits

This report contains the results of studies made (1) to update the data
base of the Maguire Report (an origin destination study done in 1945

by the Massachusetts Department of Public Works); (2) retest the validity
of the 1948 Master Plan radial concept; and (3) suggest modifications in
the Master Plan with respect to general location of expressways and
their respective capacities. This series of studies was able to consider
recent development unanticipated in the 1948 plan, such as the emer

gence of Route 128 as a major element in the metropolitan highway
network, the Turnpike extension into Downtown Boston, and the conception
of Route 2 as a major radial expressway corridor.

The report confirmed the 1948 Plan concept, and suggested relatively
minor network alterations.

Highway corridors through Cambridge remained unchanged. The Report
recommends six lanes for Route 2 and eight for the Belt Expressway,
noting that in the case of the latter eight lanes would be wholly inade
quate but the maximum practicable.

Cambridge Planning Board
Study of the Belt Expressway through Cambridge
Prepared by Bruce Campbell & Associates, Consulting Engineers
1957
80 pages

This study was a major effort to evaluate alternative Belt routes through
Cambridge. The three general alignments which evolved in previous
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studies formed the core set of alternatives, but several variations were
developed for each. Brookline-Elm was determined to be the best al
ternative, primarily on the basis of reasonable cost, and equally good
transportation service for both commercial and industrial land uses.
The report also concurred with the 1948 Master Plan with respect to the
alignment of the Route 2 Extension.

A short report by Planning and Renewal Associates was appendixed which
purported to examine land use and general planning considerations re
lated to the Belt Expressway in Cambridge. This report makes it clear
that the City viewed the prime benefit of the Belt to be as a catalyst
for extensive redevelopment in Cambridge. Although the preservation of
the integrity of residential neighborhoods was considered a valid
objective, considerations of industrial and commercial development
potential dominate the study.

Cambridge Planning Board
Report on the Concord Turnpike Extension and West Cambridge Interchange
Prepared by Wilbur Smith & Assoc.
June 1957

A preliminary study of the problems of providing expressway interchanges
and local circulation in West Cambridge where the proposed Expressways
will intersect was performed. It was the opinion of the authors that a

connection between Acorn Drive and West Rindge Avenue would solve the
only problem of local circulation created by the Expressway Interchange
in West Cambridge.

Cambridge Planning Board
Supplemental Study of Locations of Belt Expressway
1958
40 pages

This report represents a collection of arguments and studies, old and
new, which reinforce the City's position that the Brookline-Elm align
ment is best for Cambridge. The report functioned primarily as
additional ammunition for the City's effort to sway the Massachusetts
DPW's position away from support of alignment close to that presented
in the original 1948 Master Highway Plan; this alignment, which crossed
the City west of Central Square, had been certified by the Federal
government as a part of the Interstate System and had thus achieved
some degree of finality.
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Massachusetts Department of Public Works
Pertinent Data on Studies of the Inner Belt 1-695 and the Northern

April 22, 1960
22 pages plus exhibits

This report represented the Massachusetts DPW's latest thinking on
detailed locations of 1-695 and 1-93.

The report reflects an attempt to compromise with the City on the Inner
Belt route through Cambridge. The DPW now supported an alignment
which followed River Street, then swung east to cross Massachusetts
Avenue east of Central Square, and finally went north on an Elm Street
alignment — the northern half of the City's favored route.

Cambridge Planning Board
Interstate Route 695

May 10, 1960
14 pages plus exhibits

This report is a response by the City to the Massachusetts DPW's recently
adopted "compromise alignment." (See April 23, 1960, Massachusetts DPW

Report.) The report reiterates the City's support of the Brookline-Elm
alignment and attempts to establish its superiority not only for
Cambridge, but also for adjoining communities and the State and Federal
governments.

Concise and in some respects shallow, the document obviously represents
a "political" reaction.

Massachusetts Department of Public Works
Publications on the Social and Economic Impact of Highways
Prepared by the Office of Staff Economist

#1 A list of Publications on the Social and Economic Aspects of High
ways, July 1960

#2 Suggested Areas of Research for Study of Highway Impact, August 1960

#3 Population of Interstate Route 495 "Wedge," November 1960

#4 Review of Important Studies and Selected Bibliographies, April 1961

By 1960 the Massachusetts DPW was facing rapidly growing and increas
ingly widespread opposition to its Metropolitan Highway program as

Expressway 1-93
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route alignment became more and more fixed and thus affected specific
groups. The DPW obviously felt compelled to begin grounding its pro
gram on a foundation firmer than merely the efficient movement of
vehicles. Thus the Office of the Staff began in 1960 to produce a
series of reports which purported to examine social and economic impacts
of urban highways.

The reports are blatant in their bias, and attempt only to bolster the
pro-highway position concentrating on long-run, macro-level, primarily
economic impacts. They do not confront the growing criticism of imme
diate, direct impact of highway construction on affected communities.

Massachusetts Department of Public Works
Inner Belt and Expressway System, Boston Metropolitan Area
Prepared by Hayden, Harding & Buchanan, Inc., & Charles A. Maguire &
Associates
1962

This study, like the Coverdale and Colpitts Report of 1957, represented
a comprehensive effort to "finalize" route locations of all unfinished
expressways in the Metropolitan Highway network. The number of alter
native locations for almost every expressway had been mushrooming in
cadence with the rising level of public controversy.

The Brookline-Elm alignment emerged as the preferred route through
Cambridge, with the Portland-Albany alignment as the only acceptable
alternative. This turn of events has been considered a major victory
by the still "pro-Belt" Cambridge government, which had been pushing
the Brookline-Elm alignment since 1951.

The Route 2 Extension alignment remained approximately the same. But it
should be noted that this alignment had never been the subject of contro
versy with respect to detailed route location.

Massachusetts Department of Public Works
Basic Design Report, Inner Belt Expressway, Cambridge & Somerville
Prepared by Goodkind & 0 Dea Inc., Consulting Engineers
1965
40 pages plus 75 plates

This engineering report contains detailed designs of the route alterna
tives for the Belt Route through Cambridge — the final formal step
prior to specific route approval. The study builds upon a major
conclusion of the 1962 Inner Belt & Expressway System Report: that no
route west of Central Square was feasible. Three major alternatives, with
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several minor variations, were examined; each had been studied pre
viously at one time or another. They included: Brookline-Elm; Portland-
Albany, and the so-called Grand Junction, which hugged the Boston &

Albany Grand Junction Branch Railroad. The recommended route was

Brookline-Elm.

Although this decision reaffirmed the choice of Brookline-Elm in the
1962 report — a choice which theoretically coincided with the City's
wishes — the intervening three years had produced significant changes
in the Cambridge political climate. The rising militancy and articulate-
ness of the nearly 5000 residents within the Belt's path, the tightening
of the housing market on the City's large low and moderate income popu
lation, and increasing disillusionment with the Urban Renewal process
(which supposedly would have quickly healed the wounds imposed by the
Belt's construction), all combined to reverse the City's official
position to one of opposition to the Brookline-Elm alignment. The
finality represented by the Basic Design Report served to accelerate and

strengthen the anti-highway movement in Cambridge.

City of Cambridge
Alternative Alignments for the Inner Belt through the City of Cambridge,
Massachusetts
Prepared by Barton-Aschman Associates
February 1966
21 pages

This report represents the City's almost panicked response to the
finality of the Brookline-Elm alignment as reflected by the Goodkind &

O'Dea Report published less than two months earlier. The Report attempts
to establish the superiority of a Grand Junction alignment. The rationale
is that while transportation service capability is almost equivalent for
the Brookline-Elm, Portland-Albany, and Grand Junction alignments, the
latter choice would necessitate the loss of far fewer housing units and

jobs.

Urban Planning Aid
A Critique of Transportation Planning in the Boston Area
October 1966

41 pages

Urban Planning Aid, a non-profit planning assistance organization, was

the prime supplier of technical and organizational assistance to the
growing numbers of anti-highway community groups, in Cambridge and in
other affected communities. Its essential and significant role in the
process lends, in retrospect, considerable weight to individual documents

it produced along the way.
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This Critique was perhaps the first report which attached in a specific
and comprehensive manner both the rationality of the entire Metropolitan
Highway Network (existing and proposed) and the planning process which
produced that network. As such, the report injected an entirely new

dimension into the highway controversy which had heretofore revolved
around the choice among alternative routes: namely, should the Inner
Belt, or any other expressway, be built at all?

Massachusetts Department of Public Works
Interstate Route 695, Inner Belt Highway, Boston, Cambridge, and

Somerville
Prepared by H.W. Lockner, Inc.
May 1967
108 pages

By late 1966 the vehemence and breadth of opposition to the Brookline-
Elm alignment forced Governor Volpe to withdraw approval of this route
and promise a restudy of all possible routes through Cambridge by an
independent consultant in a spirit of cooperation with the City of
Cambridge.

The Lockner Report is this promised restudy, but it too confirmed the
desirability of the Brookline-Elm route. It was viewed by the City and
the anti-highway forces as a breach of faith by the Governor and served
only to add fuel to the fire. The Report was probably a principal cata
lyst in the change of official City policy from a fight for a "better"
route to total opposition to any Inner Belt at all.

Massachusetts Department of Public Works
Interstate 695, Inner Belt, Relocation Study
September 1967
73 pages

An extensive survey of characteristics, needs, and desires of the people
and businesses within the Brookline-Elm alignment, this study was perhap
intended to blunt some criticism by demonstrating the Massachusetts DPW'
concern for those directly affected by highway construction — the
relocatees. However, the study only confirmed and quantified the
magnitude of the Belt's disastrous impact on Cambridge.

Eastern Massachusetts Regional Planning Project (EMRPP)
Recommended Highway and Transit Plan
March 1968
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The EMRPP was a theoretically a coordinated Metropolitan transportation
planning project involving all relevant agencies: Massachusetts DPW,

MBTA, MDC, MAPC, etc. In fact, the planning process merely glorified
old methods with computer technology and an expanded data base. Further
more, the dominance of the Massachusetts DPW in the project, coupled
with the nonpar ticipation of local communities, made the results inevit
able.

The Plan was the ultimate product. It at least had the virtue of
combining, at least superficially, public transportation and highway
network plans. But the actual proposal was an even thicker metropolitan
expressway network than had been previously proposed (the 1948 plan plus
amendments). A major new element was an Intermediate Belt, between
Route 128 and the Inner Belt; this Belt cut through West Cambridge,
roughly along the present Fresh Pond Parkway-Alewif e Brook Parkway
alignment.

Massachusetts Department of Public Works
Basic Design Report, Relocated Route 2, Arlington, Cambridge, Somerville
Prepared by Universal Engineering Corporation
1968
139 pages

This detailed route analysis for the Route 2 Extension involved alter
natives which differed little in general alignment; most differences
involve interchange arrangements and access.

The Report was released at a time when the high level of controversy
that had been revolving around the Inner Belt for several years was
spreading rapidly throughout the Metropolitan Area. The Report ended
the relative dormancy which had surrounded the Route 2 question for
several years and thus probably served to draw numberous North and
West Cambridge elements into the center of the anti-highway movement.

City of Cambridge, Office of the City Manager, Community Development
Section
Cambridge Transportation Planning Progress Report Made to the City
Council Transportation Committee
Prepared by Justin Gray et. al.
tfarch 1970
(unpublished)

Phis document is actually a compendium of reports, documents, statements,
correspondence, and meetings covering the rapid series of events which
Led from widespread and vocal anti-highway sentiment in 1967 to the
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report of the Governor's Task Force on Transportation, which recommended,

in effect, a halt to almost all expressway construction within Route
128 pending a sweeping reassessment of Metropolitan Boston's transporta
tion needs. (These recommendations were accepted by Governor Sargent
and announced publicly in February 1970.)

Massachusetts Department of Public Works
Inner Belt -- Task A, Traffic Forecasting Report, 2 Vol.
Prepared by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
July 1970
Vol. I: 188 pages; Vol. II (abridged): 26 pages

In 1968 the Federal Highway Administrator responded to the anti-Inner
Belt communities by ordering two studies, so called Task A and Task B.
Task A was to test a proposed Metropolitan Highway Network which
specifically excluded the Inner Belt. (Task B proposed to examine a
multi-disciplinary approach to design of the Inner Belt.) Vol. I of
the Task A Report is the consultant's report. Vol. II includes the
comments and reactions of the affected communities.

The consultant utilized the models and data of the EMRPP, with some
projections (population, employment, etc.) being contributed by the
affected communities -- Cambridge, Somerville, Boston, and Brookline.
The "non-Belt" network included an alternative expressway along the
Alewife Brook-Fresh Pond Parkway-Memorial Drive corridor. The Study
concluded that while the overall metropolitan traffic picture was not
affected by either alternative, the "non-Belt" alternative produced
"significantly" higher levels of street congestion in the Metropolitan
core area than did the Belt alternative.

In Vol. II, Cambridge responded by challenging specific methodologies,
the whole concept of future traffic assignments as a basis for planning
expressways, particularly the failure to include social costs, and
numerous conclusions.

The outcome of and the reaction to the Task A study were thoroughly
predictable, for both the decision-making structure and process were
no different than those which produced the many previous Inner Belt
studies.

Boston Transportation Planning Review, prepared for Governor Sargent
Study Design for a Balanced Transportation Development Program for
the Boston Metropolitan Region
November 1970

276 pages
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The concept behind the Balanced Transportation Development Program
represents a milestone in the evolution of public policy in Massachusetts
and the nation. But, despite the Program's explicit revolution with
respect to the transportation planning process, the concrete recommenda
tions it produces will perhaps affect Cambridge more than any other
community. At the heart of the program remain the questions: Will the
Inner Belt, Route 2 Extension, and MBTA Red Line Extension be constructed
as presently conceived? If so, how will they be built? If not, what,
if anything, will take their place?

Metropolitan District Commission
North Terminal Evaluation Study
Prepared by Bruce Campbell & Associates, Inc.
June 1971

The so-called North Terminal Area includes the confluence of several
major (and proposed) transportation elements, including Interstate 95

(Tobin Bridge), Interstate 695, the Central Artery, North Station, MBTA
Green Line, Storrow Drive, McGrath Highway, Memorial Drive. Planned
MBTA improvements and the completion of a portion of 1-695 (from 1-93)
lend urgency to improving the major bottleneck which now characterizes
the Terminal Area. Planning work for this project is not included in
the Governor's Highway Moratorium, although it will obviously be
influenced by the Boston Transportation Review.

This report represents the fifth concrete proposal during the last
decade. It is the first which pays specific attention to the position
of Cambridge within the Area. This attention is principally manifested
in a proposal to extend Memorial Drive from Cambridge and integrate it
into the terminal complex. The proposal would not only open an in
accessible stretch of the River front, but also free for redevelopment
the extensive Boston & Maine railroad yards behind North Station (and
a portion of which lies in Cambridge). Inevitable, however, are in
creased traffic loads on Memorial Drive.

4BTA EXTENSION

ioverdale and Colpitts
leport to the Metropolitan Transit Authority, Boston, on the Proposed
irlington Extension
lay 3, 1954
>8 pages

ierein is a projection of traffic volume to be carried by the proposed
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extension of the rapid transit line at Harvard Square to Concord
Turnpike, a distance of nearly 3 miles, and by the further extension
to Arlington Heights, a distance of about 3.5 miles. Subway stations
are proposed at Massachusetts Avenue near Wendell and Mellon Streets,
at Porter Square and at North Cambridge. A 1000 car parking lot at the
Concord Turnpike is also suggested. Gross revenue, operating costs,
and net revenue are forecast.

Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
MBTA Master Plan — Program for Mass Transportation
1966

The principal elements of the 1966 plan consisted of proposals to build
five extensions to the rapid transit system. Among these extensions is
the Harvard -Alewife project. As proposed by MBTA, the route would be
in a cut-and-cover tunnel under Massachusetts Avenue from Harvard
Square to Porter Square and then on the surface along the Boston and
Maine Fitchburg Division right-of-way to Alewife Brook.

In addition, the plan proposed continuing studies aimed at developing
additional programs for other major improvements.

This report was the first major product of the Master Planning Program
initiated by the MBTA.

Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
Revised Program for Mass Transportation
1969
30 pages

The Revised Program contains an itemization of proposed capital projects.
Essentially, these are the same five projects outlined in the 1966
Program for Mass Transportation (MBTA).

The Harvard-Alewife proposal remains as approved in the 1966 Report, with
the new terminal located in the vicinity of Alewife Brook Parkway.
While this report notes that the project has met with almost universal
approval and is considered to be a high priority project, it also mentions
that the final design for the project has been delayed at the request of
the City of Cambridge so that the City and MBTA may cooperate in
achieving the objectives of each. The cost of the project is estimated
at close to $160 million.
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Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
Request for Added Funds: Report to Joint Committee on Transportation
July 1969
44 pages

What is noteworthy in this report is that the nearly $180 million esti
mated for the Harvard-Alewif e Brook Extension announced in the January
1969 Revised Program is identified as a preliminary figure which may be
substantially below the cost of a final agreement.

AREA STUDIES: HARVARD SQUARE

Bruce Campbell and Associates
Harvard Square Traffic and Parking Study
October 1962
69 pages

This is a lengthy, technically detailed report sponsored by Harvard
University, the Harvard Trust Company, and the Harvard Cooperative
Society. The major part of the study is oriented toward analyzing the
problems of Harvard Square traffic flow and making recommendations
toward their amelioration, but extensive parking data is presented also.
The study's major recommendations are as follows:

1. Removal of the MBTA transfer point from its present location in
Harvard Square.

2. An updated system of traffic signals.

3. The application of channelizing islands and painted lane lines on
major streets, as well as striping all approaches to signalized
intersections .

4. Strict enforcement of parking regulations.

5. Prohibition of all on-street loading during peak traffic hours.

6. A program of construction of off-street parking facilities.

Planning Board
Observation on the Development of the Bennett Street Yards
1963

This early 1960's report was done in response to four proposed alter-
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native development plans for the then MBTA Bennett Street yards, the
site now to be developed by the J.F.K. Memorial Library. The report
treated the long-run implications to the Square and the City of the
proposed developments.

Cambridge Redevelopment Authority
Harvard Square Reports, Six Volumes
1968

This six volume series of reports attempts to determine the optimum
Harvard Square station location and route alignment of the proposed
westerly extension of the MBTA Red Line consistent with a series of
development objectives for the Square which are not uniformly held by
local citizenry.

The Architects Collaborative
Harvard Square: A Second Level Pedestrian Network Plan
1968

This plan was proposed as a partial solution to the need for more
pedestrian circulation space -in Harvard Square. The proposal creates a

second story pedestrian network with bridging across Massachusetts
Avenue from Harvard Yard to the Harvard Square theatre block, and a
series of shops and walkways employing second story space where
available. Permission from relevant property owners and financial
support could not, however, be obtained to implement the proposal.

Cambridge Traffic and Parking Department
Harvard Square and Central Square Parking Meter Study
1970
16 pages

The purpose of this parking meter survey was to determine use and misuse
of public metered parking spaces in the City's two major commercial
districts. Parking space turnover was determined and plotted against
legal turnover to establish revenues lost by illegal parking, and to
validate the need for increased parking enforcement.

Moriece and Gary
Harvard Square for People Improvement Plan
1970
1^ ->ages
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This short report and plan for Harvard Square has as its objective the
solution of the pedestrian-vehicular conflict in the core area. The

method chosen is to close Brattle Street to traffic from the Harvard
Square kiosk to Church Street. It emphasizes the needs of pedestrian
users of Harvard Square and re-establishes the "pedestrian core"
principle first proposed for Harvard Square by the Planning Board in
the early 1960's.

AREA STUDIES: EAST CAMBRIDGE AND KENDALL SQUARE

Cambridge Planning Board
East Cambridge Traffic Study
January 1962
20 pages

This report is composed of studies of traffic conditions in East
Cambridge conducted over a two year period. Study objectives were
threefold:

1. To examine congestion and inadequate parking facilities.

2. To suggest a traffic pattern in keeping with the residential character
of the neighborhood, while providing easy circulation for businesses
and industries in the area.

3. To relate traffic proposals for East Cambridge and adjacent neigh
borhoods .

The report recommends how these objectives might best be achieved.

Cambridge Redevelopment Authority
General District Improvement Plan Application for Eastern Cambridge
District Improvement Area
1967

This application covers the whole eastern part of the City, including
i^iat is now the Model Cities area, Lechmere Canal, the East Cambridge
neighborhood, and the Wellington-Harrington Urban Renewal Area. The
specific conditions which entitle the area to consideration for a General
Neighborhood Renewal Plan Grant are documented. However, the applica
tion was not submitted to HUD.
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Cambridge Redevelopment Authority
Basic Development Information: Kendall Square Urban Renewal Program
1968

This is a package designed to aid developers in preparing proposals for
the development of Kendall Square. Included in the package are the
urban renewal plan, marketability studies, circulation studies and
general space-use allocations. Primary site-uses identified are office
space (300,000 sq. ft. - 2,000,000 sq. ft.), hotel (200,000 sq. ft. -
400,000 sq. ft.), apartments (max. 800,000 sq. ft.) and general commer
cial (200,000 sq. ft. - 400,000 sq. ft.). These space-use allocations
are largely obsolete, and will be revised on the basis of a marketability
re-study now underway. A revised circulation plan is also being
prepared.

Cambridge Planning Board
Development Guidelines for the Surplus NASA Land
1970

Development Guidelines for the Surplus NASA Land is a report prepared
by the Cambridge Planning Board at the request of the Cambridge Re
development Authority. The report discusses the feasibility and
desirability of six development alternatives for the eleven acre surplus
NASA site in Kendall Square. The six alternative land uses considered
are office uses, retail use, industrial uses, municipal facilities,
institutional uses and housing. Conclusions and recommendations found
in the report were based on information available in the fall of 1970
and are tentative in nature, requiring further study and consideration.
Among the most significant of the Guidelines report conclusions are:

1. The importance of a swift resolution of the question of legal status
of the surplus acres.

2. The desirability of reserving the surplus land for development of
low- and moderate-income housing.

Metropolitan District Commission
Preliminary Plans for Lechmere Square Traffic Improvement: Evaluation
of Alternative Schemes
Prepared by Parsons, Brinckerkof f , Quade and Douglas, Inc.
June 1971

Alternative schemes for roadway and traffic improvements in the Lechmere
Square area are evaluated. A portion of the work is devoted to the
development of alternative plans for the modification of MBTA facilities
p^a opeiations at Lechmere Square.
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AREA STUDIES: CAMBRIDGEPORT AND CENTRAL SQUARE

Cambridge Redevelopment Authority
The Cambridgeport Memoranda
Prepared by the Planning Services Group and the Architects Collaborative
1961

The Memoranda is composed of a series of reports that are part of an
Urban Renewal eligibility study done for the CRA. Conclusions are that
structurally sound housing in the area should be rehabilitated, utilities
should be replaced or expanded, through- traffic minimized, and Central
Square developed as a CBD-Civic Center.

Neighborhood reaction caused the CRA to cease preparation of a renewal
plan application for Cambridgeport.

Development Committee for Central Square, the City Manager and the
Cambridge Redevelopment Authority
Draft Feasibility Survey Application
Prepared by the Cambridge Corporation
1967

This is an outline of the studies required to determine the feasibility
of a Central Square Urban Renewal Project. The report was commissioned
in response to fears that the construction of the proposed Inner Belt
through Central Square would adversely affect businesses in the Central
Square area. Of particular concern is the feasibility of air rights
development above the Inner Belt.

Cambridge Redevelopment Authority
Feasibility Survey Application: Central Square Feasibility Survey Area
1968

This report documents the eligibility of Central Square for Title I
survey and planning funds on the basis of a preliminary examination of
both building and environmental conditions.

Rejected for Title I funding by HUD.
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AREA STUDIES: INMAN SQUARE

Cambridge Planning Board
Inman Square Parking Study
1963
6 pages

This is a short study of parking deficiencies in the Inman Square
commercial district, an old local shopping district serving Cambridge
residents primarily. The study is divided into six areas:

1. Definition of the area

2. Use of land and buildings

3. Population base

4. Parking space available

5. Parking space usage and needs

6. Potential sites for new parking areas

Three main sources of information were used. From office material a
knowledge of the physical make-up of the area was developed. Field
work involving two sets of parking usage studies and other observation
supplemented office knowledge. And a questionnaire was prepared,
distributed to 97 Inman Square businesses, and the returns analyzed.
Studies determined that 34 additional spaces were required, and a
recommendation was made to acquire two contiguous marginally developed
parcels near the center of the district, to demolish their structures and
provide parking on the land.

AREA STUDIES: ALEWIFE BROOK PARK

Cambridge Corporation
Prepared by Arthur D. Little
Alewife Brook Park
1971
19 pages

This is a brief report on the feasibility of linking business-residential-
office development to the proposed MBTA facilities at Alewife Brook Park.
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Consideration is given to air rights over highways and public transit
facilities for a mixed office-business-residential development.

MSDEL CITIES

Cambridge Redevelopment Authority
Wellington-Harrington Urban Renewal Plan
April 1965

The renewal plan for Wellington-Harrington emphasizes voluntary repair
and rehabilitation of structures to meet sound property conservation
standards. Acquisition and clearance is recommended only for seriously
blighted structures and uses. Hence, the rehabilitation thrust of the
plan accords well with the COBI report and the Model Cities submissions.

The plan also contains provisions for widening, closing, and extending
streets, as well as provision for off-street parking and loading
facilities. A primary objective is the separation of local and through
traffic, thereby alleviating the encroachment of commercial through
traffic on the residential area.

The Conference of Blocks and Individuals (COBI)
Ideas for Part of Neighborhood #4

1967

The Conference, an antecedent of the Cambridge Model Cities Program,
strongly opposed what it perceived as the further intrusion of non
residential land-uses in Neighborhood #4. It propounded a policy of
promoting residential and related uses, such as parks, playground and

neighborhood centers. While retail commercial uses serving the
neighborhood were also favored, especially multiple-use developments,
the report advocates converting the scattered parking lots that dot
the neighborhood to uses that serve the neighborhood, such as recrea
tion or housing.

City of Cambridge
Application for Model Cities Planning Grant, May 1, 1967

1967

A resounding theme of the Model Cities application is preservation of
the existing residential character of the neighborhood in the face of a
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variety of development pressures, including the Inner Belt. The
application argues for more stringent control of conversion of housing
units by means of specialized zoning provisions and special controls to
inhibit unrestrained real estate speculation in the Model Cities area.
Development of a clearly defined land-use policy to insure that the
area will be maintained for current residents, to preserve the pre
dominantly residential environment, and to limit industrial and insti
tutional uses is strongly recommended.

Model Cities Agency
1968 Model Cities Report (First Year Submission)
1968

While endorsing the goals elaborated in Application for Planning Grant,
this document goes on to propose three major transportation objectives
for the Model Cities area:

1. to reduce the number and seriousness of auto accidents.

2. to provide off-street parking.

3. to increase traffic flow efficiency.

To achieve these objectives, program activities and sources of funding
are outlined. Prompted by the imminence of the Inner Belt, the report
is also quite concerned with opportunities for air rights development.

Model Cities Agency
The Second Year Model Cities Planning Report, 1969
1969

For the second action year, the Cambridge CDA proposed limited physical
improvements, and instead emphasized the provision of coordination and
the development of network systems of cooperation. Developing planning
and evaluation skills among residents was also awarded high priority.
Thus, this report has little to say about transportation. Aside from
recommending badly needed street improvements and a traffic study, the
report does not deal with transportation issues.

Cambridge Department of Traffic and Parking
Webster Avenue Traffic Study
June 1970
14 pages
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This study of traffic problems on surrounding streets caused by the
closing of Webster Avenue recommends steps to be taken to compensate
for the re-routing of traffic around Webster Avenue.

Model Cities Agency
State of the Neighborhood, April 15, 1971
1971

This report outlines the current position of Model Cities on the major
transportation issues facing Cambridge. Opposition is expressed to the
proposed D.P.W. alignment on the Inner Belt and to the Route 2 Extension.
Participation in the Governor's transportation restudy by Model Cities
is requested.

Numerous suggestions concerning parking and traffic conditions within
the boundaries of the Model Cities Nieghborhood are offered.

Model Cities Agency
Inner Belt Impact — Community Facilities Model Cities
July 1971
4 pages

This memorandum documents the severe impact upon community facilities
and housing in Model Cities that would be realized if the Inner Belt
is constructed along the proposed route.

The values and replacement costs of structures in the path of the Inner
Belt are considered as well as the blighting influence the expressway
would have on the neighborhood.

MISCELLANEOUS

Cambridge Planning Board
Community Facilities for Cambridge: A Plan, A Program, A Budget
1967
23 pages

This document was intended to fulfill requirements of the Federal
government for a community facilities plan, which is a prerequisite for
urban renewal and public housing funds. It shows the location, type,
capacity, and area served by present and projected community facilities
in Cambridge.
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Charles A. Maguire & Associates
Sewerage and Drainage Facilities
1968
105 pages

This is a report on the existing sanitary and storm drainage system in
Cambridge, with recommendations for improvements. In general, the
existing drainage and sewerage system are found adequate in size for
future needs, although a five-year, $10 million program is recommended
to abate pollution in the Charles River Basin and Alewife Brook, and to
reduce maintenance problems.

The 1972 CIP recommends implementation of the five year program in 1972.

Cambridge Planning Board
Zoning: Housing, Density, Tax Base
June 1969
16 pages

In response to a City Council Order, the Planning Board evaluated the
relationships between zoning and new housing construction and between
zoning and expansion of the tax base. A principle conclusion was that
the degree of development permitted by the Zoning Ordinance was basically
sound and should not be changed appreciably. Revision of the text of
the Zoning Ordinance, but not the Zoning Map', was suggested.

Seven of the twelve articles in a revised Zoning Ordinance already have
been drafted by the Department of Planning and Development, the
remainder to be completed in 1972.

Cambridge Planning Board
Policy on Zoning and Low- and Moderate-Income Housing
December 1969
22 pages

This policy statement considers zoning insofar as it might facilitate the
construction of housing for low and moderate income families. The
Planning Board concludes that changes in the Zoning Map to promote
such housing should be made sparingly and generally when other pro
cedures are not available. An exception to this principle is re-zoning
of land to a residence district from an industrial district, where new
housing is not permitted by the Zoning Ordinance.
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Camp, Dresser, & McKee
Needed Improvements to the Cambridge Water System
July 1970

This comprehensive report of the City's water system details specific
recommendations, including improvements to the distribution system, the
water treatment plant, and the necessity for providing for an increasing
demand. The 1972 CIP groups projects according to these areas. It is
planned that all the improvements will be on a pay-as-you-go basis,
except for the larger projects which might be needed.

Cambridge Planning Department
Elementary School Buidling Study, Volume 5, Site Selection, Multiple-
Use Development
1970
143 pages

The Elementary School Building Study consisted of seven volumes which
comprehensively analyzed the City's elementary education facilities needs
for the next 10 years. Volume 5, concerned with finding school sites
and examining possible types of multiple-use development, has some

specific relevance to transportation planning.

Adequately sized sites for schools (or other public facilities) are
extremely scarce in Cambridge. Thus, in developing potential sites,
the Study looked hard at the potential of air rights development over
transportation facilities, which are relatively underdeveloped. Sites
were proposed over streets, railroad rights-of-way, an MBTA trolley
storage yard, and parking lots.

Cambridge Historical Commission
Survey of Architectural History in Cambridge, 3 Volumes
1965-1971

Since 1963 the Cambridge Historical Commission has been carrying out an
inventory of Cambridge buildings and doing extensive research on
individual works of architecture and areas of the city. The Commission
is publishing a series of reports of the Survey of Architectural History
in Cambridge. Three reports have been completed: Report One: East
Cambridge (1963), Report Two: Mid Cambridge (1965), and Report Three:
Cambridgeport (1971) . Reports on Old Cambridge and Northwest Cambridge
are in preparation.

Several buildings which are located along the proposed highway routes
are included in these reports because of architectural merit or historical
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significance. Two in the Inner Belt area have been proposed for
inclusion in the National Register, a listing of buildings whose impor
tance merits certain federal protection. In addition, many of the
streets in the area retain a human scale and pleasant residential
character worth preserving.

In general the Commission feels that new highways cut through Cambridge
neighborhoods would be damaging to the architectural character of the
areas and to the community as well. In the conclusion to the Cambridge-
port report, the authors state that "the one development which —
fortunately -- has not come about as predicted six years ago is the
Inner Belt Highway, which would have seriously divided the Cambridgeport
community." (p. 153)
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CURRENT TRANSPORTATION RELATED PLANNING ACTIVITIES

1. New Comprehensive Plan - The City's Comprehensive Plan was last
revised in 1958. A new Comprehensive Plan is an absolute necessity
to tie together the numerous individual projects and planning and
development activities in various parts of the City. Transportation
and circulation will of course be critical elements of the Plan.

2. Zoning Revision - Late in 1969 work was begun on a comprehensive
revision of the Zoning Ordinance. Although work has been interrupted
several times, seven of twelve articles have been drafted, and the
remainder should be completed during 1973.

3. Boston Transportation Planning Review - The Planning and Development
Department is representing Cambridge as a participant in the State's
$3.5 million restudy of its plans for transportation facilities con
struction within Route 128. Three of the six major state plans under
review affect Cambridge (the Inner Belt, the Route Two Extension, and
the Red Line transit extension to Alewife). The principal thrust of
the Planning Review is to determine the extent to which public trans
portation and traffic engineering can and should be greatly strength
ened as an alternative to further construction of new or widened high
ways within Route 128. Cambridge participation in the Restudy, while
limited to a review/react function, has involved a leadership role in
maintaining the restudy' s principal objective in sharp focus. Cur
rently, Cambridge is working with Somerville, Arlington and Lexington
to respond to the Planning Review request that the Northwest Corridor
cities and towns prepare a work program for survey, analysis and plan
ning needs in their sector of the overall study area.

A. Harvard-Alewife Tunneling Study - The Planning and Development Depart
ment, Traffic and Parking Department, Cambridge Advisory Committee
and a number of other public and quasi-public agencies are working as
the City Manager's Task Force on the Alewife Tunneling Study. This
MBTA- sponsored study has as its objective a determination of costs
involved in a tunnel extension of the Red Line from Harvard Square to
Alewife Brook over three alternative alignments. Principal among
these alternatives is a direct route by deep bore (shield driven)
construction, with no intermediate stations. The Cambridge task force
has approved MBTA's work program and choice of consultant for the
study, and has arranged with MBTA for monthly or frequent meetings
with the consultant to review completed and projected work.

5. MBTA Cooperative Planning - A formal cooperation agreement has been
signed by the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority and the City
of Cambridge to plan jointly the extension and improvement of the MBTA's
Red Line Rapid Transit service and other transit facilities in Cam

bridge. During the 1971 Legislative session, the MBTA was authorized
additional bonding capacity and grants had been sought from the Urban
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6.

Mass Transportation Administration of the U.S. Department of
Transportation for planning on the Red Line Extension to West
Cambridge. The MBTA, with the approval of the City of Cambridge,
has awarded a contract to Sverdrup and Parcel and Associates, Inc.,

consulting engineers, to conduct tunneling and route studies for the
extension. The critical issues are: 1) the alignment and method of
construction of the extension from Harvard Square to West Cambridge
and 2) the station location and configuration of Harvard Square and
at the proposed new Alewife Brook terminal.

Inter-Community Alewife Terminal Study - The Planning and Development
Department is working with Arlington planning and redevelopment of
ficials to establish an intercity planning program for an Alewife
transit terminal and related development. Arlington has previously
approved a Planned Unit Development on its side of Route 2 permit
ting a multi-million dollar development. The participation of the
Cambridge Redevelopment Authority will become possible if the U.S.
Housing and Urban Development Department rules that the 47-acre
triangle served by Rindge Avenue Extension is eligible for federally
financed urban renewal action. A major planning problem involved
will be the determination of how extensive a development can be
accommodated in the Alewife area and the surrounding Cambridge/Bel
mont/Arlington area without impinging on conservation and other
environmental objectives.

Northwest Corridor Transit Extension - The Planning and Development
Department is working with Somerville, Arlington and Lexington to
establish an inter-city team of all Northwest Corridor communities
willing able to participate in the planning of a Red Lind extension
to Route 128. It is an Arlington objective that the extension can
be completed at least as far as Arlington Center in time for service
during the 1976 Becentennial activities. One of the many tasks of
the inter-city team will be to either itself perform or ensure State
performance of a thoroughly comprehensive cost/benefit study of the
extension -- such a study to take into account savings in highway
construction and maintenance, highway accidents, pollution costs, and
many other essential factors not included in tradional cost/benefit
studies.

Harvard Square Parking Studies - As a means of countering the long
standing deficiency of off-street parking spaces in the Harvard Square
area, the City Council in January 1972 appropriated $225,000 for park
ing studies and garage design in the area. The parking studies are
for specific engineering-architectural work to implement the general
parking study of the area conducted by the Planning and Development
Department and the Department of Traffic and Parking. The studies
include: 1) the design of the first public parking garage in the
Harvard Square area; 2) coordination of the site planning and multiple
use land development program, including one or more public parking
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garages, in the area in and adjacent to the proposed Kennedy Library;
3) determination of the economic-engineering feasibility of construct
ing a garage under the Cambridge Common; 4) preliminary analysis of
other potential garage sites in the Harvard Square area, each incor
porating the multiple-use development concept in which commercial or
residential activity would share the site of the public parking garage.
These studies will be coordinated with general Harvard Square planning.

9. Eastern Cambridge Transportation Study - This study is designed to
provide general information and specific data relative to the severe
competition for parking, street use and public transportation between
competing land uses and activities in East Cambridge. The study ob
jective is to provide a greatly improved transportation system in East
Cambridge and to reduce the level of negative impacts resulting from
transportation activity.

Work began in the fall of 1972 and is now in the data collection
phase. All work will be coordinated with general planning for the
East Cambridge Neighborhood and in a close working relationship with
area residents.

10. Cambridge - U.S. Department of Transportation Study - Municipal
Level Planning Study - This study is being carried out under a

$50,000 contract awarded to the City of Cambridge by the Transpor
tation Systems Center of the U.S. Department of Transportation. Prin
cipal participants are the Planning and "Development Department, Traf
fic and Parking Department, and Police Department. The basic thrust
of the study is to develop and recommend more effective ways of doing
transportation planning at the municipal level. Specific work pro
ducts called for are: 1) an annotated inventory and evaluation of
prior Cambridge transportation and land use planning, 2) a sketch
master plan for Cambridge land use and transportation and 3) a pro
posal for a three to five year prototype transportation planning
program in Cambridge.

A major recommendation of the study to date is the formation of a

City Manager's Cambridge Transportation Forum. This permanent organ
ization of twenty-five to thirty persons is intended to fill an

identified need for a single-broadly-representative group of citizens, and

appropriate public/quasi-public agencies whose concern with transpor
tation problems produces a capability for valuable two-way communica
tion with Cambridge government staff and officials.

11. Off-Street Parking Program - Two significant prerequisites for a
parking program have been accomplished. Chapter 844 of the Acts of
1970, a home-rule bill, allows Cambridge to do whatever is necessary
to develop more off-street parking. Secondly, in spring 1971, the
City Council, by ordinance, created a Parking Fund, which provides the
financing mechanism for an expanded parking program.
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The development of a city-wide parking program requires analysis of
present parking demands and utilization of existing parking spaces
throughout the City, projections of future parking needs, investiga
tions of a residential parking system and development of specific
recommendations as to the location, size, financing and operation of
addition off-street parking facilities.

At present, attention is focused in three areas of the City — Cen

tral Square, where the Green-Franklin garage is nearing construction,
Harvard Square, where an appropriation of $225,000 for parking studies
has been made by the City Council, and in the eastern part of the City.
In each case, the multiple use development concept, i.e., other public
or private uses sharing the site with the garage, will be investigated.

12. North Terminal Area Study - The Planning and Development Department
is representing Cambridge on the Technical Advisory Committee of a

North Terminal Area planning study being conducted by the Metropolitan
District Commission and the State Department of Public Works. The
area involved is the Charles River Basin downstream from the dam (con
necting Monseigneur O'Brien Highway with Leverett Circle). Major pur
pose of the study is to determine what cross-Charles River and related
thoroughfare improvements will be needed to accommodate the large anti
cipated traffic to be generated by the completion of Interstate #93
and probable increase of Interstate #95 (North) capacity. A concom-
mitant objective is to determine how the needed thoroughfare improve
ments might both integrate with and stimulate desirable redevelopment
of Cambridge, Somerville and Boston land within the study area.
The Planning and Development Department has played a key part to date
in preventing the study from diverting traffic from the Boston side
of the River and transforming Memorial Drive into an expressway.

13. Inner Belt Tmpact Study - Following the 20-year controversy over
the constuction of the Inner Belt highway, the planning staff of the
City Demonstration Agency is conducting an analysis of the impact of
the lengthy dispute on the Model Neighborhood area. Particular at
tention is being focused on the consequences to those parts of the
Model Neighborhood area which were designated to lie within one of
the proposed alignments for the highway. The condition of buildings,
the revision or absence of public services, the effect on public and
private investment in upgrading the property within the proposed
alignments and the consequences for business development within the
alignment will be contrasted with other areas not affected by any
proposed alignment for the Inner Belt.

14. Transportation Need Study - Special Population Groups - In con
junction with the work on the Boston Transportation Planning Review
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and the Department of Transportation municipal planning study being
conducted by the Department of Planning and Development, the CDA is
analysing transportation needs of certain groups in the population,
i.e. the elderly, young people, welfare recepients and low-income
persons, who are not felt to be adequately served by the existing
public transportation system. The intent of the study is to document
needs of these special population groups and to prepare a demonstration-
transportation proposal to be submitted to the Urban Mass Transporta
tion Administration which has a block of money allocated to Model
Cities Program throughout the country.

15. Alewife Brook Park Feasibility Survey - The potential for develop
ment as outlined by the Cambridge Corporation and Arthur D. Little,
Inc. near the proposed Alewife Brook terminus of the MBTA Red Line
extension is enormous. On May 20, 1969, HUD approved $254,375 to
conduct a feasibility survey on the project area. During 1970 and
1971 a study was conducted to determine the eligibility of the area
for urban renewal treatment. During 1972, the basic eligibility study
was submitted to HUD for review. If HUD approves the eligibility of
the project area, additional studies, which are part of the survey »

will be conducted including analysis of soil conditions, utilities,
land values and land assembly, and business relocation needs.

Close coordination of the feasibility survey with the MBTA' s proposed
construction of the new terminus for its Red Line and Alewife, and of
the Boston Transportation Planning Review's work on highway planning,
and the inner city effort toward an MBTA extension in the northwest
corridor is imperative.

16. Department of Traffic and Parking - The Cambridge Department of
Traffic and Parking conducts ongoing planning activities related to
the efficient and safe movement of motor vehicles in and through the
City: signilization, channelization, traffic signs, and other traf
fic control activities. In addition, the Department is planning a

system of "bikeways" for possible implementation next year.

The Department participates in the TOPICS Program (Traffic Operations
Program to Increase Capacity and Safety), which provides funding
(507. Federal, 507. State) for coordinated improvements to improve ef
ficiency of existing street systems. The City's inputs to TOPICS is
altered as necessary to reflect changing conditions or priorities.
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3. User and Latent Travel Needs
4. Economic and Political Systems
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A. PLANNING

1. Metropolitan or Sub-Regional Transportation Information

Travel in the Boston Region, 1959-1980. Studies of Urban Trans
portation, Seminar Research Bureau, Boston College, 3 Vol. , Jan.
1960-April, 1961

The Boston Regional Survey, Mass. Transportation Commission,
April, 1963

EMRPP. Guides for Progress: Development Opportunities for
Metropolitan Boston, prepared by MAPC with the Department
of Commerce and Development, DPW and MBTA, April 1968

BRA. The Lab is the City: A Proposal to Develop a Central Area
Distribution System, May 1968.

BRA. Transportation Facts for the Boston Region. 1968-1969
Edition.

Governor's Task Force on Transportation. "Report to Governor
Sargent, Parts I and II, January 1970 and June 1970

A New Framework for Transportation Planning in the Boston Region,
Fred Salvucci and Jim Morey, February 1970.

BTPR, Themes for the Future, December 1971

BTPR, Northwest Progress Report, Phase I, Dec. 1971

Boston Transportation Development Strategy, Discussion Draft
Ralph Gakenheimer, Department of Urban Studies and Planning,
MIT, March 1972

BTPR, Goods Movement Interim Report, April 1972

City-Wide Transportation Planning Information

Progress Report to Transportation Systems Center, DOT
Cambridge Planning and Development Department, and Traffic
and Parking Department, January 1972

City-Wide Planning Information

Social Characteristics of Cambridge 1971, Vol. I. Cambridge
Planning and Development Department, 1971
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The Elderly: Housing Needs in Cambridge, Vol. I. Cambridge
Planning and Development Department, June 1971

Planning Information Directory, A Guide to Sources of Planning
Information in the City of Cambridge, Cambridge Planning &

Development, October 1971

Revised Work Program and Study Design, Community Development
Program, Cambridge Planning and Development Department,
January 1972

Elderly Persons in Cambridge: Analysis of Available Date,
Cambridge Planning and Development Department, Jan. 1972

The Family: Housing Needs in Cambridge, Vol. 2, Cambridge
Planning and Development Department, March 1972

4. Legislation, Administration, Finance

Effective Government for Cambridge, David McNally and Howard
Mantel, Institute of Public Administration, April 1970

5. Other Planning Related Information

EMRPP Comprehensive Land Use Inventory Report (Vogt-Ivens
and Assoc.) March, 1967

MAPC, Economic Base and Population Study, 3 Vol., 1968

EMRPP, Historic Sites Study Report, (DPW)

EMRPP, Inventory of Water and Sewer Facilities (Camp, Dresser
and McKee)

EMRPP, Recreation Tourism and Vacationing in Eastern
Massachusetts (PCD)

EMRPP, Evaluation of Existint Data and Information Systems
Relevant to Planning (DCD)

MAPC, - Open Space and Recreation Plans and Programs for
Metropolitan Boston, 4 Vol., 1969

MAPC, Housing Demand and Housing Supply 1950-1980, Vol. 1, 1969
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MAPC, Subsidized Housing in the Boston Region as of Dec. 1971

B. HIGHWAYS AND PARKING

1. Metropolitan and Cambridge Expressways

Boston Regional Project. Comprehensive Traffic and Transpor
tation Inventory, prepared by Wilbur Smith & Associates, 1965

DPW. Basic Design Report: Interstate 95 Boston (Charlestown),
prepared by Fay, Spofford & Thorndike and Charles A. Maguire
& Associates, 1965

DPW. Basic Design Report: Southwest Expressway Interstate
95, Route 128 (Canton to Jackson Square, Boston), prepared by

Brown Professional Engineers, Inc., 1966

DPW. Report on Engineering and Architectural Elements: Inner
Belt, Interstate 95 (Roxbury), 1967

Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. Preliminary Feasibility
Study: Third Crossing Boston Harbor, prepared by Estabrook
& Company Coverdale & Colpitts, Sverdrup & Parcel and Assoc. ,

Inc. and Howard, Needles, Tammen & Bergendoff, June 1968

DPW. A Statewide Highway Transportation Plan; Road and Street
Responsibilities, September 1968.

DPW. A Statewide Highway Transportation Plan: Program Costs
to 1990, January 1969

DPW. A Statewide Highway Transportation Plan, Financial
Requirements to 1990, June 1969

DPW. A Report to Governor Francis W. Sargent on the Status
and Progress of the Highway Program, January 1 - March 31,
1969; April 1 - June 30, 1969

DPW. Semiannual Report to Governor Francis W. Sargent on
the Highway Program, July 1 - December 31, 1969

Cambridge Highway Study, Harvard Urban Design, Dec. 1970
MDC, North Terminal Evaluation Study, (Bruce Campbell and
Assoc.), 1971
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2.

3.

Cambridge Streets and Traffic

List of Streets and Ways in the City of Cambridge, City En
gineer, 1969

Lechmere Traffic Study for Cambridge Traffic and Parking
Department

Parking: Cambridge and Metropolitan Area

EMRPP. Parking: A Regional View, prepared by DPW with
the Department of Commerce and Development, MBTA, and
MAPC, March 1969

Master Parking Strategy for the Boston Metropolitan Area,
Study Design, for DPW, Wilbur Smith and Assoc., 1971

Position paper or Harvard Parking Garage at Broadway and
Felton, City Councillor Francis Duehay, 1972

Legislation. Administration. Finance.

Legislation, Rules and Regulations Related to Motor Vehicles
Registry of Motor Vehicles, Jan. 1971

cambridge Parking Fund

Traffic Regulations, City of Cambridge, Cambridge Traffic and
Parking Department, 1971

Other Traffic and Parking Related Information.

Cambridge Truck Committee, Position Paper, April 1972

EMRPP. A Guide for Improvements in Traffic Performance,
prepared by DPW, July 1968

C. PUBLIC TRANSIT

1. MBTA Rapid Transit and Red Line Extension

Harvard-Alewife Tunneling Study (in progress by) Sverdrup and
Parcel, 1972

Transit '81, A Master Plan for Urban Mass Transit in the
Eastern Massachusetts Area, Students of Industrial Management

Wentworth Insittu te, Boston, Gerald Pieri, Instructor, 1971
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2. Bus Transit, fixed route

The Trackless Trolleys of Boston, Bradley Clarke, 1970

Service Modification Procedures for MBTA Local Bus Operations,
Working Papers, H. Wilson, W. Peckmold, B. Kullman, March 1972

MBTA. "Cass Report," Volumes I and II
Demand Responsive Transit

The Taxicab Industry in Boston, Paul Ronka, Harvard Graduate
School of Government, Harvard, May 1970

Legislation. Administration. Finance.

An Evaluation of Free Transit Service, Charles River Assoc.
Cambridge, Aug. 1968

EMRPP. Top Management and Organization Study of the MBTA, .

(Booz-Allen and Hamilton)

MBTA. "Special Commission to Study Finances and Operations
of MBTA," Interim Report, December 1969

MBTA. "Budget Data and Transit Facts," MBTA Board of Directors,
1969-1970 ISSue

MBTA. Funds for Transit: Report to the Governor and the
Great and General Court, Dec. 1970

Financing Transit in Boston in the 1970's; Lanry, Pressler,
Harvard Law School, 1971

MBTA Legislative Statutes, MBTA, 1972

MBTA Bonding Authorization of 1972

Other Public Transit Related Information

MBTA. Comparison of Vehicular Transit Systems in the Greater
Boston Area, prepared by Gibbs & Hill, Inc. 1965

MBTA. Foster, C.D. and Neuberger, H. Manual for the SocialEx
Evaluation of Projects in the MBTA, Revised July 1970
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D. CAMBRIDGE AREA STUDIES AND RELATED INFORMATION

Harvard Square Traffic Studies (yet unpublished) Cambridge
Planning and Development Department 1972

Status of Kennedy Library and Planning Activities in Harvard
Square Area, Cambridge and Development Departments, Jan. 1970

Riverside Press Site Study for Riverside-Cambridgeport
Community Corp., Joint Center for Inner City Changes 1972

Riverfront Study, unpublished collection of maps, data, papers
etc., Cambridge Planning and Development Department 1972

E. GENERALIZED PLANNING RELATED INFORMATION RELEVANT TO CAMBRIDGE

1. Data Sources and Transportation Models

EMRPP. Development and Caliboration of the EMPIRIC
and the Forecasting Model for 626 Traffic Zones (Traffic
Research Corp.)

EMRPP. The Development of a Travel Forecasting Model,
prepared by the Massachusetts Department of Public Works
(DPW) in conjunction with the Massachusetts Area Planning
Council (MAPC), Metropolitan department of Commerce and
Development, and the Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority
(MBTA), February 1969

MAPC. The Empiric Model and Land Use Forecasting

EMRPP. The Development of a Traffic Forecast and Model (DPW)

Participatory and Political Process

Urban Transportation Decision Making: Political Process of
Urban Freeway Controversies, Kenneth Geisa, Jr., Department
of Urban Studies and Planning, and Urban Systems Lab. MIT 1970

The Policies of Urban Transportation in Metropolitan Boston
1960-1970: Cambridge, Somerville, and Jamaica Plain, William
Bruce, Yale, May 1971

Rites of Way: The Politics of Transportation in Boston and

the U.S. City, Alan Lupo, Colcord, and Fowler, 1971
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3. User and Latent Travel Needs

Mobility of the Poor, Aaron Fleisker and Philip Herr, MIT

Elderly Transportation Survey (unpublished questionaire,
papers, etc.), Terry Lane, Cambridge Planning and Development
Dept., 1972

4. Economic and Political Systems

The Public Financing of Transportation in Greater Boston,
Elliott Sclar, Thesis for Ph. D. Tufts University, Sept 1971

Differential Taxation, Transportation and Land Values in a

Metropolitan Area: The Political Economy of Suburbanization
in Boston, 1890-1970. Matthew Edel, and Elliott Sclar, Nov. 1971

5. Social, Economic, and Environmental Impacts

VI Speak - Interviews with Six Families in the path of the

Cambridge Inner Belt, Barbara Cohn, Cambridge Civic Associa
tion, 1966

Neighborhood Protest of an Urban Highway, Gordon Fellman,
AIP, March 1969

The Physical, Social, and Economic Impact of Proposed Highway
Construction in the Boston Metropolitan Area, Urban Planning
Aid, Cambridge, 1970
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FOREWORD

The study from which this report developed was made possible
by a U. S. Department of Transportation contract awarded to the City
of Cambridge Department of Planning and Development in 1971. The
purpose of the study was to find ways of improving the transportation
planning process in Cambridge, and as a second step -- to distill
those findings into a report that might help other cities similar to
Cambridge improve their own transportation planning process.

At the conclusion of the first year of the study, a draft report
entitled "Improving the Transportation Planning Process in Cambridge
and Other Small Cities" was delivered to the U. S. Department of
Transportation at its Transportation Systems Center in Cambridge
for review and comment. Following the review, D. O. T. asked
Cambridge to proceed immediately with the completion of the draft
report's Part Three, entitled "Recommendations for Small Cities",
and with the addition of enough supplementary material to make this
part of the draft report meaningful when published as a separate report
in its own right. The result is presented in the following pages. A
later publication by the City of Cambridge will present the completion
of the draft report's Part One entitled, "The Organizational Framework",
and Part Two, entitled "The Planning Program".

The Funding for the study emerged from a strong interest shown
by the U. S. Department of Transportation's Office of Environment
and Urban Systems and its Cambridge-based Transportation Systems
Center in the concept that the transportation planning process in cities
like Cambridge too frequently functions in a void falling between the
sophisticated broad-brush techniques of regional transportation planning
programs and the fine-scale traffic engineering of local traffic depart
ments. It was noted that Cambridge is a rather typical city of 100, 000
population lying immediately outside an urban core and directly in the
path of commuters moving daily by the thousands between the core and the
suburbs. It was also noted that while Cambridge had made substantial
and perhaps atypical progress in learning to cope effectively with specific
threats to its environment by highway construction, no permanent
planning framework had emerged that could deal with the problem on a
continuing basis.

Consequently, the emphasis in the study was placed on developing
an improved organizational framework for transportation planning,
rather than on technical procedures to be applied within that framework.



Many experiences in Cambridge transportation planning were reviewed
as a basis for developing recommendations, and a selection of these
are summarized in Appendix B of this report. The need for establish
ing and operating, on an ongoing basis, a transportation planning
forum that would bring together a valid cross -section of citizens,
organizations and public agencies having transportation concerns
has been strongly brought out by these experiences.

The study was carried out under the joint -direction of the City's
Director of Planning and Development, Robert A. Bowyer, and the
Director of Traffic and Parking, George Teso. Day to day supervision
was exercised by their Assistant Directors, Edward A. Handy and

Lauren M. Preston. There was substantial participation by
Chief James F. Reagan and Captain Nicholas L Fratto of the
Cambridge Police Department. Important technical inputs were
made by Peter R. Helwig and Stephen E. Zecher of the Planning and

Development Department.

Michael M. Bernard, transportation consultant and former senior
staff advisor to the Governor's Executive office for setting up the Cabinet
Office for Transportation and Construction in Massachusetts, served as

a major contributor to this report, both in its final draft version and in
preparing the expansion that follows in these pages. Other consultants
whose contributions were of great value included Marvin E. Manheim
and Tunney F. Lee of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Michael A. Powills of Barton-Aschman Associates, and
James L. Morey of the Cambridge Institute. Contract supervision
and technical counseling by the U. S. Department of Transportation
was ably and sensitively provided by Mr. O. Hugo Schuck of D. O. T. 's
Transportation Systems Center.
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INTRODUCTION

It has been customary in the past to consider the transportation
planning process principally in technical terms, where the central
ized development of each mode is individually promoted. Thus, a

given agency, once mandated, is expected to unify and maximize its
particular transportation "system. " The impact of a transportation
project, however, esepcially in the more highly urbanized areas,
has seriously opened to question the validity of this approach. In a

number of instances throughout the country, transportation construc
tion has been halted or dramatically altered by ensuing political and
social repercussions, evidencing, if anything, a great waste of re
sources due to the misjudgment of public acceptance. The problem
may be assumed to be serious from either a technical or political
standpoint: There is inadequate understanding of public needs, or
lack of consensus on important matters of public policy. Even
worse, both conclusions may prove to be true. It is the purpose
of this report to explore the possibilities of improving and broaden
ing the transportation planning process so that it may meaningfully
include those most directly affected by it, providing both for better
clarity with regard to public objectives and a fuller technical under
standing of the human needs involved. In a sense, the City of Cam
bridge has been a leading testing ground for many of these problems
and considerations. The experience gained by government officials
and the citizens of Cambridge in attempting to improve the transpor
tation planning process in their area has been a most valuable one.
To the extent this is possible, the attempt will here be made to
summarize some of the more important organizational considerations
that should be taken into account by other cities in dealing with this
complex and difficult problem.





CHAPTER 1

BASIC ORGANIZATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Evolution of Planning Structure -- Obtaining Historical Perspective

One of the first steps to be taken in the effort to improve transporta
tion planning organization at the municipal level, as well as any other, for
that matter, is to record and summarize the various planning organization
structures that have existed over a significant period of time. For these
purposes, a period beginning sometime after World War II seems most
appropriate, when significant new development changes began after
demobilization. In other words, a 20 to 25 year period seems sufficient
here. It would then be valuable either to narrate the structural changes
and results as they occurred, or to take several "cross-sections" over that
period to give a sense of the differences in functional characteristics. Very
few communities, with their constant changes in administration and per
sonnel, have available a clear summary of what has been tried before and
the ensuing results. Often, a few hardy souls do have this information,
but the important thing is to get it where it will do the most good: before
the public, as well as other persons in government dealing with transporta
tion-related problems. A sense of historical perspective is also important
to understanding the evolution of the present structure—and how to procede
to improve upon it.

Inventory of Plans and Programs

A companion effort to tracing the development of planning structure
is the even more important recording of plans and programs over a

similar period. It is most valuable to have an annotated inventory of the
most pertinent transportation reports developed by or for the municipality.
In addition, a review of state and regional - and in some cases federal -
government plans should be made to determine the extent to which sections
of these reports have local impacts or applicability. Aside from state
plans such as those for highways, many land use plans have significant
transportation components. It is of greatest importance that material of
this sort be made publicly available, since the evolution and effect of
certain transportation policies is essential to an intelligent understanding
of the problems and our future courses of action with regard to them.

Local Consensus and Public Transportation Investment

In recent years, government has experienced a new form of dis
economy: the designing of an ostensibly efficient transportation system
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that is later met with severe citizen dissatisfaction- -after substan
tial, irretrievable public investment has been made in construction
as well as design. The problem is one of consensus --either a.

misunderstanding, or change, or an ignoring of the true public in
terest is involved. Whatever the mismatch, the consequences
appear to be too expensive to be ignored. San Francisco, New
Orleans, Milwaukee, Baltimore, the District of Columbia, Mem
phis and more recently the Boston Metropolitan Area, have
challenged government transportation investments amounting to
hundreds of millions of dollars. Wherever the fault may lie for
any of these situations, the government and public can no longer
afford to "find out later" that a given facility is undesirable for
reasons that might have been predetermined by fuller public partici
pation.

In this regard, it seems most sensible to approach the
problem from the ground up, so to speak. The local community, from
the point of view of both needs and impact, is the proper place to start.
The practice of making tjpo many judgements from the "top down" is,
and has proven itself to be, a very risky business. The use of a local
forum as an active participant in the development of overall transpor
tation policies is the only way to assure that investments hereafter are
soundly based in fact. Such an institution has been developed in con
cept by the Cambridge study team responsible for. this report and is
discussed fully in both Chapter 4 and Appendix A. Central to the
forum concept is the public's growing insistence that it has both the
right to know what is going on in its city affairs and the right to parti- V

cipate in the city's decision-making process. No less important is the
public administrator's growing awareness that strong doses of citizen
participation in public planning efforts inevitably forge a better product.
In an extension of the study, the Cambridge team is moving ahead to
make the concept operational.

It is important that estimates of needs be generated from local
sources, since that is where the services are deliverd. The so-called
"secondary" or "indirect" effects or impacts are particularly felt at
the local level: their true extent must therefore be evaluated at that
level. There is also the consideration that the local consequences of
any investment may justify not building or carrying out an action at
all or delaying it for an indefinite period of time. We must not forget
that there are usually other pressing and non-risk expenditures needed
in any community at an given time. It would obviously be better
to care for them first in a world of limited resources.
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"Top-Down" Transportation Planning vs. the Reconciliation of
Locally Generated Objectives

A close analysis of the various matters of concern in trans
portation planning indicates that there are few in fact that require
a highly- centralized organizational structure. The matters that do
critically require that kind of structure--such as public investment
considerations and overall system operational efficiency are, iron
ically, the least likely to be so treated, Instead, it is far more
common for judgements and estimates to be made from the "top-
down" as to what is desired by and desirable to a given community.
The unfortunate multiplication of public hearing requirements has
left both the planning technician and the public frustrated. The
technician, in his own and the public's view, is not necessarily the

most appropriate person to be given extensive responsibilities in
conducting public forums; yet he has reluctantly inherited this
onerous task as part of his job. The public, on the other hand,
instinctively mistrusts the technician in a political role-playing
function, acting both as legislative committee and judge, as it
were, to its petitions. There is therefore a need for an insti
tutionalized public forum as part of the traditional political struc
ture that does not further burden the already crowded legislative
branch and that relieves the technician from the conflicting roles
that undermine his usefulness and credibility.

Wherever possible, repetitive public hearing requirements

should be reduced on the one hand, and more attention given to
providing local forums for consensus -building. It is then more
appropriate and effective for the higher levels of government to
exercise their rightful function of reconciling local, state and

federal objectives --a task which, if well done, should be a suffi
cient enough challenge. In this regard, the attempt to centrally
"estimate" local objectives as well as needs is viewed as essen
tially a self-defeating exercise.

The public hearing,—experience has shnwn,—tsntin to .mainly
offer a "confrontation" option. The objective should be to develop
an orderly process for issue and problem definition at an early
enough time to provide for constructive adjustments by all parties.
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CHAPTER 2

LOCAL GOVERNMENT CONSIDERATIONS

Basic Structural Options for Municipal Transportation Planning

The question of how to organize best for transportation planning
in the municipality suggests several basic structural options which
should be considered. They may be enumerated as follows:

a. Planning Department leadership, with other city agencies
as participants. Here, the Department head may or may
not act as chairman to a Transportation Forum if it exists.

b. Traffic or related Department leadership, perhaps with an

expanded role in transportation, with other city agencies as
participants. Here again, the Department head may or may
not act as chairman to a Transportation Forum if it exists.

c. A "Joint Directorate" -- where the Department of Planning
and the Department of Traffic or related Departments serve
as co-equals in exercising a leadership role with regard to
other city agencies as participants. Here, they also may or
may not act as co-chairman to a Transportation Forum, if
it exists.

d. The Committee on Transportation of the municipal legislative
body as exercising a leadership role. This option would
relate more appropriately to a Transportation Forum as part
of the legislative structure.

e. Mayor's or City Manager's Office leadership -- Particularly
with a Deputy Mayor or Manager assigned to act for the

Executive as coordinator of transportation-related agency
activities.

f. Strong Transportation Forum --to structure the Forum so
that it is as independent as possible within the government
structure.

g. Agency Council-- a council of agency heads or "Interdepart
mental Planning Team" responsible for transportation- related
decisions. Here, all parties would serve more or less as
equals, acting as a functional "cabinet".
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Each of the above options, while not exhaustive, will serve to high
light the different emphasis that can be placed upon the transportation
planning process by means of varying leadership structures. In a sense,
there is no "right-course" to follow, but experience has shown the need
for combining both strong executive oversight with joint departmental
responsibilities. Other options do tend to either diffuse, or make too
self-serving the necessary authority to do the job.

The Concept of a "Joint Directorate" or "Interdepartmental Planning
Team"

The compromise between assigning a leadership role in transporta
tion planning to a single municipal department, and that of diffusing
responsibility, is the concept of a "Joint Directorate" where the most
involved agencies work as co-equals with the executive to guide the
process.

A modified version of this concept might be termed an "Interdepart
mental Planning Team", where a more inclusive group of agencies is
formed, short of being an all-inclusive "council", to act in a similar
role. Membership on a "Joint Directorate" would include, for example,
the Planning Department and Traffic Department Directors.

An Interdepartmental Planning Team, on the other hand, might in
addition include as co-equals, the Police Department, Redevelopment
Agency, and Model Cities Agency. A more inclusive group, such as a

"Departmental Council" would include the Fire Department and Public
Works Department as well as other agencies.

The effectiveness of a smaller group is perhaps apparent, but on
the other hand, it should be the executive's ultimate discretion that
decides who are the most important participants and what their role
should be.

The overall responsibilities of such a group might be:

a) coordination and administration of comprehensive transporta
tion planning, operations programs and development, including
appropriate attention to the planning of related land use;

b) securing of necessary funds and staffing to carry out programs;
c) assisting in implementing interdepartmental planning procedures;
d) assisting in implementing demonstration projects;
a) assisting in the development of cooperation agreements;
f) overseeing referrals between departments and interdepartmental

reviews prior to referral to the executive;
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g) liaison to Forum staff, work committees, appropriate advisory-
boards, and task forces.

Whatever the format or specific responsibilities, it will be of great
importance that the participants be housed in close proximity to each other.

Transportation Decision-Making Categories -- Their Relationship to Local
Structure

In the evolution of a local transportation planning process, it would
be worthwhile to consider certain categories of transportation decision
making that may have differences in their effect upon local government
structure. A significant division occurs along the following lines, for
example:

a. Transportation Investment Decisions
b. Transportation Management Decisions (e.g. - transit schedules,

routes, fare structure, operations or equipment changes)
c. Community Development Decisions.

This range of activity points to the need for more flexible arrange
ments with regard to participation by the various agencies involved in the
transportation planning process. It argues for the setting up of functional
committee - type working meetings that include as many interested local
citizen groups as participants as possible. This working arrangement
could proceed to identify specific problems, priorities and the appropriate
channels for developing solutions. In certain cases, it would be more
appropriate for certain agencies or persons to take leadership roles, or
be more heavily relied upon for their expertise, than in others. An
example would be a Traffic Department, with relation to management,
and a Planning Department, with relation to investment. Thus, the
structure in operation should not be cast too rigidly, but accommodate
somewhat to the nature of the subject matter.

Internal Cooperation Arrangements

With regard to the "Staging" or evolution of improvements within
the local structure, it must be recognized that many changes will
require a good deal of time and difficulty to effectuate, since as in the
case of external relationships, there may be a "freezing" of organiza
tional structure in legislation. It is for this reason that more attention
should also be given to the use of internal cooperation agreements and in
certain cases, administrative or executive guidelines or orders for
setting up flexible, informal working arrangements between the city
agencies. This too can serve as a testing device for the effectiveness of
the various internal arrangements that are tried. As these prove worth
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while, it may also be appropriate to seek to make them more permanent.
This would be the essential arrangement with regard to the operation of a

Transportation Forum and its relationship to the various Departments
and the local Executive.

The Value of "Work-in- Progress" Reporting - Government and Private

Another key activity that relates closely to the "Agenda" distribu
tion procedures for the Forum, discussed in Chapter IV below, is the
concept of "Work in Progress" reporting by the various transportation-
related agencies within the municipality. This procedure might also be

extended to various private organizations, as for example, universities
or hospitals, with regard to their development objectives and activities.
Under this arrangement, periodic reporting of important projects,
studies, or activities under way that affect transportation planning in
the area would be circulated to participants requesting to be so informed.
The reporting could take place with the Forum serving as the clearing
house for such information, or the executive's office itself might make
this a regular service that it oversees through one of its staff. This
arrangement provides needed information and understanding of the
various activities in progress essential for effective participation by
the parties. In its own right, it may well serve to eliminate duplication
and promote good intra -governmental communications.

Under -Utilized Agency Resources for Transportation Planning

There are a number of agency activities within the municipality
that lend themselves well to cooperative or "double-duty" use for
transportation planning. Notable among these is the Police Department,
with its direct contact with traffic movement, accident reporting, busi
ness activity patterns, pedestrian mobility problems and parking needs
and effects. The use of official reporting requirements provides a
number of exceptional opportunities for obtaining important reliable
information on transportation- related problems. Use of the accident
report and accident map by other agencies is an example of this kind
of function that has already shown some success, and which can be
expanded by interdepartmental requests for information. Where
citizens can be more fully and directly involved in this process,
results can be expected to be more productive. The Fire Department
is another agency with good potential in this area, as is the assessor
or collector of taxes.
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Improvements in Municipal Budgeting

The consideration of budget proposals is a delicate matter in
government, but the question of whether or not true involvement in
policy development exists must always be answered ultimately in terms
of how money and other resources are allocated. The mayor or
manager must to a certain extent preserve his prerogatives with
regard to budget review; however, how and why moneys are being
spent must come under more public surveillance to assure broad-based
local planning. In this respect, the Transportation Forum should be

made aware of agency work items and assigned priorities in order to
make meaningful contributions to the planning process. The problems
that the transportation-related agencies have to deal with should, on
the other hand, be made fully known to the public, including other
agencies as well. It is after all to the agency's advantage to have their
programs backed by public support and the effectiveness of their
activities as seen by their "clients" brought out. In this regard, we
must give consideration to the essential value of a "Program Budget"
or "Performance" budgeting procedures in providing the necessary
format for intelligent public participation in the spending process.
This should clearly show program objectives and procedures on an
annual basis. When tied to a 5 or 6 -year capital budgeting procedure
administered by the Executive's office and Planning Department, this
can provide an effective basis for evaluating spending and investment
performance -- something which has not been really possible under the
present line -item budget as it usually operates -- with only total costs
being shown, without relationship to the achievement of objectives.

Without thus affording the opportunity for full public evaluation of
spending results and program productivity, there can be little basis
for public support.

The Problem of Departmental and Citizen Board Differences

There are a number of agencies with citizen boards that will
develop divergent opinions or positions from time-to-time. The
problem of how to resolve these differences has not always been an
easy one to deal with. However, it is well to point out here that the
boards do tend to vary one from another in their composition, nature of
outlook and constituency. It is seen as a worthwhile objective to aim at
eventually eliminating any tendency toward factionalism in individual
boards and instead, to make citizen representation as broad as possible.
While we cannot and should not hope to eliminate differences of opinion
of this sort, we should try to avoid arrangements that result in arbitrary
alignments of citizen vs. departmental interests. In this respect, a
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Forum-Mayor or Manager arrangement can make great contributions,
where there is a single, more representative base provided for achiev
ing consensus.

Local Implementation of the Citizens' "Right to Know"

At the state and federal level, measures have been taken through
executive orders or "Freedom of Information" Acts to permit greater
access by the public to government data. This appears to be an
essential step toward providing for true democratic participation in
government and providing for a healthy surveillance of government
policies and activities by our citizens. In no less degree, this objective
should be pursued at the local level, where some of the most important
information necessary for effective public involvement resides.
Particularly in the area of transportation planning, the citizen's "right
to know" often becomes crucial. It is quite true that in certain circum
stances, some information must be held confidential, as for example,
where speculation would be possible on land takings. But on the whole,
a great deal more should be readily available to the public, with adequate
procedures set up so as not to place an undue burden upon public officials.
(Such provisions have already been enacted by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. See Massachusetts Executive Order No. 75 of 1970 and

Administrative Bulletin No. 71-3 of 1971).
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CHAPTER 3

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

Federal-State-Regional and City Transportation Planning Relationships

Unfortunately, a municipality's transportation planning relation
ships differ not only as to the level of government involved, but also as
to the mode and program. While the points of contact are varied and

complex, an effort will be made to briefly summarize some of the more
important areas.

A. Federal - City

Except in an informal way, a city has had little or no "standing"
with regard to the federal Department of Transportation in the

development and administration of its programs. Contact
between the two governments has existed through political
representatives; these contacts are usually for the purpose of
arranging or negotiating participation with state, regional or
independent agencies involving federal funding of programs.
Some demonstration grant money has required more direct
local involvement, as have certain forms of Urban Mass Transit
Administration and airport assistance, but this has generally been
the exception. Another exception has been the federal TOPICS
(Traffic Operations Program to Improve Capacity and Safety)
program, which was more recently conceived as the kind of
program that should be initiated locally as a matter of future
policy. This would also be true of the projected "Urban Systems"
Program (Class D) which would extend this policy. Whether
intended or not, many cities have felt that their concerns have
been "by-passed" by the present arrangement. This is no doubt
the concern to which federal revenue-sharing has addressed
itself, a subject that will be discussed further.

B. State - City

Recently, more contact points between the State and municipality
have developed as a consequence of federal requirements for
local participation, a subject discussed separately below. They
are, in summary as follows: a) on the "Policy Committee" for an
urbanized area, in order to fulfill the continuing, coordinated,
comprehensive planning requirements of the federal aid highway
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act; b) to a certain extent, with regard to the development of local
transportation needs under the National Transportation Needs
Study; c) in TOPICS-type programs, where federal policy has cast
the procedures in terms of local initiative; d) with regard to public
hearings requirements for the various modes, the highway act
requirements being somewhat prototypical, although there is
considerable variation as to details in the various other modes.
Considerable contact has been generated through special "trans
portation crisis" studies, such as those initiated in Washington,
D. C. , Baltimore, New Orleans and Boston. These have involved
re- evaluations of plans, and have received mainly ad hoc funding
from other program sources. With regard to local planning assist
ance by the State under the so-called "701" Program (U. S. Depart
ment of Housing and Urban Development under the Housing Act of
1954) this program has usually not provided significantly for state -
city transportation planning relationships through the designated
State Planning Agency, but it does have certain potentials for that
use, particularly with regard to related land -development policies.

A good deal of potential contact is available, and in some cases
used, between the municipality and state legislature -- more
particularly the legislative committees on transportation, which
do engage in certain de facto transportation planning activities to
which a city may have access. When the Legislature and Executive
are strongly divided along political lines, this kind of participation
may take on a partisan character that must be given close attention
in the consideration of these problems.

C. Regional / Metropolitan - City

State and federal program structure contemplate, at least in theory,
that city participation in transportation planning activities take
place at the regional or metropolitan level of government. This
has usually meant dealing with a regional transportation study set
up for those purposes, or with an authority, such as a transit
authority, that has metropolitan jurisdiction. In a number of
instances the regional planning agency is the "701" Planning Agency
for the Area for the purposes of HUD supported community planning
assistance (Housing Act of 1954). It may also be the Regional
Clearinghouse for Sec. 204 (Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan
Development Act of 1966) Planning Review purposes, and for
companion reviews under the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act
of 1968 and OMB (Office of Management and Budget) Circular A -95.
This means that all federal grants (including transportation grants)
covered by the Acts are to be sent to the Regional Agency for review
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and comment. Under the concept of the review process, it is the
Regional Clearinghouse (not the State Clearinghouse, which has
parallel review responsibilities for state agencies) that is charged
with the responsibility of notifying local communities within its
geographical district of federal grant applications that affect its
jurisdiction. The essential purposes of the Act are to avoid
conflicting federal grants and planning policies, in addition to
serving an informational function.

Whether due to lack of staff, or other administrative difficulties,
it is often the case that the process does not adequately keep the
municipality fully informed of all grants that are of interest or
concern to it. Often, if notice is given, it is not timely enough
for effective action or response. This is a matter for particular
concern, since, as we have pointed out, the Regional Agency is
the theoretical "contact point" for municipal involvement within
the concept of our state and federal system. The region is also
important to the municipality with regard to certain programs and
certain administrations, such as the Urban Mass Transit Adminis
tration, since municipally-targeted grants would preferably be
channeled through a Regional Agency, as a matter of administrative
policy.

Often municipalities are represented on the "Advisory Boards" of
metropolitan authorities or other regional agencies for purposes
of "taxation with representation". In fact, this has appeared to
result in minimal participation for planning purposes, and it is
doubtful that the arrangements were really constructed for those
purposes. However, the municipality can and has made its weight
felt, if often only in a negative or defensive way.

What is needed is a device for introducing municipal participation
at an early enough stage to be effective and productive. This will
be discussed further below.

The Problem of Independent Authorities

A serious problem exists in transportation planning with respect to
the so-called "independent authorities" set up to be responsible for a
particular mode. These are structured along corporate lines, and were
intentionally insulated by their enabling legislation to avoid "politics" in
their operation. Like many correctives of that nature, there is the
tendency to swing too far, and in this case, over-insulate oneself from
community and public involvement. There is also the tendency to become
self -perpetuating and self-serving. Being set up in many cases under
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bonded indebtedness and strict trust agreements, the policy rigidities
of these organizations can be notorious. It is only indirectly through
political pressures, appointments and possibly, review and comment
opportunities with regard to federal grant applications by the authorities
(i. e. , through the Regional Clearinghouses) that communities may make
their voices heard. Obviously, some middle-ground must be reached
with respect to achieving good management structure and being responsive
to the public. It is perhaps in the area of cooperation agreements that
this objective may be realized. As indicated, this will be discussed in
more detail.

The Regional Planning Problem

From what has already been said we may conclude that an essential
ingredient for successful local participation in transportation planning is
an effective inter -community organization with which to relate. Many
regional organizations that have been formed in the past are of an ad hoc
nature, having been funded for limited periods or purposes. And very
often, it should be pointed out, regional designations have more or less
been decreed "from the top" with little discussion or exploration of
mutual interest by the communities involved. As such, their credibility,
political base and functional justification are often called into question.
An interesting alternative to this procedure may be found in a number of
local groups that have voluntarily formed themselves into an area unit to
deal with transportation problems. Although originally concerned with
one specific crisis or another within their jurisdictions, these groups
have proven to be cohesive in dealing with other transportation problems
on a continuing basis. In this respect, they might well be seen as a model
for a self-generated coalition of communities providing true local participa
tion on broader issues. Moreover, the problems that typically arise in
these groupings are indicative of the considerations that must go into
making a regional arrangement work: as they deal with other transporta
tion issues, they find that their membership may lack certain important
localities effected by new problems. Also, some problems do not relate
at all to some of the existing membership. Realignments are then sought.
The lesson that appears to be urging itself upon us is this: In order to
work effectively, community grouping must not only be self -generated,
but avoid rigidity and inflexibility. In fact, flexibility is the key to
meaningful inter -community participation. Perhaps the mistake of the
past has been to try to fix regions or sub-regions as if they were immut
able. The evil was then further compounded by enlarging the district
further and further (to be more "inclusive") until it became virtually
unmanageable. It would seem far more wise to permit the issues and
interests to generate their own alliances than to attempt to impose them
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(and estimate them also) from above. The natural format for these
arrangements is the cooperation agreement. Beyond this, community
groupings might be loosely structured in a more traditional regional
organization. In technical terms, for example, it has been observed
that some cities have both "circumferential-" and "radial-" oriented
transportation problems, dictating at least two geographic regional
arrangements for a given city.

The Use of Cooperation Agreements

The need for flexibility in governmental organization and govern
mental relationships requires the recognition that many institutions set

up by specific legislation are extremely hard to change, or at least,
require extensive amounts of time and effort to readjust. The same is
true for setting up wholely new relationships. It is for this reason that
the use of the cooperation agreement should be given great attention as

a means for structuring or adjusting governmental transportation
planning relationships. Most relationships require some formalization,
but many do not need to be "die-cast". Often, negotiations on organiza
tional or procedural arrangements break down with the thought by

participants that they are making commitments that will indefinitely
lock them into disadvantageous positions. It is in the spirit of "testing"
possible workable arrangements (that are stated clearly enough to
prevent misunderstanding) that cooperation agreements are best applied.
Agreed-upon planning review procedures between an "independent"
transportation authority and a city are a good example of the application
of this device.

Decentralizing Certain Planning Functions

From what has been said about the value of determining transporta
tion needs at the local level, it is also worthwhile to consider the de

centralizing of a number of planning functions to communities where
there is no special purpose in having them performed elsewhere at a

"higher" level of government. As already indicated, there are enough

burdensome responsibilities in developing sound public investment
policy and assuring overall transportation system consistency and

efficiency at the "top" to warrant a greater involvement and assumption
of locally-related transportation planning responsibilities by the
community. In fact, the most effective means for developing transporta
tion planning options would appear to be through the flexible community
groupings that have been discussed, as for example, along a corridor or
other logical transportation sector. The overall "system" relationships
can then be resolved at the state or larger regional level. It is particu
larly with regard to accommodating urban impacts and considering local
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social implications that the municipal planning involvement can make the
most significant planning contributions. Where a certain amount of
uniform quality control is feasible, it may also be possible to delegate
more of the data-gathering or other special duties from the state to the
municipal level. Municipalities might well contract to do these services
for state reimbursement, as-if consultants to the state. It must be

recognized that we are assuming that there is a potential for high-
level municipal performance in these matters; an assumption that is
of course basic in any move toward federal revenue-sharing.

Organizational Consequences of Federal Requirements for Local
Community Participation

There are several federal transportation programs that more
recently call for substantive community participation in state trans
portation planning. These provide both challenges and opportunities
to the municipality to structure effective means for involvement in
the process. The more important federal programs are as follows:

a. Under the Federal-Aid Highway Act. In meeting the require
ments for a continuing, coordinated comprehensive planning
process carried out cooperatively between state and local
governments, while the State is obligated to show the federal
D. O. T. that localities in each urbanized area participate on
a policy committee that has been provided for them, it is
also important for each municipality to decide how its posi
tion will be represented. This could conceivably come from
the executive's office, the local legislative body, or one of
the Department heads (e. g. Planning or Traffic).

b. The National Transportation Needs Study. Recently the
U. S. Department of Transportation has requested that the
states report transportation needs in a multi-modal format,
for the purpose of submission to Congress and the President.
(It had previously only received highway classification and
needs reports. ) The concept of the National Transportation
Needs Study relies heavily upon local participation in the
development of needs estimates to the state executive office.
Usually, regional planning agencies are used as the vehicles
for assembling local needs -- they being given the respon
sibility of finding out what each municipality within the
urbanized areas in their jurisdiction has determined. At
present, the procedure is extremely tentative with little
direct input from the municipalities. Since it is of great
importance that a determination of needs be originated and
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estimated at the source, this federal requirement should be
actively pursued by the municipality and accurate, thorough
recommendations presented to the Needs Study biennially.
If this is not done, the crudest types of estimates willbe
aggregated by the usually inadequately staffed Regional
Agencies for the many localities within their jurisdiction.
The opportunities here are therefore exceptional for building
truly citizen-responsive transportation policy for all levels
of government. The value of a transportation Forum with
regard to this responsibility is also quite obvious.

c. Transportation Work Program Reviews. The trend toward
multi -modal transportation planning is reflected in the
development of a Unified Work Program for federally-funded
transportation planning, and the extension of the continuing,
coordinated comprehensive transportation planning require
ments of the Highway Act into other modes -- as urban mass
transit. Thus, opportunities for local participation will
essentially be broadened, and require greater responsibilities
on the part of the municipality in transportation planning. The
development of an institutional arrangement to deal with these
responsibilities at the local level is therefore crucial.

d. Clearinghouse Reviews. As we have mentioned previously,
the municipality must devise a means for obtaining timely
notice of federal grant applications affecting transportation in
its area of concern. In many areas there are no strong indica
tions that the Regional Agencies will be able to fully perform
that role as the currently functioning Clearinghouse. This may
be due to inadequate funding or staffing, or in some instances,
a divergence of interests between the agency and the interested
c ommuniti e s .

e. Federal Urban Systems ("Class D") Roads and TOPICS - type
programs. These programs, which will be discussed further,
are based on the concept of locally generated transportation
planning. The increased involvement of Planning Departments
and other local transportation-related departments in initiating
local plans and programs as part of state and federal transporta
tion plans must therefore be expected and encouraged. Here it
is important for the locality to actively seek to improve federal
guidelines for local participation requirements in present and
future programs as they evolve. The internal structure for
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municipal planning must also be made ready to accept the
increasing responsibilities generated by these policies.

f. Public Hearing Requirements. The various federal public
hearing requirements, as they have been more strictly
administered, have tended to force greater community
involvement. In many cases in the past, participation
occurred "after the fact". Now, as is the case of the
federal-aid highway program, there is both a corridor and
design hearing requirement which imp ells local involvement
at an early state. Under the so-called "4-(f)M reviews
(Department of Transportation Ac t of 1966, as amended)
and the Environmental Policy Act of 1969, where parks or
similar public areas may be involved, even more stringent
requirements result.

Extending the Federal, State and Regional "Clearinghouse" Concept

The reviews that are set up under the terms of Sec. 204 of the
Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966 and the
Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968, with procedures outlined by
OMB (Office of Management and Budget) Circular A -95 are aimed at the
purposes of assuring planning consistency, eliminating federal grant
duplication, and providing for a central data clearinghouse for federal
program data. A logical extension of this valuable concept is to tie
local government into the process. The "Forum" Concept is itself a
"Clearinghouse" and the knowledge of what is being funded and an under
standing of its purpose is just as valuable at the local level as it is else
where. As a matter of fact, the extension of the clearinghouse has
already begun to procede to non-federal grant programs, and it is more
than appropriate to suggest that all levels of government should have a

two-way flow on grant information. It is at the local level that it must
be more directly available for public purposes. As already indicated,
the Regional Clearinghouse structure is intended to perform this
function, but the particular arrangements between the localities and
the Regional agency need to be developed more effectively. This is even
more true with regard to state or local programs not "covered" by
present clearinghouse procedures.

TOPICS and Urban Systems - Type Programs

The federal TOPICS (Traffic Operations Program to Increase
Capacity and Safety) and Urban Systems (Class D) Programs, which
have already been mentioned above, are in a sense the new prototypes
for community-initiated transportation programs. Depending heavily
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upon local determinations of need, they are closely tied to coordination
of state-wide transportation planning. In this sense, they afford the
community ready-made programs for testing and building broader
participatory community -planning relationships. The TOPICS program
requires, under federal procedures, not only local project initiation,
but a policy committee composed of active community participants for
each urbanized area and coordinated plans by the State Highway Agency
assuring consistency for the various municipal programs. The organi
zational structures developed for these activities can well serve to

provide the means for further extension of this approach to other trans
portation planning activities. More effective internal participation in
local government may also be promoted, as through inclusion of the
police and fire departments in this aspect of community planning.

Relationship to Federal Revenue -Sharing Proposals

In the event that one or another of the proposed forms of federal
revenue- sharing come into existence, an improved structure for local
transportation planning becomes all the more important. The consolida
tion of categorical grants, and the massive "pass-throughs" of federal
funding to local as well as state governments will require the ability to
develop strong program structure in the municipal departments and an
equally strong local consensual base with the citizenry.

Those who have in fact been the strong opponents in Congress of
the concept of revenue- sharing have aimed their most effective criticism
at the inadequacy of existing local government structures to make effec
tive and responsible use of funds of the magnitude involved in the revenue-
sharing proposals. It is quite true that there has been a lack of experience
in dealing with extensive program management at the local level. Also,
the citizen has found that in order to make his voice heard he must often
seek other forums to do so.

In view of these great challenges and opportunities presented by
the prospect of greater decentralization of federal spending, there is
further cause for the introduction of a "prog ram -budget" or "performance-
budgeting" procedure tied to a capital budget, which has already been
discussed above.

As to the other shortcomings, the proposed concept of a "Trans
portation Forum" -- and the broader concept, perhaps, of a more
evolved "Community Development Forum" -- seems most promising
and attractive to improving municipal performance. It could serve as
the necessary vehicle for achieving consensus on local planning policies,
and also afford the needed integrity for large undertakings by full public
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disclosure of issues and actions to be taken; and their consequences.
This proposal appears to hold great promise for building the needed
local capabilities and responsibilities where they are in fact most
lacking.

Coordination of Transportation Planning with State and Federal Time-
tables

Any attempt to make the municipality a more effective participant
in transportation planning must take into account the necessity for
staging and timing of programs, grant application submissions, hearings,
approvals and other related actions so that they conform to federal and

state departmental and legislative schedules and timetables. This would

be particularly important for example, with regard to budget review and

filing deadlines for legislation and legislative committee hearings,
which may impose year -long delays if missed. It would be valuable,
in this regard, to set up 3-level timetables to show the relationship of

municipal, state and federal work-flows with special regard to trans
portation activities.
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CHAPTER 4

THE "TRANSPORTATION FORUM" CONCEPT

Introduction

The idea of a public forum for a particular function such as trans
portation arises from the rapid growth of urban-related problems and

the inability of traditional local government institutions to cope with
demands for public contact and interaction in their solution. In many
communities neither the executive or legislative branch, as presently
structured, appear capable of keeping up with the volume of business.
The Forum concept, with a period for evaluation that permits staging
and testing, should seek to supplement the existing structure by pro
viding an open-ended institution that will both accommodate and channel
public and government activity in the most constructive ways. It is
intended to be on-going, rather than crisis -oriented, and aimed at
consensus -building with regard to local transportation policies and

programs. It should be aimed at serving both the legislative and

executive branches of government, as well as the public in general.
In fact, it will be particularly helpful where branches of government are
split by party differences and communication is a serious problem. It
is also an opportunity to permit effective interaction between professional
Or technical gov^ernment^taff and the public. Often, technical staff have
become "locked_in" by their own alternatives. The Forum can provide
other options that break through these constraints.

It is in the area of accurate needs identification that a Forum can
make a real contribution to the effective operation of local government.
In a sense, it can serve to provide operating agencies with a "better
client", so to speak, while providing the public with a "one-stop" agency
for their transportation- related problems. Appendix "A", attached,
outlines in more specific detail guidelines for the operation of a Trans
portation Forum.

Democratic Problems of "Executive Leadership"

Where there is a "strong mayor" or "strong manager" form of
government -- that which is predicated on the value of "executive
leadership" -- certain potential shortcomings with respect to public
participation and responsiveness to local needs and objectives may
develop. By effecting a strong division of responsibilities between the
two branches of government, something may in fact be given up in the
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way of public involvement. With regard to this problem, the Forum
proposal is seen as a corrective to the tendency toward isolation of
this nature in local government. Having recognized this weakness, it
would appear wise to adapt and develop our present structure to assure
that "grass roots" contact is maintained. The Forum can function as a
"first round" testing ground for both legislative and executive branches,
providing for a more orderly form of interaction, particularly where
the executive branch is concerned. Further, local government institu
tional arrangements are not really set up to provide for extensive public
involvement on functional issues, such as transportation. With the
assistance of an institution capable of this role, the traditional structure
could operate with much greater effectiveness. In fact, the suggested
arrangements might be compared to the use in the legislative and judicial
branch of fact-finding boards, referees, and the like for relief
from business that cannot effectively be handled -- thereby preserving
essential time for fulfilling those responsibilities that are more
important for it to discharge.

Basic Functions of a Transportation Forum

For purposes of clarity, one may define five basic functions of a
Transportation Forum that affect its working structure. These functions
indicate that a certain amount of skill and flexibility in its internal
organization will be required. While these functions are not intended
to be "definitive" they do point to significant characteristics in the
essential operation of a Forum of the kind here contemplated. These
functions are as follows:

a. As an Information Source or "Source of Data" Clearinghouse —

A place where both citizens and government agencies may
apprise one another as to the source of vital statistics and
other essential transportation-related information. (A news
letter or even newspaper clipping- service suggest themselves
here as valuable service functions. )

b. As an "Early Warning'^. or "Town Crier" -type function
where crisis-decision needs may be made known. As a one-
stop, open -entry point to the government structure, it
provides for both public and government awareness of issues
and the appropriate routing for action.

c. Coordination of Program Development --to provide informa
tion on the relationship between loca!7~state and Federal
transportation programs to public needs and to each other
with regard to those needs. In a sense, the federal Model
Cities Program was developed somewhat along this concept.
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d. Development of cooperative working relationships -- the Forum
"can here serve as an mstrlomentSIH^ for identifying the need
for developing cooperation agreements and working relation
ships between cities, independent agencies, metropolitan or
regional entities and state and federal government agencies.

e. Assist in the development of consensus in private groups
here the Forum could serve as a^ocal point for caucusing
between divergent private interest groups. In fact, it is
essential that the Forum provide the means for the negotia
tion and resolution of differences so that more effective
government action may be possible with regard to complex
transportation issues.

The Transportation Forum Concept and the Role of the Municipal Executive
Office

To a great extent, the successful operation of a Forum will depend
upon the municipal executive office. The relationship to the departments,
the effective flow of work, and the implementation of many essential
decisions will need to take place by virtue of the mayor's or manager's
commitment to the efficient functioning of the institution. There is much
to be gained by him through such commitment, in terms of finding strong
public support for executive programs, and the accurate identification of
the more important problems in the community. Thus, while a success-
ful Forum requires"executive leadership in one sense, it can provide the
sound foundation for achieving it.

It will be essential for the executive to appoint an effective
"convenor" or "coordinator" to oversee the Forum. Preferably, he
should not be tied to any Department or Agency to maintain a sense of
fairness and neutrality.

Municipal government membership on the Forum should preferably
include certain "permanent" members designated by the executive. These
might be the Planning Department, Traffic Department, Model Cities'
Agency, the Police Department and the Redevelopment Agency. For
these, regular participation is essential. Membership must also assure
representation by persons having decision-making authority, in order for
the Forum to be effective.

Ultimately, it should be remembered, decisions on questions
addressed to the Forum must be the Executive's.
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Effective Powers of a "Forum"

Where a Citizens Forum is to be set up, as contemplated, it is
essential to deal directly with the problem of its effective powers. The

more independent the Forum is of the government structure, the less
authority there will be for it to exercise governmental -type powers.
It is only to the extent that a Forum acts as part of an existing office
that it may justify exercising governmental responsibilities. The most
appropriate power for it to exercise under these considerations is the
power of referral. For these purposes, theoretically, the Forum may
be lodged in either the Executive or Legislative branch. In each case,
however, ief^.r ra.1 basis will be somewhat different, since the power
that is in fact delegated would be different. Here we should note that
the legislative branch, through its committees, already exercises
these powers and the question arises, why should a Forum duplicate
these? Other reasons for placing the Forum in a position closely
identified with the Executive's office are discussed elsewhere. From
the point of view of referral powers, however, these would most
appropriately be exercised by the Forum as an arm of the executive
office.

Problems of Staffing a "Forum"

The operational success of a Transportation Forum depends to a

great extent upon the staff capabilities it receives. Where this staff
comes from is an important consideration in the organizational frame
work for transportation planning. Several options may be considered:

a. Independent Staff - here, the Forum would have its own staff,
paid for from as yet unspecified funding sources, but in any
case budgeted or earmarked for that purpose.

b. Agency Loan Arrangement - "Guaranteed Draw" on Depart
mental Staff /Time. Here, each agency would commit specific
work days and personnel to be drawn upon by the Transporta
tion Forum. These would need to be reasonable amounts that
are not subject to reassignment, but in a sense guaranteed or
committed to the Forum. This would allow close coordination
between the Department and the Forum although the problem
of conflict of loyalties may come up from time -to-time as a
shortcoming of this arrangement.

c. Executive Office Staff Commitment - Conceivably, the Forum
may be seen as in fact and in theory as very close to the
Mayor's or Manager's Office -- in which case it may be
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logical to assign staff from his office as the Forum staff.
This may require increasing the manager's staff positions
for this purpose and as mentioned previously, might
justify a position of stronger leadership in the form of a

Deputy City Manager assigned to this function for a sub

stantial part of his working time.

d and e. Volunteer Staffing Possibilities; Sub- Committees of the Forum
as Working Committees - Volunteer staff, while subject to
many uncertainties, may be necessary if budget support is not
otherwise available. This might be utilized more directly,
or in what would appear to be a more feasible arrangement,
through sub -committees as working committees of the Forum.
In fact, some Committees could well develop into standing
functional committees dealing with work flow to the Forum
that need not necessarily go directly to the floor of regular
Forum meetings.

Publication of a Transportation Forum "Agenda"

Management of a Forum Agenda for Transportation will be the
vital link to the success of the new transportation planning structure.
Both citizens and government agencies must haye^jmely access to
tlie agenda in order to have adequate opportunity for preparation and
participation in the various matters that may need to come under their
consideration. Each participating organization should register its
responsible agent for receiving the agenda with a clerk in the executive
office. Referral of matters to regular Forum meetings, or to working
committees, will then be necessary. The clerk could also serve as a
referral point to the various agencies or citizens' groups in pre
liminary dealings on Forum business. In fact, as mentioned, a good
deal of business may be directed to working committees or negotiated
and resolved outside of formal meetings in order to keep the time of
those meetings (perhaps two per month) available for the most important
matters.

Publication of the Agenda in the news media is also a necessary
procedure to provide full public notice. It would be desirable that a

standard form for petitioning the consideration of matters on the agenda
be developed, so that a record of these matters can be made publicly
available and account kept of their disposition. The Mayor's or Manager's
chairman or coordinator would be responsible for recording the disposition
of items.
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The Role of Private Organizations

Aside from the role that has already been mentioned in keep
ing the public informed of their own developmental plans and objec
tives whenever possible, private organizations can also make exten
sive contributions to the general informational or data base for
transportation planning. Often, this may take the form of direct
research or surveys that relate to the subject matter under dis
cussion. In another respect, they may aid by their direct assist
ance to the Forum working committees. As regular participants,
they serve as representing interest groups that should be taken into
account in achieving a meaningful consensus.

The Role of Citizen- Action Groups

Citizen action groups in the community can play an extreme
ly valuable and constructive role in identifying community interests,
helping to caucus various factions, and helping to achieve consen-
sus. When made part of an open governmental process they can
provide a good deal of the necessary energy for suggesting mean
ingful programs and clarifying local objectives. In this sense,
they can be a valuable supplement to the government process, in
addition to being its constructive critic. On the regional level,
they can also provide building blocks for flexible cooperative arrange
ments, a matter that has already been discussed.

Future Evolution of the "Forum" Concept - Staging and Testing
Institutional Change

The setting up of a Transportation Forum should be seen as
a staging and testing operation in the broadening of local government
participation -- that is to say, both inside and outside the municipal
structure. Since transportation is in a sense a service function, it
is to be expected, for one thing, that other issues such as com
munity development objectives will begin to take precedence over
the immediate crisis issues that are the cause of the present in
tense interest in transportation matters. Over the coming years,
it would probably be healthy to encourage the evolution of the For-
um into a broader subject matter, as a "Planning Forum" or
"Community Development Forum". Thus, the shift in purpose
might be seen more as treating causes rather than effects, or
seeking to prevent the ailments rather than searching for the cures.
The shift in subject matter might, for example, consider the ques
tion of the location of traffic generators in city development rather
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„han transportation facility location. Further, it might also be de
sirable to seek to integrate the functions of the various "Citizens
Boards" that are intended to provide public participation and/or
representation, into a planning Forum --as that institution is able
to prove its flexibility, working efficiency, and credibility.

The same considerations would be true with respect to in
ternal departmental structure -- where the concept of a "Joint Di
rectorate" or "Interdepartmental Planning Team" is tested, particu
larly in its relation to broadened means for public participation.

"Substitutability" of Transportation

It must be recognized that transportation is essentially a

"service" function. As such, it really only serves other primary
goals, such as employment, health (service accessibility), and the

like. It may be seen as having an objective of efficiency, but as
such it may become self-serving. Consequently, it must be related
to other substantial, broader human values. Thus, it may be more
desirable to reduce or eliminate the trip to work by better housing
and employment location planning, or substituting other forms of
communication for hauling people to and fro. Seeing transportation
as part of a broader field of communication relates very closely
to the evolution of the "Forum" concept. It is the substitutability
of other forms of communication for transportation that may become
a primary concern in community planning activities.
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APPENDIX A

GUIDELINES FOR THE OPERATION OF A TRANSPORTA TION FORUM

I. Administration and Authority of the Forum

1. The Executive will administer and be the nominal head of
the Forum. He will delegate the necessary authority to a

Coordinator of his own choosing, who will serve as the
convenor and moderator of the Forum meetings, as well as
the Executive's representative. The executive will preside
at the Forum meetings when it becomes necessary to move
issues along, resolve deadlocks, or explain a course of ac
tion that may be contrary to the consensus of the Forum.

2. The Executive will allocate a budget to the Forum for staff
assistance and resource needs. The Coordinator will be
responsible for selecting and administering the staff assist
ance, for deciding other resource needs, and recommend
ing a budget and program to the Executive.

3. The Executive in conjunction with the Coordinator will de
velop and maintain a set of guidelines governing the Forum
that reflect the needs and capabilities of the Forum to deal
effectively with issues. These guidelines will define the
principles, goals, objectives and ground rules necessary for
the effective operation of the Forum, and will be mutually
agreed to by the Forum and the Executive. This set of
guidelines will be the basis for a memorandum of under
standing and cooperation between the Executive and the
Forum, and will be subject to change by mutual agreement.

4. The Executive will establish and maintain the Forum and
its Working Committee, will be responsible for the initial
membership of the two groups, and will be responsible for
monitoring the representativeness of the two groups as their
membership changes. The Executive will be careful to en
sure that the Forum and its Working Committee are repre
sentative of the major significant areas and interests of the
municipality and that they are not unduly over- or under-
represented. Additional groups can be added where the
Executive decides that they are needed to fill a gap in the
coverage of the interests.
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The Forum will be delegated sufficient authority by the
Executive to be able to carry out its mandate effectively.
It should function as follows:

(a) The Forum, through the Coordinator, will be able to
receive substantial staff assistance from appropriate
departments upon request (both subject to specific max
imums established in the budgets for each of the parti
cipating departments).

(b) The Forum will have the authority to review and com
ment on all transportation and related matters sent to
the Executive or the legislative body for their consider
ations, with sufficient time before decisions are to be

made to allow the Forum to make its own recommenda
tions. This review-and- comment provision relates to
all recommendations sent to the Executive and Legisla
tive body on transportation and related matters from
whatever source (e. g. municipal department, state agen
cy, neighborhood association) and includes documents
dealing with transportation policy matters, projects,
priorities, and substantive issues.

(c) The Executive will be urged to carefully protect this
provision, as it is crucial to the credibility of the pro
cess and the continued cooperation of its participants.
The Forum will have certain rights to waive a review,
or to hold up a decision for a limited period pending
its own deliberation on the matter. Where time is of
essence- -pending deadlines, unexpected emergency is
sues, etc. --the Executive may choose to work the
issue through the Working Committee of the Forum.
All those planning to submit recommendations to the
Executive and/or Legislative body will be advised of
the Forum review and encouraged to discuss issues
with the Forum at the earliest possible stage.

The Forum will be prepared to share responsibility in the
Municipality for coordinating with other state or regional
entities that handle transportation matters. It will also
develop and maintain relationships with other forums that
may deal with transportation-related matters.

All existing and future committees, task forces, and the
1:,<-e, that deal with special transportation issues and ad
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vise the Executive will have representation on the Forum.
These committees will be encouraged to become standing,
or ad hoc committees of the Forum.

8. The Forum will be encouraged to provide input to, and to

review and comment on the Municipal budget and capital
improvement program.

Procedures of the Forum

1. The Forum will be representative of all interests within the

community that are involved in or affected by transporta
tion and related matters. These interests include neighbor
hood, community- wide and special interest groups (e. g., see

Sec. V. , below) municipal departments, the Executive Office,
and knowledgeable individuals representing specific transpor
tation modes. Members of the legislative body or other
politicians will be welcomed at all times and will be sent
special invitations depending on issues to be discussed.
Each group will be invited to designate a Forum Represen
tative and sufficient alternates to ensure attendance at For
um meetings. The importance of the Forum will be

stressed in order to encourage groups to send leaders and

spokesmen actively involved in their organizations and able
to accurately represent their interests. Municipal depart
ments will be expected to send their directors or alternates
who can speak and make commitments for their departments.
Some departments will be permanent members of the Forum;
others will be "on call," depending on the issues to be dis
cussed. The Executive and/or the Forum Coordinator will
be able to determine which of the latter departments need

to be present for a discussion, and in what official capacity
they should be represented.

2. Meetings of the Forum will be open on an "observer" basis,
with the understanding that citizens will seek to have opin
ions voiced through a Forum Representative. These meet
ings may be organized into three parts:

(a) initial discussion by delegates on agenda items; (b) fol
lowed by discussion from the floor, limited to new ideas
only; (c) followed by further discussion by the Forum Repre
sentatives on agenda items or new business. If the Coordi
nator determines that all significant opinions have not been

adequately presented, the Coordinator may then take steps
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to see that such opinions gain a hearing.

Since the Forum can only recommend or advise the Exe
cutive of its deliberations, the Executive will encourage
the Forum to reach agreement through consensus rather
than deliberating by vote. Decisions by vote tend to bypass
the careful consideration of various arguments and estab
lish voting blocks that are not sensitive to minority or spe
cial interests. Consensus-building involves full and in,-

formed discussion of the issues and may take the form of
an agreed-upon set of common goals or alternatives, or
the limits of a range of options. The Coordinator will be
responsible for accurately reflecting the sense of the dis
cussion surrounding an issue and formulating a consensus
for the Executive's consideration. The Coordinator will
review this formulated consensus with the Forum Working
Committee, making any necessary revisions before giving
it to the Executive. In the effort to have greater influence
upon the Executive's decisions, the incentive will be for
the Forum to arrive at a well developed consensus that re
solves most of the major conflicts. Where significant dis
agreements remain unresolved, the Forum representatives
related to the different sides of the issue may choose to
present their positions to the Executive to inform his deci
sion. Where a Forum recommendation is not initially ac
cepted by the Executive, he will necessarily make a con
certed effort to learn more about the Forum position
through direct discussion- -as a basis for making his deci
sion.

The Coordinator will encourage the representatives to de
velop their positions in writing for wide distribution and
review at least a week before the meeting at which an is
sue is to be discussed. Where such working papers are
distributed, they will acknowledge the authorship and
status. Papers that do not have the endorsement of the
Executive will be considered "informal papers" and carry
no weight other than that of the author(s).

The decision as to how the Forum will allocate its re-*
sources among the many issues it will encounter is to be
made by the Forum Representatives on the recommenda
tions of the Working Committee. In general, the Forum's
full efforts will be needed simply to respond to the Execu
tive's request for advice on transportation-related matters
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he is dealing with, including (a) reports he receives for his
information or action; (b) other issues on which he is pre
paring to make his own decision or refer a recommendation
to the legislative body. Occasionally, however, the Forum
may want to use its prerogative to initiate a dialogue with
the Executive regarding a transportation issue that has been

brought to its attention through channels other than the on

going referral process. It is unlikely that the Forum will
ever return an Executive's referral with no comment, but
the level of resources applied to the preparation of replies
will necessarily vary heavily from one referral to another.
The Working Committee's recommendations as to where
Forum resources should be applied must be based on cri
teria developed and approved by the Forum. Considera
tions reflected in the criteria should include the following
questions about the issue under review:

(a) Has it community -wide implications, or is it a purely
neighborhood issue?

(b) Has it a built-in potential for becoming a critical issue
with long-term, widespread and/or severe impacts?

(c) Is it a short-term and manageable issue offering good
prospects for successful and meaningful resolution?

(d) What demands will be placed on the Forum participants
at various levels of consideration of the issue?

(e) How satisfactorily can the issue be expected to be re
solved by the existing decision-making processes with
out any Forum participation (i. e. based on the state of
current community manpower resources, departmental
priorities, etc. )?

(f) What linkage does the issue have to other critical is
sues for which the community is seeking resolution?

HI. The Working Committee and Other Committees

1. The Working Committee will consist of 6 to 10 members of
. »4he Forum to be selected by the Executive and approved by

the full Forum membership. Together the members must
be representative of the whole Forum, have at least one-
half day a week during working hours to devote to the task
and have a flexible schedule. (It is recognized that many
Forum representatives may only be able to perform this
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service on a rotating basis -- perhaps for 3 months in each
year.) The Coordinator of the Forum will be a member,
perhaps the Chairman, and will advise the Executive as to
who should be on the Working Committee and when its
membership should be revised. The Forum Staff Assistant
will serve the Working Committee as an executive secretary

and in a technical capacity insofar as his/her background
and experience permit.

Specific functions of the Working Committee will be:

A. To review and approve the Coordinator's final draft of
a Forum consensus report, prior to its submittal to the
Executive.

B. Upon request by the Executive or other Municipal staff
official for a Forum consensus report within a matter
of hours or a very few days, to decide whether (1) to

call a Forum meeting; (2) to poll as many Forum Rep
resentatives as possible in order to get a Forum de
cision as to whether a meeting is practical; (3) to pro
ceed to develop a consensus report on behalf of the
Forum, on the grounds that (a) the tight schedule makes
a full Forum meeting impractical, or (b) the issue is
too small to warrant a full Forum meeting.

In the B(3) situation described above, to develop the report
on behalf of the Forum, submit it to the appropriate indi
vidual or group, and then have it distributed to the full
membership by the Forum Staff Assistant, together with an
explanation of the basis for the decision to act on behalf of
the Forum, and a request for an immediate reaction from
any Forum Representative who disagrees either with the de
cision by the Working Committee to act for the entire
Forum or with the content of the consensus report it de
veloped, or both.

To meet with the Executive, the Forum Coordinator, or
Staff Assistant or any citizen or official who may request

a meeting with the Forum which the Working Committee
decides cannot (due to time problems), or should not (due
to the nature of the agenda), involve a calling together of
the full Forum. (In such cases, to report to the Forum as
provided under #3 above).
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5. Working Committee meetings will normally be open to ob
servers, who will be able to speak at the discretion of the
Working Committee Chairman. Only under special circum
stances may the Committee exercise a prerogative to hold
a closed-door session, and only if it announces the general
nature and reason for the session. The full contents of
such a meeting must later be reported for the Forum Repre
sentatives and a "post-audit" made by the Forum as to
whether the closed session was warranted.

6. Other standing and ad hoc committees can be established
jointly by the Forum, the Working Committee and the
Coordinator, to further the scope and purposes of the

Forum. Membership on these committees will be decided
by the Coordinator acting on the advice of the Forum.
Such committees will be encouraged to develop their own
momentum and to coordinate their efforts with other in
terests within the Forum. The staff, budgetary resources
and other benefits vested in the Forum will be made
available to the Forum committees, provided the commit
tees keep the Coordinator and Working Committee ade
quately informed of their activities and decisions.

IV. The Coordinator and Staff Assistant

1. The Forum Coordinator is to be appointed by the Executive,
and to serve for agreed-upon periods of not less than six
months or more than one year. The Coordinator must
(a) have a thorough knowledge of transportation planning
issues, and (b) have superior ability to function as an
effective leader and catalyst in the identification, analy
sis and resolution of issues by heterogeneous groups.

2. The Forum Staff Assistant (initially one, perhaps two or
more later- -possibly with volunteer help involved) will
have substantial technical functions to perform, including
(a) reading, summarizing, evaluating and preparing recom
mendations to the Forum Working Committee on all Execu
tive referrals to the Forum; (b) pulling together informa
tion on transportation planning and development activities
and issues in the community or affecting the community- -
and writing up the essentials in a meaningful and brief
manner for Forum use; (c) helping Forum groups (on a

between-meeting basis, via telephone or at their own
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group meetings) to better understand the issues coming up
for discussion at the next Forum meeting. Education and
experience appropriate to these technical functions will be

necessary. The executive secretary functions (e. g. records
keeping, preparation of minutes and agendas, notifying par
ticipants of regular or Working Committee meetings should
also be handled at the outset (perhaps the first year) by a

technically-qualified staff assistant. These latter functions
might eventually be found appropriate for handling by para-
professional personnel with a deep interest in and devotion
to the goals of the Forum- -but this should not be attempted
until the Forum is well established.

Participation in the Transportation Forum

1. A Forum membership of 25 to 35 participating groups or
interests is anticipated as necessary to provide the broad-
gauged representation necessary for Forum success. The
membership will consist of three categories of participants
(probably more or less equal in number), as follows:

(a) community and neighborhood groups (e. g. the neighbor
hood associations, neighborhood planning teams, Model
Cities);

(b) community-wide or special-interest groups (e. g. Cham
ber of Commerce, civic organizations such as the
League of Women Voters, the elderly, students, the
handicapped, Welfare recipients, foreign language and
ethnic groups, blacks, the public housing "Tenant
Senate", market-housing tenants, clergy, truckers,
transit interests, bicycle and pedestrian interests,
major institutions such as universities and hospitals);

(c) the relevant municipal agencies (e.g. Traffic; Plan
ning; Public Works; the Redevelopment Authority; the
legislative transportation committee; Health and Hospi
tals, Aging, School Department, Conservation, Recrea
tion, Fire).

2. It is expected that perhaps two or three times as many
organizations and interest groups will participate in the
Forum as will actually be given seats. Those not having
seats will be known as Forum Advisors (as contrasted with
Forum Representatives) and will receive all agendas and
minutes, and be welcome to attend meetings as observers
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(with the opportunity to speak during the second part of the

three-part meetings). Forum Advisors will also be speci
fically invited to Forum meetings for participation in dis
cussions involving issues about which they are particularly
knowledgeable or concerned.

3. The work of selecting "delegate" and "advisor" participants
will begin by developing an inventory and analysis of all the

Community's public, quasi-public and private groups/ or
ganizations/interests having transportation concerns and/or
qualifications for making contributions to the solution of
transportation problems. This inventory will also encom
pass organizations outside the Community whose interests
or potential inputs would possibly qualify them as appro
priate Advisor Participants.

4. The term "interests" as used above refers to unorganized
groupings of individuals having transportation concerns.
Transit users provide an example. Other examples include
students and young people generally (i.e. non-drivers) and

welfare recipients.
i

VI. "Rights" of the Forum

The following 14 specific rights are recommended by the

study team and study consultants to assure the credibility and

effectiveness of the Forum:

1. To receive from the Executive monthly summaries (no later
than two weeks following end of month) from the Planning,
Traffic, Public Works, and Police Departments, and the

Redevelopment Authority, covering all transportation and

related planning and development activities of major signi
ficance, and specifically including:

(a) List of projects worked on;

(b) Brief statement of progress on each project;

(c) Estimated date of completion for projects still underway;

(d) List of projects that need doing but are not underway,
with a statement on each of these as to the Director's
thinking on the relative need for getting the project
started, and the hurdles to be cleared in order to get

it underway.
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2. To receive from the Executive copies of reports on transpor
tation and related planning and development issues sent to
the Executive from municipal departments or other public or
quasi-public sources, including the legislative body or its
committees.

3. To receive from the Executive annual budget proposals by
departments with regard to transportation and related plan
ning and development activities (with sufficient explanatory
material to provide a program budget, listing projects and
their dollar allocations).

4. To be accorded a request from the Executive for a Forum
"consensus report" on all referrals from the Executive (per
items #2 and #3 above)- -with a statement from the Execu
tive as to the length of time he can give the Forum for its
response.

5. As in #4 above, to be accorded requests from the legisla
tive body or its committees for consensus reports on trans
portation and related planning and development issues (sub
ject to such requests being transmitted to the Forum through
the Executive).

6. To meet with the Executive where he does not concur in a

Forum consensus report and intends to take action in whole
or in part contrary to the Forum recommendations.

7. To have the Executive forward to the Legislative Body the
Forum view, along with his own report to the Legislative
Body, re: transportation or related planning and develop
ment matters on which the Executive makes a recommenda
tion to the legislative body and to have the Executive re
quest the Legislative Body to allow a presentation by the
Forum of its own view, where it may differ from the Exe
cutive's conclusion.

8. To release its consensus reports together with minutes of
its meetings to all public and quasi-public groups receiving
agendas of Forum meetings (making clear the status of
such reports as being advisory only).

9. To initiate discussion of transportation and related planning
and development issues (where no specific referral of a
report, etc. has been made by Executive or Legislative
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Body); to prepare and send its consensus report to the
Executive on such issues; and to receive a response from
the Executive by a date specified (and justified) in the
Forum report.

10. To request that the Executive and/or other municipal staff
participate in specific meetings of the Forum, and to have
those requests honored by the Executive (subject always to
the requirement that the meeting time be workable for the

official(s) whose participation is requested).

11. During the start-up year, to have a minimum staff consist
ing of a full-time staff assistant funded by the municipality,
together with a part-time Coordinator -with the option to
request additional staff assistance from the Executive if
needed and to make a proposal to the Executive for incor
poration into the succeeding budget based on the start-up
year's experience. Further, to have sufficient start-up
and succeeding budget to cover typing, reproduction, mail
ing of minutes, etc.

12. To have the Coordinator and/or Staff Assistant participate
in meetings set up by groups represented on the Forum.

13. To have the Forum staff Assistant do fact-finding work
for the delegates, on approval of the Coordinator, or
alternatively to have such work done by municipal depart
ment staff members who have been budgeted to perform
this function within specific limits.

VII. Responsibilities of the Forum Member Groups

The following Forum responsibilities have been proposed
by the study team for the Forum Members:

1. To select a Forum Representative and two alternates who
are acceptable to the Executive in terms of their position
in the group they will represent (and therefore in terms of
their potential for being able to accurately reflect the views
of their group)--and who are themselves willing and able
to commit themselves to their group and to the Executive
to always have one of their delegate/alternate team pre
sent and participating for the full period of a Forum
meeting.
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2. To have a Forum Representative or alternate at all Forum
meetings for the full period of the meeting, and to have
such person report back promptly to his/her group the re
sults of the meeting.

3. To work to make the Forum a positive force in the Munici
pality's efforts to overcome its transportation deficiencies;
to work to this end in six-month incremental trial periods
(with reviews at the end of each six months) and not to give
up along the way (i.e. between review points) because
everything is not going as well as expected or hoped for.

4. To give procedural suggestions to the Staff Assistant (on a

between-meeting basis) for his/her research and thought,
for discussion with the Coordinator and Executive, and for
eventual discussion with the Forum at six month review
points (or earlier if thought necessary by the Executive).

Start-up Steps to be Taken

The following basic steps are recommended by the study
team as appropriate for moving forward with the establishing
of the Forum.

1. Study team inventories all identifiable Community and Com
munity-related groups and interests having transportation
concerns.

2. Each identified group and interest is analyzed by study
team in terms of (a) the range and depth of its concerns;
(b) its potential (in terms of people resources, etc.) for
contributing to the analysis and resolution of issues; and

(c) the size of its constituency, and its "fit (i. e. in
terms of filling gaf s, or, alternatively, overlapping of
constituencies).

3. Study team prepares; tentative list of "Forum "Representative"
and "Forum Advisor ' groups based on above criteria, and
the Executive reviews and revise's as necessary.

4. Study team and Executive prepare letter for Executive to
send to all groups on tentative list, advising them of the
full background and history of the Forum concept and asking
them to attend an informal meeting to discuss it. The
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letter includes considerable background documents, and in
vites groups to call him as to any questions these documents
generate that they may want answered prior to the meeting.

5. Informal meeting is held. Executive and his team seek
views, and answer questions. Executive states that he will
firm up a proposal for a one-year "pilot" Forum operation
reflecting as closely as possible the comments received. He
invites additional comments for submittal within a specified
period (perhaps 2 weeks--unless participants want more
time).

6. Based on meeting results, study team and Executive prepare
recommendations for pilot Forum operation, mail these, and
hold second meeting.

7. This process is repeated as many times as necessary to
achieve a consensus on a pilot operation. During the en
tire process, the Executive encourages the meeting parti
cipants and the media to put him together with groups and/
or interests not included on the list to date- -and whose
transportation concerns might be such as to make them
want to join the "Forum Advisor" group.

8. With the pilot operation approved, study team and Executive
collaborate on "memorandum of understanding" confirming
the agreements, and Executive hires Coordinator.

9. Coordinator hires staff assistant, and operation begins.

IX. How Forum Meetings will be Run

The following constitutes the study team's prototype of a

Forum meeting. It is the team's intent that it serve as a

working model for review and adjustment by the Executive,
Coordinator and Forum participants.

1. Meeting is called by either (a) the Executive; (b) the Work
ing Committee; or (c) the entire membership.

2. Once called, the meeting is set up by the Forum Staff
Assistant, who contacts delegates by mail or phone, de

pending on time available.
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The Forum entity calling the meeting (Executive, Coordi
nator, or Forum Representatives will have specified to the
Staff Assistant which among the "Forum Advisor" group are
also to be asked to attend. These additional participants are
then invited by the Staff Assistant in the same manner as the
Forum Representatives.

All other members of the "Forum Advisor" group are then
notified of the meetings by the Staff Assistant through a

mailed announcement. The general public is notified
through public media announcements.

The Staff Assistant assumes responsibility for making certain
that every Forum seat will be covered by a Forum Representa
tive or alternate; it being understood that without 10% participa
tion there will be no meeting.

To the extent possible, the Staff Assistant circulates pertinent
background material to the entire membership prior to the
meeting, and meets with member groups and/or their Forum
Representatives, as requested, to go over the issues.

The meeting is run by the Forum Coordinator, who, after
finding that all member groups are represented, introduces
the subject and reviews the "ground rules" for discussion.
(These are meeting procedures already developed and agreed
to by the Forum participants, Coordinator and Executive).

Unless the meeting ground rules are then modified by the
Forum to meet the needs of this particular meeting, the
meeting goes forward for approximately three and one-half
hours (e.g. 7 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.), generally as follows:

-- 15 minutes. Ascertain full representation. Circulate
agenda and background materials. Allow brief period
for reading by participants who were unable to do their
"homework" in advance.

-- 15 minutes. Coordinator or someone else he has selected
presents the topic, its background, related facts --and, in
particular, the reasons the topic was selected; the deadline
for developing a Forum position; and the "ground rules"
for working to develop the position.
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60 minutes. According to the ground rules, this one hour
period is devoted to discussion by the Forum Representa
tives. Each Forum Representative (or Forum Advisor who
has been invited to this particular meeting) on being recog
nized by the Coordinator is allowed a maximum of three
minutes to speak on the subject.

30 minutes. According to the ground rules this 1/2 hour
period is devoted to discussion (comments or questions)
from the public (i. e. general public, or Forum Advisors
not specifically invited to attend), if any are in attendance
and interested in participating. However, in beginning
this period, the Coordinator stresses the ground rule that
points made by the public must consist of new ideas, rather
than just affirmations of support for ideas already put
forward by one or more Forum Representatives. (If public
participation does not take place or is less than 30 minutes
in duration, the Coordinator moves on to the next phase. )

45 minutes. According to ground rules, during this 3/4
hour period, the Coordinator or someone else he has
selected works to develop a consensus, or if this is not
forthcoming, a clear agreement as to what major (diver
gent) opinions are held, and which groups support them.

15 minutes. In this final 15 minutes of discussion the
meeting's main topic, the Coordinator sums up the results
of the discussion and arranges for a review of his written
summary by the Working Committee prior to submittal to
the Executive.

30 minutes. The final 30 minutes of the meeting is devoted
by the Coordinator to discussion of new business and pro
cedural matters. A working Committee-new-business
report (already sent out to the membership for its review)
is reviewed and discussed. The report covers all referrals
received from the Executive, and the Working Committee's
recommendations to the Forum as to these referrals.
Consensus positions are developed by the Forum Represen
tatives regarding the recommendations. Also discussed
are reports from the Working Committee on the content of
meetings it has held, and on the specifics of decisions it
made, if any, on behalf of the Forum (i. e. what the issue and
decision were, and why the Working Committee found it
necessary to make a decision for the Forum rather than to
refer the issue to a regular or special meeting).
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9. In closing the meeting, the Coordinator points out that
(a) minutes will be mailed in draft to all Forum Representa
tives, together with a finalized "consensus statement" as
approved by the Working Committee and sent to the Executive;
(b) delegates are urged to telephone the Staff Assistant between
meetings as to their thoughts about meeting content or proce
dures --or as to their need for further discussion of the issues
(possibly requiring a meeting of the Forum Representative's
own group, at which the Coordinator and /or Staff Assistant
will be present if requested).

10. Since many delegates may want to go back to their own groups
and discuss an issue further before taking a position on behalf
of the group, any Forum Representative will have the right to
delay the Working Committee's submittal of a "Consensus
Report" to the Executive by as many days as the Coordinator
determines to be practical—for the purpose of going back to
the group for discussion. The Working Committee will then
(upon receiving supplementary opinions) have the option of
amending its report on behalf of the Forum, or requesting
more time from the Executive, in order to make possible a
reconvening of the Forum for further discussions.
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APPENDIX B
PROBLEMS, OPPORTUNITIES AND EXPERIENCES IN THE
CITY OF CAMBRIDGE RELATING TO RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR A TRANSPORTATION FORUM

The following are short descriptions of various problems, oppor
tunities and experiences in the City of Cambridge that have been con
sidered in terms of the recommendations contained in this report. In
some cases they have already been described more fully in the main
report, "Improving the Transportation Planning Process in Cambridge
and Other Small Cities". In any event, they will provide a helpful
background to understanding the discussion in this, and the main report.

The Inner Belt and Route 2 Extension

For over twenty years, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
expended vast amounts of funds for planning and engineering work on
two expressways through Cambridge -- the so-called "inner belt"
(1-695), and the Route #2 Extension, a radial road that would connect
the "inner belt" to the northwest sector of the metropolitan area. Over
two thousand dwelling units were to be removed to make way for these
highways — comprising over 6% of the entire Cambridge housing stock,
with the city experiencing a minimal vacancy ratio. The basic purpose
of the expressway has always been open to question, but its benefits
appeared to relate mainly to the convenience of the surrounding suburban
communities. The effect of the expressways on the Cambridge neighbor
hoods through which they were to run, particularly on the thousands of
dwelling units remaining and abutting the proposed construction, was
extremely disruptive. Due to the lack of an adequate organizational
framework for participatory planning, the project consumed vast
resources in time, effort and money before the forces of opposition
organized and eventually caused the projects to be abandoned.

The Proposed MBTA "Alewife" Rapid Transit Extension

During the mid-1960's, the Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority (MBTA) worked on the planning and engineering of a 2-1/2
mile rapid transit extension which was estimated to cost over 100

million dollars. Although some working contact with a city department
existed, there was in fact little formal or informal arrangement for
keeping city officials and citizens well-informed of the progress of the
work, of the findings or the technical conclusions, or for significantly
involving the citizens, and other interested public officials in essential
aspects of the planning work. After two years had elapsed, and
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approximately one -half million dollars spent; after the extension had

been substantially planned and carried through the preliminary engineer
ing stages, information on the MBTA's plan was discovered by citizen
groups whose residential areas were to be adversely impacted by the

proposed transit extension. When this information was presented to the
City Council, the severe reaction that occurred brought about a quick
abandonment of the costly planning and engineering work and resulted
in the postponement of project planning for about three years.

The Cambridge Truck Problem

In the years following the construction of the Massachusetts
Turnpike Extension from Route #128 into central Boston, a major truck
route. has developed through the "Prospect-River/Western" residential
corridor of Cambridge. This de facto established route connects the

Turnpike Extension south of Cambridge with the heavy industrial areas
to the north and northeast. While no comprehensive origin and destina
tion data exists for those cross -Cambridge truck movements, it is
generally believed they would be substantially well-served by an
alternative route east on the Turnpike Extension and thence north via
Interstate 95, were it not for several obstacles: First, "dangerous
cargo" shipments are excluded from the Turnpike tunnel beneath the
Prudential Center; second, the alternate route requires payment of a
toll; and third, the increased mileage resulting in some cases. For
many years heavy trucks (e.g. , 1300 tractor-trailers and heavy "flat
trucks" in a 1971, 23 -hour count) have rolled along the Prospect-
River /Western street route creating great disturbance and safety
problems for the abutting residential areas. Recently, the Massachusetts
Housing Finance Agency withdrew a proposed mortgage insurance
guarantee for rehabilitation of dwelling units on Western Avenue and
declined to insure mortgages for new dwelling units on River Street,
citing the truck problem as a major factor in the decision in each case.
No action was taken on this problem by the City until a small group of
citizens living along the route decided to set up an organization called
"HALT" (Humans Against Loud Trucks). The group effectively
marshalled data for the City Council, the City Manager, and the City
departments to provide a sufficient basis for effective action. The
experience made clear a serious weakness in the City's organization for
transportation and related land-use planning: the lack of an on-going
institution where citizen and public agency representatives, working
together, could identify environmental problems, help set priorities
regarding them, and assist in developing the resources for effectively-
dealing with the situations.
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The Broadway- Felton Parking Garage

Harvard University's 450-car parking garage now under construc
tion at the Felton- Broadway intersection in Cambridge provides an
example of transportation (and land-use) planning failures that result
from the lack of an organizational framework for involving -- at an early
stage -- citizens, quasi-public, and public agencies with a legitimate
interest in, and concern with, a major development issue. In this
instance, Harvard University sought to build a parking garage in com
pliance with the Cambridge Zoning ordinance, which required the provi
sion of 450 parking spaces in conjunction with the new educational
facilities under construction by the University. Compliance with the
ordinance -- at a cost of $2, 000, 000-- uncovered the serious inadequacy
of the City's parking policy and the provisions of its zoning regulations
controlling the location and design of parking garages. After information
on the already- completed planning and design of the garage was released,
a few citizens attempted to bring the implications of the project to the
attention of the City. Nine months later, the City Council's Transporta
tion and Parking Committee chairman recommended that the well-advanced
construction be stopped. However, by this time it was too late. As a
result, a 5- story, open facility will now be located immediately adjacent
to three apartment buildings, and two high schools, in an area already
severely congested with traffic. Further, Cambridge lost a major
opportunity to experiment with various parking substitution possibilities,
in line with the spirit of the zoning ordinance, but in lieu of new parking
facility construction.

The MBTA Bus Fleet Replacement Proposal

The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) had
recently devoted sizable resources to the work of planning and seeking
federal funds for replacing the remainder of its electric bus fleet with
diesel buses. This fleet of nearly sixty electric buses has principally
served the City of Cambridge. However, the attitude of Cambridge
officials and citizens, as might be expected, was to prefer the moderate
unsightliness of overhead wires required by an electric bus fleet to the
air pollution and noise generated by diesel-powered vehicles. The
cooperation agreement for transportation planning between the City of
Cambridge and the MBTA signed about two years ago did not, however,
cover joint review of equipment changes, and as a result, could not
provide the means for bringing the preferences of the Cambridge
residents to the attention of the MBTA at an early enough stage in the
planning of the project. The MBTA has now acquired a vested interest
in the plan for replacing the electric buses with diesels; the city, on
the other hand -- upset at having learned about the plan at a late stage -
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has been forced into taking a strong defensive position against the plan,
initiating what may have been an unnecessary battle.

Mayor's Advisory Committee on The Inner Belt

In mid-1967, the Mayor of Cambridge appointed a 16-member blue-
ribbon task force known as the Mayor's Advisory Committee on the
Inner Belt. The mandate given this task force was to review the methodo
logy used by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Public
Works in its determination of the need for the "inner belt" -- an express
way it proposed to build through Boston, Brookline, Cambridge and
Somerville as a loop around the Metropolitan Area's urban core. Within
a matter of months it made a finding that the methodology was inadequate
and it recommended that a new study be made, using new, specified
approaches. The recommendation was accepted by both the State Depart
ment of Public Works and the Federal Highway Administration, and the
so-called "Task A" Study was developed on the basis of the recommenda
tion.

Altogether, the Mayor's task force was a success in dealing with
the particular problem at hand. The calibre and credentials of the
sixteen members involving such prestigious persons as John Galbraith,
Harvard Professor, noted economist, and former Ambassador to India;
Robert Alberty, Dean, School of Science, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; and Daniel P. Moynihan and Lewis Mumford, both highly-
regarded and internationally -known urbanologists -- must certainly have
been effective in bringing the highest levels of the State and Federal
transportation planning agencies (including Lowell Bridwell, Federal
Highway Administrator) to pay attention to and ultimately concur in the
Cambridge position. However, it was a substantially undemocratic
body, as the involvement of the general citizenry in its deliberations
was limited to the attendance of two observers from Cambridge groups
concerned with the inner belt issue. As such, its credibility would not
have survived in the context of a broader range of issues, and it failed
to serve as a model for an ongoing participatory planning structure
but it nonetheless did serve as a step in the right direction, and as a
bridge to the current Cambridge concept of a permanent citizen/quasi-
public/public agency transportation forum serving the City Manager.

The Arlington-Cambridge-Lexington-Somerville Coalition on Public
Transportation

Arlington, Cambridge, Lexington and Somerville currently share
a common interest in the planning of the long -proposed extension of
MBTA's "Red Line" subway from Harvard Square northwest. Under
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consideration are extensions to the Cambridge-Arlington line, and

thereafter into Arlington, to Lexington, and possibly out to Route 128.

In regional terms, it would seem that the Metropolitan Area Planning
Council (MAPC) would serve as an appropriate vehicle for bringing
these four jurisdictions together to work toward their common objec
tives. However, for one reason or another, this relationship had not in
fact developed. The four jurisdictions did finally come together as a

result of Governor Sargent's "highway moratorium" within Route 128,

and the setting up of budget items in the Boston Transportation Planning
Review for "community liaison" work. The underlying principle of the
coalition has been flexibility: Belmont and other towns may join later
if they decide that their interests make this advisable; Lexington --a
less active member -- may drop out, if it develops that its interests
in the transit extension do not involve the need for active participation.
Thus, the coalition will at all times be made up of actively involved
and concerned jurisdictions, and the progress of cooperative effort
not impeded by indifference on the part of member jurisdictions having
no real interest in the project. (This may become the case if the four
jurisdictions are trying to work through a large regional machinery of
101 cities and towns.)

The Star-Market-Bus-For-The-Elderly Project

Recently the Star Market - -a major supermarket chain --
inaugurated a Thursday bus service for elderly persons in Cambridge
wanting to shop at one of Star's three supermarkets in the city. The
special buses are now serving close to 100 elderly citizens per week,
with the number of riders and quality of service steadily increasing.
Comment in the public media has been most favorable to this effort by
the Company. However, as Star pointed out, the idea was developed
and the principal work done by citizen, quasi-public, and public
entities working together in a cooperative manner. The idea originated
in a discussion between some elderly citizens and a Planning and De
velopment Department member working in a "Human Development Pro
gram" which until recently had been under a separate "Office of Com
munity Development". The merger of that office with the Planning
Department into a Department of Planning and Development placed
transportation planners and human development planners under the
same director and resulted in their working together to develop the
idea. At the same time, the improved coordination of transpor
tation planning activities of the Cambridge Traffic and Parking
Department with those of the Cambridge Planning and Development
Department through means of a "joint-directorate" for transportation
planning further improved working relationships for planning new bus

routes. Finally, on the initiative of the City Manager, a coalition of
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all public and quasi-public agencies having an interest or active part
in serving the elderly was formed a year ago, and it was the interchange
of ideas made possible by this coalition that helped further the project.

An Opportunity for Future Cooperation: Community-Responsive Manage
ment of Bus Routing, Scheduling and Equipment Use

The City of Cambridge has in the past lived with two extremes in
regard to public transportation operation: The lodging of disorganized
complaints by individual citizens and various ad hoc groups dissatisfied
and frustrated with service, and the attempt on the part of the operating
agency to deduce, through whatever technical means can be afforded by
it, what the theoretical needs of the population might be. Here it is felt
that an institution such as a Transportation Forum could serve as a great
help and much-needed relief for the Operator from the "frustrated
complaint" method of doing business, and in serving to bring the real
needs and possibilities for improved transit in the community into a
process for constructive consideration. This would be particularly
valuable where the needs of the handicapped, the elderly, the very
young and those others with special mobility needs are involved. If
each community were to bear the burden of developing a sound program
for best providing for its inhabitants, not only would time, waste and
frustration be reduced, but a much better service and community rela
tionship result. Bus routing, scheduling and the use of equipment
(including the need for things such as shelters, etc. ) could be con
structively discussed and presented by the residents as a group effort.

An Opportunity for Future Cooperation: Bicycling as a Viable Mode of
Transportation

Cambridge and its surrounding residential, educational and
employment areas have long had a large potential bicycle-user
population. While precise figures are not known as to how many
cyclists there actually are, it is certainly considerable and deserves
serious attention as a viable alternative mode of transportation for
commuting, shopping, and other purposes. Severely limiting the more
extensive use of this mode are the following important considerations:

1 . Safety - Inadequate traffic control considerations for
bicycles; lack of adequate right-of-way.

2. Security - Lack of facilities for storage free from
theft or vandalism.

3. Route Continuity - Lack of continuous pathway necessary
for access to areas of destination.
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There is unfortunately a persistent attitude in many public quarters
that bicycling is not a serious mode of transportation: this is reflected
in the lack of provision for the above-mentioned items. The growing
difficulty in obtaining good public transit services -- especially in off-
peak hours and in areas that are off the line-haul -- and the growing
congestion in automobile traffic and parking, makes the availability
of this alternative mode more and more attractive. While there have
been some attempts at organizing the bike-riding public (as for example,
the Association for Bicycle Commuters, in the Boston area), the actual
extent of its needs and the potential demand is little known. The use of
a Transportation Forum to identify and crystalize the possibilities of
adequately providing for an alternative mode such as this presents an
unusual opportunity.
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APPENDIX C

CAMBRIDGE: HISTORY, PROFILE AND TRENDS

Cambridge began as a colonial settlement called Newtowne at
approximately the present location of Harvard Square. Lying south
of the overland route from Charlestown to Watertown, Newtowne
was selected as the original seat for Massachusetts Bay Colony Ad
ministrative Functions (and later judicial) due to its strategic loca
tion. Because of the possibility of sea attack, Newtowne's upriver
location seemed more defensible to early settlers than the less well-
protected ports of Boston or Charlestown. It was only later when
Boston's generally superior location was realized and invasion fears
subsided that Bay Colony offices crossed over the Charles River to

Boston.

Access to Boston from Cambridge was, during the 17th and
18th centuries, far more difficult than it is today. Large parts of
Boston and Cambridge were then unfilled marshy areas, and cross
ing from one to the other required uncomfortable overland treks and
a ferry crossing. At that time Cambridge included all or parts of
present day Arlington, Bedford, Billerica, Belmont, Brighton, Car
lisle, Lexington, Lincoln, Newton, Tewksbury and Watertown.
Newtowne life was village-oriented and the economy was agricul
turally dominated. Even the building of a bridge crossing the
Charles at what is now Boylston Street did not change that basic
orientation. There was a largely speculative effort later in the
18th century to create a substantial port for Cambridge in Cam-
bridgeport, but these efforts went unfulfilled.

Only with the building in the late 18th and early 19th cen
turies of the West Boston (Longfellow) and Craigie (Charles River
Dam) bridges did Cambridge's village orientation change as travel
to Boston became far more convenient. The city then began to as
sume one of the transportation roles it now plays as conduit between
Boston center and suburban hinterlands. Parts of East Cambridge
grew rapidly with succeeding immigrations, and the subsequent in
dustrialization of that part of the city pulled exclusive political con
trol away from Harvard Square interests.

Throughout the later 19th and 20th centuries, Cambridge was
ever more closely tied to Boston; first by horse-drawn omnibus and

later by horse-drawn "street railway" over the East Cambridge
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bridges. In 1912, the subway tunnel was completed, linking Boston
and Cambridge by rapid transit. Cambridge now lies on one of the
heavily travelled regional spokes of the Boston hub, and its life is
inexorably bound up in Boston and regional developments.

Cambridge Population

Population is declining in Cambridge and has been declining
for many years. Since 1950, when the city's population was 120,740,
it has declined 17% to 100,361 people (including university dormitory
residents) counted in the 1970 Census.

More significant than the population decline, however, are
the changes in the composition of the city's population. Families,
especially those of moderate means, are leaving the city. Enroll
ments for the city's 14 elementary and two high schools are, with
some exceptions, projected to decline. People moving into Cam
bridge tend to be young professionals able to afford the increasing
cost of living in the city.

In 1950, 95. 3% of the city's population was white, 4.3% was
black, and 0.4% was classed in other racial categories. In 1970
those respective figures were 91.1%, 6.8% and 2.1%. The most
significant increase however was in the other-racial-group category,
which increased absolutely from 437 in 1950 to 2,170 in 1970, or
400%. Additionally, Cambridge is a culturally diverse city having
large numbers of citizens with Italian, Polish, Portuguese, French,
Greek, Indian, and more recently Puerto Rican backgrounds — com
plementing its basically Irish and English stock.

The age of the city's population has also been undergoing
changes in the last 20 years. In 1950, 20.4% of Cambridge's pop
ulation was between the ages of 0-14 years while 9.2% was over
65 years old. In 1970 those % figures were respectively 16.6%
and 11.7% indicating that at the extreme ends of the population
pyramid Cambridge is losing its very young and increasing the
number of its older citizens. However, in the 1 5-34 year age
group Cambridge has shown a percentage increase in 1970 over
previous census years. In 1950, 36. 9% of the city's population
was in this group, while in 1970, 46. 6% were from 15-34 years
old. This reflects the observable fact that Cambridge now has
many more young, well-educated, professional people than it did
in 1950.
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The shifting orientation of Cambridge's population is further
demonstrated by the statistics for 1950 and 1970. While in 1950,

52.3% of the city's population was married and 37. 1% was single,
by 1970, 42.4% were married and 46. 1% single. Percentage figures
for widowed and divorced persons show no substantial change over
that period. The statistics clearly indicate that Cambridge is los
ing population absolutely, and that this population loss is heaviest
among the city's families, especially those with school-age children.
From 1950 to 1970, when Cambridge's population fell from 120,740
to 100,361, Cambridge's married population fell from 50,903 to
35,957. While experiencing a total population decline of about 17%
the married population fell by 29% or 14,946 people. Of a total
population loss of 20,379 from 1950-1970, 73% were married.

Cambridge neighborhoods are becoming more forceful and
articulate in their opposition to these trends and tend to see the
universities as particularly responsible for them. Clearly, in view
of mounting neighborhood pressures and expected continuation of
these population trends, some considerable need exists for a posi
tive articulation of city objectives with respect to its population
characteristics and related housing stock.

Cambridge Economic Conditions

The economic problems which beset the city of Cambridge
are largely typical of those problems afflicting other built-up urban
areas with strong but declining industrial-manufacturing bases. As
a local firm has to confront the need to expand, it often finds ex
pansion opportunities minimal within the city. Additionally, as the
city becomes built-up, burgeoning problems of taxation, transporta
tion and safety beset the local firm and often it is confronted with
the need to decide whether to continue operations in Cambridge or
to move elsewhere. Numbers of firms have had to leave Cam
bridge because of these expanding problems associated with doing
business in the city. The subsequent loss of jobs, purchasing
power and tax base obviously depresses the economic life of the
city.

What sets Cambridge aside from other largely industrial-
manufacturing urban economies is the presence here of several
major educational institutions, especially Harvard University and

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. While providing many jobs,
producing much secondary tax income and attracting many firms to

the city, and while producing a large but unquantifiable income
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multiplier effect (as money is earned and spent in the city), the

universities also constitute a significant economic burden for Cam
bridge as they utilize city services such as fire and police, and

they preempt local housing resources for which incoming students
and faculty can successfully outbid older city residents in a very
tight housing marketplace.

The juxtaposition of the older industrial-manufacturing base
with the more recent growth in light industries and professional
services attracted (directly or indirectly) by the universities' pre
sence confronts the city with the need to decide in which direction
it would best proceed: should it attempt to retain the older em
ployment base best suited to its established blue-collar population,
or rather allow current economic forces to progressively displace
manufacturing jobs and so leave the men and women who hold them
without employment in their own city To a Large extent imple
menting whatever decision made would be difficult for Cambridge,
because local employment conditions are so heavily affected by
forces operating regionally or even nationally. Today, less than
half of all Cambridge workers are employed within the city. The
number of Cambridge residents in the work force is approximately
46,000. About 22,500 of those Cambridge residents work within
the city and the other 23,500 work outside Cambridge. Thus 51%
of Cambridge's resident work force is employed outside the city.
Also based on a current estimate that the city has about 78,400 total
jobs, only 28% of those jobs are filled by Cambridge residents.
Economic forces in the Boston region then play as important a
role in the city's manpower conditions as would any local policies
that Cambridge might adopt.

Cambridge's total retail sales as a percentage of the Boston
SMSA (less the Boston C. B. D. and Cambridge) have declined from
9% to 8% while rising absolutely from $182, 565,000 in 1958 to
$210,900,000 in 1967. It would appear that Cambridge has general
ly held its competitive position within the S. M. S. A. during that 10

year period. However, during that same period there were impor
tant changes in the composition of those sales. In 1958 approxi
mately 41% of the city's retail sales were in convenience goods
(food, eating and drinking, drug and proprietary goods, etc. ).
In 1967, convenience goods represented about 1/3 of total sales.
In 1958, shopping goods (including apparel, general merchandise,
furniture, home furnishings, equipment,, etc. ) accounted for 25% of
Cambridge retail sales whereas in 1967 they accounted for over
37% of those sales. Finally, about 34% of 1958 retail sales were
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in other goods. Hardware, building materials, automotive supplies,
books, cameras, jewelry, optical goods and other goods are inclu
ded in this category. Cambridge changed significantly in that 10

year period, and can reasonably be assumed to have evolved fur
ther since then from a retail emphasis on the sale of convenience
goods to the sale of shopping goods. To a significant extent, this
probably reflects the general availability of more disposable in
come on the part of Cambridge residents as well as the changes
in Cambridge's population characteristics described above.

The city's operating budget has increased approximately 25%
in the last 4 years from $30,499, 398 in 1968 to $38,340,734 in
1971. The largest part of that increase is represented by the
School Department which rose from a budget of $7,493,495 in 1968
to $11,722,967 in 1971, a 57% jump. While the budget increased
25%, the assessed value of real and personal property in the city
rose from $303,491,200 in 1968 to $319,696,000 in 1971, an in
crease of only 5%. For that reason the city's tax rate has jumped
from $82. 50 in 1968 to $132.40 in 1971, an increase of 60%. In
per capita terms, the Cambridge tax levy has risen from $249 in
1968 to $422 in 1971. While Cambridge has been able to pay its
bills, it is clear that such a continuing increase in the tax is both
financially and politically unfeasible. Either expenditures must be
moderated and brought into line with increases in assessed values
or other forms of municipal financing must be sought.

Cambridge Housing

Reflecting the significant changes in the composition of
Cambridge's population over the last 20 years, important changes
have occurred in the composition of the city's households and
housing stock. Population in households has declined from 107,676
persons in 1950 »to 88,502 people in 1970, a decline of 17%. Over
the same period population in group quarters declined 9%, from
13,064 in 1950 to 11,859 in 1970. Significantly, persons per
household dropped from 3.27 in 1950 to 2.43 in 1970.
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Dwelling Units in Cambridge Categorized by
Household Size -- 1950, I960, 1970

1 -person 2-person 3 -person 4-person 5+person
Year househld. househld. househld. househld. househld.

1950 3,944d.u. 9,206d. u. 7,299d. u. 5,557d. u. 4,556d. u.
1960 8, 082 10, 617 6, 058 4,313 5, 183

1970 11, 785 11,857 5,430 3,509 7,370

17 50 12.9% 30. 1% 23. 9% 18. 2% 14. 9%
I960 23. 6 31. 0 17. 7 12. 6 15. 1

1970 29.5 29. 6 13. 6 8. 8 18.4

The preceeding figures indicate the number of dwelling
units in Cambridge by household size both absolutely and as a per
centage figure from 1950-1970. What the figures clearly show is
that there has been a dramatic change in the numbers of 1 and 2

person dwelling units in the city. From 1950 when there were
13, 150 1 and 2 person units to 1970 when the number had jumped
to 23,642, the increase was approximately 80%. The increase is
even more significant in 1 person units where it approximated
300% from 1950-1970. In 1950 1 and 2 person units accounted for
43% of total city housing units whereas in 1970 it was 59% of all
Cambridge units. Again, the single person units were responsible
for the jump. While there has been a gain in the numbers of
dwelling units in the city from 1950-1970 of from 30, 562 to 39,951,
these density figures indicate a trend which complements the popu
lation decline and dwelling unit increase: a substantial jump in 1

and 2 person units. As family size and numbers have declined
substantially, the housing market has responded with smaller sized
units. Non-subsidized, non-university private construction during
the 1960's confirms this finding. Of the 1, 738 new dwelling units
privately constructed between 1960-1970, 1569 of them were in 45
structures with over 10 units apiece. For the most part these
were dwelling units with 1 or 2 bedrooms. There has been a de
cline in the size of units being marketed, either through new con
struction or "re-conversion" of existing dwellings. On the other
hand, the concurrent rise in the number of dwelling units con
taining five or more persons reflects the banding together of single
persons for dense occupancy of units previously occupied, in
general, by families of smaller size.
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The competition for housing units in the city is partially-
reflected in changes in the cost of housing, and those costs have
risen substantially over the last 20 years. In. 1950 the median
contract rent for apartments in Cambridge was $43. The median
value for a house was $12,600. By 1970, those dollar figures
were $119 and $24,000, respectively. Costs for apartments in
creased 177% and housing costs averaged a 90% rise during those
20 years. Median income for families and unrelated individuals
rose 74% in this period, from $2933 in 1950 to $5114 in 1970.
Obviously in some parts of the city these changes were far' greater
than in others, but general trends indicate that there have been sub

stantial city-wide housing cost changes during the last 20 years.

Cambridge Government

Cambridge adopted a Plan E Council-Manager form of
government during the early 1940's. Essentially the Massachusetts
Plan E system places all governing legislative authority in
an elected City Council (in Cambridge's case consisting of 9 mem
bers), and all administrative authority in the hands of a Council-
appointed city manager. The Council elects from among its mem
bership a mayor who functions as chairman of both the City Coun
cil and the School Committee. The city manager administers city
government, encompassing all its departments and commissions
(with the exception of the School Committee, whose members are
elected, and the Housing and Redevelopment Authorities, whose
members he appoints subject to Council approval. All city workers
are his subordinates rather than the Council's. The city manager
can be appointed or removed by a simple majority vote of the

Council.

Cambridge elects its Council and School Committee by a

system called Proportional Representation. This means that can
didates are elected at large by the voting population, and that in
order to be elected a candidate must reach a certain quota (de
pending upon the number of candidates running and people voting)
established before votes are tallied. Once a candidate reaches the
quota, he or she is elected. People can vote for all candidates in
order of their preference, so that, if a voter's preferred candidate
has already been elected when that voter's ballot is tabulated, his
vote can be passed on to a second preference. However, if a
voter names only 2 or 3 candidates, and when his ballot is tabulated
they have already been elected, his ballot is voided and his vote has
no effect. Therefore the voting system rewards those making com-
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plete ballots and penalizes those who do not indicate all voting pre
ferences --a circumstance which has contributed to continuing criti
cism and referendum challenges of the proportional representation
method for electing the City Council and School Committee.

Expressing political choices at election time is one way,
the traditional one, of recording preferences. Much happens of
concern to citizens between elections, of course, and Cambridge
lately has indicated more of a predisposition to cull citizen opinion
on particular issues and to respond to citizen group concerns where
expressed. A more responsive city government could be the re
sult of such subtle changes in the local political process. Two
recent examples in Cambridge serve to highlight a growing change
in approach by elected officials. At the recommendation of the
City Manager, the City Council recently appropriated $16,000 for
an umbrella community group, the Cambridgeport-Riverside Com
munity Corporation, in order that they might hire consultants to
determine reuse feasibility of an old neighborhood- located publish
ing company. In another example the City Council solicited city-
wide group interest and participation in the city manager nomination
process. In effect, the Council sought public opinion preferences
on the several city manager candidates. Both examples of city
government responsiveness auger well for Cambridge's resolution
to face and solve the difficult problems it now faces.

Cambridge is part of Middlesex County, a governmental
unit whose principal functions are judicial but include law enforce
ment and the operation of a major penal institution and health fa
cility. Relationships with the State have a greater impact on the
city- -in terms of city facilities and services, as well as in terms
of city finances. Through state-wide or regional agencies it has
created, the State provides Cambridge with major highways, pub
lic transportation, recreation facilities and programs, sewer trunks
and treatment, water as needed, regional planning, and an increas
ingly broad range of social and other direct services or financial
assistance for local provision of facilities and services. Financing
of this state help is accomplished in part through state taxation
(principally levied against sales and income) but also through direct
charges to cities and towns. Depending upon many factors and
formulas, a locality may receive more grants-in-aid from the
State than it pays back in charges, or vice versa. In 1968 Cam
bridge, for instance , received $1,472,600 more than its payments,
while in 1972 its payments to the State exceeded grants-in-aid by
$4, 144, 000--a source of deep concern to the City Manager and
City Council in light of rapidly escalating city costs and tax rate.
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APPENDIX D

EVOLUTION OF A CAMBRIDGE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
PROCESS: A TWENTY -YEAR OVERVIEW

The time was early December, 1967.

The speaker was John Kenneth Galbraith -- Professor of
Economics at Harvard, former U. S. Ambassador to India, and

fresh off the plane from Switzerland, a day earlier than scheduled
in order to attend this meeting.

" so we are in agreement. The planning process for
the Inner Belt has been marked by serious deficiencies and incon
sistencies.

"These weaknesses must be the starting point of any future
effort aimed at reviewing rationally the metropolitan area's (Boston)
transportation system.

"Let us telephone Lowell Bridwell. "

Lowell Bridwell, whom Mr. Galbraith was about to tele
phone, was the Federal Highway Administrator.

The meeting was one of a series held by the members of
the Cambridge Mayor's Advisory Committee on the Inner Belt.
The sixteen committee members - -all peers of Mr. Galbraith- -in
cluded Robert Alberty, Dean, School of Science, M. I. T. ; Ross A.
McFarland, Guggenheim Professor of Aerospace, Health, and

Safety, School of Public Health, Harvard; Daniel P. Moynihan,
Professor of Education and Urban Politics, Graduate School of
Education, Harvard; Lewis Mumford, critic and in residence,
Lever ett House, Harvard; Talcott Parsons, Professor of Sociology,
Harvard; Jack Ruina, Vice-President of Special Laboratories,
M.I. T. ; Benson R. Snyder (Dr.), Psychiatrist-in-Chief, M. I. T. ;

and James Vorenberg, Professor of Law, Harvard Law School.

Prior to the formation of the Mayor's Advisory Committee,
technicians employed by Cambridge had studied in depth the method
ology used by the State Department of Public Works to justify the
construction of the Inner Belt and Route 2 Extension. The City
became convinced that the state's methodology had serious deficien-
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cies. Cambridge had presented these findings to the State Com
missioner of Public Works and the Federal Highway Administrator
but they had not accepted the City's analysis.

Cambridge decided to form a committee of senior professors
from Harvard and M. I. T. --all experts in research methodology.
The City felt that any review of the Boston metropolitan planning
process by such a qualified committee would support inevitably
Cambridge's contention that the planning process did not justify
the recommended construction program.

The Presidents of Harvard and M. I. T. were asked to sub
mit suggestions for membership on the committee. All names sub
mitted by the Presidents were invited to join the committee. Only
one refused; he would be out of the country at the time of the
committee's deliberations.

On February 6, 1968, Lowell Bridwell, the Federal Highway
Administrator, met with the Mayor's Advisory Committee and the
Cambridge City Council and Mr. Bridwell reviewed the Committee's
documentation of "deficiencies and inconsistencies. " On March 7,
1968, he agreed that the past twenty years of transportation plan
ning in the Boston metropolitan area did indeed have its limitation
and that the process required serious re-examination. Mr. Brid
well ordered the Massachusetts Department of Public Works "to
analyze and attempt to develop traffic assignments to a highway
network which specifically excludes the Inner Belt. "

As significant as was the day in mid-December in 1967
when Mr. Galbraith made his summation and the later ordering of a
restudy by Mr. Bridwell in March, 1968, this involvement of the
academic community was only a minor episode in the twenty-three
years of effort that it has taken the citizens and the government of
Cambridge, in alliance with the citizens and governments of many
cities and towns in the Boston area, to succeed in modifying the
metropolitan transportation planning process.

These years of effort finally were climaxed on December 29,
1971, when Francis Sargent, Governor of Massachusetts, officially
announced that the Inner Belt and the Route 2 Extension were obso
lete transportation concepts and these highways would not be built.

Notwithstanding this successful conclusion, Cambridge was
unable during this twenty-three year period to effectively organize
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its own municipal transportation planning process. The evidence is
convincing that for most of this era, the City's performance in the
policymaking and administration of its own transportation planning
effort must be described as for the most part administratively un
coordinated, and, often, politically contradictory. It is truly a
miracle that the inner belt battle was won, given the City's in
ternal lack of organization for transportation planning.

The roots of this weakness go deep and lie in Cambridge's
diverse citizenry and its diffuse municipal governmental operation.
Cambridge is known for its heterogeneity in population and interests.

Cambridge, also, is many things to many people. It is a
residential community- - 1 , 700 acres of it. It uses 1,000 of its
acres for intensive industrial purposes. It is headquarters for
many research industries. On the other hand, much of the com
munity's industrial inventory is a relic of an earlier century and
perilously close to obsolescence in light of today's needs.

Cambridge has its national institutions --Harvard University,
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the Polaroid Corpor
ation. It has historic sites of national prominence- -its Common
where Washington took command of the Continental Army. But,
it is also a community of relatively insular neighborhoods whose
long-time residents have deeply-established roots and limited con
tact with the world beyond.

Cambridge has households at both ends of the income scale.
The Census indicates that 20. 7% of the City's households fall below
the $3, 000 annual income level, while an almost equal number

(15.6%) claim incomes in excess of $15, 000.

Cambridge's diversity is both an asset and a liability. It
has been a bulwark against the sterile homogeneity that character
izes many of the nation's moderate- size communities and rural
areas. But it also nutures in Cambridge a social fragmentation
among its citizenry that makes the policy-making process remark
ably complex and diffuse. This lack of capacity for policy-making
within Cambridge's citizenry is reinforced unfortunately by the
nature of the City's governmental operation.

Cambridge is governed by an elected City Council; a

Mayor, elected by the Council from its own ranks; a City Manager,
appointed by the City Council; and line departments, whose person
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nel are appointed by and responsible to the City Manager. In
theory, the elected City Council decides all policy matters and the
appointed City Manager, charged with implementing the Council's
decisions, directs the line departments in carrying out the Coun
cil's policies.

In actual practice, however, Cambridge's municipal opera
tion is as fragmented as its citizenry and its policy-making capa
city as diffuse. The elected City Council has no technical staff
and as a result finds it difficult to deal profoundly with the wide
range of policy questions that face the City. The appointed City
Manager, with or without strong policy direction, tends to be policy
maker as well as implementor. And the line departments, more
often than not, operate administratively free from the direction of
either the City Council or the City Manager.

The record speaks for itself- -and it is full of noncoordina-
tion and contradictions.

Official city policy, articulated many times by every City
Council during the past twenty- three years, has been vigorous in
its opposition to all expressways through the City, particularly the
Inner Belt, which in its final form, as planned by the State, cut
through much of Cambridge's working class residential community.

One problem with these City Council statements is that they
have frequently not had the benefit of technical documentation nor
were they accompanied by constructive alternatives. Nevertheless,
the policy has been clear for all within the City to hear and under
stand.

The City Council's policy position, opposing the highway pro
posals of the state and federal agencies, has been consistently
supported by Cambridge's Representatives in the State legislature,
as well as by Congressman "Tip" O'Neill, Cambridge's Representa
tive in Washington.

On the other hand, with notable exceptions the City Managers
that served during this period largely accepted the inevitability of
the proposed state and federal highway system and either ignored
the City Council's policy position or quietly worked against it. It
is, therefore, hardly startling to discover that the critical line
departments responsible for carrying out, under the direction of
the City Manager, the City's transportation planning activities felt
free to ignore and even oppose the City Council's directives.
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The single most important City officials, during much of the
twenty-three year period in which the City Council opposed the
interstate highway system, were the Planning Directors. They
were specifically charged with the responsibility of acting as lias on
between the City—its Council, Manager, line departments, and
citizens- -and the transportation agencies at the metropolitan, state,
and federal levels. During all of this period the previous City
Planning Directors overtly proselytized for the construction of all
highways proposed by the state in Cambridge, particularly the
Inner Belt.

The opposition of earlier Planning Directors to the City
Council's policy on interstate highways also reflected itself in the
activities of the City's Code Enforcement and Review Committee.
This Committee brought together all of the City's inspection agen
cies --fire, health, building, and planning. During the Inner Belt
controversy the Planning Director acted as Chairman. Annually,
this Committee prepared, as part of the City's Workable Program
for Community Development, code enforcement programs on both
sides of the Inner Belt's presumed alignment, but never did the
committee initiate inspectional services within the route's antici
pated boundary.

Seemingly a contradiction, the City Council approved all
Workable Programs submissions to the HUD Regional Office in
New York City. Further, the City Council funded code enforcement
programs, as organized in these Workable Programs, that left the
structures within the boundaries of the alleged Inner Belt route
unenforced. The results were predictable. Deterioration flourished
where the state wanted the highway to be constructed, property
values dropped, and acquisition costs for highway purposes were
reduced.

Similarly, the Cambridge Redevelopment Authority, legally
autonomous but by local tradition responsive to the City Council
on policy matters, defined the Wellington-Harrington Urban Renewal
Project boundary so as to leave the Brookline-Elm Street Inner
Belt alignment free for highway purposes. As with the code en

forcement programs, the City Council approved the project boun
daries and authorized sending the Survey and Planning Application
to the HUD Regional office in New York.

The Cambridge Model Cities program, on the other hand,
defined its boundary to include all the then-known Inner Belt align
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merits, thereby alerting both HUD and DOT that it supported the
City Council's policy by striving to protect the neighborhood from
any highway encroachments. Concurrently, Cambridge's Urban
Beautification Program applied for and received federal (HUD)
funding for the improvement of a play area that was located with
in the presumed Inner Belt alignment. And, also, at about the
same time, the City Manager's office applied for and received
from Washington $90,000 in amendatory Community Renewal Pro
gram (CRP) funds to help the City question the implications of
the State's highway plans.

In still another situation, the deteriorated Fletcher School
was not replaced by the Cambridge School Committee because the

logical site for the new school building was adjacent to the Elm
Street Inner Belt alignment.

This list could be lengthened almost indefintely.

Many City officials -- an example might be Cambridge's
earlier representatives to the Metropolitan Area Planning Council--
largely were silent during the critical years of the highway contro
versy. Their silence, of course, could be presumed to mean
support for the City Council's position. In actual practice, how
ever, their silence probably better served those who opposed the
City Council policy position.

"What is clear is that when the City Council made a policy,
some City officials followed it -- many did not. And on occasion,
the City Council even negated its own policy.

Not only was Cambridge unable to effectively organize itself
in support of City Council transportation policy, the City also was
unable to create a coherent administration for the direction of the
Cambridge transportation planning effort. In the past, responsi
bility for separate transportation tasks was assigned, at one time
or another, to the City Manager, the Planning Director, a City
Councillor, an Assistant to the City Manager, the Director of
Traffic and Parking, the Redevelopment Authority Director, the
Cambridge Advisory Committee, and even, the Mayor. But over
all responsibility for the transportation effort was never placed in
the hands of one person.

Inadequate as the City's transportation policy-making and
administration may have been for two decades, Cambridge was
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most effective, in the later years of the 1960's, in creating a

city-wide anti-highway coalition that skillfully blended policy-making,
funding, technical assistance, political acumen, and citizen involve
ment. While limited in scope, as it was oriented only to highway
issues, this experience would well serve as a model for the ad
ministration of an intermodal transportation planning process for
Cambridge and other cities in the future.

By 1966 Cambridge and the other municipalities in the
Boston area found themselves confronted by a metropolitan trans
portation design system that proposed the construction of a spider-
web of major highways through the Region -- all apparently com
pletely unrelated to proposals for parallel mass transit extensions.
For Cambridge, the State's proposals called for the construction of
three major highways -- 1-695 (the Inner Belt), the Route 2 Exten
sion, and an Intermediate Belt; related interchanges; and, inevitable,
major arterial improvements to supplement commuter flows along
Memorial Drive, Putnam Avenue, and a Harvard Square ByPass.
In addition, there was planned an extension of mass transit paral
lel to the Route 2 Extension beyond Harvard Square.

As in the past, contradiction prevailed within the City
Government. On the one hand the City Council joined with the
City's representatives in the State legislature and Congress and
articulated the danger to the City if the State was permitted to go
ahead with this construction program. On the other, the City's
then Planning Director and the Code Enforcement Committee fos
tered support for the State's plans. And the City Manager and

most of the remaining line departments remained silent. Indecision
and inaction on the City's level resulted. All evidence suggested
that the highways and their ancillary facilities would be built as

the State planned them.

Intruding into this almost hopeless situation a group of citi
zens organized themselves into a Committee called Save Our Cities.
Focusing its energies against the Inner Belt and banding behind the
catchy slogan "Cambridge is a City Not a Highway" the citizens
soon discovered they needed help in breaking through the disorder
at the City level and in countering the massive documentation of
fered by the State in justification of its highway proposals. Save
Our Cities enlisted the help of Urban Planning Aid (UPA), a group
of economists, architects, lawyers, planners, and organizers,
largely from M. I. T. and Harvard, who had organized themselves
earlier in the year to provide just such technical help to neighbor
hoods in need.
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With the help of UPA, Save Our Cities began dramatizing the high
way issue throughout the City and particularly in those neighbor
hoods threatened by the State's Inner Belt proposals. Mass meet
ings were held. Petitions were circulated. Organizational mem
bership was recruited. The Governor was pressured for a change
in State policy. Delegations were sent to Washington to meet with
Congressmen, Senators, and Federal officials. Most important,
critiques of the State's proposals were developed, supported by
impeccable social, economic, and engineering data. Within a

year, Save Our Cities and UPA had prepared an alternative loca
tion for the Inner Belt so persuasive in its feasibility that the
Governor, just prior to the 1966 election, was forced to defer ap
proval of the State's preferred route for the Inner Belt.

By mid- 1967, the organizational pressure exerted by Save
Our Cities, backed by the technical expertise of UPA, began having
its impact on the administrative and political scene within Cam
bridge. The City Council, supported by Save Our Cities, found
itself more and more able to get the City Manager and the line
departments to accept its anti-highway position. The City Manager's
office was directed to lend its technical capacity to work alongside
UPA in support of Save Our Cities, Line department personnel
that opposed the City Council's policy position were relieved of
their transportation responsibilities, which were taken over by an
Assistant to the City Manager. Additional personnel, equipped to

give intellectual and technical breadth to the City Council's policy,
were employed by the City Manager. Before the year ended, funds
were allocated from the City Manager's office to pay for UPA's
services and that of other consultants required by Save Our Cities.
It was the City Manager's office that took the leadership in organ
izing the Mayor's Advisory Committee on the Inner Belt, the aca
demic group that negotiated a restudy of the feasibility of the
Inner Belt with Lowell Bridwell.

In January, 1968, Save Our Cities, UPA, and the City
Manager's office mounted a huge demonstration financed by the

Cambridge City Council that brought together, for the first time,
the full range of Cambridge's diverse citizenry and the municipal
administration to march on the State House to demand that the
Governor halt not only the Inner Belt through Cambridge but all
highways within Route 128. Joining Cambridge's delegation in
marching on the State House were nineteen other community and
neighborhood organizations in the metropolitan Boston area- -from
Lynn in the North, to East Boston, the South End, and Mattapan
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in Boston, to Milton in the South. This demonstration was the
stimulus for the formation of the Greater Boston Committee on

the Transportation Crisis, which now leads the metropolitan effort
for the creation of a transportation system with an emphasis on
mass transit, not highways.

By mid- 1968 the City Council's anti-highway policy was
clearly supported by Cambridge's citizenry and its municipal oper
ation. When it came time for the City Council to appoint a new
City Manager, a prerequisite was that he strongly implement the
City Council policy. From that moment the City Manager's office
became a central force in all matters affecting the highway plan
ning process -- including the development of a coalition with the
governments of Boston, Brookline, and Somerville; participating in
the Bridwell restudy and, later, questioning the validity of its re
sults; influencing the Governor to declare a moratorim on highway
construction in the Boston metropolitan area; and, finally, directing
Cambridge's participation in the Boston Transportation Planning Re
view, the current study ordered by the Governor to develop an

intermodal transportation planning process and plan for metropoli
tan Boston.

Space prevents telling the full story of Cambridge's evolving
transportation planning process. It is self-evident, however, that
Cambridge's experience in the later years of the 1960's clearly
shows that effective policy-making and administration at the City
Council level must be combined with a citizens' organization
securely based in the neighborhoods, knowledgeable in the transpor
tation planning process, and skilled in the art of political action
if the City of Cambridge is to be able to cope with the complexities
of transportation planning in the future.
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